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THE DAVID FRIEDMAN MEMORIAL AWARD
The David Friedman Award offers a cash prize to the best story or
essay published in Hair Trigger each year . Our thanks go to David
Friedman ' s family , which established this fund i n fall 2002 as a
memorial to their son , a talented writer and painter , as well as
an alumnus of Columbia College Chicago and a great friend to
the Fiction Writing Department ' s students and faculty.

Preface & Acknowledgments
WELCOME TO THE TWENTY-NI TH ISSUE OF HAIR TRIGGER, THE COLUMBIA COLLEGE

Chicago Fiction Writing Department's anthology of student writing. Over its long history, Hair Trigger has won numerous awards, including first-place prizes in national
competitions from three different organizations: the Association of Writers and
Writing Programs, the Coordinating Council of Literary Magazines, and the
Columbia University Scholastic Press Association. Those of us associated with the
Fiction Writing Department are, of course, very proud of the students whose work has
been introduced through Hair Trigger. Many of them have won individual awards
from these national organizations and have gone on to successful careers in writing,
publishing, and a variety of other professions.
As with previous issues of the magazine, Hair Trigger 29 collects prose fiction
and creative nonfiction writing by undergraduate and graduate students at all levels.
These works come primarily from core classes-Introduction to Fiction Writing,
Fiction Writing I, Fiction Writing II, Prose Forms, Advanced Fiction, Advanced Prose
Forms-taught using the innovative Story Workshop

approach, as well as from

Fiction Seminars, Critical Reading and Writing classes, and a wide variety of creative
nonfiction, playwriting, genre, publishing, and other Specialty Writing courses taught
using distinctly successful complementary approaches. The success of the Story
Workshop approach and those other approaches used in the Fiction Writing
Department program is reflected in the broad range of voices, subjects, forms, and
cultural/linguistic backgrounds represented in all editions of Hair Trigger during its
illustrious history, including the edition that you are holding in your hands.
An exhaustive and rigorous selection process is used with Hair Trigger to ensure
that no excellent story-whatever its voice, subject, or approach-will be overlooked.
Student editors in our College Literary Publications class work for a semester with a
faculty advisor who helps them reveal their unconscious as well as conscious biases.
These editors, formed into two diverse teams, read submissions and decide which
should be passed along to the full group. Those manuscripts passed ahead in the
process are read by all editors, who then begin the hard work of discussing which
pieces should go into the final book. Instructors may appeal a rejected piece for
another reading and further discussion by student editors who, along with Faculty
Advisor Chris Maul Rice and Coordinator of Faculty Development Shawn Shiflett,

are responsible for making the final decisions. For space reasons, we are unable to
include many excellent stories, plays, and essays each year; but over the magazine's
history, this thorough, fair process has ensured that the best of the best will eventually
see the light of day. Respect for the reader, for content, for form, for point of view and
language, and vividness of telling characterize the selections printed in this volume,
and we believe that the diversity represented in the pages of Hair Trigger stands as a
distinct and refreshing contrast to the so-called "workshop story" found in many other
writing programs. Our appreciation goes to the student editors, chosen for their own
ability as writers and readers.
Congratulations to Chris Maul Rice, who was chiefly responsible as Faculty
Advisor for supervising undergraduate and graduate student editors in the overall
selection and production process for Hair Trigger 29, and to Coordinator of Faculty
Development Shawn Shiflett, who oversees Hair Trigger for the Fiction Writing
Department.
Thanks to Associate Chair Gary Johnson, and to Andy Allegretti, Don Gennaro
De Grazia, Ann Hemenway, Antonia Logue, Eric May, Alexis Pride, Lisa Schlesinger,
Shawn Shiflett, Sam Weller, John Schultz, and Betty Shiflett for consulting on matters affecting the student editors' complex editorial selection process-as well as to
the many other excellent teacher-writers in the Fiction Writing program.
Thanks to Creative and Printing Services Director Mary Johnson and to Corey
Plazak, Christine DiThomas, and Cameron Spencer for cover and layout design.
Particular thanks go to Deborah Roberts, Linda Naslund, and Nicole Chakalis for
copyediting, proofreading, and supervising crucial phases of production. Thanks, too,
to Katie Corboy, Rob Duffer, Max Glaessner, Aaron Golding, Meredith Grahl,
Stephanie Kuehnert, Monique Lewis, Emily Pankow, Richard Santiago, Mike Sims,
and Maurine Stellhorn for their production assistance. And special thanks to Mica
"Squirrel of Quark" Racine, who has long given us invaluable assistance in production and design of Hair Trigger and other projects.
Our profound gratitude goes to Warrick Carter, President of Columbia College
Chicago; to Steve Kapelke, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs; to
Leonard Lehrer, Dean of the School of Fine and Performing Arts; and to Keith
Cleveland, Dean of Graduate Administration/Student Services for their continuing

support and encouragement of this program.
We owe a debt, above all, to the over 600 students registered for classes in the
Fiction Writing Department each semester, from whose writing the selected pieces in
this volume were gleaned.
We sincerely hope that you enjoy the original and inventive work appearing in
these pages.
Randall Albers, Chair
Fiction Writing Department
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St. Gabriel's Morgue
Ira Brooker

IF

WE DID NOT ALL KNOW HIM BY NAME, WE CERTAINLY KNEW HIS FACE.

There was not a body in the barroom that did not fight back a tremor
upon recognizing the too-broad visage, features spread wide like pulling
the edges of a rubber mask, thick, black eyebrows under loose, red curls,
and fleshy lips pulled down at the corners in a permanent, half-hearted
frown. We did not know his exact age, but whatever it might have been
he seemed somehow older than the actual tally. Broadly built, short
frame, skin tan and tough, pigmented in a way that had inspired more
than one late-night conversation as to whether or not there was any
black blood in him. We would not have been surprised either way, as in
these parts east of Ponchartrain, nearly every man is either a sun-baked
white or a time-bleached black, largely indistinguishable-and anyway,
most of us ceased worrying ourselves over such things long ago.
So we did not know his name, but every man in the room knew for
damn certain his occupation-one of those jobs that makes the bearer a
well-respected pariah. For that reason, as well as the unsettling gravity
with which he carried himself, he drank alone most evenings, hunched
over near the end of the bar. He had been drinking particularly alone for
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the past six weeks. We had all of us been hit hard by the storm, but we
knew he would have it harder than most. His very presence was a grim
reminder, but what was not a grim reminder at that time? Even the television, screen black for weeks except for Saints games, reminded us of
what we were avoiding by leaving it off.
And so a shudder rippled through the room the evening he finally
took to speaking. He started slow, his voice a forceful bass that split the
nightly unracket of no TV, the only background noise the jukebox
turned low, scrolling through a half-heard country-western album.
"Michelob," he growled, holding a tapered, brown bottle at arm's
length. "Michel ob. For years now, I drank Dixie or I drank nothing. But
Dixie, they brew Dixie here, from Louisiana water. And you gentlemen
forgive me if I no longer trust Louisiana water. So now I drink
Michelob, from St. Louis, Missouri. And my God, it is awful stuff."
He swiveled the stool around and turned to face the room, looking
to the ceiling as he rolled a crick out of his thick neck. "I feel for those
people out there. Really, I do. If there was any way we could expedite
the process, believe me, we would be doing it. But we just are not
equipped for a thing like this. No mortuary in America is. Thank God
for that, really, because I would hate to live in a place where death on
this scale is something to be expected."
He swept the room with hard eyes, smaller and blacker than any of us
had ever noticed, dwarfed beneath those unkempt eyebrows. None of us
met his stare. "Look away if you need to," he sighed. "I have been waiting
twenty-three years to speak my piece in this place and tonight, by God, I
am going to speak it. I believe I've earned that right in the past month. Did
you gentlemen know that we have had 842 individuals come through our
doors in the past six weeks? 'Individuals,' that's what the higher-ups tell us
to call them. Words like 'bodies' and 'corpses' are too dehumanizing, they
say. I can't say I mind following the order, but I believe they are glossing
things over a bit much. What we get in that morgue are not people. Most
of them don't even qualify as bodies. By the time we see them, they are just
bloated, soggy slabs of meat. Would you like to know what's dehumanizing, gentlemen? Spending seven days floating face down in toxic water in
your own goddamned backyard without so much as a single rescue boat
passing by. That is dehumanizing."
He took a slow pull from the bottle, capping it with a grimace.
Someone buzzed that the man was inebriated, but he had been in the
tavern for less that half an hour and only two empties stood on the bar
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in front of him. His face contorted in what we could only guess was an
attempt at a smile, an unnatural, ghastly looking manipulation. "Seven
days. Do you gentlemen have any idea what that much time in the water
does to the human body? Swells everything up, distorts, discolors. Half
the time, we have no idea if we're dealing with a black body or a white
one. Black is a pretty safe assumption, I suppose, given the nature of the
situation. But hell, sometimes we can't tell for sure if it's a man or a
woman. And that is what we do, what we are paid to do. We handle
bodies; we identify bodies. I myself have been doing these things for
twenty-three years, and some men in the lab have been there much
longer.
"But a lot of these 'individuals' the animals found before the people
did. The papers didn't say a whole lot about the rats and the gators and
the wild dogs, but I can tell you this much-the humans were about the
only ones going hungry during this thing. That albino alligator missing
from the Audubon Zoo-I wonder how many people he's nibbled on in
the past few weeks who went and gawked at him when he was in captivity? Apologies, gentlemen, if I sound a little harsh. This job desensitizes a man, I suppose."
The grotesque grin again, a few uneasy mumbles from the room.
"But the rats and the gators and the dogs, they have nothing on the little
creatures. Have any of you men ever flooded out an anthill?" Not
pausing for a response, barreling ahead. "It's something to see. The ants,
they seek out the nearest log or tree and swarm all over it. In just a matter
of seconds you wouldn't even recognize it as a log, just a squirming mess
of ants. Well, of course you realize that, for a drowning ant, there is no
difference between a log and a human body. I had a boy on my table only
yesterday-yes, a boy, half of the floaters they've hauled in have been
children under the age of fourteen, did you gentlemen not know that?a boy of possibly six or seven who must have discovered one of these
anthills. And I tell you this, I had my calipers out and I could not find an
inch of skin on that boy that was not peppered with red welts-not one
single inch, top of the head to bottom of the feet. And I tried to tell myself
that the boy was drowned already when the ants found him, but I knew
that they would not have bitten an unresisting corpse so thoroughly. And
gentlemen, if the fire ants find you alive out in the water, you will certainly be dead soon, but not nearly soon enough."
Another long sip. A table of three in the far corner near the pinball
machine stood as one, eyes to the floor as they filed past the hard, broad
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face. He did not seem to care either way that they were leaving in the
middle of his narration. "Good evening, gentlemen. As I was saying, the
ants are hell for the living. But from my side, the crabs are even worse.
The crabs, they teem over a body just as the ants do, but they don't
simply bite. They eat. They go for the softest areas first, like rats doeyeballs, noses, earlobes, fingertips, genitalia. The rescue workers-and
is that really the appropriate term in this case, when everyone left is so
far past rescuing? Scrap haulers, rag pickers. Garbage men. Perhaps that
suits them better. The rescue workers tell me many times they have to
scrape the ants off the backs of the crabs, then pluck off the crabs one
by one, watching them wave pincers full of meat as they sink into the
water. I cannot tell you gentlemen how many fleshless faces I've looked
down on in the past six weeks. Think of it, men. There are people out
there, even as we speak, being eaten by crabs. Eaten. By crabs. Is there
any conceivable permutation of the universe in which that is an acceptable situation?" His voice rising at the end, the first time any of us had
ever heard it above an agreeable rumble.
A man at the end of the bar rose, tried to calm the storyteller down,
buy him a drink. Let us all get back to the half-pleasant nothing we were
doing before he grabbed our ears. But the interloper was ignored, not
even waved off as the litany continued, the jukebox sliding mostly unnoticed into R&B. "And so now we have protesters. We drive to work every
day past little circles of people waving signs and demanding the release
of their loved ones' bodies. It's a sad thing to see, no two ways about it.
And as I said, I feel for these people. But when you get right down to it,
there is simply not a whole lot we can do. We have 842 bodies-my
apologies, 'individuals'-packed into that morgue, and nobody knows
who in the hell any of them are. As I think I've made clear, half of them
you could not recognize even if they were your own sweet mother. And
they sure as hell did not show up at our doorstep carrying three forms of
state-issued ID. People got washed all over town. Even if a body was
found wrapped around a street lamp on St. Claude, he could have been
washed over from Franklin, from Claiborne, from any goddamned place
in the Ninth Ward. We just don't know. We do not know.
"Even some of whom you might call the famous ones, we don't
know for sure. I'm sure all of you saw that picture, that makeshift casket
on Magazine and Jackson where some good folks gave that old lady the
most proper burial they could under the circumstances. Stacked up some
fallen bricks around her, spread a tarp over the top, painted a message
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on it: 'Here Lies Vera. God Help Us.' Well, somebody grabbed Vera up
eventually. Casket's gone now, just a pile of bricks. Her old husband
doesn't know where she went. I've met the man. Nicest old fellow you
could hope to meet. And it breaks your heart to tell him you can't really
help him out. Yes, we probably do have Vera back there somewhere. She
is one of the 842, I'd lay odds on that. But I wish you luck trying to pick
her out from any others.
"Let me tell you this, too, gentlemen, while we're on the subject.
Those folks who buried Vera? They had the best intentions, but it was
not purely out of respect that they put her in a box. They did what they
did because Vera had been lying in that empty lot for five days, and her
body was putrefying into ooze. Vera was getting to be a health hazard
and they had to take care of that, because after five days it was fairly
clear that no one else was going to. Again, harsh, I know. But gentlemen,
this is as harsh a situation as any of us will live to see, knock on wood."
He rapped a thick fist against the bar.
He stared down at the floor for a few seconds, then hiked the
Michelob to his lips and finished it with a quick swallow. He set the
bottle softly on the bar and did not motion for another. Several more
men took the pause as an opportunity to slip out, offering quiet good
evenings to the other patrons. The rest of us did not have to exchange a
word to know that we were all in for the duration. The man behind the
bar even turned down the volume on the jukebox, paying silent tribute
to our barstool griot. For a moment, it appeared as though the harangue
might have been finished, the storyteller staring blankly, murmuring,
possibly chuckling to himself. But soon enough he looked up again,
black eyes ablaze with some passion we had not yet seen.
"I spoke with two women the other day, two of the protestors. These
women, lovely people both, they watched their mother die at the
Convention Center. She had respiratory problems that no one in that
particular pit of hell was equipped to handle, and she died there in front
of her daughters and her neighbors and several scores of absolute
strangers. And when they finally came to get the people out, these
women were told their mother would have to stay behind. And now I
have her. Their mother is one of my 842, one of the few we have positively identified, one of the few who came to us intact and unmutilated.
And still we cannot hand this woman over to her children for the burial
she deserves, because we need to follow regulations and procedures and
address the needs of each and every one of our cabinets full of human
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jelly before we dare let this woman slip out of our sight. And that is
something I could not, cannot, tell her daughters. I only told them I sympathized with them, and that I would do everything in my power to
expedite the process. Lord knows that isn't nearly enough, but it's all I
have to offer."
He stood up from the stool then, a slow motion, unfolding his tensed
muscles with a deep inhalation. We thought again that he had finished
and was headed home to a restless bed, but he turned his eyes to the
rafters and resumed, his voice calm and even again. "Something to consider, gentlemen-we haven't seen the end of this yet. Our 842 bodies?
Two dozen of those showed up in the last week. Six weeks after the
storm. From October 10 to October 14, they found thirty-two new
bodies in Louisiana, six goddamned weeks after the storm. How in the
hell is a man expected to deal with that? And they're still coming. They
will keep bringing me more every week, more shriveled children, more
bloated grandmothers, more broken black bodies and rotted-out white
ones. And the protests will get bigger and bigger. They'll shout and
they'll chant and they'll sign petitions and none of it will get them one
lick closer to getting their relatives out of that morgue. Those people
want closure and they deserve closure and we cannot give it to them any
more than we can just say the hell with it and torch the whole goddamned building and all our 842 goddamned 'individuals' and just try
to forget this whole god-awful business and start our goddamned lives
over again."
The dark eyes scanned the room again, but it was clear that they
were not seeing anything they passed over. "I have heard a lot of talk in
the last month and a half about how badly the government let us down.
And it's true, they certainly did. Our government has failed us. But so
has God. And man. And science and technology and history and money
and justice and love and hope and faith. The only one who has not failed
in all of this is nature. Because from nature's perspective, this can only
be one of her greatest successes. In three short days, she reclaimed for
herself a great swath of land we stole from her more than three centuries
ago. But aside from nature, every element that could have failed has
failed, and for now all we can do is deal with it, each according to his
own means and situation.
"I don't know what that entails for any of you gentlemen. Frankly,
I don't much care. For me, it entails 842 bodies stacked in a morgue.
Eight hundred forty-two filthy, decaying, inhuman individuals, each of
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whom must be identified and processed according to a system that was
never designed to accommodate half the burden with which it is currently faced. And it also entails ignoring, to the best of my ability, those
sad-eyed women with the protest signs who I see on my way in and my
way out every single goddamned day. And it entails closing my eyes at
night and fighting my way through noseless women and ant-bitten children and reeking puddles of every goddamned fluid that ever seeped out
of a human orifice before I can slip into that miserable purgatory that
has passed for sleep for six weeks now. And it entails coming in to this
godforsaken hole every evening, watching every face turn away as I
pass, as if I was the killer of those 842 and not merely the caretaker, and
sitting at this goddamned bar drinking St. Louis riverpiss instead of my
beloved Dixie, and listening to mindless chatter about stock cars and
football and home repair because every man in the place is too goddamned scared to turn on the television and look what is happening
square in the eye, just as every man in the place is too scared to look me
in the eye and see the reflection of 842 neighbors who will never go
home again, even if they had any homes left to return to."
And on cue, we all looked away. Not one of us had yet looked him
full in the face through the whole narration, but now we looked farther
away, down between the floorboards, straining eyes seeking out microscopic particles beneath our shuffling feet. And we heard that sad
attempt at a smile creep back into his voice as it softened again,
smoothing itself out into a mellow baritone heavy with exhaustion.
"I don't know. A man has limits, you must understand. I suppose I
never had much indication of what those limits were until all of this
came down. But I tell you this, gentlemen: I am close. I am mighty goddamned close. It won't be very long, and you'll come motoring up that
mortuary road, and you'll pass me out there at the entrance, waving my
sign and reciting my poems and demanding that we let those poor
people out of that godforsaken building and simply let their folks give
them a decent Christian rest.
"I feel for those people out there. Really, truly, really I do." He drew
a breath in slowly and let it out through his nose. The place was silent
for a few beats, save for some shifting in chairs, clearing of throats.
When we finally raised the nerve to lift our heads, he was gone.
Before the end of the hour, so were we.
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Octopus
Stephan i e Shaw

Rex's Italian Deli

l AM SO PREG A T WHEN l COME FLYI G I TO THE HOSPITAL O THAT
frozen February at 3 A.M., the security officer in the lobby springs up
and cries, "OK, then!" and hustles to get me a wheelchair.
I don't stop for him.
I would have to explain to him that I am not in labor, I am on my
way up to intensive care to see my father, who'd suffered cardiac arrest.
I would have to explain to him that I didn't know what cardiac arrest
meant when the nurse called me an hour before, and I told her, stupidly,
that I would come in the morning.
I would have to explain to him how my husband urged me not to
go to this deathwatch. How romantic, bedside father/daughter reconciliations do not take place when the husband must shovel the car out of
two feet of snow and place his exhausted, ambivalent, pregnant wife

behind the wheel, unable to accompany her because they are both
unwilling to wake their toddler daughter so that she may be a witness
to it all. He stays home with the sleeping child. I am here, kind security
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officer, because I don't want to be yelled at by my grandmother. I don't
want to have to face my grandmother at the funeral home the next day
with the confession that I'd been waiting for this a long time and have
no stake in seeing the old man's body at the hospital at three in the
morning. I am here because I feel like I have to be.
I do not explain all this to the helpful security officer in the lobby. I
can't tell him some of it without admitting to all of it, and that would
be time consuming and inappropriate.
"Can't stop, not having baby, just visiting!" And I make my way
through the byzantine disorder of corridors known as Resurrection
Hospital. Resurrection. God forbid.
"Can't stop, not having baby, just visiting?"
Moron.
Why is it so important to me to pretend everything is all right? It's
a fucking hospital. At fucking three o' clock in the morning. Who is
going to suspect this is anything other than terribly not all right? Why
should I care? Someone just died. People are dying all over this hospital.
I trundle through it, carrying two sons within me.
Life and death, and my concern is that any passing intern will
assume my shit is sufficiently together.
There was a sort of doughnut my grandmother made, a simple
thing, a ball of sweet dough and white raisins dipped in hot oil and
rolled in sugar, eaten hot and tasting like nothing this side of doughnut
earth. When my mother left my father and, thus, all the Italians, her only
regret aside from not having done it sooner, was abandoning these
things, called feengi, forever. That and the octopus. She truly regretted
leaving the octopus.
Grandma got the octopus from an Italian market called Rex's on the
West Side. She would take me there when I was in grammar school, so
I could help do the shopping. There was this woman who ran the cash
register, my grandmother's age except with lemon meringue hair teased
high on her powdery forehead, and she would always speak to my
grandmother in Italian and give me some sort of biscotti. I always
accepted it but never appreciated the lack of preservatives, or the
almond and anise flavoring peculiar to Italian pastry. Nibbling on it, I
wished for chocolate-covered graham crackers, grape Big Mouth bubble
gum, Oreos, Lucky Charms. Rex's was a claustrophobic family-owned
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affair, with dirty black-and-white tile, and shelves cluttered with cans of
imported tomatoes, crusty bread in brown paper bags, and tubs of dried
porcino mushrooms. On Wednesday afternoons, they stuffed their own
Cabrese sausage, and you couldn't walk into the place without sneezing
from all the pepper in the air. Rex's also featured a barrel of live snails
with a hard plastic lid and a scoop secured by a wire. My grandmother
would use the scoop to shovel the snails into an empty Imperial
Margarine tub we had brought along for that purpose. Their shells
would click satisfyingly against one another, like a mahjong game in full
swing. With the lid secure, I would hold the tub on my lap in the backseat of the car. Once, the lid was not properly fastened and the tub
turned over, scattering snails, sending me into a panic. I curled myself
into a ball while my father hollered at me for screaming, and the blind
invertebrates cautiously poked their heads out of their shells and began
to navigate the upholstery of our Ford Granada. We went monthly for
the snails, though I don't remember ever seeing them on the table. Food
was mysterious, beautiful and dutiful by turns, and like the Catholic
mass, made more interesting by the occasional grotesque detail that
would pop up on festival occasions.
Every Christmas, for instance, octopus or polpo would grace the
table. It was a glowy sort of dish, hacked up, boiled, drowned in olive
oil, lemon, and an abusive amount of garlic. The flesh as multi-colored
as a Mediterranean sunset, suckers at attention, tentacles curling delicately. Every Italian youngster takes her first bite on a dare, and is forever lost to the joys of the thing, converted to savagery.
I know now that I will never make a decent polpo myself. I tried it
once. There are a few things more disgusting than a freshly dead
cephalopod, but I've never had them in my kitchen. In water, the
octopus is a muscular miracle of grace. In my sink, it is a viscous, membranous mess. In my pot it puffs up, goes purple, boils down, and turns
into a tire.
My Sicilian ancestors would tenderize an octopus by hurling it against
a stone until it was exhausted. I lack the stones. I know that now.
It was Christmas eve, complete with octopus, when I announced
that I was an atheist, and my sister announced that she was going to
marry the Polack. I had just been called upon to pray, which I resented
profoundly. We were not a devout family, except for my grandmother,
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who was easily the meanest of us. To her chagrin, I was not in Sunday
school and it looked like I wasn't going to be confirmed. I had never
been taught an easy, canned, before-dinner declaration of faith, and
thanking God extemporaneously was not in my repertoire. Yet, every
year, my father would suggest I say a prayer, and every year my grandma
and auntie and brother and sister would look at me expectantly while
my mother kept to her neutral, middle-distance gaze.
I looked at the table, set for eight. The usual spaghetti and meatballs,
roast beef, bread, salad, and fruit were supplemented by a platter of
whitefish covered in slices of lemon and tomato, a platter of stuffed artichokes, and the polpo. I was eleven years old, and food was suddenly
synonymous with decay.
"God," I said, folding my hands and bowing my head, "I wish I were
an octopus right now."
Every one swiveled their big heads around to look at me, except for
my sister who dropped her elbows onto the table and her face into her
hands. I wished she hadn't, because when my sister laughed, her face got
pink and her eyes got very green and Christmas-like. "Not the one on
the table," I said clarifying. "One of those little Australian ones. They're
bright blue and itty bitty, and if you step on one it poisons you, so that
you're absolutely paralyzed, but you're completely aware of everything
going on around you as you slowly ... slowly ... slowly die."
My grandmother, black bouffant and floury skin and all her teeth
like yellow pearls that she would take to her grave, spoke up first.
"What kind of prayer is this?"
An ICU is a peculiar place at three in the morning. You're only there
if you have a purpose, and so when I am buzzed in through the double
doors, I am immediately approached by several nurses. The practiced
sympathy in their eyes is knocked off balance by the sight of me in my
long, purple, hippie dress stretched to the limit by the big twin boys I am
a month away from delivering. I have been living in this dress, a shapeless thing with an empire waist and yards of purple tapestry that sweep
the floor. I have been pinning my long hair up and wearing a ribbon
around my throat, trying for an Anne-Boleyn-carrying-Elizabeth-Rex
effect but, the truth is, I look pretty much like a futon. And the nurses
look like geese, with their green paper caps and their quick hands and
feet. All of us under a killer fluorescent light, I inform them who I'm
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here to see, and they usher me to a curtained-off room.
I am meant to walk in, I am trying to; there is my aunt gesturing to
me with her big, veiny hands, and I am thinking, my God, I will one day
have hands like that if I don't already and I reflexively look down at my
hands to check, but they are swollen and not my own. Looking down, I
stumble into Auntie, which is not pleasant. She is a great, heaving slab
of rancid grief. It's as if something has crawled into her mouth and died
there. She tries to hug me and, I can't help myself, I recoil. She, in turn,
stumbles into the little nurse in the room, who bumps against the priest,
who falls against my grandma, who is seated, and eventually, amid all
the shifting of bodies and mumbling of unpleasantries, I glimpse my
dead father.
He is a mess. A bag of soft tissue hurled against a rock to exhaustion. Skin laid sloppy over bone. Flesh as multi-colored as a
Mediterranean sunset. Eyelids caving in, mouth open and so strange
when not in use.
Lifeless, wifeless, purple-tinged, boiled dry, and my grandmother
rocking, rocking next to her dead son, speaking softly in Italian. I don't
speak Italian, but I can just figure it out. She says, "What kind of prayer
is this?"
They Laid Him Out in Chapel B

They laid him out in Chapel B.
Chapel B was the smallest viewing room available at the Nelson
Funeral Home. I told the mortician yesterday that I had a hunch Chapel
B would be plenty roomy.
I was late, of course, wearing the same long, dark purple maternity
dress I'd been wearing for the last seventy-two hours. This morning I'd
sat in my living room, in my underwear, sunk in the armchair with my
big, pale belly rising up like a mottled moon while the dress was put
through a quick rinse cycle. The dress was still damp, it was January,
and I was freezing my pregnant ass off.
They keep funeral homes chilly. You know why.
When I entered Chapel B, Grandma and Auntie left their post next
to the coffin and flew at me like a pair of ancient funeral birds, short
and wet, fast and tall, respectively.
"Come look at your father, Josie," my aunt said. "I don 't like what
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they did to him at all." Trained to a life of bitter complaint, she spoke of
the corpse as though it were a steak that had not been cooked to specifications and was only fit to be sent back to the kitchen. She was a tall
woman, my aunt, the troll under the bridge, with eyes so obstinate they
appeared blind behind the magnification of her glasses. My grandmother, tiny and round and made entirely of ancient yeast, took my arm.
"Do you have a comb in your purse, Josie?" she asked, and at first
I thought she was commenting on my own state of dishevelment, but
then I noticed she was gesturing towards the coffin.
"I don't carry one," I told her automatically, and I might have been
lying. The two women pulled me down the aisle between the folding
chairs, toward the dead man. I found myself resisting slightly, bobbing
off in odd directions like a zeppelin on a string. There were rows of
folding chairs, polished tables with brass lamps and boxes of tissue, a
tall table with lit votives and prayer cards, two standing floral displays
purchased by the old ladies, and a small arrangement from myself and
my husband. There was a blanket of red and white carnations over the
foot of the coffin, with a sash that read "Loving Father." My brother and
sister both sent a check for it. Only one of the children would show up
on this day, and she would be late and in a damp dress.
I despaired when I thought of the eight hours ahead in this dim light.
I wished I were eleven again and could be forgiven for bringing a book.
My ankles were terribly swollen.
Grandma put out a hand and attempted to arrange her son's hair to
her satisfaction. My attention was caught and held by the corpse of my
father who, according to the Nelson Funeral Home aesthetic of death,
looked much better than the last time I had seen him. He was pinker,
certainly, though no less morbidly fascinating. His thin lips and his eyelids were gummed shut with something rosy and hard, and I imagined
that his hands had been pumped with brine before being manipulated
across his chest. They were less shriveled than I'd seen them in a decade.
His cheeks were recently shaven and painted with blush. The set of his
jaw was typically pissed off.
"What took so long? Was the traffic bad?" asked my aunt. "Why are
you so late?"
I looked around the empty chapel and glanced in the direction of the
blank guest registry.
"What did I miss?" I asked her.
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She sighed dangerously. "I don't like what they've done to your
father," she said. She held onto my arm. In her grip, I felt the hysteria
and history of her relationship with the dead man, her brother.
Here was the man for whom all sacrifices had been made. Here was
the boy who had continued his saxophone lessons even after Auntie had
to give up her voice lessons because of expense. Here was the young
man who had stayed out all night while she was expected to stay home
and stay chaste. Here was the man who had borrowed money from their
mother to start a business while she worked as a file clerk for Zenith.
The man who went out and put together a family while she lived with
and looked after their aging mother and never went out on a date.
I suppose there were a couple of things one might do when one's
brother is the center of the family's universe. Jean did not choose the
course I might have chosen. She didn't fight it. She worshipped my father
and, along with my grandma, didn't seem to notice when he threw away
the music, the business, and the family. After my grandfather died, it was
just the two ladies, mother and daughter, waiting for Sam to eat the first
forkful before they could start in on their own dinner.
It had been Jean, my aunt, who had called me from the hospital.
"Why didn't I kick, too?" she wondered out loud. My immediate
response had been ungenerous and unvoiced.
"What don't you like, Auntie?" I asked now.
Sometimes, when I was tired, or cold, or unsure of myself, my questions would come out clipped and impatient and more like accusations.
At these times, I was aware that I sounded very much like my father. And
I very much wanted to kill myself for it.
"It doesn't look like him," my aunt said. My God, we all sounded
like him, aggressive, petulant, with a bullying edge. When we were
frightened, we sounded like him. "It doesn't look like him," she
repeated, as though she had a bone to pick with me and not with the
mortician. Not with nature, which insists on cooking us down to a sauce
when we are through.
"Well, he's dead," I said, trying to keep my impatience in check. I
had wanted a closed casket. I had wanted cremation. Apparently,
Italians don't do that sort of thing. They don't even suggest it, if they
know what's good for them. "He's dead, Auntie; what did you expect
them to do with him?"
The old lady sagged, sat down in the front row of chairs, and pulled
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a tissue from the box next to her. I watched as my grandmother placed
a kiss on her dead son's forehead.
Uncle Tony and Aunt Rosemary came. They were not really my aunt
and uncle, but my father's cousins and my godparents. I had not seen
them since my wedding ten years ago, when they gave me an envelope
with seventy-five dollars in it. Uncle Tony was the sort of gruffly sweet,
old, Italian guy made popular by mainstream movies. He was in the
restaurant business, and on the three occasions I remember meeting him,
he'd told me to go to one or another of Chicago's hot steak houses and
"Tell 'em I sent ya." In fact, he had told me to come here, to Nelson's
Funeral Home, and to tell the undertaker, "John, now, not his son, but
John," that Uncle Tony sent me. I had done as much, and the mortician
had nodded with interest and done nothing whatsoever to the bill.
Uncle Tony paid his respects, held my grandmother's hands for a few
minutes and called her "Tia," and then settled in somewhere in the
middle of the room, looking prosperous in what I thought might be a
cashmere coat. His wife, my godmother, wore an understated fur and
salon-tinted hair. I remembered her only by her alarming facial tic,
which she still possessed. Every so often she would involuntarily squeeze
her eyes shut in an aggravated, exaggerated blink. This occurred on a
regular twenty-five-to-forty-secon d schedule. It must have been
exhausting for her. She sat next to me and asked me how I was (uncomfortable), where my husband was (he would be coming later, with our
daughter), when I was due (yesterday), and whether I thought my sister
would be showing up (I did not).
Then she put her hand on my knee. "How is your mother, honey?
All right? Oh good, I always loved Marge. Will you tell her Rosemary
says hello?"
Uncle Tony turned around in his seat to smile and wink at me, at the
mention of my mother's name. "Marge was a good kid. Give her my
best, will ya?"
And so it went with the three other couples who shook the snow off
their dark dress coats and signed the guest registry. They were the
remaining cousins and their wives, coming to show respect to their
grandmother, their Tia, who had been a harridan in her day. The men
unbuttoned their suit jackets and folded themselves uneasily into the
flimsy chairs. These were men more comfortable in La-Z-Boys, with a
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sausage-and-pepper sandwich in hand. But they had some experience
with funeral homes now, most of them, and they settled in with patient
expressions and a well-honed sense of just how long a proper show of
respect would take before they could get back behind the wheels of their
Buicks. You understand, Tia, the roads are getting bad. The women
wore bouffant hairdos and gold jewelry and ankle boots trimmed with
fur and spattered with salt.
The women all asked me how I felt and when I was due and where
my husband was and whether my sister would show up. They all spoke
warmly of my mother and called her "a good kid." These were women
with whom my mother had worn cocktail dresses and stiletto heels and
stoles of mink or silver fox. Their young husbands had displayed them
as jauntily as red lipstick stains on starched white collars and took them
out to nightclubs. They all drank manhattans.
Now they spoke briefly to my grandmother, clucked and groaned a
moment with my aunt, asked me the top questions (how are you, when
are you due, etc.), and then removed themselves to the safety of the
folding chairs, at a distance from the casket and the dead man.
Daniel appeared late in the afternoon with our cranky daughter
stuffed into tights and a dress.
"Sorry about her hair," he said. She appeared to be wearing snakes
on her head, and her eyes were snapping gray fire. She was none too
happy about the tights or the shoes or the mittens or the whispers. She
twisted in his arms and shrieked when she saw me. The few heads in the
chapel turned, and the women clucked and the men said nothing, and
Daniel put the twenty-month-old child on the carpet because she was
twisting in his arms, and the minute her feet hit the ground she shrieked
to be picked up again.
Daniel kissed me on the cheek and patted me on the belly and made
a face at the coffin. I picked up Elizabeth, even though I was not supposed to, and it was hell on my back. She quieted and played with my
necklace.
"She wouldn't nap," Daniel told me, harried, worried, and checking
me for signs that I was going to pop out babies at any moment. "Give

her to me. You shouldn't be holding her."
"She'll just fuss if I give her back," I said.
"Sit down, then," he said sharply.
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"Don't order me around in front of the child. She'll grow up to be
an axe murderer."
"We shouldn't have named her Lizzie Borden," he returned, and
went to speak with Auntie. Daniel liked difficult women, at least that
was my theory and, for Lizzie's sake and mine, I hoped it was more than
a theory. While my contrary girl tugged at my black ribbon choker, my
husband went across the room and put his hand on the back of Auntie's
neck and looked into her face as though he was honestly concerned
about her. In the past, he'd gone on rants about her narrow-mindedness,
her ignorance, and her bigotry, but today he was playing the good son
and maybe meant it. He probably meant it. But he'd live to regret it, I
thought, when the calls started coming, when she wanted him to drive
her to the Butera because she was afraid to shop alone since they'd hired
that black kid to bag groceries.
Grandma would die eight months after my father, of grief and old
age. My aunt would die of hypertension shortly thereafter. I would
inherit the car, a gold Buick Century with two hundred and ten miles on
it. In the car there would be a pair of prescription sunglasses, a box of
tissues, a small plastic garbage can, four umbrellas, two plastic virgins,
a Beanie Baby dog, a cardboard box with wooden crucifixes and plastic
flowers for graves, a box of Altoids, a cigarette butt in the ashtray, and
a red plastic Italian horn hanging from the rearview mirror to keep
away the evil eye. Next to the driver's seat, I would find a pipe, a piece
of conduit about two feet long, within easy reach. I would assume it was
there to discourage carjackers. I would throw the pipe away and give the
car to my mother.
I took my daughter to the front of the chapel to stand in front of her
grandfather's coffin. I balanced my baby girl against the bulk that was
me, that would soon be her brothers. She could not be compelled to look
at the corpse-my necklace was far more interesting. She had it in both
hands and was tugging at the clasp. It was going to break in a moment.
Let it.
"So long, Sam," I said.
Puttanesca

These are the things we find: A closet full of coats that could never have
fit him. (He used to grab them from the coatrooms of restaurants and then
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give them to people for Christmas.) The shoebox with the guns. The
thirty-one boxes of light bulbs, and a pair of binoculars sitting next to
his armchair. (The light bulbs seem to me to be linked, somehow, to the
binoculars-as I sift through the detritus, I am searching for a theme.)
His resume, a coy document that, for all intents and purposes, ends with
the sale of his glassblowing business in 1975, mentions his stint as
restaurant owner, and covers all the years since then with the title,
"Beverage Manager, South Shore Country Club." The Joy of Sex, in his
sock drawer. A copy of the divorce settlement. Pictures of Tina at her
wedding (the last time she saw him). A drawer full of eighteen-carat jewelry, including his gold nugget pinkie ring with the diamonds; a half
dozen saint medallions and Italian horns of various sizes, including one
with a woman's face engraved on it; his other pinkie ring with diamonds; and two wedding bands.
"Tina, look," I say, holding them up. She examines the smaller one
and frowns. It is white gold, with a pattern of plain stars engraved
around it. The inside is inscribed with "SG-MW 10/30/55."
"Mom's wedding ring."
"It can't be," Tina says. She takes it from me and examines it closely,
as if it is a magic trick. "She threw that away. She told me. She threw
this in the vacant lot behind the house one night."
Sam didn't wear his wedding ring. He wore a diamond pinkie ring,
a gold nugget ring with diamond chips, and a gold wristwatch. His gold
Italian-horn necklace was decorated with an engraving of a woman's
face, like a mermaid on the prow of a ship; all of it was Italian gold,
which we were given to understand was better quality than any other
sort of gold.
We kept a jar of hot jardiniere in the fridge for him, and every
Sunday and Wednesday, he would anoint his pasta with it as though
baptizing an infidel, and the heat from the peppers made him sweat over
his supper. He wore VOS in his black hair, and he kept two guns in a
shoebox on the high shelf of his walk-in closet next to a pile of
Penthouse magazines. His restaurant was called Villa D'Oro and his
mistress was a redhead; he kept both of them in Des Plaines. He wanted

glamour and money. He wanted drama at no cost. He settled for Villa
D'Oro, which means Village of Gold, but it's not Italian gold, you know;
it was really just Des Plaines.
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There, he presided over a minefield of white tablecloths and a morbidly obese cook named (of course) "Tiny." His wife Margaret worked
an office job all day and waited on the tables at night. Sam arranged for
fashion shows featuring lingerie models during the businessmen's
lunches. Behind the bar, he switched the Maker's Mark out of its bottle
and replaced it with cheap whiskey, and when the electric was cut off
because he hadn't paid the bill, he lit the candles on the tables and told
the customers that there was a power outage, even though the customers
and Sam could plainly see the rest of well-lit Des Plaines sparkling like a
fairy tale through the big windows. As bold a liar as any elected official,
Sam stuck to his story in spite of the facts, and continued to present
rapidly cooling plates of spaghetti drowned in Tiny's signature marinara.
Tiny made this really wretched marinara sauce, which my eight-yearold self refused to eat, recognizing at an early age that my grandmother's
cooking was superior and wondering why my father ran a restaurant
where the food couldn't hope to compare to his mother's kitchen.
In the afternoons, when there were no customers, I sat under a table in
a tablecloth tent and colored. Sam would sometimes let me wash the glasses
in the bar. There was a rubber mat on the floor, in case I dropped one.
Sometimes when the phone rang at Villa D'Oro, Sam would answer,
listen for a moment, and say, "Yes, we have meatballs." Margaret knew
that this was code for "My wife is here, you can't come sit at the bar."
Margaret was once arrested for loitering suspiciously around the
bushes of a Des Plaines motel while trying to catch Sam and his puttana
in the act.
Later in life, I would learn how to make a puttanesca. I wouldn't
learn it from my grandmother or Margaret, my mother. I would learn it
from a book. It is so named because it's the sort of meal a whore could
whip up in no time, between clients or perhaps with a favorite. Olive oil
and anchovies are the basis. It is a sauce for grown-ups, for sexual
encounters, aphrodisiac and appalling, clotted with barely dissolved
tomatoes, sweating salt from Greek olives and shot through with brine
from the capers. It is not meant to be served over spaghetti. You eat it
with penne, the tube-shaped pasta so handy for scooping up your
sweatier sauces, lots of bread, and a lover, because the anchovies have
demonstrated how to dissolve in the heat, and the oil leaves your mouth
slick, and since you've both eaten it, the garlic will offend no one.
It was after hours at Villa D'Oro, the chairs up on the tables, the
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lights dim, when Margaret's chronic, hot humiliation finally boiled over
into a classic Italian rage. She was not supposed to be prone to them.
Sam had procured her fresh from a Tennessee dairy farm, a non-Italian
ectomorph in the extreme, freckled, fair, nervous as a guppy.
Legend has it that he got her into his car and proposed to her while
he was driving ninety miles an hour down a late-night h_ighway.
Margaret, nineteen, told him no, she would not marry him. He threatened to drive faster until she said yes. Under the threat of vehicular
manslaughter, marriage took on a new glow.
He presented her to his mother, who sighed and said, "Sam, you used
to date such pretty girls!" She then went about teaching my mom how
to make a sauce.
My grandmother put hardboiled eggs and neck bones in her sauce,
which gave it a carnal, meaty heft. She tried to teach her daughter-inlaw, the "shit kicker," how to accomplish it.
But no two cooks, even if they're both Sicilian, can make the same
sauce. Even if they were to use the same ingredients in the same measurements (which they never do, it is always a "pinch" of sugar to cut
the acidity of the tomatoes, a "splash" of olive oil to bind it, and, hilariously, "some" garlic), even if they stick to specifics, the two pots will
always be different, will always reflect the personality of the creator.
Margaret's sauce turned out thin but intriguing and autumnal, with
a kick not of shit but of nutmeg. You could cry eating her sauce, but you
would keep on eating it while the brown leaves fell down around you
and the earth predicted snow.
The phone rang and Sam answered, and his eyes shifted casually
towards his wife. Her back was to him; she was getting the bar condiments out of the fridge.
"Yes, we have meatballs," he said. This transaction seemed to satisfy
both parties, and he didn't say good-bye as he moved to hang up the
phone, and Margaret dumped the maraschino cherries into the bar tray.
With the empty Tupperware still dripping cherry syrup in one hand, she
leaned around him to put her hand on top of his before it could leave
the receiver in its era dle.
"I thought I told you," she said, "to tell your puttana never to call here."
She was fourteen years out of Tennessee now, and her drawl was
gone. The Italian phrase for whore rolled nicely, easily, off her tongue.
She had heard her mother-in-law use the phrase more than once.
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Sam's eyebrows, which were black and dense and frightful barometers of mood, shot up to his handsome hairline. "What are you talking
about?" He was as indignant as only a liar who has been caught can be.
He disengaged his hand, and whatever his tone of voice said about his
innocence, his eyes sent a clear warning that the question was rhetorical.
He stepped away from her and began to restock the bar.
What she did next was not logical, and she knew it. She didn't want
him anymore. Once, he had looked like Fabian's more interesting demon
brother. Once, his Sinatra cockiness had been more than a cheap hat he
wore for effect. She didn't want him anymore, and she knew she didn't.
It wasn't that sort of passion that was working in her now as she picked
up the phone receiver and cocked it back over her right shoulder with
true aim. It wasn't that she loved him and would kill any other woman
who dared to touch him, for she didn't know what good sex was.
It wasn't that she refused to be robbed of a good provider, for he
wasn't one. It wasn't that she hung onto him for the good of the children, for it was clear he was no role model. It wasn't even that this was
1974, and the women in her neighborhood didn't simply divorce their
husbands for something as trifling as adultery.
It was (and here she brought her strong and skinny arm around and
back for a winding line drive with the phone), it was that these ignorant,
paranoid, sweaty Italians all thought she was SO ... GODDAMNED
... STUPID! With that she let the phone fly. It winged its way down the
length of the bar, an instrument of communication delivering its message
via flight and blunt trauma. If it had hit him, it might have killed him.
But since it was an act of passion, she'd forgotten to yank the cord out
of the wall.
The connection was surprisingly strong, and the phone was yanked
back like a small, savage dog at the end of its tether, just inches from hitting the neck of a comically surprised Sam, who had turned in time to
see the phone attack and then, just as suddenly, drop and crash into the
bar. There was the musical sound of glass exploding like timpani. The
bell on the phone dinged as it bounced on the floor. The liquor ran and
advised Margaret to do the same, as the whiskey sent its dangerous
fumes into the sudden silence.
Sam, like so many of his paisanos from that era, wore civilization
only lightly on his features. One bump in the road could wipe the charm
off and send the face right back to a country where vendettas were the
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status quo and mutilation was the only avenue of expression left open
to a man.
He came to her with a heavy deliberation. There was no need to
rush, as she had nowhere to go.
Margaret met his rage with hers for once, and for once she ran, not
to avoid him, but to do as much damage as she possibly could before he
got to her.
Her rage was operatic.
She tore into the dining room, ninety pounds of screaming bad marriage, and pulled the cloths off the tables, threw the chairs into the
potted plants, grabbed the decorative bottles of Chianti off the shelves,
and sent them flying in Sam's general direction. They exploded like
liquid bombs into the walls, cracking one window, and splashing the
upholstery of the booths with the blood of grapes.
Dodging bottles and bits of green glass, Sam approached, bull-like,
and swatted her across the jaw with an open hand. The force of it was
sufficient to drop her to the polished wood floor, where she sat for one
dazed breath before his shoe slammed into her ribs. She fell to her back,
and this time his kick opened the side of her head. He crouched down
next to her, and she curled up like a spider that had fallen too close to
the stove.
"Don't tell me what to do," he said.
We all know about the episode, in that way that families have of
knowing what is going on without anyone having to say a word about
it at the time. Or ever. It is twenty years later when I break the code and
bring up the event. If only to ask her, Mom, was it was worth it? I mean
the confrontation with a man you didn't love, the tearing up of his
beloved restaurant, the subsequent beating? Was it worth it?
She only smiles, with all the dirt-farmer glee of her Tennessee
tobacco ancestors, yes, but there are also some hardboiled eggs and neck
bones in that sauce.
"This is impossible," says Tina, holding the little ring on the palm of
her hand. "She pitched this into the vacant lot. The weeds were knee
high in that field."
"I'm taking it," I say quickly, surprising myself, and I grab the ring
unceremoniously from my sister's hand. It is too small for my ring finger,
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and I wrap my fist around it. "He must have gone out in the dark and
found it. It must have been hard to find. It must have been work."
"He always loved her," my sister says. "He just didn't know how to
show it."
Tina looks in his drawer and pulls out his matching wedding band.
His has diamonds in the center of the stars engraved around the band.
She will have it sized down. She will wear it.
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Life 's Weird
Ma ry Beth Hoe rne r

I GOT TO

STEAL MYSELF A BABY-NOT A WELL- CARED-FOR BABY.

A BABY

NO

one's payin' attention to, like from one of those sets of quints or sextuplets. Then again, quint babies are too high profile. I need a kid that is
not now and never will be on Good Morning America. Anyway, the best
my podunk hospital's got is twins; we never sprung as many as three at
once. Pitiful. The hospital nursery and the hospital gift shop where I
work are pitifully behind the times. The crap they try to get me to sell,
JLo naked couldn't move .
Every day on my way to the gift shop, I pass the Catholic all-girls
high school. I could walk on the mythical sunny side of the street lined
with identical, brown-brick bungalows, but the curiosity seeker in me
prefers to walk on the dark side where the high school's at-not the
glamourous part of the school but its hindquarters, the concrete part
where the mechanical junk is protected by a block of chain-link fence.
Except for one opening where the Dumpster is.
Every day I'm tempted to look in that Dumpster. Those girls become pregnant with a blink of their pretty, long lashes, and the high school Dumpster
seems to be the " in" place to pass the baby along, at least in other towns.
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Walking to work on this spring ·morning, alls I see is babies in
strollers. This one's in an old-fashioned buggy with netting like we're in
the Mosquito Coast. It's one of those half-granny moms, and more
power to her, but that ain't for me. I'm a low-energy person to begin
with, fading quickly. Plus, the fortune cookie I had this morning with my
Tropicana said, "Carpe diem," so I'm thinking about it.
"Can I take a peek?" I know better than to give her the opportunity
to say no, and I plunge my fat head right into the buggy. It's a boy,
wearing a blue velour tilted beret-lying down in a tilted beret, which
lets you know the mom ain't thinking about his comfort, only her style
sense. Blue boy grabs onto my baby finger like he was dangling from a
fifty-story building and my finger was his only hope.
"Hey, baby," I say to the baby, and to the mom, "what's his name?"
And she says, prying him loose from me, "Let go of the lady's finger,
Tuna," and I pray to god that's a nickname, and there they go.
When I'm up closer to the Dumpster, I see that it's ajar, which it
shouldn't be this early in the day, so I check it out just in case. Maybe
the young mom had the good sense to prop up the lid, so the child could
get air. When I get right up to it, though, and it's so rusted out I'm halfhoping there's not a baby inside for the baby's sake, I see what's propping it up is a Bible. The Bible, deep red with gilded lettering, like a
priest or nun came by and wedged it there to jolt the would-be baby
abandoner into doing the right thing. Inside, the Dumpster's empty, and
I know how it feels.
I got a void inside of me so deep that I know a baby won't fill it, or
even a hundred babies. The void don't get filled; that's lesson one I'd
teach my child. It's just getting deeper, emptier, more blackhole-ish. Like
in Adaptation when Meryl Streep says she wants to be a baby again
because she's messed her life up good, but you can't be a baby again. But
you can help someone else. I been dying to nurture since the day I was
born. I came chuggin' through that birth canal knowing.
Acquiring my baby from a Dumpster would be a matter of right
place, right time, and time I don't got. I don't got a husband, either, or
any prospects, but that don't matter because I don't have the necessary
female organ, so a few million sperm wouldn't do me no good.
Another buggy comes at me. It's big and shiny black, the Cadillac of
buggies, and what I see next disturbs me not only on a personal level but
has me fearful for all humanity. Walkin' to and fro inside the buggy is a
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Chihuahua-wearin' a diaper. No baby. Just the Chihuahua. In the
diaper. And, don't you know, there's an upside-down sippy bottle affixed
to the buggy, which is weird again, but on a positive note, lets me know
at least it ain't being breastfed.
"Momin'," I say, staring at the pointy Chihuahua, thinking there's a
hundred dogs I'd diaper before this one.
"Mornin' ," its "mom" says. "She just woke up from her nap."
"Uh-huh," I say. I look up at the mom and become mesmerized with
her hair. She looks like Meryl Streep in Manhattan, with long, blond,
spaghetti-straight hair combed to drape over in front on only one
shoulder, which forces her to contort her head at an unnatural angle
constantly in anticipation of which way the wind will blow. Then she
says in a baby-talk voice, "Do you think my baby looks like her
mommy?" And swings her sheet of hair and her face next to the pooch's
so I can perceive the resemblance.
If I don't act soon, that wack job'll be me. I smile, nod, and hustle
my ass across the street.
I'm thinking, I got the fortune cookie, I come upon these questionable
moms-What more am I waitin' for to tell me today's the day? I won't be
the perfect mother, but goddamn me if I can't be as good as them.
I open up the hospital gift shop and right away flip up the "Back in
Ten Minutes" sign. I used to think this stretchy, white pants outfit that
will outlive us all was a nuisance, but I can use it to my advantage since
it's the same as the ones worn by the nurses' aides.
So I got ten minutes to do it.
I've been up here at the nursery bunches of times. Even before I realized why, I visited it with some regularity. It's like the baby chicks
birthday display at the museum-bright, hot lights, the miniscule creatures all cramped together, butting up against each other, and the weird
hair, some matted, some just fuzz, some standing on end like it's been
gelled upward. In the back corner, there's a gang of babies whose hair
you can't see at all. It's covered up with them tight, hip-hop-lookin'
caps. These kids are days older than the rest-I call 'em the Pinks and
the Blues.
I've window-shopped at the baby department, but Nurse Goody, on
the warpath, has always held me back. She's like a Civil War soldierwould kill her own kin for the cause. She has nothing goin' on in her
life, nothing to recommend her but this paltry bit of authority, and
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Mary, the Mother of God, ain't setting foot in that nursery on days
when Goody's on patrol. She's not armed with an automatic rifle,
though. She struts in front of the display window with a baby bottle in
each hand, holds 'em on either side at breast level so anyone catching a
glimpse of her does a double take, seeing four nipples in a row, since her
own are enormous and on alert at all times.
"Hey, Head Nurse Goody," I say, walking erectly up to the window
with a clipboard in hand to look official.
"Hey, Candy," she says, not budging her face away from the babies.
I step right into her path and say, "I remember when you were
Nurse's Aide Goody."
She knocks me with her quarterback shoulder, her stride unbroken.
"I bet you do, Candy."
"You done good for yourself, Goody." My cheap flattery doesn't
divert her attention any. I let my clipboard crash to the ground to snap
her out of it, and finally she looks up with those wire-framed glasses
that help her look like Ben Franklin's less-attractive twin.
"Barely recognized you, Candy, without all the hair," and she affixes
her gaze on the babies.
"Got the same amount of hair as yesterday, ma'am, just ponytailed it."
"Does look like a horse's ass, now that you mention it."
It can't be good for the babies to be aroun1 so much meanness.
Granted, I have the large head, but I ain't the Elephant Man. On the
contrary, it's my picture in the dictionary illustrating the word average:
five foot four, hundred and twenty-five pounds, brown hair, brown eyes,
brown 3-D mole by the side of my lip. I bite my tongue practically in
two tryin' not to sass back because havin' it out with her is not my style,
nor is it going to secure me a child.
She continues her tiger's pace, whoosing past me. "Got anything new
in the shop, Candy?" Goody is always wantin' to know what's new,
putting me in my place because nothing ever is.
"We started carryin' spoons."
"Baby spoons?" she says because of her one-track mind.
"Decorative spoons," I say, giving the babies the once over. "Forty
percent pewter. For folks with spoon collections who are ill."
"Mmm hmm," Goody says, checking her watch as she paces.
"Them just-bein'-born triplets are new, eh?" I say.
She stops so fast at this remark, she leaves a skid.
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"Triplets!" she yells. "That's three, you know. Here? Born here?"
"I figured you'd be the first to know," and now it's me checking my
watch. "Everybody's talking about it." Head Nurse Goody set her baby
bottles down on the nursery window ledge, and you never saw anything
more precarious, which I knew meant she was thinking the unthinkable.
"I shall not miss history being made," she says, all Moses-like, and
then takes off. To my good fortune, we got a sizable baby department,
so it should take her a bit of time to find out I was wrong, wrong, wrong
about the triplets, that it was only a cheap rumor started by-who was
it that started it? No one can know, because rumors don't have no beginning nor end, they just travel circular.
So I enter the nursery area proper-the smell of talc wafting through
the air like snowflakes-and I gotta try to use at least a little bit of my
head as well as my heart to figure out which one is mine. Folks who
claim, "All babies are beautiful!" are liars. Say, "Some are less ugly than
others," or" Some aren't all scaly and red," which, or course, I don't give
a rat's ass about.
What I do consider, though, is the name tag. Seems like most of the
kids have those well thought-out, planned-nine-months-in-advance,
baby-book names like Clarissa Alexandra Smirnoff III, and a baby with
such a name has a life ahead of it. These might be trust-fund babies, and
who am I to say my love's worth more than that?
There's another part of the equation, a part it ain't easy to admit,
and that's finding a bundle of joy that doesn't wear on my last nerve.
With some babies I lack a rapport. I look at it, it looks at me, and
nothin'-like a bad kiss. Today, however, the planets are in order, and
the cosmos gives me the nod, as I come upon the tag: Jane Doe.
Baby Doe is dozing, dreaming of God knows what-a fancier
womb? She opens her eyes and her mouth simultaneously. When I look
at her and she at me, we feel a familiarity, we'd known each other before
somehow and are just picking up where we left off. If you were choosing
out my baby, you might advise, stay away from the loudmouths, the
ones who can hold the key of "Wah!" for hours on end, and you'd recommend in its place a placid-style baby. But I ain't goin' through all this
because I want peace and quiet in my life. Peace breeds cowards, and
quiet-I've had buckets a quiet, and it's overrated.
Right away, I dispose of that generic name and call her Baby Jane
instead, as she bears a resemblance to Bette Davis from What Ever
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Happened to Baby Jane? with her small, shriveled-up face, wrinkles
tucked inside wrinkles, no eyebrows, and hair plastered down like she
just plucked off a bad wig.
I cradle up Baby Jane and, minute one, she vomits on me-the kind
of off-white clumps that aren't never coming out in the wash-and that
just seals it for me. The other babies are lying there quiet, lookin' stupid,
and Baby Jane's having a stare down with me, relieving herself left and
right, and generally doing things her own way in her own time, kind of
like her new mama.
I feel kinda guilty getting her for free. I went to a couple adoption
meetings, but I tell you what: It takes five years, ten grand, and, unless
you're beautiful pretty like Michelle PEeiffer, a husband. The way I see
it, I'm helping out the mama who couldn't raise her, and she is certainly
helping me out, and I'll help the kid out with my first act of love being
getting her some diapers, which is one useful item my shop has. So I
snuggle her up way close to my chest, secure her with the clipboard covering her up, and head back to the gift shop for just a second to get what
she'll need till I can safely shop at a decent, priced-right store.
I glance around the gift shop: books and magazines I ain't likely to
have time for; the seasonal display currently honoring mothers in mug,
plaque, and dish-towel form that I haven't earned yet. The gum counter
is something to behold, but I'm a role model now; no-all that's here for
me is the diapers and a few memories.
Some of the people who've come by the shop have been fine, but
most are certifiable. Screamin' at me because we're out of the Mystic
Beanie Baby, carryin' on to such a degree, I gotta be blunt and say, "A
unicorn bean bag don't cure much." I decided to work at the gift shop
as an alternative to actually caring for the sick, whom I don't like bein'
around. It's a weakness of character, to be sure. I forced myself to work
here, thinking I'd grow a heart like the Grinch, but I only like the sickless, mostly because they got everything wrong with them and won't rest
until they've described-and shown-every ailment in great detail, head
to toe, front to back, outside and in, and I'm plum out of uplifting words
so I end up lying. "The engorged pus bag swingin' from your chin? Why,
Ms. Bodeen, I never noticed."
The gift shop will be better off without me since I tried to educate
the shoppers on where they could buy the same thing for less. I always
wondered about these people daft enough to buy diapers here in a twin-
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pack, and now I know maybe everyone buyin' 'em wasn't stupid or rich,
they were just in a 9-1-1 kind of hurry, like me.
I slip behind the counter to pay for my diapers, and that sticky-fingers priest walks in, so I turn away and set Baby Jane down on my
poncho on the floor, nestling the diapers side by side under her head. All
the ladies say, "He's real good lookin' ," about Father.
"Real good lookin' ," and I'll grant that he has those smooth-as-ababy's-butt, rouged cheeks, and long, black, curly eyelashes, which a
man, much less a priest, has no use for. To me, though, he don't look so
much like a priest as he does one of the Beatles, circa 1964, with the
snug black suit and loose schoolboy haircut a couple weeks overgrown-except in place of the skinny black tie he has the white priest's
collar, his get-out-of-jail-free card. Jail's where he belongs, the way he
stuffs his pockets with anything his manicured hands feel like
touching-the birthstone rings, for starters. He walked off with all
twelve, one by one. Truth is, I never seen him pay for anything, not even
a steak supper at the basement cafeteria.
He beats his fingernails on the counter, so I pop up. With him bein'
a holy man, I'm afraid he'll sense that there's a hot newborn under the
checkout betwixt my legs. Shouldn't he hear its little baby breathing or
just have a general sense of somethin's rotten in the state a Denmark, or
notice my pit stains? Isn't he full of the holy spirit or holy ghost or whatever the superpower's called that gives him radar for things like babes in
swaddling clothes?
He's transfixed on my name tag, like he doesn't know my name's
Candy, only he's called me by that name a thousand times so I know in
actuality he's transfixed on my boob. Most men like to take a step back,
so they can fit the both of 'em into their visual frame, but Father takes
in just the one. My bet is that two would be too much for him.
Will this man of the cloth find me out, or is there some way I can
force him to help me out of here?
"Lord's peace, Candy," he says loud enough for the etherized
patients to hear. Baby Jane coughs, which forces me to cough all dramatic with my one hand over my mouth and the other on my chest. He
says, "You're in the right place to be sick," which is a heartless kind of
funny. "May I look at those rings behind the counter?"
"Those behind the counter are our pricey line. So pricey, no one ever
buys 'em, as yo u can see from the dust that's accumulated on the velvet
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display." I'm trying to move him along, but think I only enticed him as
he smiles at me like he's all of a sudden turned dumb or deaf, so I set
them up in a row on the counter. The baby's squirming at my feet, and
my instincts tell me to count down from ten to time exactly when she's
gonna start wailing. As he's going back and forth between the topaz and
the tiger's eye, I bend over and tend to the trash basket, but secretly
adjust my angel's blankets and touch her flaky cheek with my lips to buy
some time. And my hunches were right, bull's-eye, because the two rings
are gone and so is Father Ringo. The hospital's filling up with folks, and
I'm thinking waltzing out those front doors with a kid might be possible
only with the right escort.
This is what I decide to try, and when you think about it, it's not that
outrageous. For instance, I got certain foods I like and certain ways I like
'em, but every now and again I get a different idea in my head and the
usual way is unthinkable. The usual way for me is biding by the law,
being childlike and penitent around holy folks, and staying the hell away
from jalapeii.o peppers-just one seed sets my hairs on end. Today,
though, I was all jalapeii.o.
I cram the diapers in my purse, pick up my baby-stand back, any
fool tries to tell me she ain't mine-and I march right on out of my giftshop, only Father Ringo's not strolling the hallways like I expected.
Probably ducked into some dying guy's room to hide. I peek my head
into the first few rooms and see nothing but folks wrapped mummystyle. Then I see it: the men's room.
The dilemmas faced by a loving parent are many, and I'm just beginning to get my first bittersweet taste of parental love. Do I go in after my
man with both triggers loaded, or do I sit and wait, unwilling to expose
the innocent babe to all the foul mites and such floating around any
men's room? Sophie's choice wasn't nothing compared to this. Mostly
because I don't have a spare kid, a backup like she did. I kick open the
men's room door and it's worse than expected. Urine's hovering around
me, being piped in through the ventilating system. I yank a hankie from
my sleeve and drape it over Baby Jane's face, like an Arabian princess, to
help mask her to protect her from the stench. "Father!" I call out, hoping
I can stop my patrol right there, but no answer. I walk to the first stall
and have to peek in because the door's not open proper. I won't repeat
what greeted me, but it wasn't Tootsie Rolls. The remaining two doors
were closed, locked, with feet and ankles showing, so he isn't even wise
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enough to crouch his whole self up on the seat.
"Father, I know what you did. Know what you been doin' all along,
but today you crossed a line with what you stole. If you don't leave with
me now, I'm going to blab to the nice gentleman in stall three about all
you been up to, as well, and to the hospital administration, and to God
himself. And I got the proof." Now the Bible's all about believing in
things with no proof. The weirder the thing is, the less proof offered, for
example, the one about a bunch of animals walkin' obediently in pairs
a two, holding hands, trudging up a ramp onto an ark in the midst of a
hundred-year flood-so why do I feel obliged to show him the courtesy
of offering proof when I got none?
"Proof?" he says, exiting the stall eyes down, ears low, like a guiltplagued pup.
"It's insulting, Father, having you steal right before my eyes every
day." This gets him right up close to me. He's facing the mirror, backing
me up so my butt's practically in the sink. He says, "You want to keep
it down?" The guy in stall three must've thought a mob hit was goin'
down because he didn't release one drop. Father's quick with his hands
but slow on the uptake and just now feels the kid who I'm holding like
a watermelon kinda between us. He looks at me and looks at her and
retreats a step.
"What is it you're accusing me of?" he says, adjusting his collar,
which just shrunk up on him.
"First, let's get the hell out of this urine pit," I say, using his hand to
open the door, "because in case you haven't noticed, I'm with child,"
which is something I always wished I could say. Before my doc left the
sponges inside of me, I spent half a fortune on them home pregnancy
kits-on dipsticks and swabs and droppers. And every time waitin' for
the results, holding the popsicle stick up to the light to see if it would
tell me for once in my life I done something right, I heard myself whisper
to the inanimate kit, "Am I with child? Am I with child?"
In the hall just outside the john I face him and scan his pant-pocket
area; I get a good look, but there's not one unsightly bulge. He hid the
rings good.
"I assure you," he says, "that baby is not mine." And I'm thinkin'
damn straight, and he says, "Give it back to the slattern who said so ."
I motion with my head down the hall. "We're going to walk on out
of here-me, you, and my baby-"
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"Your baby," he says, real relieved. The vow of chastity must have
been as difficult for him as the vow of poverty.
"This here's my baby, and you never stoled no rings, no china statuette angels, no inspirational pillows. We're gonna walk down the hall,
through the lobby, outside the hospital itself, and then we'll be dead to
each other."
Father inspects his cuticle job and says like he's real bored, "If you
think people will take your word over mine, you're delusional and are
in dire need of the services offered on the sixth floor."
"What I'm in dire need of," I say, putting my nose up so close to his
I can smell his pine-needle aftershave, "is kickin' your firm, unholy ass."
He contemplates my wedgies. He folds his arms. Then with some
effort he tilts his head and looks real earnest like that breed a dogs that
has a human expression and says, "My job is to save your soul, not
assist in a kidnapping."
So I tilt my head back at him and say, "You been savin' my soul all
this time?" I clutch Baby Jane, securing her good under my poncho, take
his arm, loop it through mine, and start walking.
"What's your proof?" he whispers, and I'm having difficulty conjuring any up, so I whisper back, "The proof's in the puddin' ," which
must have sounded all weird and mysterious to him because he shut up.
The hallway suddenly feels real long, getting longer as we walk, and
people are poppin' out of the woodwork-orderlies pushing wheelchairs and lost souls lookin' left and right. We get just about to the
lobby, our biggest hump, and it's like Grand Central.
"You put on your 'deep in prayer' face. Anyone comes near us, you
move your hands up-down-side-to-side without breaking your stride."
We both keep our heads down, thinking about our multitude of sins.
This is the thing I know about Goody that she don't even know herself.
When she gets the jolt inside her head letting her know she been
duped-and by me-she's not going to yank the arm down on the security bell. She's gonna find a course of action that makes her come out
unscathed but leaves the poor stolen baby S.O.L. for all she knows.
The ladies manning the big, round, front desk are in a fierce debate,
pounding their fists on the table, each holding one finger up in the
other's face, and as we're about to cross the threshold out into freedom,
I hear one of them say, "Triplets!" and the other, "Twins!" and we're on
our way.
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The hospital's supposed to have a homey feel to it, so there's all
kinds of front lawn keeping us from the sidewalk. We take the ramp but
keep a somewhat normal pace because the innocent don't run. Father
says, "What will you do now?"
"Do I look like I got a five-year-plan? When we get to the corner, we
go our separate ways, and from here on you find a new hangout, got
that? Tell Pastor you want the gig at the old folks' home-plenty of jewelry there."
At last we reach the corner and he says, "Do you have the money to
care for that baby?" Now I become the deaf and mute one and just stare
at him, and doesn't he pull one of the rings out of his breast pocket and
try to put it on my hand? I am neither high nor mighty, but I do recognize my conscience kickin' up dirt in my gut, so I push the ring back at
him. "From here on, we're dead to each other."
He nods and says, "Rest in peace," and turns the corner. The neighborhood's emptied out. The only sound is the wind and a couple gossipy
robins. "Now that we're rid of the hospital, rid of Father, our first order
of business is getting you all nice and dry in your new diapies." Damn if
I don't say "diapies" like some goo-goo-baby-talking mom. "Diapers," I
correct myself and wonder how much damage I've already done. We
find ourselves a bench out back of the high school, and the diaper
changing goes smoothly, which it should, considering Baby Jane's entire
buttocks fits in the palm of my hand, and I wonder how the Chihuahua
mom does it. More than why now, I'm curious about the logistics of it,
with that wigglin' Chihuahua behind. The diaper feels heavier than the
baby herself, which gives me a weird kind of pride.
The Dumpster's been opened all the way now, and I try to impress
Baby Jane with my one-handed jump shot. Instead of goin' swish,
though, the diaper goes splat, landing square in front of the Dumpster.
So I go to drop it in proper because no child of mine will call me a litterer, and I hear a muffled "Wah!" I rock Baby Jane quick in my arms
and we do the nose-to-nose rub, and I hear the "Wah!' again, and it's not
comin' from Jane at all, but from the depths of that old Dumpster. It's
funny the tricks your mind will play on you. The "Wah!" comes at me
with a fever pitch. It's too loud for a mind game. I peek inside the
Dumpster.
"Holy Mother a God!" slips out of me just like it did that time
during the intimate act. Inside, plumb at the bottom of the Dumpster is
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a whimpering infant. Popping out of a white blanket is a pearl-onionshaped head with hair like a tall, whitish root. The poor thing is surrounded by some books and newspapers, a big honking boom box, and
a slew of white Styrofoam coffee cups. I hadn't planned on two, that's for
sure. I hadn't truly planned on one.
"This is reality, Jane, and lesson two, which I'm gonna have to teach
you when I learn it good myself, is to never criticize no one for nothing
because it'll come back to you. Not long ago, I was critiquing Father for not
being able to handle two, and here I am, faced with the same challenge."
I am no better than an animal runnin' on instinct. I place Baby Jane
down like she's a Faberge egg and hoist myself-using will, not
muscle-into the Dumpster. In my hurry to quiet the feisty Dumpster
child, I forgot to think of how I'd get us both out. All I can think of with
Jane out there is the other Meryl Streep movie about the dingo dog, and
at the same time I'm cradling this other bundle that looks more alien
than baby, but in a precious, Close Encounters way. Can't tell if it's a
boy or girl yet, but when I press it tight over my chest our hearts are
beating in sync. 'Course, most babies would have the heartbeat, but
beating in sync to the millisecond?
The baby quiets down and is breathin' fine, like it didn't get dropped
in here; it was placed, and I look around to see if there's any clue that
could trace it to its mama, but I don't look too long or hard.
Instead, I make a tall, skinny, rickety step stool out of garbage, using
the Bible as my last step. I clutch the new babe with one arm and hoist
myself up with the other so I'm high enough to throw one leg over and
then the other with the skill of a Chinese gymnast. I grab the Bible and
stick it in my purse because it'll be my only visual aid in helping tell 'em
our story. How we came together, that'll be lesson number three, though
I don't know quite how to put that one into words. The gist of it is,
"Life's weird," only I gotta think up more poetic words than that.
One of the benefits of not being bogged down with a five-acre estate
is that I can up and leave my domicile with the packing of an overnight
bag. Mostly what I pack is my favorite underwear and wads a money,
which has been easy to save because what's worth buyin' in this tripletless town?
They need to bond to each other now as well as to me. I lay the two
on my bed on top of Grandma's nubby, white bedspread. I don't have
time to pack, and I swap blankets on 'em so they can get used to each
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other, because at this age they're operating primarily on smells. I got
Jane nestled into one arm and the onion baby in the other, and what my
life was like without 'em is already getting fuzzy.
Reluctantly, I place one kid on each side of the backseat car floorwhich I ain't keen to do, but I'm parked on the main road leading out
of town-so they won't be rolling around with me making crazy turns.
As I stand up so we can hightail it out, Baby Jane stares at me like, What
the hell? And Onion, having been in dumpier surroundings, breathes
calm and regular, like it already taught itself biofeedback.
The hardest thing yet is goin' the speed limit, but here I am <loin' 25
for the first time in my life, and the three of us might as well be crawlin'
out a town. I see things I never seen before even though I lived here forever, like the unfriendly We TICKET Speeders sign and a low-brow
fountain of a dog lifting his leg, and I know I'm <loin' right by the kids.
I take a cue from Onion and just chill, breathe, and before I know it the
speed limit's a tolerable fifty.
In thirty miles or so I'll get 'em legal, cushy car seats, gourmet formula, a Baby Mozart tape, and we'll explore that open road people's
always writin' ballads about.
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Hustler: Amoco '96
Bobby Biedrzycki

I SAW HER, I THOUGHT SHE WAS GOING TO TRY AND STEAL
shit from the store. She came in around 3:00 A.M. and walked up and
down the aisles repeatedly like a four-year-old child who couldn't decide
on the one thing their mother told them they could pick out. I watched
her from behind the bulletproof glass that protected the register, the cigarettes, and me from the rest of the world. When I first started working
overnights at the Amoco the summer I returned home after dropping out
of college, I would always lock the door to the bulletproof boxalthough, I'd often leave the small window in front of the register open
so I didn't have to pass change, credit cards, and smokes back and forth
to the customers in a tiny steel tray below the glass. The station was on
a clean, well-lit strip of Minnesota highway, not in a housing project.
The tray was clumsy and it took longer, and all I really wanted was to
get the assholes out of the store so I could stick my nose back into whatever garbage it was I was reading at the time. But when a memo came
through telling us how only ten miles away an overnight clerk at
another store had been drawn out of their box somehow and pistolwhipped into a coma, I started closing that window the second I took
THE FIRST NIGHT
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over the lonely space at 11:00 P.M.
That first night she walked the aisles for what seemed like an hour
but in actuality was probably only around ten minutes. There wasn't
much I could do, anyway, if she decided to rip me off; I wasn't leaving
that bulletproof box. Besides, I really had nothing invested in the gas
station, so I could've given a shit less-if you wanted to jack some
Gobstoppers, go for it. I did enjoy trying to catch people doing it,
though. I liked letting them know that I knew that they were ripping me
off, well, not me but, you know, Amoco. I played the normal routine
with her, I'd look up from my book, and she'd be walking slowly, one
leg crossing in front of the other, staring down at whatever was in that
given aisle. She had on outdated stonewashed jeans that came up short
over her ankles, exposing lime green socks and once-white Keds
sneakers. Her hair was long and greasy, and it clumped together in spots
like she had been swimming in a chlorinated pool all day and not taken
a shower afterwards. She lifted her head toward the box, and my face
immediately went into my book, or so it appeared. Directly to my left
was a small security screen cut into four sections. I could see down all
three aisles that led toward me and all along the back aisle that held the
beverages and provided the store with most of its light, continually humming and sputtering like the bug zappers that hung outside nearly every
doorstep in this part of the world, often making the store go dark for
just a split second. So as she stared at me, I stared down at the screen,
waiting to see her pick up something, but she never did. The only thing
she touched was a Styrofoam cup normally used for coffee, which she
filled with ice at the soda fountain. Before leaving she turned and looked
right at me, her eyes wild blue like a sled dog's, and said, "This is free,
right?" holding the cup in the air. She was telling me more than asking
me, but I nodded yes anyway, and she left.
There was a liquor store on the other side of the highway, about two
hundreds yards down from the station. By law, like all liquor stores in
the state of Minnesota, it closed at ten o'clock and wasn't open on
Sundays. Its parking lot was just barely visible from the box and, often
at night, I'd see car headlights there, sometimes two or three sets, sitting
still for inordinate amounts of time. I figured it was just people partying,
meeting up for one reason or another in an empty parking lot. But my
brain is not the type to settle on something like that and leave it alone.
It seemed easy enough at first to blame it on kids cruising late at night,
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meeting up to pop their trunks and have a beer out of a dirty old cooler,
maybe smoke a joint or some shit. Although, as I thought about it more,
it didn't make much sense to me why they'd choose to do it in the empty
parking lot of a closed business on such a well-lit stretch of highway. I
mean, that's like asking to get caught, and that didn't add up, especially
considering the barren farmland and blanketing darkness that surrounded the highway on both sides.
The second time I saw her was almost a week later. She was alone
again and wearing the same pants, only this time the night air was
cooler, so she had on a satin windbreaker, the kind a dance troupe of
young girls might have their names embroidered on in cursive. She
quickly grabbed three Snickers bars and brought them up to the register,
placing them in the silver tray. Then she began to leaf through the rack
of adult magazines next to the counter. As she did so, I was able to really
look at her face for the first time. She was definitely young looking,
probably around eighteen. The bridge of her nose was covered in
freckles, some as big as chocolate chips. They were everywhere, like she
had been standing behind a car in the mud as it took off spraying mud.
She picked up a Hustler magazine that was covered in black plastic and
asked, "Can I open this?"
"If you want to buy it," I said and shrugged.
She stuck out her tongue and jammed the magazine back into the
rack in the wrong place. Then she picked up a piece of taffy and held it
up to the glass. I looked at the taffy and then lazily hit the five-cent key
on the register. It rang up to be seven with tax, and along with a nickel
from her pocket, she grabbed two pennies from the "Take a Penny,
Leave a Penny" tray, and pushed the three coins under the glass. Her
hand was dirty, but her nails were bright red, and almost all of them
were cracked and chipped in some way. The pinky nail had been torn
nearly right off her finger, and there was dried blood on the thin shell
that remained. I reached down to take the change, and my index finger
grazed the top of her hand. An electric wave of heat poured over me. I
wanted to grab it, hold it. I thought about how it had been holding the
Hustler and the things that go on inside of that magazine. I wanted to
suck on her fingers, tongue her nails-I would have allowed them to go
anywhere they wanted on me.
I stared through the glass at her, and her eyes quickly came up to
meet mine. I felt she somehow knew exactly what I was thinking, what I
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wanted to do to her, what I wanted her to do to me. It was as if my
thoughts were being broadcast in large bold type, running across a news
ticker in Times Square for all to see. If for a second she entertained the
idea, it wasn't for more than that, then she yanked her hand back to her
body and began slowly backing away from the glass, rubbing the top of
her hand and softly shaking her head as if to say no. Then she smiled,
huge and big, like a retarded child and ran out of the store. The direction
she took would have required me to leave the box, possibly even the store
itself in order to see where she was going, and for a second I began
unlocking the door to the box. Just then, a car screeched into the parking
lot and stopped violently at a gas pump outside. The noise and sudden
movement slammed me back into reality, like daylight does when you
leave a movie theater. I immediately snapped the lock back into its
groove and watched as a group of drunk-acting teens exited the car. They
pumped gas and paid with a credit card outside. One of the larger boys
took a piss near the dark entrance to the car wash, and then they left.
I didn't see her for weeks after that night. I began to read much less
while at work, choosing instead to spend my downtime staring out the
windows of the station, letting my eyes fixate on the darkness until they
would go unfocused, waiting for her. A bell would ring indicating a customer had entered the store, and I'd turn in anticipation only to see a
large man in a flannel shirt and suspenders filling his arms with frozen
pizzas, or to find a middle-aged woman with bad teeth and sun-parched
skin bitching about the price of menthol cigarettes. The longer she
stayed away, the more convinced I became that I was in love with her. I
bought the exact Hustler magazine she had held in her hand that second
night and masturbated several times in the small bedroom I still had in
my parent's home. I made up wild fantasies about who she was and
where she might be from. Maybe she had grown up in a different
country, Russia, perhaps, and she would take me back there with her.
Maybe she had always lived here, but she had lost everyone in her
family during a fire. Maybe she just wanted to start a small, simple life
right here in this state, and maybe, maybe she just needed unconditional
love and I could give her that. I could love her.
I used to have problems with things like this when I was in grade
school. I would pick out a girl and become infatuated with her. I'd write
long stories about how we were going to get married, or I'd sit in my
bedroom talking to myself as if I was having a conversation with that
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girl. Often I would get so caught up in my fantasies that I couldn't separate them from what was really going on, and when I'd finally collected
the courage to tell the young object of my misguided affection, she
would be confused and turned off. The problem was that I would talk
to them as if they had actually been reading the stories and having the
conversations with me all along.
When she came in that Sunday night, there was no browsing for
items or digging for magazines. She was wearing the same clothes she
always had, only now they looked as if they had been washed. Her hair
looked like it finally got the shower it needed and was pulled back into
a ponytail. Everything about her seemed more confident. She stood
taller, her shoulders back, and she stepped right up to the window and
asked, "Do you wanna come outside and smoke this with me?" holding
up what appeared to be a joint.
I nodded, and before I could think of all the different shit this girl could
be pulling, we were in the back of the station near the garbage. It was dark
and quiet, so I would be able to hear if any cars pulled into the lot.
"You like this job?" she asked, lighting the joint and taking a drag.
"It's OK, I guess," I said, and took the joint as she passed it. She
seemed a little jumpy and kept looking away from me. It was after I
took the first drag off the joint that I started to run scenarios through
my mind. This girl had me outside the store smoking a joint. At any
point she could have someone roll up on me. I started to think about the
guy at the station ten miles away, the one in a coma now.
"You live around here?" I asked her.
She laughed a little. "I suppose you could say that."
"What's so funny?" I said.
"Nothing, I mean, I don't really live anywhere. But I work at the
truck stop over on Route 46, so I'm kind of staying there right now, in
the motel," she said, and looked at me as if she had given away too much
information.
But I didn't put anything together. I was too nervous. I don't know
if I was more scared of getting robbed and possibly killed, or if it was
just being around her, the girl of my recent fantasies. It all just seemed
to cause my stomach to go fucking nuts, and before I knew what was
going on, a warmth was coming up the back of my throat and I was
puking like a garden hose that someone had just turned on.
The girl jumped back and began laughing hysterically. I wiped my
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mouth on my shirt. "I better get back inside," I told her. She was leaning with
her back against the Dumpster, bent at the knees, worn out from laughing. I
began to tell her, "If you wanna come inside you can grab a soda-"
"Nahh," she cut me off, "I gotta go."
I suddenly heard the snap of gravel under tires and saw a set of
headlights in the parking lot. I looked at the girl and she nodded, as if
to say, Go deal with it. I heard two car doors slam, and as I walked
quickly around the corner of the building, there were two men standing
at the door trying to enter the station. I had locked the door before
going out with the girl, and I now had to open it with these two guys
right there. They were both tall and thin, and the one closest to me had
dark hair and the Black Cat fireworks logo (a cat showing its fangs in a
yellow explosion) tattooed on his forearm.
"Sorry, guys," I said, "had to take a piss."
"That's understandable," the dark-haired guy said. I stepped in front
of them and slid the key into the door. I felt their eyes on the back of my
head and their breath like that of a couple of dragons down my neck. I
waited for the warm steel to enter my back, waited for the bleeding to
start. I turned the key and opened the door. The air was much cooler
inside the station, and I hurriedly walked around to the box and locked
myself inside again. I was breathing heavily, and by the time I turned
around, the guys were at the back cooler laughing and picking out
drinks. I reached my hand around to feel my back. No holes. No blood.
The two men paid and left.
The night the police came has remained hazy at best. Maybe it was
the pounding rain, or the fact that I hadn't been sleeping well. I
remember them showing me her picture and telling me that she was
dead. They asked me if I knew what she was doing at the truck stop and
I said no, said she had been in the store only a couple of times. They
asked why I would remember her then and I told them I thought she had
pretty eyes. They smiled at this and looked at each other. I didn't feel
threatened, or as if they suspected me of doing anything. I only felt loss.
One of the cops had a thick mustache that looked dead and coarse like
the straw on a broom. He told me what her name was, but I don't
remember it. I have since taken to calling her Hustler. I still have the
magazine on a shelf next to my nightstand, but I hardly read it anymore.
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Grit
Chelsea Laine Wells

IT WAS SUMMER A D THE HOUSE BREATHED LIGHT AND AIR LIKE A LUNG.

Every window gaped fully open; white curtains bellied out and the
screens sagged, stretched and exhausted, diluting the desert sun that
pressed in from all sides. Kristen lay on Jane's queen-sized bed like a
starfish. They had pulled the blankets and pillows from the guest bed
and the extras from the hall closets and loaded it all onto Jane's sagging
mattress. Jane boosted herself onto the edge and carefully rubbed the
soles of her feet against each other.
"Grit," she said to Kristen, who was watching her. "There's grit on
all the floors no matter how much my mom sweeps. If I get it in the
sheets she'll kill me. She says it's the bane of her existence to live in the
godforsaken desert. She says that to my dad all the time." Jane rolled her
shoulders; her turquoise bathing suit had dried stiffly and bit into her
skin around her ribcage. Kristen's bathing suit was wadded inside-out
on the hardwood floor. She wore an old, off-white silk robe of Jane's
with nothing underneath it.
"My mom doesn't even notice the grit," Kristen said. Jane stretched
alongside her, her arms and legs flung out. Her ankle rested against
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Kristen's. "She just says New Mexico is quieter than Texas and there's
less cowboy bullshit."
Jane laughed, open-mouthed. As always there was a brief spark of
awe inside her at Kristen's comfort with words Jane had never said aloud.
"If I had this robe I would wear it all the time," Kristen said then,
stroking the silk along her thigh like a cat.
"You can have it," Jane said, and looked sidelong at Kristen. Their
birthdays were exactly nine days apart. Kristen had turned thirteen three
days ago. Jane was leaning towards her own birthday with all the
strained energy of a dog on a leash.
"Maybe we'll share it," Kristen said. She picked up the ends of the
robe's sash and trailed them onto Jane's bare stomach.
"I'm sorry my house is so boring," Jane said. Even after two months
of inseparability, she still felt a need to constantly entertain Kristen, who
had arrested her unwavering attention from the day she had moved into
the neighborhood. All summer Jane had neglected the kids she had
grown up with in favor of Kristen. Kristen was smarter, she was braver,
and she didn't know Jane the same way that everyone else did.
"It's better than my house," Kristen said, and rolled onto her side.
She poked Jane's belly button. "You've got an outie," she said.
"I know, I hate it."
"Why?"
"I don't know. Because nobody has outies."
"That's good," Kristen said, in such a way that it suddenly seemed
obvious to Jane. Kristen was always pointing out these things that Jane
knew she should have known all along. Her mouth shut and she
blushed. Kristen passed her hand over the top of Jane's head, the soft
bristle of hair there. "We're growing in," Kristen said, and smiled. She
touched her own shorn scalp. Two weeks ago they had shaved their
heads in Kristen's bathtub with her brother's clippers, just because it was
hot outside. Kristen's family hadn't even noticed, but when Jane got
home that night her mother had gripped her face by the jaw, turning her
head sharply one way and then the other. Even though she'd been sentenced to her room for the next three days, it had been worth it. Jane
smiled back at Kristen, at her simple boyish face and the white gold of
her hair.
Kristen sat up suddenly and fumbled for the pocket of the silk robe.
"You know what my dad used to do?" she asked. Jane shook her
head. "He's crazy. Not really crazy, even though my mom says that's
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why they got divorced, but funny crazy." She extracted a tube of
Walgreens lipstick that they'd bought the day before, a dark cotton
candy color, and applied it carefully to her lips. Something about her
shaved head, her lanky body under the drape of the robe, her careful
focus as she spread the lipstick onto her bottom lip made Jane almost
dizzy, as though the room had just revolved once on its axis. Kristen held
the lipstick between her index and middle finger like a cigarette and
lifted it to show Jane.
"He would actually put on lipstick-like, my mom's lipstick, and
then he would do this." She rubbed her lips together and darted her head
down to Jane's stomach, pressed her open mouth to Jane's skin, and
pushed out all the air in her lungs.
Jane jackknifed against the sudden, harsh tickle of it, shrieking, and
grasped Kristen's head with both hands. There was a moment of struggle,
legs kicking, Jane curling up like a worm with Kristen at her center, pillows falling off the bed. Then Kristen disentangled herself and smiled.
"He's crazy," she said, "right?"
"My dad would never do anything like that," Jane said. She relaxed
and her body fell flat.
"My dad was always doing stuff like that," Kristen said. She settled
onto her elbows and looked back down at Jane's stomach. "I got lipstick
all over you," she said. "See, that's the point. He always used red when
he did it to us. But his lip prints were all smashed, they weren't pretty.
Mine are pretty," she said, and she lowered her mouth back to Jane's
body. Carefully, she pressed her lips to one side of Jane's outie belly
button and held herself there.
Jane went very still. Something in the room shifted and fell silent, as
though the outside world had stopped midstep, midfight, midfall. Jane
swallowed. Kristen was suddenly motionless and then she exhaled,
gently this time. The bright heat of it poured out like water onto Jane's
stomach, rolling down her side to her lower back and into the elastic
waistband of her bathing suit bottom. She watched the gradual fall of
Kristen's shoulder blades and her neatly serrated spine. Her bones were
prominent under the silk robe, drawn tight as skin. Kristen raised her
head to look at the mark she had made, and Jane stayed frozen. Her
heartbeat was everything, and Kristen's head hovered over her stomach,
the proximity of their bodies sprawling at right angles to one another.
Kristen raised her eyes without moving her head and looked at Jane, and
Jane looked back because she could not make her eyes move. She felt
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again that slow, rolling dizziness, but this time it was as though she and
Kristen were rotating on some shared axis and the room around them
was stationary. Next to the bed the curtain bellied out with a breeze not
felt by either girl, it was just the outside world breathing, and Kristen
lowered her head again.
Jane's arms rose to rest on her pillow in a loose, broken circle. She
felt like a fallen ballerina. She saw Kristen's mouth open and the
momentary glance of teeth, lower this time, so that half of her exhaled
heat soaked into the shiny fabric of Jane's bathing suit. Jane could smell
the elastic of it and the chlorine and the sweat that had dried there
leaving her bleached and salt-sticky. The thought that she should have
taken hers off like Kristen had flicked through her mind and then away
before she could consider it fully.
Jane's eyes closed as Kristen's head lifted again. They didn't speak;
there was mutual movement, a shifting further apart and then back
together so that they were one long line of girl, simple and skinny and
hairless . Kristen's head bobbed up for a moment between Jane's legs and
then lowered again. Her arms were crossed under her, her fingertips light
and still against the backs of Jane's knees. Jane moved one arm down to
her mouth and bit her skin. She had never done anything like this. She
had never fully thought about anything like this, although there had
been moments with Kristen in the community center swimming pool,
and the bathtub when they shaved their heads, and the dark attic during
desert thunderstorms when Jane felt something like a string fastened
deep inside the bottommost hollow of her stomach pulling her in the
direction of Kristen.
Kristen's mouth opened as wide as possible, she unhinged her jaw like
a snake, and she moved that dark, wet space onto the seamed place in
Jane's bathing suit that stretched between the very inside of her thighs. Jane
quaked inwardly, that string yanked at its mooring, and she bit down
harder on the skin of her arm. Kristen breathed out so slowly that Jane felt
that she would never stop, that her lungs had expanded and filled her from
throat to ankle with that saturated steam-heat that was dampening Jane's
bathing suit and screwing up her eyes in an entirely involuntary way.
Across the room the door opened. The girls tore themselves apart;
every muscle in Jane's body tightened to the point of ripping. She met
her mother's blank eyes and her body curled like an injured animal's,
cringing and tensed. Kristen flew to the side of the bed by the window
and twisted the curtains around her. Dust spiraled in the air, shaken
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from the white material. Jane took in her mother's stone-set face, her
hair pinned sharply back, her arms covered in long sleeves despite the
warm air of the house. At the ends of the sleeves her hands were gathered into tight fists. The dead-flat determination in her eyes was familiar
to Jane. The fists were even more familiar.
Annette crossed the room with firm steps. She grasped Jane's upper
arm in her hand, arranging her fingers carefully before applying the
force that it took to yank her from the bed.
Jane's limbs spidered out and she tried to regain balance. Her knee
cracked heavily against the edge of the bedside table. She heard it distantly, as though underwater. There was no other sound outside the
chaos of her own body-her heart, her breathing gone as light and
thready as a dying bird's. She had the distant impression that Kristen
had hardened to cement. Jane doubted that she was breathing at all.
Annette turned, wordless and close-mouthed, her spine arrow-straight,
and hauled Jane behind her without looking, as though she was pulling a
wagon. Jane stumbled, her heels hitting the floor hard. The silence between
them was as physical as weight. It poured out to fill the house.
They reached the bathroom at the end of the hall. Annette flipped
on the light and swung Jane inside. Jane staggered and caught herself
against the edge of the toilet. Annette leaned past her and fit the stopper
into the bathtub drain. She spun both the hot and cold water handles as
far as they would go and water thundered against the porcelain. Then
she straightened and looked at Jane.
"Take that off," she said, pointing at Jane's bathing suit. And she left
the bathroom, shutting the door quietly behind her.
Jane stood alone and closed her eyes. The skin on her arm stung
where her mother's fingers had been. But the lingering sensation of
Kristen buzzed higher and clearer than anything. She could still feel
Kristen's body against hers, and the silk of the robe, and the heat of
Kristen's mouth. She listened for sounds from the rest of the house, but
the water drowned out everything. Her bathing suit cut hard into her
ribs, but she did not take it off. She stood with her eyes closed, listening
and waiting, forcing her mind into blankness.
After only a moment, the bathroom door opened and closed and
Jane felt the hard presence of her mother. She opened her eyes straight
into her mother's calm stare. They were less than a foot apart. Jane
could smell the detergent in her mother's dress.
"I told you to take that off," Annette said. Jane did not move, and
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her mother did not move. The water crawled slowly higher behind them.
Finally Jane bent her arms behind her back and found the plastic clasp.
Her fingers fumbled and then released it. The relief of pressure made
Jane breathe deeply, expanding her ribcage. Annette never wavered from
Jane's gaze. She was stone-still until Jane had removed both parts of her
bathing suit and stood as straight as she could muster, naked.
Annette took both of Jane's upper arms into her hands and turned
her towards the bathtub. Jane resisted. She knew that she would not
fight back because there was no chance of winning, but she refused to
submit. There had been too many of these silent castigations, too many
incidents of her mother's controlling strength applied wordlessly, the
reprimand burning in her eyes. Jane always cried and apologized just to
relieve the pressure of that awful vacuum of quiet. This time, though, she
kept her moth closed and her body stiff. Something deeper was at stake,
some test of will, so she said nothing.
Annette clenched her teeth and spun Jane around so that she faced
the bathtub. She dug her fingers into her daughter's flesh as hard as she
could and forced Jane forward with short, sharp bursts of strength.
Jane's shins hit the edge of the bathtub. Annette kept her eyes on the
back of Jane's neck; the skin was paler there where her hair used to
hang. She thought about all of that ginger brown hair drifting to the
grimy floor of the neighbor girl's house, and she shoved her daughter
forward so hard that she lost her balance entirely.
Jane caught herself against the white tile wall and lurched into the
bathtub to avoid falling. Her feet skidded against the porcelain. Annette
pushed her down into the cool water. Her tailbone connected hard,
scraping against the precisely placed rubber daisies meant to keep
people from slipping. She bent her legs and folded them close to her
chest. With both hands cupped she covered her breasts; they were
tender, the nipples swollen. Her forehead lolled against her kneecap. The
smell of her own summer sweat and the bleach her mother had used to
clean the bathroom was strong within the close curl of her body. She
closed her eyes to block out the fluorescent light and the agitated water
leaping silver against spotless white. The last thing she saw was the way
the water beaded on Kristen's lipstick prints, the greasepaint texture of
them. They would have to be scrubbed off.
Annette released Jane's arm to reach past her for the soap, an old,
white, cracked bar with no fragrance that had gone unused for months
in favor of the more expensive soap. She plunged it into the water and
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then slapped it onto Jane's back so hard that Jane swallowed a small cry.
Annette rose onto her knees next to the bathtub, pressing against the
side of it for leverage, and ground the corner of the bar into the prominent knobs of her daughter's spine. Her fingernails dug into Jane's skin
where they were curled around the edge of the soap, and still Jane made
no noise. Annette bit her tongue in her closed mouth. She scrubbed
harder. She thought of the neighbor girl's rabbit-breeding family, her
grubby hands, her wide-open laugh that sounded through the entire
house. She scrubbed harder. She thought of Jane the way she had been
last spring, quiet and solitary, curled at the end of the couch with a
book. She thought of Jane on her back underneath that neighbor girl's
filthy mouth, and she scrubbed harder. Jane's body rocked stiffly with
the effort of it; Annette's sleeve was drenched. The water rose higher and
higher, creeping up the hidden front of Jane's body. It was less than lukewarm, almost cool, but Jane was not shaking. Annette scrubbed harder,
her fingernails pressing into the gold skin of Jane's back striped with
white where her bathing suit had fit. That neighbor girl's bathing suit
had been wadded on the floor by the bed, inside-out it was peeled off so
fast, and Annette drew blood.
Jane hunched forward against the feel of her skin scraped away, and
the soap stung the inside of her and a hard satisfaction thudded in the
beat of her heart. Mark me, she thought.
Annette watched the red mix thinly with the gray lather of the soap
and then disappear. The water was nearly to the top. She reached past
Jane and spun the knobs to stop it. The silence was immediate and overwhelming. Jane's breathing filled everything, amplified in the curve of
her body. Annette watched her for a moment, deciding. Then she
wrapped one hand around Jane's stiff shoulder, the other over the top of
Jane's knee, and began to pry her apart.
Jane struggled. Her eyes squinted against the water that splashed up
onto her face, into her nose. She resisted Annette's wrenching strength
as long as she could, and then she let go. She splayed out flat in the confines of the tub, exhausted, her head dipping briefly under the surface.
The silence there was different from the silence in the bathroom; it was
thicker, a substance that rushed in and left no room for thought or resistance. She came up only when she had to.
Annete scoured Jane with the soap underwater. She started with the
pink smear on her stomach, pushing down until Jane gasped against the
pressure, and then moving up her ribcage, past the dent dug there by the
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bathing suit top, to her breasts. Jane bolted upright the second the
corner of the bar came into contact with them. They ached; they ached
horribly, at the slightest touch. It was growing pains, the sex-ed teacher
had told them. Jane folded her shoulders inward, crossing her arms
above them, her eyes still defiantly closed. She did not want to see her
mother. She did not want the white light of the bathroom or the angles
of her body.
Annette forced her arms apart. Clearly that neighbor girl had put
her hands there and she was keeping it sacred. She could keep nothing.
She had to learn that she was allowed to keep nothing of this entire wayward summer. She held one of Jane's arms in the air and rubbed the flat
bar of soap down her breast. Jane's face contorted and her body jerked
like a fish. She made the first and only sound, a deep, desperate groan,
and then she bit her lips together, hard, and kept her mind on the
stinging scratches down her back. Annette washed her breasts until she
was satisfied and then went back to the lipstick marks.
Jane moved her arms protectively over her throbbing chest again
and opened her eyes without wiping the water from her lashes. The light
was harsh and beads of water broke as she blinked, burning, but she
looked anyway. She looked at the long, hard thrust of her mother's jaw,
the thin lips almost invisible with tension and will, the gray wisps of hair
escaping their pins. She thought about the moment when her mother
had opened that door and how she had looked right into Jane's face.
What unnerved her the most was the way her mother's expression had
not changed at all, as though all along she had known something that
even Jane had not.
Her mother pulled her legs apart, rough and impersonal, the same
way she treated an uncooked chicken or a weed in the garden, and
scrubbed her with the soap, changing the way Jane thought of that part
of herself forever. Jane's eyes closed again.
When Annette was satisfied that every soiled part of Jane had been
stripped clean, she rocked back on her heels and dropped the soap into
the bathtub. Jane was half submerged, her ears underwater. She heard
the slow, hollow impact of the soap against the porcelain. She watched
her mother's red-knuckled hands as she braced herself on the side of the
tub and stood. Her skirt was creased where she had been kneeling.
Annette turned to the cabinet over the toilet, opened the door, and
extracted a folded white towel. Without looking at Jane, she dropped
the towel on the closed toilet lid and left the bathroom, shutting the
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door behind her.
Jane floated there for a moment with her eyes closed. Her lashes
grazed the surface of the water. She rubbed her fingertips along the side
of the bathtub for the rubbery noise they made. She thought about her
mother's hands prying her open and apart, and how that part of herself
that had never before meant much of anything was now laden with
strangeness. She thought of Kristen in her own house, under her bed or
high up on a closet shelf like a chased cat, her fingertips pressed to her
closed mouth.
Finally Jane stood and water streamed from her as though she had
collected it in the hollows and fissures of her body like a sunken ship.
She took the rough towel from the toilet lid and wrapped it around herself like a cape.
The house was silent when she stepped out of the bathroom. She
walked the length of the hall on tiptoe, her wet feet picking up grit and
leaving behind dark half-prints. There was a framed family photograph
every foot. As she walked, Jane watched herself grow up-her hair first
the cotton fuzz of a baby, then sprouting from pigtails, then pulled awkwardly to one side. Her smile stretched wide and thin in each picture, her
shoulders squared under the decorative sleeves of some pastel dress. And
her parents sat stiffly behind her, like cardboard cutouts, the same every
single year. Her expressionless father in dark suit after dark suit, and ties
of sedate patterns, and her mother sheathed in something high-necked
and plain, her mouth barely consenting to a tight, dry smile. Her eyes
were flat as a shark's. They bore point-blank through the polished glass
of each frame straight into Jane's face. Jane shivered and moved on.
When she reached her room, she stopped and peeked inside. The bed
was still burdened with all of the blankets and pillows, some trailing
down onto the floor where Jane had been dragged. The window and the
screen were now open, the curtain caught up on a mound of comforter.
Jane knew that Kristen had escaped that way. Her bathing suit was
gone, as was the silk robe.
Jane continued to the end of the hall and looked cautiously into the
living room. Her mother was there, on the couch, her back as straight as
a yardstick. On her lap was a shirt of Jane's father's. She was sewing on
a button. Jane watched her, holding her breath. She knew her mother
was different from the other mothers-older, grayer, more reserved. She
watched the parents of her friends, amazed at the way they touched their
children with such casual tenderness, the way they laughed out loud and
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slouched and sat in groups on the porch in the dark with a cooler of beer
and a citronella candle while the children ran wild inside. Sometimes
Jane longed for that kind of easy freedom.
Annette pulled the thread tight. She picked up a pair of sewing scissors from the end table next to the couch and snicked them closed over
the thread a few inches above the buttonhole. Before replacing the scissors on the tabletop, she held them pointing straight up and turned them
admiringly in the light from the window. They shone as bright and spotless as a mirror-not a fingerprint, not a speck of dust. She set them down
on the polished wood of the table. Jane let her gaze crawl over the
room-the couches squared off against each other, the identical end
tables, the small, severe, almost subjectless landscape paintings on each
wall. Everything had been lined up symmetrically and punished to a perfect cleanliness under the terrible strength of Annette's hands.
Jane stepped around the corner, still wrapped in the bleach-roughened white towel, and stood with her feet curled and cupped sideways
against each other like a monkey's. Annette did not look up. Jane
watched her tie a knot in the thread with quick, deft movements of her
fingers. Then she picked up the scissors again and cut the remaining
thread short.
"Are you dry?" Annette asked. She folded together all of the thread
ends and tucked them into her dress pocket.
Jane met her own eyes in the large antique mirror across the room.
She examined her pale hair cut close to the curve of her skull, and the
puffiness of her face even though she had not cried. Her shoulders were
narrow and hunched under the towel. Her body was lost in the drape of
it. She could have been anything.
"Mostly," she said.
Annette shook out the shirt, snapping the cloth, and held it up in
front of her. "Did you let out the bathwater?" she asked.
"I don't remember," Jane said.
"I suggest you do it," Annette said briskly. She began folding the
shirt on her lap, smoothing it with the flat of her hand. "And I suggest
you scrub the ring it leaves once it's drained out."
Jane waited to see if there was anything more. The inside of her
brain felt beaten flat, like trampled grass. Her resistance had been neatly
snapped and discarded and she just wanted everything to be over.
Annette concentrated on the shirt, quiet; there was nothing more. Jane
let out a soft breath of relief and turned away from her mother. She
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padded back down the hallway, placing her feet carefully over the wet
prints she had left before.
The bathwater was gray and still, opaque with soap. Jane knelt next
to the tub, one hand holding the towel around her, and pulled the
stopper. The drain gurgled like a throat. Jane watched the water level
sink. Her mind returned to Kristin in her own dark, dirty house. She
imagined her there, lost among the nests of unwashed laundry and halfeaten packages of stale cookies and the blaring din of television. Jane
wondered whether it was possible never to see someone again who lived
next door to you. She wondered what exactly it was that she wanted but
could not quite force her mind to that point. Not yet. With a washcloth
in one hand, clumsily, Jane balanced over the empty bathtub and swiped
at the ring of exhausted lather until it was gone. Then she wrung out the
cloth, folded it, and hung it precisely over the faucet. She left the bathroom without looking back.
The air in her room was still. She climbed onto the edge of her bed
and rubbed the soles of her feet together until all of the grit had fallen
to the floor. Then she swung her body onto the bed and, immediately,
felt the tube of Walgreens cotton-candy lipstick under her hip. With two
fingers she fished it out and held it like a cigarette, just as Kristen had.
After a long moment, she clutched it in her fist and scooted across the
bed. Her mind was blank, stretched thin. Exhaustion billowed up inside
her like a sigh. She curled herself into a ball in front of the open window
and adjusted the curtain so that it was around her like a canopy. Her
body settled into a soft kind of soreness-the scratches along her back,
the bruises down her spine and on her knee, the swollen tenderness of
her breasts. Her skin felt tight from the harsh soap, but she was clean.
Kristen's house stood just six or so feet away, the paint peeling, the
windows gaping screenless like broken-jawed mouths. Jane blinked and
strained her eyes into the shadows. The plastic lipstick tube warmed in
her hand. No one was in sight. It was dark inside the room directly across
from Jane, as though no one lived there, as though no one ever had.
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Bliss
Venice John son

THE SOU D OF A CAT CATERWAULING OUTSIDE U DER EATH HIS WI DOW

brought Eddie out of a deep sleep into a foggy state of readiness . He
yawned, stretched, turned over in his sleep, stretched the length of his
body to the tip of the bed, rolled over toward the warmth of his bride,
and met Mr. McCheeve winking at him as though he knew a secret. The
battered old brown teddy bear had come to bed with him and Angie that
first night and was never far away. Eddie shoved the thing back into his
sleeping wife's arms and smiled as he placed his hand gently on her protruding belly. There was a baby growing there. A child. His. He pondered it for a moment, thinking of what it might look like.
Angie stirred under his warm hand, making soft purrs. After three
months of marriage, he was still amazed to feel Angie there all soft and
warm next to him. It was always new to him, this feeling of being complete, and yet at seventeen he wouldn't have been able to say those exact
words . He only knew that he felt good slipping his hand into the
warmth of her hair or pressing his palm over her protruding belly and
thinking of their future.
"Eddie?" she said, her voice rusty with sleep.
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"Huh?"
"What do you think it's going to be?"
He drew her closer and they became spoons, perfect and neat.
"I mean, do you think it'll be a boy or a girl?"
"I suspect it'll be one or the other," he said, thinking she always
smelled a little of him, and he a little of her. He marveled at that mingling of scents. But he never spoke of it, how she had become so much
a part of him that even when he soaped himself in steaming hot water
and dressed and put on cologne, he could still smell her in his nostrils.
As though she had marked him with some scent that could not be
washed away.
"That's silly. Of course, it'll be one or the other." She poked him with
her elbow, and he pretended she'd socked the wind out of him.
"How should I know?"
Did other men smell the scent of their women, too? Was that how
they knew who they belonged to and who belonged to them?
"I bet you want a boy. Men always want boys 'cause it makes them
feel real manly," she said.
Eddie could feel the smooth roughness of Mr. McCheeve's threadbare foot.
"And how would you know how a man feels?"
Angie blushed and giggled.
For a moment, Eddie wondered if smells could reveal whether a
woman was cheating. Did her husband smell something unfamiliar and
become suspicious? After all, human beings are animals, he thought.
Maybe finding a mate was as basic as a dog sniffing the tail of another
dog until he finds himself in the fever of her scent, and that's the one.
"I just heard a lot of men set store by it. Something about carrying
on their name."
"Some men do. I haven't ever thought about it."
"What if we have a girl?"
"Then we'd have a girl."
The pleasure of stroking his wife's belly was hypnotic.
"But would you be disappointed?"
A dog barked in the distance. An El train zoomed by in the early
morning. The smell of bacon and burnt toast whiffed into their kitchenette.
"A baby's a baby, Ang. Don't get yourself worked up about it."
Eddie's hand moved up to one breast and cupped it gently.
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Angie stretched the length of him.
Mmm ... Eddie was still thinking of scents. He remembered a guy
at the factory once talking about how he met this girl at a bar.
"Man, she was wearin' some of that-what was that stuff?
Shalimar? Yeah, Shalimar. Man, I made love off-a that smell for a
weekend!"
All the men had a good laugh off of that confession. They were all
having lunch at the back of the plant, just the black men with their
makeshift cafeteria, laughing off the tension of the day before they went
back to the grind under the boss man's hand .
Mo'dee, a thin, lean man of thirty with a dark face as shiny as a catfish
in plaid was always telling some story to keep the boys rolling in the aisles.
"That stuff they wear is just as dangerous as gettin' slipped a
mickey," he said, slamming his lunch box closed.
The rest of the men, much older than Eddie, had laughed knowingly.
Eddie had laughed, too, but he hadn't known then what Mo'dee had
meant. Now he knew what the rest of the men knew. He smiled lazily
and felt Angie's nipple turn to a little marble. He groaned.
"Sumthin' 'bout that stuff, man. They got this seduction shit all
worked out. We just fools staggering around with rings in our noses!"
But Eddie wasn't seduced by drugstore scents. Angie's scent was distinctly different.
She smelled of castile soap, the faintest of a raw peach, and something like a subtle note in a piece of music that runs deep and holds the
whole song together.
Angie lay against the wall of her husband, loving his hardness, the
safety of her body aligned with his. She caught her breath as his hand
stroked her nipple, a warmth circling her belly and moving downward.
Eddie .. . Eddie ... his name was the lyric to every song she ever heard.
"I been praying for a boy, Eddie," she said and turned to him. Her
chestnut hair like seaweed followed behind her and fell into her eyes.
Eddie gently lifted her hair and set it away from her face, his fingers
tangled in it. He looked down into the drowsy pinkness, the swell of a
full set of lips, eyes that caressed him like the fingers that played against
his chest, and he caught his breath and closed his eyes. God! He felt that
all the way down to his toes and back again.
"But what if it's a girl? " he said. His smile was lopsided and he was
thinking of being inside her again.
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Angie was silent for a moment, letting Eddie stroke her hair.
"Well ... I could dress her up. I like pink. Lots of pink, with bows
and bonnets and little-"
Eddie's soft chuckles made her stop.
"What?"
"Oh, Eddie, I prayed for a boy," he said in a falsetto voice, to tease
her, complete with batting eyelashes.
She poked him in his stomach, ran her fingers in between the ridges
of his abdomen, and buried her face in his chest.
"Would you mind, Eddie. Really? I mean, would you hate it if there
were two girls to love?"
"I love one already, why not two?"
He leaned back against the pillows, and now her head was against
him, and they both looked up to the ceiling, silent. Eddie was stroking
her hair.
"Eddie?" she said.
"Huh?"
"Do you really love me?"
Eddie stopped stroking.
"Angie, why we got to talk about things all the time? Of course I
love you. I married you, didn't I?" he said, a little impatient.
Angie was silent for a moment.
"You married me because my mama would have sent you to jail,"
she said.
Eddie didn't say anything. He closed his eyes and tried not to think
of the way he had first reacted to knowing he would have to marry
Angie. He had been angry. He had said things then that he knew she had
not forgotten. Done things that couldn't be undone. Now Angie wanted
to know the truth.
"I ain't gonna lie, Angie. I didn't want to get married. Not to you or
anybody else. I was thinking how unfair it was to get caught and have
to spend the rest of my life paying for it. And-"
Eddie felt the hot tears scald his chest. He pulled up and looked at
Angie.
"Wait a minute! That's not what I wanted to say-"
Eddie sat up now, his sleek, chiseled face fully alert and knowing one
word the wrong way could shatter Angie to pieces. He had done so
many things wrong, had taken this girl and forced her into womanhood.
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This girl trusted him, looked to him to take care of her, clung to him so
tightly it scared him. And yet now he couldn't bear to think of life
without her being next to him, waking up next to her, their baby
growing inside of her.
Angie didn't know she had stopped breathing. She was so scared.
She clutched Mr. McCheeve as though he could hold her together, and
she looked up at Eddie.
What to say? God! He didn't know any special words, never thought
about them. But he knew if he said the wrong ones, he would lose Angie
somewhere in the tangle and never fully get her back. An ocean's wave
of words came rushing toward him, threatening to drown him, and as
he was jumping over some and trying to grab onto others, they all
seemed to wash by.
Eddie reached out and held her in front of him, willing the words to
wash through him.
"See, Mama thinks-no-your mama thinks-no." Eddie was still
fishing for words. "Everybody thinks I married you becau e I had to,"
he said. His eyes watched every flicker of her face. "But it's not true,
Angie."
She turned away from him and started to leave the bed. He caught
her pink lace gown and drew her back. She was sobbing now.
"Liar! You never really wanted me. I know you hate being married
to me." She was spewing out the words. "You pretend it's OK when I
mess up the laundry or burn something. But inside you want to get
away. I know it," she said, struggling, trapped in her slippery pinkness,
her foot bound inside it.
Eddie felt a knot yank tight inside his gut, and his hands started to
sweat. Angie was working herself up into a lather, and still he couldn't
find the words.
"Angie. Please! Baby, please! You gone hurt yourself."
"They're all laughing on the Boulevard because of what I did to you.
They-"
"They? They, who? The Boulevard is a strip of land that colored
people live on 'cause white folks won't let them live nowhere else. The
Boulevard is a place of miserable, broke-down people who ain't got
nothing to do but look and talk and make other people's lives as miserable as their own. They? I don 't give a damn about what other people
think about you and me except you and me. I love you, Angie. OK?"
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"Don't say that!" She yanked away.
He dragged her to him and trapped her arms against him and held her.
"I've got to say it. I love you." Eddie ground it out almost angry.
"You're the best thing that ever happened to me by mistake."
She tried to move. He held her.
"Don't you think I could have run away? But I'm here."
Angie closed her eyes again. Her tears fell against Eddie's bare chest.
He looked up to the ceiling, hoping to find the words there.
"Is it possible to find the right person for you when you're too
young, they say, to know anything about love at all? Can we hold onto
each other's love long enough until we're old the way the books say? I
don't know, Angie. I ain't got the head for that. I don't know how this
love thing goes 'cause I ain't never loved nobody before. I just had sex."
She cried harder.
Eddie was in his head now. Thinking out loud.
"Sometimes I walk down the Boulevard and I can't even remember
the face of some of the girls I did it with. They smelled too sharp and
funky, I don't know. But I'd scrub to get their smell off me. It always
washed off. Sex always washes off, Angie. But, you and me, we made
love from the beginning. You touched me and your scent stays on me."
Angie turned to face him, her arms waving everywhere at once. "I
don't understand, Eddie. You talk funny. Sometimes I can't get it good
what you be saying."
He sighed and drew her down against the pillows and climbed over
her so that she could not move. His fingers traced along her temple and
down along her face.
"I wish I could sing," he whispered. "Then you could know me.
How it feels inside for me to love you." He placed her hand to his heart.
Angie felt the steady beat of his heart and the tempo beneath her
hand increase.
"I love you so much I can't find the words for it," he said softly and
was not sure if anything he said mattered at all.
"Eddie-"
His finger at her lips stopped her.
"What I mean to say is, I got your smell on me. It's the only one that
will ever be in my nose, in my head, in my heart. You understand that?"
he said and ran his hand along her face.
"I smell like you, too, Eddie," she said, not understanding him at all
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but needing to believe. "I get so scared, Eddie."
"Scared of what?"
"That you'll stop loving me. That I'm not married at all, but I'm still
at home, in my room having a dream that we are together. I don't want
to wake up, Eddie. I don't want to."
"Me neither. I ain't never wanted anything to work out more than I
need us to work out, Angie, 'cause I can't think of one free day I ever
felt that compares to the smell of you on me. And I don't care if we have
a boy or a girl, as long as you'll be OK and it's healthy and we can be a
family."
She yielded to him now, full and complete, and let her childhood toy
fall to the ground as she reached up and smothered her husband's face
with soft kisses.
"Aw, Angie," he whispered. "Angie."
The increasing concertos of sounds were emerging. Every apartment
on the east wing of the Mutiny was coming alive around them. It
wouldn't be long before babies woke and the radios on every floor spat
out the news and weather, before the music, voices, mothers rousting
their children from bed, before the morning rages began. But, before
these things intruded into their small flat, before the Mutiny woke to a
batter of confusion, the Boulevard came alive, it was this time of just
being together with the girl he loved. This was life for Eddie at seventeen.
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Hysteria of the Jedi
Chris DeGuire

1987: MOTLEY CRDE,
Iron Maiden, and Def Leppard. Def Leppard's Hysteria probably sold
more records that year than the other two combined-and those were
big bands.
And I worshipped Def Leppard. Well, as much as any twelve-yearold boy could. And a fat boy. Don't forget that.
I was just starting junior high school, and the concert was on the
night before my first day. I had begged and pleaded with my mom to go.
My Uncle Eddie, her brother, only nine years older than me, had seats
dead center at Alpine Valley. She gave in when Uncle Eddie, who looked ·
like a keg with legs, reminded her she had taken him to see KISS when
he was thirteen.
So on a hot and humid late-August Sunday, me, Uncle Eddie, his hot
girlfriend, Andrea, and her cute sixteen-year-old sister, Allison, piled into
Uncle Eddie's beat-up four-door Honda Accord, and hit the road.
As I watched miles of hills and farmland whisk past, Eddie blasting
some Aerosmith tape, I thought of all the songs they'd play. If they
played every song off every album we'd be there all night! My first rock

THERE WERE THREE BIG CONCERTS THAT SUMMER OF
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concert. I don't think I was ever so excited about anything. Even though
I would be starting at a new school the next day, my stomach churned
with adrenaline at going to the show.
I turned to look over at Allison sitting on the other side of the backseat, smoking and exhaling out the cracked window. She was cute, like
I said. Slender but not too skinny, like her sister. And she had long,
straight, almost blond hair, unlike Andrea, who looked almost exotic
with dark, wavy, big hair, a style that was going to fade with the advent
of grunge music. One of them had to have been coloring their hair. And
Allison's skin was a bit lighter, too. And they both had soft, pretty faces.
I had never met Allison until that day, but she seemed like every other
cute girl-uninterested in me.
I caught myself staring at Allison's legs spearing out from under her
denim miniskirt. Girls had just begun to appear attractive to me, pretty
much thanks to videos. Scantily clad vixens dominated the television
and, of late, my thoughts.
And she wore a black Motley Criie T-shirt. All three of them had
seen the Criie a few weeks ago, and all three wore shirts from the show,
Uncle Eddie's a gigantic, white, sleeveless muscle shirt. I had on an old,
black Iron Maiden shirt of Uncle Eddie's.
Allison exhaled out the window, turned, saw me looking at her, and
smiled.
Thousands of people were already there. Alpine Valley was a ski
resort about an hour or so northwest of my home, and within the rolling
hills was a deep valley housing one of the most popular concert venues
in the country.
Five seconds after pulling into the gravel-covered parking hell that
was Alpine Valley, Eddie had the trunk popped and a beer in his hand.
Andrea and Allison smelled of strawberry lipstick and hairspray.
"Pace yourself, you big ox!" Andrea said, slugging Uncle Eddie in
the shoulder as she straightened out her small shirt and adjusted her bra
strap. Allison leaned with her back against the car door, trying to appear
bored and cool, smoking her umpteenth snig.
I laughed as Eddie handed me the bottle and took out three more,
handing one each to Andrea and to Allison, who declined with a wave
of her cigarette-holding hand. He shrugged, put it back in the cooler, and
slammed the trunk.
"Don't drink it," he warned me with a pointing finger and a wink.
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"Eddie," Andrea complained. "The kid ain't gonna carry your beer
for you."
"He ain't gotta carry it for me. He'll just look cool holding onto it."
And, sure as shit, as soon as we started hiking the hilly terrain of the
parking lot-amid the fiery orange hell of the late August setting sun,
the smoke of barbecues, the cacophony of a thousand stereos all playing
different bands, guys in torn jeans and leather jackets and girls with big
tits wearing spandex-the calls came from every direction: "Check out
the little dude with the beer! Fuck yeah!" Eddie trudged us on, me
trailing and scrambling to keep up with the massive strides, Andrea tottering along in her heels as if in a marathon herself, and Allison coolly
bringing up the rear as we shuffled through the front gates.
We stood at the top of the massive hill as if overlooking the next
phase of our lives. A vast and sprawling green lawn that served as the
general admission seats already had folks laid out on blankets, smoking
cigarettes and slamming beers. What seemed a mile away at the bottom
of the grass seats were reserved seats, covered by an enormous wooden
canopy, at the edge of which hung giant monitors for those seated on the
lawn to be able to see the stage close up. And then a hundred miles away
was the tiny stage, bustling with roadies and mic-check guys.
"Alpine Valley," Uncle Eddie said softly, hypnotized like he was every
time he stepped foot on the grounds. And the sound of his voice reminded
me of another voice. And then I quoted from Star Wars, "You will never
find a more wretched hive of scum and villainy. We must be cautious."
Andrea shook her head. "You two are definitely related. He says that
every fucking time we come here, like it's a ritual," she said.
I chuckled and Andrea looked up at Uncle Eddie.
"You're an idiot," she mumbled at him as she again adjusted her bra
strap.
Music piled in from all around to keep the gathering crowd pumped
up like a giant boombox at a backyard cookout. Some Black Sabbath
songs and then AC/DC.
When we reached the bottom of the lawn, two women in Daisy
Dukes and bikini tops that read "Def" over the right tit and "Leppard"
over the left walked past.
That's when Allison finally spoke. "Nice tits," she called out. The
girls grunted.
"Shut up, Ally," said Andrea.
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The show was a laser light spectacle. Red and green laser bolts shot
out everywhere at any given time. And a lot of girls flashed their tits. Me
and Uncle Eddie sat on the ends, and there was this hot girl next to me
with a bunch of her girlfriends. They looked about Andrea's age. All
around me, girls lifted their tops. I kept looking at Girl-Next-To-Me, but
she never went for it.
During a ballad called "Love Bites," Uncle Eddie, pretty drunk, and
Andrea began making out. I thought it was pretty gross and took
another look around to see hundreds of lighters ignited, waving slowly ·
in the darkness, back and forth to the beat. I could see glimpses of fa ces,
girls on their boyfriends' shoulders, and thought this was pretty cool.
Music was doing this.
But Uncle Eddie and Andrea seemed pretty stuck together, and then
out of nowhere Allison grabbed my hand and squeezed it. I looked over
at her, but she just took a drag and watched the band. I kept staring and
then she turned her head a bit and smiled at me, blowing a cloud of
smoke straight up, so cool. Then she traced her finger in my palm and I
literally felt the blood course through every vein, making my body
tremble. That felt so good and then suddenly I had a boner. Terrified, I
stopped looking at Allison's profile and looked at the stage. Did she
know what was going on with me? She was older than me. She knew
what she was doing.
On our way back to the car, Allison held my hand. I wondered if this
meant she was my girlfriend. We were parked on a border of the lot
somewhere in the middle of nowhere but under a lone, yellowish-white
lamp. A couple of trees grew a few yards away. Uncle Eddie had stumbled most of the way, laughing and fondling Andrea, who was also a bit
tipsy. When we got to the car we were pretty much the only ones in the
area. A trail of headlights fifty yards or so away led back to the exit. We
could hear some radios, some distant shouting, but other than that we
were alone.
Uncle Eddie kissed Andrea up against the side of the car, one hand
gripped around a bottle, the other running up her shirt. She giggled. He
opened the back door and then looked at us, smiling.
"You guys ... go sit under that tree for a while," he said, waving the
hand with the bottle as he and Andrea crawled into the back seat.
I had no idea what was going on. Well, I had some idea.
"Come on, Charlie," said Allison angrily, taking my hand and leading
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me to the lone tree about twenty yards away and a bit out of the light.
Uncle Eddie shut the door as the two of us, backs against the tree,
slumped down to the ground. I crossed my legs while Allison pulled her
knees up. Even shoulder to shoulder, I could look down between us and
see the curve of her thigh that led to the bottom of her butt; then I
looked over at the car but couldn't see anything.
"They'll be at it for a while," she said softly, sounding jealous. She
loosened her purse from her shoulder and let it fall to the ground.
Then she looked over at me. I could see her face out the corner of
my eye.
"You wanna make out?" she asked.
Excuse me? Had I heard right?
She waved a hand in front of my face.
"You awake over there?"
Then I looked at her. She was so pretty.
She shrugged her shoulders as if asking me again, eyebrows arching.
I stared blankly.
"I'll take that as a yes."
She reached across her body with her right hand and grabbed my
chin, squeezing it slightly between her thumb and forefinger, as our faces
moved closer. My cheeks flattened, and I felt her fingers digging against
the hinges of my jaws.
Holy shit. This was it. My first kiss with a girl. A pretty girl. An older
girl. I wasn't ready. I didn't know what to do. My hands got all clammy
and the blood coursing through every vein tingled, and before I knew
what the hell was going on, her lips touched mine, and they felt ... soft.
Moist. And I really didn 't know if I was kissing her at all, or if the world
was still spinning and hurtling through the cosmos, or anything. I had
never felt any girl would ever want to kiss me.
She withdrew her mouth but still held onto my chin. Then I leaned
in, and I knew for sure I was kissing her. I felt her long, straight hair
brush against my face, and I liked it. I grabbed her chin to keep us steady
as I tasted her.
Our lips parted with a small smack, and we let go and backed off
slightly, both of us taking a deep breath.
"Wow," she said through a breath and patted her chest. "You're a
pretty good kisser."
"Thanks." Yeah, all my years of field work.
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I could still taste her strawberry lipstick on my mouth. I felt about
as happy as I had ever felt.
Then she got up on her knees, resting her butt on her ankles and
wrapped her arms around me, and kissed me again. I shrunk against the
tree bark as it dug into my back. Then she licked my teeth as we kissed,
and the tip of my tongue licked hers, and that was the happiest I had
ever felt.
We stopped and wiped our mouths off, breathing hard again. I wondered how many boys she had ever kissed. In the dim light filtering
through the leaves of the tree, she absolutely shimmered. Then I saw the
car behind her. I had forgotten all about Uncle what's-his-name and
who's-her-face and rock and roll.
Positively the best night of my life.
And then she said, "If I give you a handjob would you kiss me like
that again? "
I had no idea what a handjob was, and my mind raced frantically to
recall every article and letter I had ever read in those magazines that
talked about sex and orgasms and all sorts of stuff that I had only an
inkling of what they were about.
"Sure," I said, not knowing what was about to happen, just knowing
that I was going to kiss her again very, very soon.
To my surprise, she unsnapped my jeans and tugged at the zipper. I
wore my pants over my stomach to keep my fat flattened as much as
possible. I looked down at her hands and then I suddenly had some idea
of what was going to happen. Well, my mind was still trying to figure it
out, but my body responded with a boner as her hands fumbled around
in that area. I looked up at her face, and our eyes met as her hands continued to fumble and then groped my hard-on through my briefs. She
was now silhouetted in front of the light. My stomach twisted again, like
that pre-concert excitement of not knowing what was going to happen
next but that it was probably going to be fun.
"Whoa!" came a slurred, gravelly male voice from nowhere. "Check
it out! Little dude's getting' some!"
Allison immediately stopped and flattened up next to me against the
tree as this tall and gangly guy in an Ozzy Osbourne shirt, torn jeans
with a red bandana tied just above his left knee, a bottle in one hand and
a cigarette in the other, and long, straggly hair like a mop, loomed over
us, completely blocking the light.
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I froze up, my hands planted on the ground at my sides, scared.
"You can do me next, honey," he said.
He stepped closer and slipped the bottle into his other hand, straddling Allison's legs. She squinted and looked away, the guy wobbling
slightly, drunker than drunk. Then he kicked at my feet, nearly falling
over as he did so.
"Beat it, kid."
Then he unzipped his pants as I stood up and backed away a few
steps. I was with-it enough to button myself back up. I was too scared
to call out to Uncle Eddie, and no one else seemed to be around. Our car
seemed to be the last in the lot. Where the hell had this guy come from?
He reached into his fly and pulled out his long but limp dick and
began dangling it near Allison's face.
"Help me, Charlie," she whimpered, sniffing, trying to crawl into a
tree. But what I heard was, "Help me, Charlie Turner. You're my only
hope." And that was all I needed.
As he stepped one inch closer and chuckled, I felt anger in me rise. I
had never been angry like that before, and my friend needed my help.
I held out my hand as if waiting for some sort of weapon to fall into
it. I glanced up into the low branches of the tree, and all of a sudden, a
three-foot-long, thick branch with a bunch of leaves at the end spread
out like a giant fan fell into my hand. I gripped it with both hands like
a baseball bat ... no, like a light saber. And I began swatting at the
burnout's back. I suddenly felt like Luke Skywalker from Return of the
Jedi in the early battle against those monsters in the desert as he fought
to rescue his friends, all of them pitching in to save each other. And now
I was Luke Skywalker. It was as if the Force had willed the branch to fall
into my hand. Allison would later tell me I bent down to pick it up, but
I was still reeling from the excitement of the kiss and near sexual experience, so my head wasn't operating clearly.
The leaves rustled as I swiped back and forth, the guy throwing his
arms up.
"Ow! Fucker!"
He turned to face me, and I undercut him in the face. He tripped
over Allison's legs as he tried to back off, using his arms as shields
against my attack and trying to zip himself back up. I must've looked
fucking retarded.
She quickly pulled her legs back and scrambled to her feet as I
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launched my assault, driving him back, swearing and stumbling towards
the car, and running off through the empty field. I stood near the hood
of the car, feeling all raged and fiery and good, the branch/light saber in
one hand pointing out to my side. Then, I spun and saw Allison doubled
over under the tree, and I dropped it and ran to her. She threw her arms
around me and inhaled through her nose as deep as I had ever heard
anyone do. We stood there for a moment.
"Thank you," she whispered over and over and over, gulping for air.
Then with the unlatching of a car door, Andrea stumbled out and
cried, "What's all the racket?"
Still holding each other, we turned our heads to look at her straightening out her skirt, her hair all disheveled. She stumbled back against
the door frame. I couldn't see Uncle Eddie.
"Ooooh. All right, Ally." And she flashed us a thumbs-up. "Charlie's
a good catch."
We walked over to the car, holding hands. Andrea had no idea what
had just happened out here. At least that's what she claims. Then she
slumped against the frame and put a hand on her sister's shoulder.
"You gotta drive us home. I'm too wasted."
"What about him?" Allison asked, pointing to the back seat.
"Oh, he ain't gonna wake up for days," Andrea answered, waving
her hand, palm down, in one sweep.
So, Allison, with her learner's permit only one week old, drove us
home from Def Leppard and Alpine Valley, her sister and my uncle
passed out in the backseat. She dropped me off and kissed me quickly
on the mouth as I got out. How she drove us home after all that had
happened, I'll never know. Must've been some woman thing that she
could switch gears and emotions like that.
"Thanks," she said and drove off.
I didn't see her for three years, and I never saw Andrea again. When
both our parents found Uncle Eddie and Andrea passed out in the car
overnight-Allison couldn't drag them out or wake them up so she just
left them out on the street in front of their house-I was banned from
seeing Uncle Eddie at least until the holidays. And it was three years
later that Uncle Eddie got married. Not to Andrea. About a year and a
half after Def Leppard, he broke up with her and started dating Allison,
and then, a year later, they got married. Andrea was so furious she
moved south to Texas, I heard.
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And I was so confused. The first woman I kissed, and the last for
many, many years, was now my aunt. She made me dance with her to a
slow song, ironically "Love Bites" by Def Leppard. And ever since that
night under the tree at Alpine Valley every time I heard a Def Leppard
song, any song, I got a boner. Just did. As we danced I kept my body
away from hers. She said she never told Uncle Eddie about any part of
that night and he couldn't remember most of it anyway.
"You cool with this?" she asked.
Allison was the first, but not the last, woman to make me angry and
hate myself and the way I looked. And I probably had a good chance
with her, my almost first.
"I'm sorry," she whispered, and then she left me on the dance floor alone.
She was prettier now than I remembered, my Allison. My precious
Allison. My precious. And she wasn't the last woman to break my heart.
But she was probably the only one who only broke it once.
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New
Keesha Johnson

"SORRY, BUT I'M GONNA HAVE TO EAT THROUGH THIS," KATHERI E

Levatino muffled.
I put my palm inside hers and she took it with the limp, uninterested
shake that only someone with authority could give. Green peppers,
grilled chicken, and cheap perfume filled my nostrils as I walked into her
office. She inhaled half of a water bottle with one gulp and pointed to
the seat across from her mahogany desk.
"I haven't had a chance to eat all day, and I would only be thinking
about it anyway. I figured actually eating would be a less distracting
alternative to ignoring you." She smiled. The stretch of her cheeks added
a much-needed softness to her square, pasty white face and the dark
brown hair pulled into a tight bun behind it. She scooped up her
rainbow-colored salad without shame, letting her long, thin arms sweep
the food to her mouth. I caught a sharpness in her green eyes and immediately stopped staring.
"That's fine," I said. "I understand-"
"And don't take this as any reflection of my feelings toward your
resume. It was ... interesting. I mean, it was great, but, yes, interesting,
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I guess, because I have no idea why the hell you would want to work
here. But we'll get to all that, right?"
"Right ... ," I said. Katherine moved at one hundred miles an hour,
with no apparent concern as to whether I was keeping up. I had no
choice but to try.
"All right, so let's start there," she began. "You're a communications
grad from Chicago. Why in the hell do you want to work in a
Mississippi hospice?"
I cleared my throat and sat forward in my seat, hoping to hit the
right notes in my prepared response. "Well, communications does not
necessarily translate into a steady paycheck. I've had a rough time
finding a job in Chicago. I moved down here and didn't expect my job
search to get any easier. Someone told me you might be looking to hire,
so-"
"Have you ever spent time in a hospice?"
"Yes. One of my family members was sick recently, and I spent a lot
of time with him."
"Brother? Father?"
"Father," I answered. She nodded and I answered her next question
before she asked. "He died." The words tumbled out of my mouth and
stung my tongue. It was the first time I had said it out loud. For those
in Chicago who pretended to care, the word "die" came out of their
mouths with the question so I only had to nod. But to say it was an
acknowledgment that I was living it, living with his death.
"OK," she said. She didn't rush or stretch the word. The nonchalance was comforting.
"Our only openings are for the patient care technicians," she continued. "That requires certification. Do you have it?"
"I volunteered in hospitals as an undergraduate," I lied.
"But you're not certified?"
"No."
She leaned back in her chair and popped a grilled· chicken strip into
her mouth. "That's a problem."
"I think I have the compassion and I certainly have enough experience to be an asset to this facility," I pushed.
Katherine took another bite and chewed carefully. "Why the hell
would you come to Mississippi, of all places?"
"I have family here," I said. "The move felt necessary for me at this time."
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"Because of your father?" she asked.
That moment of nonchalance was not as welcome. I threw an eye
dagger and said, "There were many factors involved in the decision."
Katherine plopped her hand atop the crown of her head, reclining
farther back in her chair. "Honestly, any other time I would say forget
it, but you have actually come to me at a much needed time. As you may
have heard, the staff around here has decided to strike. Half of 'em can
barely spell the word, but they've decided to grab signs, grab a purpose,
march outside of the place, and not work. So, yeah, we need help. Here's
what I can do. I can put you in a certification-at-wo rk program. I'll take
a portion of your paycheck and put it toward certification fees. Your
training will be the job. If anyone asks, you're certified. I'll deal with the
red tape. Luckily, there isn't much around here because no one cares.
Besides, they know to look at me to see whether I care first. How does
that sound?"
"Perfect," I said.
"Good," she said, "but let's do this. I want to give you a tour and go
over every aspect before we finalize anything. I want to make sure you
know what this involves. It's not pretty work, and you look like a pretty
girl. It's dirty. It's nasty. It's ass, it's cock, it's titty, it's piss, it's shit, it's
every part of humanity that should not be exposed. Everyone here needs
a babysitter. And I don't have the patience to babysit you in the meantime. Make sense?"
"Yeah," I said, fighting the weak strains of my voice. I saw my hands
rushing to cover my father's delicate areas, clumsily hidden under the
thin hospital sheets. I wanted to ensure him some level of dignity; my
priority was never what should have been hidden from my eyes.
"Fine," she said, putting another forkful into her mouth, "let's go."
One decision. One airplane ride. One drive across town. One walk
down a hallway. And I was back. The long corridor of the patient wing
felt like the first steps inside a haunted house; a familiar surge ran up my
spine. Four years of having a hospice as a second home and the apprehension remained. Upon seeing a new presence in the hallway, the
patients whose arms could still function stretched them out to me. I
peered out of the corners of my eyes, not turning my head, not wanting
to provide any sense of hope. With that limited view, I could only make
out trembling hands stuck in midair like unmated jigsaw pieces.
White, blue, and red lights were stacked atop the doors like traffic
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lights. Go, caution, and stop were replaced with the prefix "code." Each
color was one step closer to death. The lights flashed in a jagged sequence
down the hallway. Alarms provided a soundtrack. The moans and grunts
that stayed stuck in my ear and somehow lulled me to sleep when I
would leave Dad's bedside now made me feel increasingly awake.
Katherine and I walked inside a cloud of human waste, sanitizing
fluid, and processed hospital food. She used the stench to, once again,
try to talk me out of taking the job. I drowned her out and thought back
to the earlier question: Why the hell do you want to work in a
Mississippi hospice? And the answer I wanted to say whispered in my
ear-being consumed with my father's terminal illness had put death
inside of me. Suddenly, my soul was not enough. I had to take on his. It
had led me between these walls to regain membership to that exclusive
club of facing death. I had to see the longing in the eyes of the patients,
hear the whispers of the families, feel the doubts of the doctors. I wanted
to suffocate from the fear. I needed it to remember that it had all happened, that he had happened, and that a part of him was still alive.
Day one. Day two if you count the day of the interview. Night two
if you considered the fact that as one of the newest patient care technicians that's what I worked. I clocked in at 9:30 P.M. and made my way
toward Corridor D of RML Hospice. A heavy rain pounded the thin
walls, forcing life into the dead building.
I entered Room 229. Andreas Garcia fixed his eyes somewhere
between up and ahead. The television mounted on the wall showed the
ten o'clock news, but Mr. Garcia didn't notice. Despite his stone face,
there was plenty of personality in his features, and the details felt very
familiar. I smirked, sensing God's wink. Flesh sagged at the bottom of his
cheeks, suggesting the fullness they had possessed in health. His frail body
was covered by the navy hospital gown and the white sheet. Wavy locks
of gray hair with whispers of dark brown strands draped loosely around
his shoulders. His wide nose spread with the strength of a bull, the perfect
center to his broad face, the kind that would have been ugly on any other
face, the kind that I used to squeeze playfully as a young girl.
Despite his old age and ill health, Mr. Garcia's attractiveness was not
lost on me. His eyes were sea green, the shade you would see in a tropical daydream. But the shine had been dulled long ago, and I knew that
it would never return. I imagined the parade of women who had longed
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for a look from those eyes. As I stood near the doorway of his room, I
became one of those women.
"Good evening, Mr. Garcia. My name is Jacinda. I will be your PCT
this evening."
I walked to the whiteboard on the wall, erased the name Penny
written next to PCT, and replaced it with Jacinda. At Kinder Hospice,
Mom and I would use the "name change game" to decipher what kind
of PCT, nurse, or respiratory therapist we were dealing with. It never
failed. Those who updated the name information had a level of compassion that made it easier on us. Those who did not write their names
always proved to be a challenge of the I-hate-my-job variety. If Mom
and I picked up on it as visitors, I knew the patients had, too, in some
capacity. I hoped to put Mr. Garcia at ease with this bit of kindness, but
none of my actions registered on his face.
I stood at the foot of the bed and said, "Mr. Garcia, I am going to
take your blood pressure and your temperature."
My eyes darted around his bed, an obstacle course of medical contraptions on each side. Near the window was a ventilator machine; on
the other side of the bed were two hanging IV bags filled with blood. A
transfusion was needed for the newest infection that had attacked Mr.
Garcia's body. I would have to monitor his vital signs every hour. I
stayed at the foot of the bed. In my mind, the rain and thunder smashed
through the ceiling and the walls. The hospital, the staff, and the patients
disappeared, but Mr. Garcia and I remained. We stayed locked in a gaze,
soaked in the rain, and illuminated by the lightning.
"Knock, knock," a voice sang.
I closed my eyes before I turned to the sound. When I saw the person
at the door, I thought I was looking in a mirror. She was a tall woman
with light brown skin and a warm smile. She looked like me, clothed in
mauve scrubs.
"I'm Marci," she said. "I don't think we've met. You're new, right?"
I nodded. "I'm Jacinda."
"Nice to meet you," she said.
I waited for her to acknowledge our resemblance, but she just
smiled. She pulled a pair of plastic gloves out of a box.
"Am I in your way?" I asked.
"No, ma'am. I just need to get over there," she said, pointing
towards the vent. "You go ahead."
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I walked over to the side with the hanging bags of blood.
"You doing pressure?" Marci asked.
"Yeah."
"Go ahead and do that while I set up. I'm going to suction him, so
that will bring the pressure up. It won't be accurate."
"Really?" I said, feigning ignorance.
Marci nodded and wrapped herself in a yellow gown made of thin,
paper-like material. I put the blood pressure cuff around the loose skin
of Mr. Garcia's upper arm. The cuff tightened; he didn't flinch. Marci
pressed a couple of buttons on the vent machine and began jotting figures on a clipboard.
"Your blood pressure is 128 over 76," I said to Mr. Garcia, "not bad."
No response.
I wrote the figure on a clipboard of my own and unwrapped the
plastic thermometer. I placed it under his arm.
"I'll go ahead and suction while you take his temp-it shouldn't
waver," Marci said.
"All right."
I stood on the side of the bed, waiting for the temp, and somehow
became eager to witness what used to make me nauseous. I hadn't seen
a person get suctioned since the last time it was done to Dad. I stood
facing the television, peeking out of the corner of my eye, so as not to
completely give myself away.
"Mr. Garcia, I'm going to suction you now," Marci said.
Her gloved fingers expertly wove through the assemblage of tubes
allowing Mr. Garcia to breathe and eat-blue tubes, white tubes, clear
tubes, thick tubes, thin tubes, long tubes, short tubes. She reached for the
thick blue one that began in the patch of skin around his throat, and
carefully untied a white cloth collar holding the tube upright, disconnecting the long blue tube from the collar. The thin flesh in the middle
of his collarbone made a popping noise, and his throat sounded like a
wind tunnel. Marci reached inside a box, pulled out a long, thin red
tube, and connected it to a tube converter, which was attached to
another thick blue ridged tube.
She aimed the skinny red tube over the open skin and said, "Big
cough, Mr. Garcia. We're gonna clean you out."
She held the red tube between her thumb and index finger, dangling
it above Mr. Garcia's open skin, almost taunting him. Mr. Garcia didn't
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move. Marci lowered her arm, and a portion of the thin red tube disappeared inside the flesh. Mr. Garcia gagged, slightly lurched forward, and
clenched his eyes as saliva forced its way up his chest cavity and out of
his body. The room filled with the sound, like a vacuum cleaner plugged
with phlegm. As his face tightened, the skin darkened to a deep brown,
his wavy hair became coarse, and I staggered backward.
"Good job," Marci praised, preoccupied. "Let's get it once more."
She aimed the red tube again and dropped it inside. I shut my eyes.
"All done," Marci said.
Marci reconnected the thick blue tube, and the machine hissed,
breathing for Mr. Garcia once again. His eyes remained fixed. I pulled
the thermometer from the crevice of his armpit. My eyes squinted
toward the reading just as a large clap of thunder shook the building.
The lights dimmed, then went out completely, as I tried to read the thermometer in the darkness. The sounds brought me back; first machines
drowned out with a slow wail, then Marci muttered, "Shit." Finally, a
gasp from the lips of Mr. Garcia. I heard the rushed smacking of palms
against objects as Marci's hands searched for something to aid her, aid
us. She moved urgently, but I was paralyzed.
"I'm gonna check the other rooms . I need you to help me out," she
said.
"Yeah," I said, my voice barely above a whisper.
A glow of light shone in front of me. I followed it and saw Marci
fumbling with a tiny flashlight. She aimed it up at me, the glare making
me turn my head.
"Come over here!" she demanded. I stumbled towards her. Facing
the hallway, I witnessed the panic take physical form. Rushed footsteps
moved and lights wavered in the hallway like fireflies.
I heard random cries of, "Need help in here!" and "The machines
didn't go into backup mode!" and "Somebody check the generator!"
Marci swished her ray of light to a shelf on the back wall, showing
a large, blimp-shaped balloon. Marci grabbed the balloon and aimed the
light over Mr. Garcia's throat. The light did not reach his face, and I
longed for his expression. Marci disconnected the blue tube from Mr.
Garcia's throat and replaced it with the balloon over his throat. She
slowly pressed the balloon and the wheeze of air entering Mr. Garcia's
lungs tickled my ears.
Marci clutched my hand and wrapped it around the balloon.
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"Keep pressing slowly," she coached. "Keep a rhythm. Don't press
too hard. You're using this to give him air; you don't want to make him
choke. Do you understand?"
"Yes," I said, my voice falling off before I could get the word out.
Marci hurried out of the room. I could make out her arms flailing,
pushing obstructions aside. I pressed down on the balloon as instructed.
The panic in the hallway continued.
I scanned Mr. Garcia's face, forcing my eyes to adjust in the darkness. Through the waves of black came a glint of green. His eyes had
filled with new luster. The tiny blimp seemed to grow larger in my hands
and I couldn't hold on. I lost the rhythm of pumping air and my hands
slipped. Then the balloon disappeared. I heard it disconnect from Mr.
Garcia and drop to the floor, but I could not make out where it landed.
I felt overwhelmed and moved back, as far away as I could, until my
back reached the wall. I stood weakly against it, as if I might tip forward
at any moment. I searched for the glimmer in Mr. Garcia's eyes, but
could not find_it. Finally, I let go and hoped for someone to catch me on
the way down.
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St . Lawrence Dreams
Laki t a L. Gay den

TIFFA Y WE T AGAI ST HER NORMAL ROUTINE. SHE WAS TIRED OF BEi G A

whore. She was soon to be a mother. She wanted to do right by this baby
and raise it with good, old-fashioned Walker values. She wasn't supposed to have been at the St. Lawrence building until she had serviced
at least three johns. Today was going to be her last day as a prostitute,
and she was not going to work. It was becoming more and more difficult for her to keep up with the other women because of the pregnancy.
Thank heavens for beauty. Thank somebody that her routine and body
were changing.
She'd normally roll over in the comfort of her king-sized bed with
whatever man she was naming boyfriend for the month. They all understood her work and, surprisingly, wanted to help her change, thought
that they had what she needed. She'd kiss them good-bye before
jumping into the shower, wetting her yellow hair thoroughly. "You
know, black girls ain't gone wash they hair every day." She thought
about her daddy every morning and wished she knew where he was. Mr.
D. James was a tall, savvy, black man with short, wavy hair and skin that
seemed to call a person to touch. She hadn't seen him in seven years. He
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always had something to say about women, placing their ethnicity
before their gender in explaining their habits. According to him, most
black women he knew wore relaxed hair and knew if it got wet too
often the hair would curl into the tightest curls it could . He'd always
look at Tiffany and say, "Not you, baby, and you got that straight hair
from yo momma people. You know, my momma is natural black, no
mixing, just add water and you'll get naps. Not you, Tiffany. My baby
could stand next to any one of them mixed girls any day." He'd massage
his own hair and look around like he had an audience. Tiffany would
smile while washing her hair.
After the shower, she'd rinse with peroxide, toothpaste, and
Listerine mix, pull on a tank top (no bra), skirt (no panties), hightops
(no socks), and walk around her loft touching everything she loved
before she left for her job.
She walked everywhere, dancing and turning her head every which
way like the street was her Paris, even though she had an El Camino. She
lived five blocks east of the abandoned building.
She'd remove her runway face and get her hey-fella-wha t's-that-inyour-pants face on. Her hands were always sore from twisting the tips
of her nipples until they hardened. They liked it when she looked ready.
The building was on a corner between 57 th and 56 th Streets. Little
Rob, who was really a six-foot-tall black man with a bald head, waited
on her every day at 59 th and St. Lawrence for his chance to back-door
her, crusting all sorts of stains on his mother's basement couch.
She'd leave Rob and go upstairs for her brunch visit with old man
Raul. A Puerto Rican man about eighty years old, he still had his eyes
on the prize. He used gums to massage Tiffany's inner secret. Her vagina
felt so good at the end of it all, she felt that he was doing her a favor. All
he ever wanted was to please her. This made her next john/jane a little
easier to please.
Tamika was a regular john and a dyke. There was no better way to
state it. She wanted Tiff in every way she could take. They both used the
strap-on dildo to pleasure each other. Tamika yanked hair and bit nipples; she even bit the clitoris with the fine-tuning of a toddler to a
teething ring. By the time Tiffany and Tamika were done, they slept it
off, showered, and pretended not to know each other. Tamika's condo
was across the street from the abandoned building. They'd walk off,
Tiffany across the street to jimmy her body, pushing and forcing her hips
first, into the small opening of the building door, Tamika walking
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toward the billiard center where she worked.
Tiffany drove her car today. Parked it in the parking lot where
Tamika lived, looked up at her window to make sure she wasn't looking
down, and walked across the street to find no one outside.
Tiffany was in the early stages of pregnancy where swollen breasts
harden to a welcoming perfection. The excess flesh that sloshed around
the hallways of her abdomen formed a muscular tone. She was naturally
thin and wasn't showing. For a Walker woman, she was a striking reddish brown color with light-toned features. She'd dyed her hair a
Crayola yellow and, because of her beauty, no one seemed to mind.
Tara, Carlos, and Helen belonged to the St. Lawrence crew and were the
only ones who knew that she was pregnant, but no one knew who the
father was.
Her johns were none the wiser about the baby. She'd strut St.
th
th
Lawrence Street up and down, back and forth between 59 and 55 ,
showing the world her caramelized thighs (athlete-fit), miniskirt barely
covering her pudenda's invisible "for sale" sign. She wore tank tops, usually ones that spoke for her cleavage, advertising a teasingly good time.
No one knew that she was a rich girl who owned a chain of hair salons
and a glass manufactur ing company. No one cared when she was down
on her knees filling up her opened mouth with leftover love that she was
somebody to know.
Today, she would tell Carlos that he was the father of her baby. She
knew that he wasn't, but it would piss Tara off to no end. She had
thought long and hard about this and decided that her reputation wasn't
important anymore.
On her usual stroll, she passed the abandoned building that the St.
Lawrence girls did the majority of their services frbm. The outside of the
building was brick and prison green. The lot to the right of it was a lot
and nothing more. Dirty mattresses sank down into the barren earth like
mines in a minefield. Every now and then a car rolled past, the driver
rolling down the window, screaming out, "Discount day or what?"
Tiffany would shake that yellow hair, straight as a black girl's hair could
get, like her head was a spinning top.
"No, baby, you play, you pay. You got to kiss your wife with that
mouth. I know that she don't take no discount." She twisted her body,
teasing them, and kept on going.
They'd roll away to the next corner where the women with the
monkey on their backs would suck for little or nothing. "She too pretty
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anyway. Must be the law." They'd conduct their business as usual down
the street and leave her on her stroll.
There was a table assorted with candy, snow cones, and potato chips
in front of the building used as a front for prostitution. Tara and Helen
were usually there, but today something strange was going on. The
tabletop was bare. Tiffany sat down in back of the empty card table. She
crossed her legs like it was a normal thing to sit in front of an abandoned building in the middle of the day.
"Hey, Tiff, where's the candy lady?" Little Danny Taylor walked up
to the table. He walked down St. Lawrence Street every summer and
autumn day to buy candy from the lady in the wheelchair. Today, he was
shocked to see her opposite sitting behind the table instead.
"Where's Tara?" He looked around Tiffany toward the door of the
building like Tara would roll out of the building at any second.
"I don't know, baby." She shrugged her shoulders. "It seems like
everybody is gone. You seen Carlos or Helen around here?" Carlos and
Helen were the St. Lawrence prostitutes who handled the money and the
clientele. She asked Danny about the whores as if he knew the most
between the two of them.
"Naw. They been down at the billiard center earlier. I just came from
after school." He touched the surface of the table. His thick, wavy hair
swayed with the wind. He brushed it back with an open hand and
looked back at the passing car.
"Is your mama at home, boy?" She looked past him into the traffic.
"No, but my daddy is. He sent me here to look for Tara. I just
wanted some candy." He tugged at his book bag straps.
Tiffany pulled hard candy from the inside of her brassiere, pulled it
to her nose, inspected it, turning it over in the palm of her hand before
she gave it to the boy. "It don't stink or nothing, baby, take it." She
handed it to him. He sniffed the candy for himself, tore the hard piece
from the middle of the plastic, and stuffed it into his mouth.
He was wearing a black T-shirt too small for his eight-year-old body.
A bad-ass bunny carrying a machine gun pointed toward an invisible
audience was printed on the front of the shirt. A cloud was above its
head with the words "I won't be late again" on the inside of it. A fuckedup version of Alice in Wonderland. Tiffany laughed as the boy sucked
the peppermint.
"Well, I'll see you later." He ran through the lot jumping on each
mattress in his way.
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Something about that rabbit's image sat with her. She looked up into
the fluffy clouds, clouds that hovered over trees and buildings and grass,
clouds that soon became rabbits hopping across the sky. She was in a
bad way. People were turning over in hundreds of Southern graves that
bore the Walker name. She pulled out a picture of her mother from the
inside of a high-top sneaker. The photograph was taken when Tiffany
was merely a lap baby, looking into her mother's eyes for protection. At
least, that's how Tiff read the image every time she looked at it. Her
mother was looking away from her at what appeared to be her father's
arms. What other man would wear a yellow corduroy jacket in that era?
She put the photograph on the tabletop. Before she knew it she was
asleep, her cheek covering the photo, arms stretched flat.
Tiffany's mother, Angie, appeared standing in a kitchen unfamiliar
to Tiff. She modeled a plus-sized miniskirt, tank top, and high-top
sneakers. Her breasts fought with gravity, and the image fought with
Tiffany's mind. She turned her head on the tabletop making an effort to
wake up. The effort was to no avail. She tossed in her sleep.
Her mother walked around a small kitchen where a potbelly stove
and wooden table filled most of the space. The daisy-patterned curtains
were handmade, awkwardly stitched and stained with grease spots.
Angie spoke to a picture of Tiffany. She walked from stove to table,
appearing to place things here and there. She spoke to the picture as if
Tiffany were in the room, telling it a story.
"Your Aunty Georgia really was the first Walker that it happened to.
Nobody else believed in old wives' tales then. We were young and beautiful and free. When you get older, Tiffy, you'll understand that freedoms
are different from state to state. Anyway, baby, who cared about dead
rabbits and giving birth to bastard children? Who in the hell wanted
children? You have to be a gift from the good Lord because my mind
was on money and how to keep it coming. I never thought such a beautiful child could or would change my life, but you know that my mama
and her Walker clan warned us good.
"Aunty Georgia, who is really my mother's aunt, and your greatgreat aunt, kept rabbits all around the yard of her farm on purpose.
There had better not have been another woman living in her house pregnant before, with or after her unless she had daughters. There was a
shortage of good men in the South. There was always some story or
another about women sharing men and being comfortable with getting
love however it came. The rabbits were a hot item for well-to-do
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women. They were sacred to those who wanted to have an upper hand
in their relationships.
"The elder women said that the actions, or lack thereof, of rabbits
was a good way to tell if something was awry. They made for OK pets,
but better watch dogs.
"Georgia finally got knocked up and was filled with more than a
notion. Women, then, spoke the English language so poorly that you
could barely get through the conversation without a headache of confusion. Georgia was good for belting out fragments all the time.
'"Lawd, fill this here belly with the right to live. Give this pouch
'nough strength to go on,' she had said that to everyone in range of her.
Especially in the company of her friends and family. 'Give this belly
'nough strength to live.' In the privacy of sister talks with my mama, she
confided that she had really wanted to die when she got the news of the
baby.
"Back then Walker women and Southern folk alike said that when
rabbits died, death would soon follow for those close to them, in groups
of three. Georgia was sure when she discovered a front yard scattered
with the limp bodies of dead rabbits that, one, she was pregnant, and,
two, somebody had to die. She preferred her body to be dumped into the
dirt. She really did want her baby to live. She just didn't want the baby
to ruin her good, free life.
"They didn't know about fancy birthing tables, so her fears about
death were legitimate. Women just lay on the floors of barns or kitchens
on coarse hay, bellowing out to the Lord, breathing deeply, and every
now and then scratching a body part.
"'Take me, sweet Jesus. Take me so that my suffering be over. Give
this here child a chance to live.'"
While Tiffany tossed in her dream state, her mother, Angie, cloaked
in a doctor's jacket and plastic gloves, lay across the tiny table in the
small kitchen. Her body took up the entire space. She mimicked labor
pains and screams.
Tiffany tugged on her ear. A fly buzzed past her. She laid her face on
the center of her outstretched arms and continued with her dream. Her
mom was making pancakes now, wearing a silver wedding gown. Tiffany
laughed in her sleep as her mother pulled the picture close to her bosom
and flipped hotcakes up into the space of the room, and went on telling.
"Aunty Georgia was good and ready for whatever was to come.
Mama told me that the Walkers met one morning before anyone knew
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that Georgia was pregnant in a little kitchen in lta Beana, Mississippi.
You know that your gran is all about gathering on Sundays and any day
after for fellowship. 'Most important thing in a family structure-gather
at the beginning of the week and you'll be in the hearts of your loved
ones throughout.'
"Well, that Sunday, Hattie Mae, Georgia's mother, had told her to
get herself presentable because Little Boy, her brother, and John Man,
her dad, were coming that evening to help with the animals while her
husband was away.
"'Georgia,' Mama would yell out in mockery of her mom. 'Georgia,
I saw three buckets of swimming fish- catfish like I like, you know-in
a dream. That wasn't the strange thing, though. When I went to pull
them fish out of that bucket, I was grabbing up dead rabbits' heads.
What you reckon that mean, Sissy?' She called Georgia 'Sissy' when she
was senous.
"Sissy, I means Georgia, would respond in that broken tongue. 'I
reckon that the rabbit done disguised itself as live fish.' I can see her
smirk now, lopsided and full.
"All the Walker women had what they called visions. Hattie Mae
was a vision woman. She dreamt things with her eyes opened or closed,
sometimes interpreting the meanings, other times waiting for the truth
to manifest."
In Walker truths, rabbits couldn't bear being around pregnant
women. At the onset of pregnancy-outside of their species, that is-the
rabbits would just die off. And dreaming fish meant there was a stream
of new life flowing in someone's belly. It was a bad situation for your
body to have dead rabbits about and some elder dreaming about fish.
Life and death were to meet and duel it out.
"'Sissy, I got one more time to ask you what you reckon them fish
mean. Tell me quick, gal, 'fore I go pull me a switch now. You ain't too
grown for a switch.'
"'I reckon that mean that soon some poor man, woman, boy, or girl
is gone to die. If rabbits dying, then other people gone have to die."'
"You gone have to die. You gone have to die." Angie was a rabbit,
hopping around, twitching her nose, yelling and pointing. "You gone
have to die."
Tiffany twitched and wiped her face. There were no tears, but she
felt like there were. Cars zoomed past creating gushes of wind about her
body. She curled up and tried to focus in on why her bunny rabbit
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mother was dooming her to death.
Angie hopped around the kitchen with a rind of bacon and a bowl
of grits. She stuck the bacon inside the grits and began to eat that way,
hopping about all the while. The man of Tiffany's dreams, Carlos,
appeared with bare chest and plaid bottoms, standing in the kitchen
doorway. His Latin skin glowed even in the gloomy kitchen setting. His
lips were strong, and his arms filled the space of the entrance.
The grits sloshed around in the bowl until they turned into a bucket
filled with dead rabbits' heads. The bunny body was now a fat pregnant
body racing toward the doorway where the bare chest man stepped side
to side, not letting her pass.
"I got to go bad. Let me out." Before she could get by, vomit was
everywhere. Chunks of undigested grease and molasses were sprinkled
over grit particles.
"I seen dem fish in yo vomit. What you reckon dat mean, Tiffy?" The
pregnant lady was Tiffany. Her mother was the man in the doorway now.
"Lawd, take me now." Tiffany fell to her knees, mimicking the
broken English she hated. Rabbits trampled about her body. She didn't
fight them off. She raised her arms in surrender, speaking to the Lawd.
The wind had a strange smell to it. The sewers were backing up. The
stench reminded Tiffany that she was dreaming. She tried to cover her
nose with both arms.
"Discount day or what?" A passenger in a late-model Mustang had
stopped in the middle of the street, yelling into the air at Tiffany's halfawake body. She stretched her body forward and woke with squinted eyes.
"No, baby, no service today." She wiped her eyes and tried to take in
the bits of the dream that she remembered. She saw Carlos walking
toward her from the direction of the billiard center. He hauled grocery
bags and a swagger that was too feminine for his masculine frame.
"Tiffany," Carlos whispered in her ear as he rubbed his shoulder
against her arm. He crouched down and over to kiss her neck. "Marni,
get your chi-chis off the table and help with these bags."
Tiffany was pretending to be half-asleep with her head covered by
her arms. She had drifted back off before he got closer to the table.
"Chica, it's about to rain. Andale, move it. What are you doing asleep
anyway? Whores never sleep. Come on, Leche Lupita, move your ass."
He shook her shoulders, and stepped back with his hands on his hips,
waiting for her reaction.
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Limbs
Cynthium Johnso n- Woodfolk

MY COLOR WAS, MY Au T LOTTIE ONCE EXPLAINED, MY FATHER'S FAULT.
"And yo' mama's too. She knew better than to marry outside the line,
but as fine as yo' daddy was, hell, I probably would've dropped my
drawers and married him too." She licked her lips and sucked her teeth
as if what she was talking about was a succulent steak.
"He was a big man and, according to most of the women who knew
him, the old adage was true. That dark berry sho' had some sweet juice!"
She smiled, and I don't know why but I felt uncomfortable, saying
nothing in the kitchen as she wagged her finger in my face.
"If you was older you'd know what I mean, but for now, you jes'
keep livin."
I was ten, and because of my color I learned to hate my father,
blaming him for everything that occurred in my life.
My formal education began in a predominantly white school. My
mother wanted me to get a good education and thought white was the

best one. I attended Harper Elementary. Six and fresh out of Georgia,
my accent was as thick as gravy. To get us acquainted with the alphabet
we took a field trip to Brookfield Zoo. We were assigned to find an
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animal for each letter of the alphabet. Monkeys went with ms, donkeys
went with ds, elephants went with es, and so on and so forth. With
papers in hand we were loaded onto the yellow bus. Under no one's
instruction, and by sheer happenstance (as my teacher would later
explain to my mother) we filed in, whites in the front, passers (those
who passed for white) in the back, and me, the only darkie in the bunch,
placed in the center as the dividing line. I sat six rows back from the
driver on the passenger's side looking out of the window, my forehead
pressed against the glass watching the kids on another bus. Both buses
were parked next to each other. The second bus, like mine, was filled
with children who hopped around like Mexican jumping beans. They
bounced and their blond hair flopped. I bounced and nothing moved, no
braids, nor ribbons or barrettes, nothing. Of all the things my father had
given me, he didn't give me his hair. It was not long, silky, and jet black
like an onyx, but tangled and curly, and as wooly as a Brillo pad.
My teacher, Mrs. O'Dell, seemed undaunted by the noise, pointing
to the clipboard while she talked to the driver, every now and then
glancing at us through the rearview mirror above her head. She'd barely
lowered her eyes before Mary Jane climbed over the seat, nodding to Liz
Ann who slid from the aisle. While I was wedged in between them, they
perused my hair.
"What you <loin'?" I asked, looking at Liz Ann's hair the way she
looked at mine, her green eyes like a doctor's inspecting my scalp. And
I saw she wasn't listening, but playing with a wad of gum around her
finger.
"Nothin' ." Liz Ann flashed me a bright smile and touched me as if
she'd known me for some years, slinging her arm around my shoulder,
rubbing my hair.
"What kind is it?"
She yanked one of my braids and held it as if it was nothing more
than a dirty piece of Kleenex, dusting her fingers off when it sprang back
like a bedspring. "It sure is woolly, ain't it?" She nodded to Mary Jane,
who in turn nodded to me.
"That must be what they call bad hair."
Liz Ann bounced both fingers as if they were quotations marks
while the other kids laughed, pointing at me. And although her father
was the same color as mine, the same shade of black, she'd still managed
to come out white, a feat I did not accomplish. She grinned, and with
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her eyes as wide as the Oconee River, reached across my leg and tapped
Mary Jane. "Look!"
We both turned. A boy with brown hair and freckles on the other
bus squished his face against the window and scratched under his arm,
doing his best monkey impression, "Oooo, 0000, 0000. Eeeee, eeeee,
eeee." Wispy hair flopped atop his head while his V-neck vest bunched
under his arms.
"That's you!" Mary Jane bellowed, laughing with her mouth wide
open, shaking my leg the way Liz Ann did my arm. "They're making fun
of you!"
The other kids swarmed to the windows, and as if in a game of
Simon says, all on the other bus copied his move, introducing their own
variations: a girl with pink ribbons scratched her chest and head, a boy
in a green shirt did somersaults over the seat, another with tape on his
glasses jumped up and down, bobbing from side to side to see.
"Get outta the way, goddamn it!" he seemed to say. "Somebody let
me see!"
The teacher, a ghostly white woman in an orange dress, scrambled
through the crowd. She yanked and tugged and tossed and shoved,
trying to separate them, but there was no scattering the hyenas; the
game was too infectious. A piece of paper was slapped to the window
by one of the boys and I read the word NIGGER; it was loud and clear.
I dove under the seat and no matter how hard I tried scrunching into
a ball, squiggling like a fish, I still could not find a corner large enough
to hide in, wanting to disappear, but not being able to, covering my ears
with my hands.
It was my father 's fault, I told myself, repeating what I'd heard my
grandmama say, yelling it over and over again in my head while feeling
the weight of my teacher's feet stomping towards the back of the bus,
the heavy BOOM, BOOM, BOOMs shaking the floor. I was a nigger,
and it was my father's fa ult!
Life had not done my father justice over the years. The older I got
the angrier I became, confused by all the conflicting stories I'd heard.
"His name was T!" my cousin June once declared while we were
playing in the yard, running around my grandmama's begonias. "Tea, as
in the drink!"
"Charles," my Aunt Charlestine corrected me when I was seven, as
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she tapped a photo of a black-and-wh ite dog in the album, her red fingernail clicking the glossy page. "Yo' daddy's name was Charles."
"Antwoine," Aunt Mary Louis confirmed, looking over the top of
her glasses, puckering her lips and squinting at the same time while tapping her nose. "I believe his name was Antwoine."
My grandmama only had one thing to say.
"He whadn't no good! His name was Goddamn Nigger That
Whadn't No Good."
The only confirmation I could get, the one thing that seemed to be
real, was the response from my mother.
Once when I was twelve during a quiet moment in the house, when
both my mother and I were sitting on the radiator of our second-floor
apartment, laughing and drinking lemonade, I asked her about him, and
the look that crossed her face was something I can only describe as
pained. She froze mid-laugh, her smile slowly fading, disappearing into
her crinkled forehead as her eyes widened. It was like something I'd
watched on television, a scary movie I'd seen, a yellow-haired woman
running down a dark corridor, slamming hard into the killer's chest,
realizing she'd gone the wrong way. Asking my mother the question
somehow had the same effect on her.
The pitcher almost slipped from her hand and I caught it at the
bottom just before it hit the floor. She looked up.
"Are you OK?" I asked.
My curiosity had knocked the wind out of her. She could barely
straighten up, as her eyes shot back and forth. Lying was not my
mother's strength. Her speech was so frank, she should've been nicknamed Knife, because her answers always cut you deep. Woman in a
store dressing room: "Do you like my dress?" My mother: "Hell naw."
Same woman: "What about my shoes?" My mother: "They ugly too."
Strangers, like family, were no exception.
I set the pitcher on the floor and helped her straighten up, as she
directed her attention to the window, staring more at the glass than the
scatter of children playing outside, their voices as high as the "London
Bridge" tune playing on the ice-cream truck.
"He was . . . ," she hesitated, nodding her head, "a good man.
Despite what anyone else says ... He was better to me than I was to
myself."
It was the first time she'd spoken to me about him; the only time
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anyone had said anything good.
After twenty years I'd finally found my father. An old photograph
taped to the bottom of my grandmama's drawer had brought us closer
together. I'd discovered it while working with the movers. They were
trying to carry the dresser out when the top drawer fell out. The mover
set the dresser down and handed me the drawer wrong side up, exposing
the picture.
"That's odd," he commented, and grinned as he lifted the dresser
and carried it to the truck. "You can find some strange things inside
antiques."
His voice trailed off as I examined the photo: a 5 x 7 black and
white of a man dressed in a three-piece suit. He had the most exquisite
skin I'd ever seen, black like a panther's. I slid my thumbnail beneath the
yellow strips of tape along the edge and loosened it from the wood. It
was as flimsy as a butterfly's wings, the edges crumbling and fluttering
to the grass. I turned the picture over to read the penciled scribbling on
the back: "Hezekiah Johnson, 1933."
Hezekiah? I'd never heard anyone speak about him. I took the photo
home and later that night questioned my mother. She didn't have to
answer, because the tears in her eyes did.
Sometimes there is power in a person's mind that blocks out all that
is painful, a power no one can see, a darkness that fills a hole. That's
what my father's photograph became for me: a still black and white that
found its way into my dreams. I kept it hidden under the mattress, every
now and then pulling it out to stare at in the dark. I lay there holding it,
the edges flimsy. I looked at it so often that sometimes it seemed as if he
had come alive and emerged from the photograph where he stood at the
foot of my bed dressed in a three-piece suit, his hat cocked low over his
eyes with the brim concealing half his face. His long, flowing hair, black
as coal, rested on his shoulders, with enough waves to make the girls
seasick. I once heard my Aunt Mozetta describe it that way, laughing in
the kitchen while she was talking to my mother, her hands in snake-like
motions to get her point across.
"I'm telling you, Betta Suuueeeeeeeee ..." She held my mother's
name so long it sounded like she was singing. "That nigger was fine!"
He was Indian according to his cheekbones and Creole by the color
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of his skin, an oiled walnut as soft as silk, softer even than blankets.
He never smiled, but somehow the photographer had captured a
movement in the cheekbones, a muscle the size of an egg in his jaw. It
bothered me, because it was out of sync with everything else, his arms
spread above a white picket fence, like a great bird spreading its wings.
He crossed his dark leather shoes. Behind him was a white house with a
porch swing. I could almost feel the sky, it was so clear. Cool like water,
relaxed, except for his jaw, so tight it seemed as if he was trying to bite
through his cheek.
"Is it something my cousin June said about you?" I want to ask him.
"Anything I've heard my grandmama and aunts say?" But as he's always
done in my life, he doesn't answer, just stares down at the grass, leaving
me in the dark.
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Your Father the Bird
Meredith Grahl

IF

YOU DO 'T COUNT THE EVER-WORSHIPED BALD EAGLE, THE AMERICAN

kestrel may be the most popular predatory bird in America. It's a small,
sharp-faced falcon, graceful in flight and sort of quick and jerky when
it's not in flight. Your mother has told you that the kestrel was also your
father's favorite bird.
The kestrel appears frequently in American paintings and drawings
and also in the notes of birdwatchers. Your father, in contrast, didn't like
to be photographed , so there isn't much physical proof that he ever
existed. Your uncle Jim wrote a poem about him once, but it wasn't a
very good one.
After a funeral two years ago, your mom's side of the family camped
out in your grandpa's living room, and looked at case after case of slides
from the seventies. It took hours; you all sat around drinking Cokes out
of plastic glasses, and once in a while someone would think they spied
your father.
"I think that's Tom's elbow," or "Isn't that Tom's Volkswagen?" your
uncles said.
To spot your father you need sharp eyes, you need to look for him
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actively if you want to find him. Binoculars will do you no good, though.
There is no Field Guide to Dead Fathers, but you decide to write one.
Originally American kestrels were known as sparrow hawks, not
because of their small size but because their diet includes smaller birds.
British settlers came to America, saw the little hawks, and gave them a
new name because they didn't notice the similarity between the new
falcon and the similar European kestrel.
Your father's first and middle names on his birth certificate are Boy
and Baby. His parents, your grandparents, took so long in deciding on
a name for him, that he came from the hospital nameless, Baby Boy
Grahl. The name on his death certificate is Thomas Lee; Thomas was
your grandpa's middle name, and Lee must have just sounded right.
Your father was your grandfather's first child, a whole new emotional
continent for them, and he was their only child if you don't count the years
when they helped take care of you, their only grandchild. Your life and your
father's overlapped for only a few short years. Like the first Europeans who
came here, your grandparents came from one place and ended up somewhere else, their dark-eyed child replaced by a new one, you.
Kestrels have large, dark brown eyes, almost black. All falcons do.
Your father's eyes were dark as well, and genetically his dark eyes
trumped your mother's blues, so you were born with hawk eyes, too.
When your father was sick, the muscles in his face just melted away.
His bright eyes were all that you recognized, but then even his eyes
seemed to dim. You were too young to go to the funeral, but you
imagine now that he didn't look much different in the casket than he did
in the hospital bed toward the end.
The American kestrel, from tip to tail, measures nine to twelve
inches-about the length and weight of a pigeon, though the kestrel has
agility where the pigeon's got pomp. Though it's hard to imagine so
much character weighing so little, the average kestrel only weighs
between four and six ounces. That's the weight of about half a can of
Ensure, cases of which were left over at your house when your father
was gone.
You're not sure how tall your father was or how much he weighed,
for that matter. You have an old college identification card of his, but no
driver's license. It's safe to assume that you didn't get your height from
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your mom's side, and he was slim in the photos that people caught him
in. Still, there are vital facts-height, weight, and date of birth-that you
don't know. When he died he was older than you are now, but by how
many years? How will you feel when you've lived longer than your
father did?
It seems like he was born in November, you've heard something
about that somewhere. People in your family tend to die in the same
month they were born, wrapping things up nicely, giving folks something to talk about at the funerals. Your father was born in November
and died in November. Your mother's birthday is also in November and
your stepfather has a November birthday as well.
But you don't know your own father's birthday. Not that you would
celebrate a dead man's birthday; you're not that morbid, or not yet,
anyway. But it would be nice to know, to observe it somehow. Light a
candle or something. Donate some money to the American Cancer
Society, if ever you had some money. More realistically, you could
observe the day by not smoking. Your father smoked, but you don't
know what brand. Even more realistically, you could observe the day by
smoking like a chimney. Hell, smoke a pack a day throughout the whole
month and you'll be the reason the leaves change color next year:
Happy Birthday, Dad.
Birds in general do not react well to fire, and of course we all know
what air pollution is doing to them.
The male and female kestrel differ in plumage (as is true for most
species, the males are brighter) but the sexes are the same size.
Your parents were both thin with brown hair; you've inherited those
traits, too. In their wedding picture, your father stands taller than your
mother, her eyes only come up to his smile. So you give him four inches
on her, and she's five foot four, no, wait. She's in heels; even though they
got married at City Hall she's got heels on in the photo, so give him
seven inches on her, that'll make him five eleven, that sounds like a
respectable height.
His birthday would be on his gravestone, wouldn't it?
There was a time when you were fourteen, dating a boy old enough
to drive, and you asked him if he wanted to go visit your dad. Surprised,
he agreed, and you directed him to Waterford Hill Cemetery and said,
"Here he is." You watched your friend's face twist up and you laughed.
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You got a big kick out of that. You'd always been dramatic and had
been watching too many movies over the summer between middle
school and high school.
You grew up in the same suburbs your dad grew up in.
The American kestrel makes its home all over this land, in cityscapes
as well as on mountaintops. Your father never lived in a city or on a
mountain. He did migrate, though. Kestrels don't; kestrels live all over
North America, but they stay where they are year-round.
Often when it got cold your father went south to visit his parents on
vacation in Smyrna Beach, Florida, and one winter before you were
born he went to Jamaica. You've heard your grandmother mention this
before, and once you found a dusty Miller High Life box in the basement, and inside there was a bag with some heavy Jamaican coins in it.
The flight of the kestrel is quick and graceful. Kestrels hunt in flight,
but often they're seen flying for enjoyment, too, riding wind currents in
between skyscrapers, above the dunes of Northern Michigan which
your father loved, and anywhere in between. Kestrels are also known
and loved by birdwatchers, who often see them playing what looks like
games of tag with other birds.
Your father hated to fly; all he had to do was sit down in an airplane
seat and he'd come down with an instant sinus infection.
City kestrels mostly eat other birds, but their rural counterparts hunt
small mammals and even insects. Kestrels in the desert in Arizona are
known to eat snakes and lizards, when they can find them. Your father was
a fisherman, so you want to find out if the little hawks ever find their dinners in steams, if the kestrel and your father ate the same thing, but you
can't find any documentation of kestrels fishing anywhere, even though it
seems they eat every other living thing they can get their claws on.
Most kestrel couples hatch only one brood a year. You are an only
child, you are all there is in the offspring department. Mating and egglaying happens in different months depending on the bird's location. In
the Midwestern states, where your father spent his short life, kestrels
tend to lay eggs from the middle of April on through June.
You yourself were born in May, smack in the middle of kestrel
hatching season. If you count nine months backward, and for some
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weird reason, you do this, you figure that you were conceived in August.
If your parents were birds, they would have been out of season.
While in the nest, kestrels have been observed to back up, raise their
tail feathers, and squirt their own shit like a projectile onto the walls of
the nest. The shit hardens on the walls, glues the nesting material into a
solid home, and therefore stays off the birds. Still, imagine the smell of
the nest, keeping in mind that the floor of the place is also littered with
the remains of mice, bugs, or small birds.
One of your few memories of your father involves the bathroom.
The door wasn't closed all the way and you had to go so you shoved the
door open and there was your father, sitting on the toilet. Your mother
was in the kitchen, not far at all, and instead of yelling at you to close
the door, he yelled at your mother for her to get you out of there. You
remember being transfixed by his anger. "Can't I crap in peace!?" he
yelled to the hand towels as your mother pulled you away by the arm .
She was the glue that held your family together; you can't even imagine
what it was like for her to have a preschooler with a husband whom the
radiation didn't help, a husband on pain management and a noisy little
daughter who couldn't understand.
That is one of a handful of very clear memories you have of him.
You'd like to remember something more meaningful about this person,
your father, but you don't. You hang onto every memory you've got,
even stupid ones like this, even though you can't remember what his
voice was like when he yelled.
The cry of kestrels is high-pitched; some observers report the sound
to be klee, klee, klee, others hear killey, killey, killey. When you listen to
field recordings, you don't hear any such phrase, just a shrill and urgent
cheeping: eee! eee! There are no recordings of your father's voice, not
that you know of anyway. You have no memory of his voice at all. He
could have sounded like anybody.
Kestrels were your father's favorite. Even though you weren't even
five when he died of lymphoma cancer, your father's absence is heavy in
your mind and heart. You get a tattoo on the top of your right arm. It's
the only one you've ever had done, a black outline of a small hawk with
a curled beak, superimposed over the outline of the state you grew up
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in. You love the tattoo; it reminds you of what you're coming from, the
way a flag or emblem might, but you get sick of explaining your
shoulder in bars, and will only wear sleeveless shirts on the hottest of
days. The hawk is not the state bird of your home state; as a matter of
fact, hawks have been known to feed on your state bird.
They were your father's favorite.
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Yankee Bat Day
Richard Santiago

YANKEE GAMES: THE TRAIN, A YANKEE SPECIAL, WE JUST TOOK IT OVER,

swarms of sweaty Ricans, Blacks, open pinstripe jerseys that said
"Mattingly 23" on the back, the front open, hair hanging from their
chests, limp and curly over the top of stained white tank tops.
The brown paper bags with the royal red swirl of the Budweiser tall
boy peeking from the crown of the bag, like beige teeth. Blue coolers,
like they had a sale at Woolworth, everyone with a blue cooler, filled
with Heinekens and rum, some cheap, Bacardi mostly.
Then, the chanting like church. Rehearsal for the game, "Let's go
Yannn-kees!" Then, the stomping like a dance troupe or a drummer, a
band, drawn together by beer and los Yanquis! stomp, stomp, stompstompstomp, and then again, "Let's go Yannn-kees!" Each syllable living
on its own inside this cramped sweaty train, stomp, stomp, stompstompstomp, and swinging on the steel handlebars in and out, and the
roller-coaster turn into the tunnel at Grand Concourse, where you could
feel the tracks screech up your back.
Then the lights went out, but only for a second, and you had to keep
your hand on your wallet and your beer because this was still the Bronx.
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Then the lights kicked on again and the people rushed by almost like a
blur, except for their eyes. That practiced stare. "Let's go, Yannn-kees!"
At 161 st , a cop sitting on the faux wood benches in the train station,
holding his head, the crimson running in between his thumb and index
finger. Some of them cursed as they walked by, "Puerco suscio," and,
"Watch your head, dickboy," but the group was too big and we all
moved like a wave, like a swarm of locusts, buzzing and feeding off the
buzz, the noise, and the smell, the heat teasing the stale stench of barley
and Newports into your nose hairs, your clothes, that metallic aftersmell
like factories. And then the fat man with the red face, head sideways, flat
on the concrete, next to blackened gum stains and dry piss puddles, on
his stomach, gun to his head from a fast-looking black cat with his Afro
showing the lingering indentations of his hat. Another one, oily Sicilian
hair, thicker than the black guy, with his knee in between the fat guy's
shoulders, arm bent violently behind his back.
As we walked by, we could hear the fat guy calling for help to the
cops with their you-just-try-it faces but just-as-scared reactions. And I
suddenly realized I was scared, too (I remember nervously peeking
towards the cops to get an indication of their mood), hoping no drunk
pendejo would throw a bottle from under the umbrella of the crowd,
hitting one of these other cops so they'd start shooting, my heart feeling
like it was trying to hide in different directions, and then the chanting,
"Who's Your Daddd-dy?" Claps now layering the foot stomps, "Who's
Your Daddd-dy?" and the cops sort of smiled as they lifted the fat man
up and into cuffs. I couldn't help thinking, moving down the descending
hallway like cattle towards the stadium entrance, how I felt like the
chant was meant to let the cops know that on Yankee Bat Day, the fans
can do what the fuck they want.
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The Vikings of Iowa
Keith Potempa

IT TAKES MORE THAN YOU COULD EVER IMAGINE, MY FRIE D, TO BE A VIKING.

On the day of an event, especially these parades, you must wake up long
before the sun. Even before Thor himself. Three-thirty at the very latest.
Once you roll right out of bed, strip down and crack a beer. This is a lengthy
process. But I cannot stress to you how important it is to do it correctly.
Your underwear is the only nongenuine item of clothing you can get
away with. Wear gray briefs, tight, to be safe, though. You will not be a
true Viking if a corner of boxers slips out from your trousers. Then put
on your hose, that is, the two separated leather trouser legs, tied up at
your waist. Then your puttees. Those are the long strips that you wrap
in a crisscross fashion to cover your legs up to your knees. They keep
your shins warm, protected, and are made of leather or wool (but only
newbies wear leather, experience quickly shows it slips in the heat of
battle). Then your kjortel, or the traditional tenth-century Norseman's
garb. It resembles the modern dress, made of wool or linen, tied together
at the center by a thick leather belt. You MUST knot this belt inches past
the buckle. Homemade belts, especially the fully organic ones made with
bone or ram horn, tend to unbuckle easily. Socks, if you find them necessary,
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must be crocheted in the proper naalbinding method that was used
during the period. Then your cloak, secured with a brooch, as well as
some pouches for currency, in case you miss your ride home or need to
buy some McDonald's at some point in the evening. Last, the leather
shoes, which look a little bit more like inside-out slippers to the
untrained eye. You can wear a chain-mail coif, though I don't recommend it if this is your first time, since wearing a ten-pound set of oily
chain mail on your head can be a little much for an all-day expedition.
Keep in mind, the dreaded "horned helmet" that is associated with
Vikings was NEVER, and I mean NEVER worn by traditional Vikings.
Not a single buffalo-horn helmet was EVER found with Viking remains.
EVER. Do yourself a favor and put that "authentic" souvenir from some
bogus theme park down and don't even consider wearing it. There is no
other mistake you could possibly make that would be worse than this.
Keep in mind, authenticity plays a huge part in Viking re-enactments, whether they are battles or just plain parades. All your gear must
be authentic, that is, made of leather, wool, or linen. Equipment that is
not authentic can be spotted easily by any veteran Viking re-enactor.
You could get your entire chapter disqualified from a battle, their reputation ruined, and of course, make yourself look like a fool to the
modern medieval world.
It is understood that such materials can be expensive, though. So to
stay cheap, a wool/viscose mix can easily pass for wool. Cotton is an
acceptable substitute for linen. Hand sew whatever you can, as doing so
will definitely connect you with your Viking ancestors. If you find that
too time consuming then you need to make sure you hide the stitches of
a sewing machine by doing everything inside out. This can pass authenticity tests, but believe me, it all looks a lot better if you take the time
and sew it by hand.
Paint your face in a traditional fashion if you're looking to convey
the berserker in you. If you have lengthy facial hair, which you should,
as almost all Vikings now and certainly of the tenth century had long,
scraggly, full beards, you should braid large parts of it. Or at least put
some colorful beads in it. Then your axe or sword, which should be genuinely crafted of wood and steel, maybe with your name or some kind
of enchantment carved into it in the futhark. But don't worry, weapons
and armor are so much harder than you'd ever imagine making on your
own, so you can just buy them made authentic. Or if you belong to a
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noteworthy chapter there may be a professional Viking blacksmith who
would gladly make a weapon or shield for you. Chain mail, however,
takes so incredibly long to make that no blacksmith would ever do it for
free, whether or not you're a fellow chapter member, or even a good
friend. Just trust me on that one, you could grow old trying to make a
three-foot square of chain mail from scratch.
So once you grab your axe or sword and shield (both preferably very
dented, because what kind of a Viking would you be if your equipment
hadn't seen a few battles), then you're ready. This should, ideally, take
three to four beers to accomplish which, depending on the speed of your
drinking, should average out to a half hour to an hour. Then you stand
out on the porch to wait for the carpool to arrive. Carpooling, by the
way, is an extremely important tradition of the modern Vikings. Though
not really a traditional Viking thing, modern Vikings have found it to be
much more cost efficient and effective. So your chapter should really
consider forming a carpool. Oh, and don't forget the alcohol. You'll
need that for the ride.
We belong to the great Viking's Global Re-Enactment Society.
VGRES is the largest Dark Age re-enactment society in the world.
Though they're based mostly in Britain, there are chapters of it
throughout the world. We sixty men make up the only chapter in all of
Iowa, titled Ulfheonar, which is Norse for "Wolfskin-clad Ones."
Though our chapter is relatively new, we've already made the most considerable mark for the Viking's worldwide community here in the states.
Hrolf and Groll, two members of our chapter who happen to be
identical twins, have five gold medals each for Competitive Eating.
They're the largest members of our chapter, together weighing nearly
half a ton. Hung on the walls of Einar's garage there are dozens of pictures of them at their contests, indistinguishable from one other with
their long brown beards soaked through in spaghetti sauce or apple cobbler, wearing clothes made entirely of leather save for the bearskin vests,
holding up trophies above their small heads.
Once, Hrolf even competed in the most famous Competitive Eating
contest in the world, Nathan's Annual Hot Dog Eating Contest in Coney
Island. Like all Hrolf and Groll's eating contests, our chapter was there
to boost morale. Every last member of the Ulfheonar chapter carpooled
to New York in the Viking bus, where we stood out in every crowd,
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singing traditional Norse drinking songs in leather and wool garb of the
Dark Ages as we downed beer from sheep horns. Even though Hrolf lost
in the first round to a large black man named "Badlands Booker," the
crowd will always remember Hrolf for the savage way he ate. With
ketchup all over his face he tore through hot dogs like a wolf through
slabs of meat, whipping chunks back and forth in the air from his teeth.
As he chewed, he would pound his fists again and again against the
table, rattling the plates, cups, and Badlands's concentration. In sync
with his pounding, we punched the air with closed fists and cheered,
"HROLF, HROLF, HROLF!"
By happenstance, Shamgar was even broadcast on ESPN2 as he was
taken away by security for starting a fight. When the beer vendor
refused to let Shamgar drink his beer from his horn, he was beaten by
the pent-up rage of a berserker, and was eventually taken away on a
stretcher. For three seconds of national airtime Shamgar was seen with
blood running from his nose, wrestling off police as he let out a low
battle cry, looking to Thor in the sky for help. Back in Iowa, local journalists who know us by name went crazy. "Iowa's Viking Clan Makes
Violent Appearance On National Television" was a second-page headline in local newspapers, right under the Sunday Cartoons. It has
become one of the many newspaper clippings to hang in frames in
Einar's garage.
Our arch nemesis, the Iowa Coalition for the Preservation of Celtic
Heritage (ICPCH), once challenged us to a duel in their own sports,
called the Highland Games. We formulated a team of ten Vikings, two for
each of the five events. Though some of the events resemble modern track
events like shot put and hammer throw, the rest of them must have been
conjured up by a leprechaun and a drunken Irishman. Einar and Erik the
Red's event was called the sheaf toss. Basically they had to hurl a fiftysix-pound bag of straw on a pitchfork over a horizontal bar, which they
raised after each throw like some kind of sick high-jump event. My and
Shamgar's event was the caber, where a nineteen-foot-long one-hundredpound log is thrown for distance by one man. On the day of the event,
we Vikings showed up in Madisonville, Louisiana, in our bearskins and
wool trousers, to see hundreds upon thousands of men in plaid skirts. All
of them eyed us suspiciously. Even the beer vendors refused to sell to us.
"We're pilgrims in an unholy land," Einar whispered to Erik as they
readied their burlap sack for the sheaf toss. We placed twentieth overall,
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six places ahead of the ICPCH. "Vikings Beat Celtics Once and For All!"
a local newspaper sports page headline read.
We celebrated like no other that night, tearing up a hotel room with
our drunken Viking antics. After all, we had just beaten our arch nemesis
in a series of games we had never played before. And certainly never
wanted to play again. That morning, when we left, we found our longship
bus had been spray painted and was covered in toilet paper.
"ICPCH4LIFE," it said in spray paint across one side, "FUCKERS" across
the other. Next to the American Colonial Re-Enactment society's infamous
prank of dressing up like Indians and throwing boxes of tea at Einar's
house when he was on vacation, this was a new low for our enemies.
Erik the Red cried that night, sitting with his face buried in his hands
in front of the graffitied school bus. He tried to hide the sniffles and
snorts, but we understood. His one true possession had been ruined. For
that any Viking would have cried. That night, we took a vow to Skadi,
the Norse goddess of vengeance, that we would kick the ass of every last
member of ICPCH, no matter where or when we saw them. After
Shamgar broke three ribs of their leader, Arogona Tareanus, over the
vegetable cart in a grocery store two weeks later, we never heard from
those damn Celts again. A month later, our longship bus had been
repainted, sealed this time, looking even better than it ever had before.
Our chapter also prides itself in our six-time nonconsecutive streak
of wins in The Great River Tug Fest. That's an annual tug-of-war match
held across the Mississippi River between teams assembling in Le Claire,
Iowa, and Port Byron, Illinois. We've become a staple at the competition. Once, a rival team in Illinois dressed up like "Vikings," that is,
wearing dirty street clothes and those Chicago Bulls hats with the horns.
I don't know if I mentioned this earlier or not, but Vikings never EVER
wore buffalo-horned helmets. EVER. This type of insult drove the
Ulfheonar into a legendary berserker rage, leading us to an undefeated
victory that year in the great game of tug of war. "Vikings Tug Iowa To
Victory!" a local newspaper headline read.
Though we may have many trophies and plaques, newspaper articles, ribbons, and accolades along the walls of Einar's garage, the
Ulfheonar chapter is renowned in Iowa for something completely dif-

ferent. Beyond all these feats of strength and cunning, we Vikings are
known the state over for our hearty parade demonstrations. That, my
friend, is where we really shine.
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On the giant Viking longship suspended several feet from the ground
by a sputtering Volkswagen, we are rowing to the rhythm of drums.
Amidst the twirling snowflakes, Einar stands with one leg propped on
the wood rim, his arm resting upon his elevated knee, looking as if he is
surveying a vast sea. But he's actually just nervously tuning his ear to the
desperate coughing sounds of Chaffy's vehicle hidden below, pushing
the boat along.
Two years ago, at Greeley's Fun Days Parade, Chaffy's three-hundredthousand-miler hacked itself to a stop. Black smoke spewed up through
the cracks in the ship above it, and our ship held up the parade at a complete standstill for hours. If you've ever been to Greeley's Fun Days, you
definitely need to understand what it's all about. Yearly in Manchester,
local firemen coordinate this parade in order to teach fire prevention techniques and have a little fun. In full red firemen suits, they march, do rope
demonstrations, and even perform a choreographed dance routine for the
citizens. This is typically a highly anticipated thing for a small town in
Iowa. However, most of the events were cancelled that year when the
firetruck needed to make an eight-point turn from the head of the parade
to put out the fire in a Viking longship two miles back. After a new used
engine, Chaffy's Volkswagen was back to its sputtering old self. Since he's
still the only one of us who will go without alcohol, he's continued to
drive the float in this purple, ticking, time bomb.
After a few blocks, Einar gives the orders to "ready the sails!" and
we Vikings lock our oars into their horizontal positions and scurry
about, each of us focused on his own particular task. The sails billow in
full glory, proudly displaying the Ulfhe6nar chapter symbol: a blood red
serpent set against our flawless white sail-well, flawless besides the
large holes cut in it.
About fifteen years ago, on a particularly windy Sunday in
Aplington's Homecoming Parade we baptized our newly built longboat,
but no one thought to put holes in the sail. It caught so much wind that
it ripped off the top half of Einar's pickup truck and set sail on the
streets. The rudder gave Einar a concussion behind the wheel. His car
horn blared as the ship carved an inch-and-a-half-deep, swerving line
into the street for a block before crashing into a limo the mayor was
parading in. Einar later received a letter asking that Ulfhe6nar chapter
never return for any of Aplington's yearly events. That's about when
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Chaffy took over steering the float.
We Vikings are sucking in the cold air filled with the smells of sweet
corn and churros. We puff our chests out with pride, as our mighty sails
do the same. Some children and families look on with starry eyes, others
with waning interest. Chaffy's emergency brake squeals loudly as he
tries to put some distance between our longship and the Q-Tip helmets
of the marching band in front of us, playing some traditional drum
cadence for the third time in a row.
Our broad shoulders can't help but brush as we get into position,
unlocking the oars but holding them tightly, readying for the festivities.
Erik the Red leads, strutting to the back of the boat, flexing his massive
barbarian muscles to the crowd that cheers halfheartedly. He counts to
four, "Einn, tveir, prir, fj6rir," and a few people chuckle at his fake
Icelandic accent. Erik takes a few steps of running start, then leaps off
the boat, his arms pin-wheeling as he glides onto the first oar, which
bobs under his weight. He springs off of it, with the grace of a gymnast
disguised in an awkward three-hundred-pou nd, red-bearded hulk. He
practically floats across the dipping oars, six feet above the snow-laden
concrete. He lands at the front of the boat with a loud clomp.
The crowd applauds, a few blond women shriek with glee as Erik
sinks his teeth into a wooden shield. Though traditional among Viking
berserkers, only a few of the bravest of Ulfheonar still do this after
having seen what happened to Shamgar two years ago at Lime Spring's
"Sweet Corn Days" festival. Four of his front teeth broke right out of
his mouth, flying into the crowd like little mint candies with red
streamers attached.
Each of us, one by one, follow after Erik, bounding across the open
oars, back to front, back to front, very careful not to get caught on the
piece of brown gum stuck on the third oar. It's been there for years, but
no one has ever been able to scrape it off. Since the moment Erik first
spotted it he swore he'd find the bastard and "mount his head on me
blade!" We all do our best to avoid the tricky spot when sprinting the
oars. But one, when Iver was still new, his leather shoes caught on it and
he tumbled head first into a cotton candy vendor's cart. Einar refused to
let him back on board because he didn't want everything, especially the
ship, to be sticky. So Iver had to walk next to the ship. The whole time
he was slumped in disappointment, sounding like someone chewing very
loudly with an open mouth. "I'll be damned if I let that boy on me bus,"
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Erik had said while rubbing his hands nervously together.
The crowd watches us bound over oars in our light Viking dressings
of leather and wood, the crowd of people, huddled, bundled tightly with
scarves, hats, and gloves, fluttering their eyelashes covered in tiny flecks
of snow and whispering to each other.
"Hooligans," they say, "it's January-aren't they freezing?" But we
are not. We are so close to Valhalla we can feel it, the breath of Odin on
our backs, the blessings of Thor pulsing through our veins, the Viking
frenzy, the surge of adrenaline, the excitement, the passion, the honor,
warming our hearts, our bodies, our souls. We are Vikings.
Chaffy's bug grinds loudly as we round the corner. The chattering
Irish dancers behind us eye the weaving ship cautiously, dancing around
puddles of brake fluid while trying their best to keep a safe distance. A
moment of silence draws out like the nearby taffy puller as the marching
band concludes its song, their instruments vibrating. A band a few
blocks behind us can be heard playing the same song in the silence. A
ratatttattat-TAT of snare drums sounds, and it begins yet again. For the
seventh time today.
Within the crowd, a pink Mohawked teenager snickers with his likeminded friends. He glances at us sideways and bursts again into
laughter, whispering "freak," with a cupped hand into his friend's ear.
But we are not freaks. So maybe the sight of dozens of men in authentic
Viking dress, rowing, drumming, readying sails, sprinting across the
oars, is something worth laughing at. "Those losers," he thinks. But we
are not losers. You may think we do it all just to fit in, to have somewhere to belong, that we're just like-minded dorks with similar interests
and hefty pocketbooks for pointless hobbies. But, Mohawk, you are
wrong. We have no other choice but to live as Vikings. Society has
evolved, and those with Norseman blood coursing their veins are
shunned.
Erik the Red has a degree in computer engineering but could never
get a job because of his spontaneous bouts of rage. Since road rage is
much more socially acceptable than throwing computers out windows,
Erik has remained a bus driver. Shamgar has told only the most trusted
members of our Viking chapter that he has not seen his children in years.
His wife took them away from him and got a restraining order. Not a
day goes by that he doesn't regret that night his drunken rage got out of
control and he beat his two little girls with a rolling pin for having their
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music on too loud. Even Einar was once an esteemed dentist, but had his
practice license revoked for drilling someone into a coma once for
making a lewd remark about his highly prized beard. Bjorn loves his
grandchildren even more than he loves his Viking traditions. But his
daughter, raised in fear of a wooden spoon, doesn't trust him alone with
them. He writes at least once a month, always asking when he could
visit, even baby-sit, "for free, of course," but they never respond.
We're dropping the sails as fireworks streak across the sky; the
crowd oo-ahs. Trumpets flourish, Irish dance shoes titter-tat, a siren
blares, air horns errrr into the dim Midwestern stars. Our deep drums
sound boomboom boomboom, and we raise our voices to sing, the
rhythm steadying our oars to the sea.
We were all Vikings, even before we knew what Vikings were.
Centuries after the rise and fall.
"Straight ahead!" Einar screams out, and the purr of Chaffy's motor
blends into the crash of waves, the creak of oars, the squeak of seagulls,
the groans of men pulling oars in water. "Onward, men, to Valhalla!"
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Heavy or Prolonged Bleeding
M. R. Mor ris on

I ABORTED WAS CONCEIVED IN GERMANY, WHEN I WAS TWE TY-ONE
and on leave from Iraq. I wondered when it had been conceived and
why I couldn't immediately tell. I wondered if it was in the woods under
the strung-up poncho and combined sleeping bags hiding us from the
wind and soldiers and God. You'd scattered glow sticks around us that
pulsed in pale orbs of green and blue, because we'd been granted two
weeks freedom from sand. I thought it might have been in the shower at
that rest stop we found after days of going without, listening to the man
singing in German, while sliding against a wall dirtier than we were, our
finger tips pruney, our feet burning from the water. I knew it didn't
matter. Of course, it didn't matter, but I found myself wondering about
it all the same.
I was young then, just as I am now, but more so because I didn't
realize that murder wasn't that easy, that the person never left you.
Ripping her out of my stomach didn't rip her out of my head or my
blood or my fingernails.
You weren't there when it happened. I refused to say it was you, to
accuse you and destroy you, and I went alone. You hugged me. "You'll
THE BABY
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be fine. It'll go perfectly," you spoke into my hair. "You made the right
decision. This is the only way. I mean, it would be crazy to think we
could be parents. I wouldn't have had anything to do with it. There's too
much ahead, you know. I mean, think about Germany. The guy who saw
our fire and came over to roast marshmallo ws with us, wasn't that
great? Think about running through Paris with those gold masks on. I
want my whole life to be like that. An adventure. Plus, think about art
school. You'll have a hard enough time as it is."
Tell me not to go. Tell me not to go! Tell me we can work it out. I
want to be whole. But you couldn't hear me, and I didn't listen to you.
We were deaf and afraid, both of us.
I boarded the plane without you, scorched by the scorn and disgust
of my fellow soldiers, the weight of my decision, the one I didn't really
ever make, and something worse than the nausea and body achesdread. It was heavy and crushing. It made my heart beat too fast and my
palms sweat. I wanted to die and thought out ways to do it. The flight
was rough and long, with more stops than I remembere d on the way
there. Other soldiers asked why I was leaving, and I lied, telling some of
them that my mother had died; others, later, that both my mother and
brother had been killed in a train wreck. After awhile, I just didn't
answer, or maybe people stopped asking.
You told me you'd split the cost with me, and then when I seemed
not to protest too much, that you'd pay for the whole thing. You
watched my face, I guess expecting some sort of gratitude. "Wait, how
much is it?" you asked.
I shook my head. I didn't know.
"Well, I guess that doesn't matter. I've made enough money here,
and you're the one who has to fly home and then wait for us in Kansas,
plus ·go through with it all." Maybe here you noticed my face. "Look,
hey, Claire. Look, it's going to be fine. I've got the whole thing. Don't
worry about anything, OK? Shh ... you're all right."
The man across from me, the one who stayed across from me despite
our landings and the moving around of everyone else, was older, a
master sergeant. Mostly he slept or read, but sometime after landing in
Cyprus, he looked over at me. He didn't ask why I was going home.
Instead, he said, "You've seen too much for someone so young."
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I looked back at him, over my book. "I haven't seen anything at all."
He laughed, and his face looked beautiful, joyful, like he could sing
gospels and make me cry. "Not death. For lots of people, death doesn't
do a damn thing. That's not what I mean. You figured something out,
and maybe lost something?"
I frowned, or what I really did was frown more, because my mouth
was already a perpetual frown, and I sighed. "Master sergeant, I have
learned more during this deployment than in the whole rest of my life.
Of course, I've lost something. I've lost everything."
He shook his head. "Don't let it pull on you like it is. Lift it up. Carry
it over your head like one of those huge baskets-you know what I'm
talkin' about-'cause it's gonna be there forever. That's just how it is."
I smiled as politely as I could, but I knew he was laughing at me as
I slowly pulled my book back over my eyes. He slept the rest of the way.

Q: When you perform an abortion by the suction curettage
method does it ever happen that a portion of the fetus is extracted
from the uterus while the fetus is still alive?
A: Yes.

Q: And how does that happen?
A: When a suction curettage abortion is performed, one of three
things is going to happen. One would be that the catheter, as it
approaches the fetus, tears it and kills it at that instant inside the
uterus. The second would be that the fetus is small enough and the
catheter is large enough that the fetus passes through the catheter
and either dies in transit as it's passing through the catheter or dies
in the suction bottle after it's actually all the way out.

In the bathroom at the airport in Ireland, there was a pamphlet on
choices, women's choices. There were a few of the pamphlets in an
untidy pile under the sink. I saw them while vomiting. They felt secret.
They directed women to clinics in England. They were full of descriptions and stories. I kept one, pushed it into my pocket just before
someone came in. I wiped my mouth with the back of my hand and
watched the woman in the mirror. "Why are you leaving?" This time I
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asked the question.
She didn't look up at me, only at her blond hair and the bobby pin
she was attempting to insert into it. "I'm pregnant," she said. She walked
around me and into a stall. I reboarded the plane.

Q: How is a dilation and curettage performed?
A: Dilation and curettage is a surgical abortion procedure performed during the first twelve to fifteen weeks of gestation. Dilation
and curettage is similar to suction aspiration with the introduction
of a curette. A curette is a long, looped shaped knife that scrapes the
lining, placenta, and fetus away from the uterus. A cannula may be
inserted for a final suctioning. This procedure usually lasts ten minutes with a possible stay of five hours.

I was about thirteen weeks pregnant when I stepped onto the plane,
the big C-5, and about thirteen weeks and four days when I walked into
my mother's apartment in Council Bluffs, Iowa, loaded with gear and
wondering how I would pay the cab fare. She didn't know I was coming
because she hadn't answered the phone in months. I pounded on the
windows until two knuckles on my left hand were bleeding. "Oh, hi,
Claire," she said, turning away and leaving the door open for me to
follow. "Do you have money for the cab?" I asked, looking over my
shoulder at the anxious man in the driver's seat.
She threw her head to the right, toward the kitchen table that was
covered with stacks of paper and dirty dishes, and sat down in the living
room where the TV was on a little too loudly. I dug around and
scrounged enough money in a twenty and change.
"Good luck," the man said, as I handed the mess to him. He smiled,
but when I looked higher, I saw the shadows around my eyes and my
tight, cracked lips reflected in his bald head.
I walked back up the stairs slowly, feeling desperate, looking up and
down the street for an escape. She made me feel more alone than being
alone. I laid my bags down in my old bedroom, actually in the doorway,
because the room itself was full of boxes, trash, and dying plants.
"What's going on with you?" I asked.
She looked up from filing her nails. She was wearing an old, once-
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white bathrobe barely closed over her skin and fat. Her hair was slick
and flat with grease, her face puffy and lined with creases of sleep. The
apartment smelled of death, and she herself permeated unwashed
crevices and defeat. "I'm not doing too good, kiddo," she said and
looked guilty.
"Are you working?"
She shook her head and started to cry. "I've spent all of Grandma's
inheritance money. Your share and Ted's."
I was sickened but also exhausted, too tired to battle with her selfpity, too tired to battle my own. "Is there any food?"
She looked a little wild and wiped her eyes. "I'll give you money if
you want to go to the store. We could use some food around here. I've
been eating chocolate frosting for two days."
"What? What the hell are you talking about?"
"You know, that stuff they gave us from the missionary."
"Mom, that was six years ago!"
"I know, but it's all that's left." She was looking more frantic now
that someone knew.
My head hurt. "I am not going to the store for you. Get up, shower,
get dressed and get some fucking food. I'm going to bed, as soon as I
uncover it. When I wake up, if there's no food, I will go and pick up
some for ME."
I started to walk away. "Don't you want to know why I'm home?
What happened? Anything? A year, Mom. A fucking year," I said,
looking back at her hunched over in the brown armchair.
She started crying again even harder. "Of course! I know how disappointed you are that I didn't write, but I thought about you all the
time." She tried to stand up, maybe to hug me but didn't follow through.
"Is it over, then?"
"No, it isn't. I'm pregnant. I'm having an abortion in five days. Get
up! Get dressed! Get some food!"
I shoved everything off my bed onto the floor and went to sleep.

Q: What are the side effects and risks of dilation and curettage?
A: Common side effects that most women will experience following the procedure include cramping, nausea, sweating, and
feeling faint. Less frequent side effects include possible heavy or pro-
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longed bleeding, blood clots, damage to the cervix, and perforation
of the uterus. Infection due to retained products of conception, an
STD, or bacteria being introduced to the uterus can cause fever,
pain, abdominal tenderness, and possibly scar tissue.

"That's why I'm here, too," I said to the couple sitting next to me in
the waiting room. They glanced over, noticing me. They'd been speaking
to each other. The girl moved her blond hair out of her eyes and smiled
weakly at me before turning back to her boyfriend. My legs jiggled
under the chair, and I looked around. I still wanted to kill myself, not for
any particular reason, just to end the heavy, heavy dread sitting on my
chest, welling up from my stomach, just not to be alone.
I closed my eyes to block out the pastel wallpaper and the crying of
babies, then took off my sweater and made a pillow of it. The blond girl
was lying on her boyfriend's lap. He was stroking her hair and watching
the door to the parking lot. I wanted to scoot over and lie on her, lying
on him. I wondered whether if I scooted slowly enough, they'd notice.
A nurse was standing over me. "Ready?" she asked. Her face was
heavily rouged, though not whorishly so, and one of her canine teeth
was missing. The top left. She made me think it was sunny out, she was
so happy.
I stood up and followed her to another room without answering. I
wanted to hug her, and I wanted to vomit. She did an ultrasound, rubbing cold gel on my small belly. The monitor faced her, and when I
decided she wasn't likely to show me, I asked. "Can I see?"
Her eyes were greenish brown and, at my request, screwed up a little
in surprise. "Uh, sure. I guess that's all right."
The monitor was small, and the screen reminded me of pictures of
the Loch Ness monster when it swiveled in my direction. She showed me
the heartbeat. It was fascinating, and I watched, leaning forward toward
it, until she turned it off. I wondered if they would print me out a picture like they do for all the other women. I figured they'd give it to me
when I left.
"Now, Claire, we just want to make sure this is what you really
want to do, that no one coerced you into it and you are very comfortable with the whole thing." She was looking down at her clipboard,
shuffling papers around, speaking fast. She stood up to leave before I'd
answered. She glanced back at me. "All set?"
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I followed her. In this second room, a second nurse, Tracy, took my
blood, but before she had time to test it properly for whatever they were
looking for, the doctor was there with a gray crew cut and thin exposed
ankles, facing me with a syringe of Valium. "Don't you need to wait for
the test to come back?" I asked. My voice was high and tight. It didn't
sound like me.
"Your blood is fine. Left arm, please," he said.
I could see the blond girl and her boyfriend in the ultrasound room
across from me. She was crying, and he was kissing her head, holding
her hand.
"Shouldn't I wait for a while? I thought people usually waited for a
while in the waiting room." I wasn't making as much sense as I wanted to.
"Shhh. This will sting a little," he said.
The nurse was there-the first one. She held my hand when it hurt
and whispered how brave I was. I thought I might love her. "There. See,
all done," she said.
I didn't feel normal but slow and clouded, like I was surrounded by
cotton. I couldn't believe it was done so quickly, but the cramps made it
real. I couldn't keep from crying, they hurt so bad.
I told her I wanted to see the remains. She didn't want to show me
at first, but a few minutes later she brought a tray over to me. I thought
she was supposed to be carrying a baby. It was supposed to be crying,
and I would secretly think it was ugly, but hold it and name it and love
it anyway.
What was on the tray looked like a piece of disintegrating white
cotton gauze and a lump of mucus. I looked up at her. She didn't look
as happy as before.
When I was ready to leave, I asked the lady at the desk if she had
my picture-the one of my baby.
"I'm sorry, I don't know what you're talking about," she said.
"The ultrasound. Where's my ultrasound picture?"
"Didn't you have a termination, miss?" she asked.
"Yes." I didn't see what that had to do with anything. I'd still seen
the picture.
"Um, we don't give those out."
"Oh," I said. "Well, I want mine."
"No, what I mean is, we don't save those. It's gone."
I thought I might hit her. I needed something. I couldn't walk out of
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there empty. I wanted to go and get the remains. I started to move
toward the door, when the receptionist stepped in front of it. "Miss, do
you need to talk to someone?"
I looked at her, really saw her. She was round, like a ball with fluffy
dark hair and too little makeup. And I shook my head.
She didn't get food. I didn't know that for a couple of days because
I'd been sleeping in a friend's basement, but when I did go home I discovered her asleep on the couch, fat and fifty-something clutching an
empty microwave popcorn bag, a bottle of gin lying near her hand. I
didn't wake her up; I just watched her. She lay on her left side with one
arm draped over the edge, the other somewhere beneath her. Her mouth
was open, and as she breathed in and out her head shifted a little up and
down. I sat down on a pile of papers two feet in front of her, crosslegged and reeking of smoke and alcohol, to watch her breathe. Three
failed marriages, estrangement from her family, fired from almost every
job she'd ever had, and two children who not only didn't like her, maybe
didn't love her, either.
I took a shower and packed. I drove to Kansas that night and
checked into a hotel. I was due at Fort Riley in two days. I spent them
at a conservatory there, at first just sitting and the next day helping them
move seven-foot-tall cacti. At Fort Riley, I answered phones and read a
fantasy novel about enchanted cats. I slept with a Specialist named
Stevens once at his barracks. Afterward, he told me he had a girl "back
home" and cried into my T-shirt.
That was how I spent the time until I saw you again.
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What's ,n a Name?
Benjamin Lafferty

II OF ROMEO
and Juliet, contemplating her passion for the young man who shoulders
the name of the sworn enemy. Surely we all know what tragedy awaits
this Capulet and her Montague, and though it is such a simple question,
one that brings raw truth to their love affair, really, what is in a name?
Take the word "fence," for example. It is, in a sense, just a word, and
like all words it is simply a symbol, a collection of letters and sounds
that we have invented to represent the freestanding structures that surround our homes or our businesses, our prisons, schoolyards, farms,
baseball parks, and much more. But what happens when that symbol,
that name, embodies a group of people, passed down for generations,
stitched to the shirt collar of every man or woman in the group we call
"family"? What happens when the traits they bear, be it skin tone or
face shape or eye color or temperament, are passed down along with
that name? You find the Boatwrights. Just like "fence," what more does
a name like Boatwright contain? In the grander scheme of things, there
is no truth to the invention of letters that became the name
"Boatwright," the lips pressed and ready to burst, the circular o of the
FAIR JULIET PONDERS THIS AT HER BEDROOM WINDOW IN ACT
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mouth, the flick of tongue against palette for t, the curve of the lips for
the guttural r, the widening of the mouth for a whining i, followed by
another flick of the tongue. Boatwright. A boat's right?
Really, what's in a name? A look? A smell? A smile? How about
laughter? Surely "personality" hovers somewhere in between those letters. Does the name dictate the man, or does the man dictate the name?
When one ~ees "Boatwright," does one think of prison, of alcoholism, of
molestation and abuse? Does one think of anger, bone-raw anger? You
will if you've read Dorothy Allison's Bastard Out of Carolina: "Oh,
you're a Boatwright all right, a Boatwright for sure."
I was ten years old the first time my father said it. "You're definitely
a Lafferty." My father said this with a smile, with a rough palm that
messed my hair. I smiled weakly from the passenger seat of his Buick
Century, not really sure what he meant. My cheek throbbed where
Bobby Avery's fist had landed, but I didn't touch it because fingering the
swollen lump would make me wonder about Bobby, about his nose and
how it seemed to flatten after I'd punched it, the tears, the blood stain
on his shirt. My first fight.
My first school fight occurred on a Friday, right after recess, when
spring was shifting ever so quietly toward summer, when it was too
warm for a jacket and too cool for shorts. It happened because Bobby
Avery had punched my older sister, Kristy, who I found sobbing on the
playground, clutching her shoulder, a girl who I'd never seen cry, even
after slaps from our father. And though I felt a kernel of jealousy toward
Bobby, because I'd wanted to hit her for years, always holding back
because the beating from my father would be far worse, it was the first
time I felt my body electrify with hatred.
I found him in the library where I knew we'd be alone, before the
laughter and squeaky footsteps would flood the building. The library
was always dark at Gregory Elementary School, a few of the fluorescent
lights trembling, fighting to stay illuminated. It resembled the lighting
from a prison movie when I look back on it now, as juvenile as the
whole thing was. My fists were already clenched, the inside of my cheek
raw from biting at it. The confrontation transpired in threes. Three
words. Three punches.
"You Bobby?" I asked.
"Yeah," he said.
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Whack! My fist crashed into his stomach, my knuckles feeling the
stiffness of his ribs. I'd surprised him, which was perhaps my only
advantage, for I hadn't remembered how much taller he was until he
caught his breath and stood up straight. Fighting wasn't common for
me, nor was malice, so it was inexperience that led to my hesitation,
watching his face crumple in wrinkles when I should have been pummeling him with blows.
He caught me off guard with the second punch of the fight, or nearly
caught me off guard, as I shifted just enough for his fist to glance off my
cheekbone. This pain surged my anger again, and I let go a hard left that
caught him square in the nose, knocking his glasses off, feeling the
crunch. There was no crowd to see it, no chanting of, FIGHT, FIGHT,
FIGHT, as he fell to his knees, just a grumpy teacher who heard his
moaning from behind a bookshelf and yanked him to the nurse's office.
"You're a goddamn Lafferty, all right," my father said again as we
pulled into the driveway, adding, "You let me do the talking around
your mother tonight. Don't worry, kiddo, it'll be OK." He'd been
annoyed at having to leave work early and come get me from the principal's office, but once he'd arrived, and once I'd managed to blubber the
entire story at him through hot tears in the Buick, he'd softened. "Take
your time, bud," he said, patting me on the shoulder with oil-stained fingers before opening the car door. "You come in whenever you're ready."
It was then that I felt miserable, picking the threads of skin from my
knuckles where Bobby's glasses had scraped them. I'd like to say that I
was protecting her, that I was standing up for my sister the way a
brother should. I'd like to glorify it by saying that I'd come to her rescue,
that I'd gotten revenge by taking down the bully. But Bobby was no
bully. And I knew my sister. Bobby was a poor kid, not much more
broke than we were, but poorer nonetheless. A tall, awkward, quiet,
nerdy, sixth-grade boy who had probably endured too many days of her
cruel tongue. I'd seen firsthand how nasty she could be, and I thought
about how she'd probably just sent Bobby over the edge with taunts
about his glasses or his clothing, his acne and cracking voice. I would
never speak to Bobby again, not even in middle school when he sat right
behind me in English class, when I could still feel his hatred aimed
between my shoulder blades.
My father had called me a "Lafferty." It was the first time he'd classified me that way, but it wouldn't be the last. It was also the first time
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that tag would leave a sour taste in the back of my throat but, again, it
wouldn't be the last.
Much of what fuels the developme nt of Bone in Dorothy Allison's
novel, Bastard Out of Carolina, lies in her family's history, in their tendencies, or, more importantly , in the surname itself. The symbolic power
of that name takes time to mature for us as an audience, the road to
which meanders at the beginning of the tale. Bone is born fatherless, a
bastard. And her mother's painful attempts to correct this blemish on
Bone's birth certificate (even offering money to the clerk at one point in
hopes that he might overlook her "unwed mother" status) proves a fact
that is hinted at, stated, and then branded onto Bone's very soul: the fact
that she is a Boatwright . It's ironic that Bone being certified a bastard by
the state of South Carolina inadvertent ly allows Bone the chance to
shoulder the Boatwright name, a possibility to find the same future as
her mother. It gives Bone her first label, like the ones society had put on
her mother, Anney, years before: "No-good, lazy, shiftless."
But even if she is labeled "bastard," Bone knows she's a Boatwright ,
Dorothy Allison showing us how that will be an even more cumbersom e
title. We learn very early in the telling about the type of power the
Boatwright name carries when Bone's future stepfather, Glen Waddell,
first notices Anney, his eyes fastened to her backside, all unknowing ly in
the company of his coworker, Earle Boatwright , Bone's uncle, Anney's
brother. Earle doesn't react violently, as his history might dictate, but his
intentions are clear. "Glen Waddell nodded, understand ing completely
the look on Earle's face. The man was a Boatwright , after all, and he and
his brothers had all gone to jail for causing other men serious damage.
Rumor told deadly stories about the Boatwright boys, the kind of tales
men whispered over whiskey when women were not around."
Allison continues to build the name to mythic heights, mentioning
that when Glen marries Bone's mother, "he would marry Black Earle's
baby sister, marry the whole Boatwright legend, shame his daddy and
shock his brothers." We are learning about the Boatwright family slowly,
strategically, Allison dropping in stories and images in small, digestible
pieces. The Boatwright men keep old hunting dogs and drive trucks,
they sip whiskey and talk dirty and teach Bone, who is just a child at the
time, how to survive the only way they know how. "'You hold a knife
like this,' they told me. 'You work a screwdriver from your shoulder,
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swing a hammer from your hip, and spread your fingers when you want
to hold something safe."' This is a tender moment, a passing down of
elemental truths, truths that, as a Boatwright, Bone will most likely need
at some point in her life. And just as the men are illustrated as dirty,
dusty, hardworking men, the women are often portrayed as a group
instead of as individuals, further solidifying the propensity for Bone to
grow into their same torn skirts, their waitress uniforms and hairnets,
their tired skins." [They] seemed old," Allison writes, "worn-down, and
slow, born to mother, nurse, and clean up after the men."
"You get those brains of yours from me," my father says when I
come home again with a flawless report card. Then he says, "It's a
Lafferty thing."
My mother doesn't disagree. School was a language that she never
learned. The Laffertys, however, are a subject she knows like the back of
her hand.
Most of the things I've learned about my father's side of the family
are not flattering. Like my grandfather spending all those years in
prison, or my uncles existing in some eternal comatose state, a grudge
hidden somewhere around their eyes, somewhere in those hard brows. I
know about Lafferty poverty, the coolness in the way they raise their
children. I know about the way they endlessly drink and smoke, the way
they virtually embody a term like "unloving." And when my father says,
"You're a Lafferty, all right," I feel like it's a sickness I've breathed in,
something for which I need a pill or therapy or maybe even radiation.
I suppose it began with my father, and it must end with him. It
begins and ends with him. He's dying now, and as I write this I realize
how I've done my own censoring inside my head, how I've nearly eliminated that truth from existence. His breath fails , his pulse jumps, his
eyes squint. And when I speak to my mother on the phone, as we salsa
dance around the topic, bringing up the weather or work or holiday
engagements, I finally ask about him seeing another doctor, and she
says, "He won't do it. He's a Lafferty, you know how they are." She
speaks "Laffertian" fluently. "I don't need to see no goddamned doctor.
Nobody knows me better than me." I snort at her imitation of him, but
I think about what she's saying and realize that I'm not sure I do know
how they are. Not really. And I tell her that. I haven't seen either of my
uncles more than twice in the last ten years, and my grandfather is a
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man I know only through pictures, even if he is still alive. So I ask her
to tell me. I need to see it through her eyes. She says she'll try and the
first parts come out easy.
"I'll never forget the first time I had dinner at your father's," she
begins. "We were only about seventeen. He used to write me some of the
nicest poetry. God, he'd kill me if he knew I told you that. He pretends
he doesn't know where you get it, probably deny it the rest of his life."
There is a pause when we both consider how short that might be.
"So your grandmoth er was never much of a cook," my mother starts
again. "I think that's why your father married me in the first place. He
thought I'd cook like my mother." She laughs her high-pitched laugh.
"Boy was he in for a surprise. He ever tell you about the hamburgers ?
My mother would whip up the best-tasting hamburgers for him when he
would bring me home after a date. Right in the middle of the night, in
her bathrobe, patting ground beef flat. So, anyway, your grandmoth er
wasn't much of a cook, but when she told him she wanted to meet me,
she started cooking before noon. When I got there, the whole table was
full with plates. A whole ham, mashed potatoes, which were runny I
might add, hard homemade bread, green beans, salad, soup; she had
everything. She knew your dad liked me, and I think she was worried
about being so poor. She knew my family had more money than they did,
and she wanted to impress me. But I didn't care about that. The boys
were hungry, that is, your uncles Danny and Spencer. I don't remember
why we were so late, but I guess your grandmoth er had been slapping
them away from the food for a while. Danny was the most beautiful
young man, even though you wouldn't know it now. He had those Elvis
eyes, deep and dark. I had a little crush on him. Spencer has always been
grumpy. Quiet and grumpy. But Danny was quite a looker.
"I could tell your dad was nervous, his hands were fumbling with
his napkin, and he kept looking at everyone but me, like he was waiting
for one of them to do something embarrassin g. And I kept waiting for
someone to say the prayer. I mean, that's what my family always did. But
everyone just looked at me, like I was an alien. I was so scared. And then
your dad nudges me with his elbow and says real quiet, "Go ahead."
Here they'd been waiting for me to go first. So I reached for a piece of
bread, and the second my fingers touched the slice, everyone dove in.
There was no prayer, no passing dishes. It was complete chaos. I'm sure
they were all so busy with their hands that they didn't even see the look
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on my face. I wasted a few minutes while they grabbed and chewed and
gulped and even belched before I realized the food was disappearing at
an incredible pace. No one spoke. The dishes crashed, the silverware
clanked, the chairs creaked. I'll never forget that as long as I live.
"That was also the first time I met Harold, your grandfather. He was
nice, but there was something a little funny about him. He was pleasant,
he was always pleasant, unless he had been drinking, but your dad never
brought me around when he was like that. But there was something
about him that creeped me out. His eyes were always fluttering around,
and I didn't know it then, but later I would find out it was like a nervous twitch. That was how you could tell he was lying. It was like his
eyes themselves were nervous."
My mother tells me how my grandfather lied about everything: gifts,
dinner reservations, tickets to baseball games, gambling money away,
getting fired, cheating on my grandmother. And she talks about how he
beat her too, how my grandmother would call her in the middle of the
night after my parents got married, sobbing. She doesn't have to tell me
that Harold beat my father and his brothers. I've seen enough of my
father's style of discipline to piece that together myself. She's just about
to tell me over the phone about the time Harold lied to the wrong
people about the wrong thing and that was how he ended up in prison,
but she stops to say that my father just walked in the door, and our conversation ends.
She hands the phone to him and we talk briefly. I hear his shallow
breath over the hum of the telephone, where we cover all the usual
topics: Cubs, Bears, work, and school; he tells me I've got to keep up the
hard work. "That's what the Laffertys do," he says, and chuckles. And I
don't argue because I agree. I don't have to think hard to remember
Uncle Spencer in that hospital bed a few years ago, his screams audible
from the hallway as the nurses took turns shooting him with morphine.
It was the second time he'd broken his back in the roofing business, and
also the second time he'd be up and out of that bed in a heavy plastic
brace a few weeks later, ready to get back up on that ladder. I agree with
my father because he's taught by example. He never misses work, and,
in fact, I can't remember the last time he called in, be it with broken fingers or bronchitis, pain or exhaustion, even now, when he's dying.
"But you know our mama's a rattlesnake and our daddy was a son
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of a gun." Dorothy Allison attempts the difficult task of depicting a tale
through the eyes and ears of a young narrator (eyes and ears that
haven't witnessed many of the tales she actually discloses), but, cleverly,
it's through the characters of the Boatwright clan, through their stories
they are willing to share that she makes Bone a competent teller, all the
while continuing to heighten their legendary status. The members of
Bone's family are as important to the story as Bone herself, who regularly sprinkles information at us about the unfortunate legacy into
which she has been born. Allison makes us believe in the strong ties of
this family, letting Bone show us how mother-daughter, sister-brother,
and husband-wife relationships are much more important to them than
the correct spelling of the name on a birth certificate. It's through their
shared laughter from the time they spend together that the author can
three-dimensionally depict these characters, taking the time to pull in
close and depict their many mannerisms: Uncle Earle's teasing sense of
humor, Granny endlessly jutting out her chin in defiance, even Glen's
silent threats and restless hands. These are the Boatwrights after all, and
thus, it becomes a necessity to reference their erratic tempers in order to
present Bone with the challenge of discovering her own identity, especially with the author providing visual examples of similarity, such as
the way all the Boatwrights go darker in their hair when they get older.
All the while that Allison is introducing us to these characters and
creating the almost fierce bonds between them, she is building tension.
Tension for us as an audience, and tension for Bone. We imagine the
tragic possibilities of such unpredictable people, but through Bone's
innocence as a young girl, through the na"ive eyes of a child, we discover
the spark that they've put there, the same as they did to her mother:
Family is family, but even love can't keep people from eating at each other.
Mama's pride, Granny's resentment that there should even be anything to consider shameful, my aunts' fear and bitter humor, my uncles' hard-mouthed contempt for anything that could not be handled with a shotgun or a two-byfour-all combined to grow my mama up fast and painfully.

Anney's tenderness toward Bone in the beginning, her raw sacrifices
to keep Bone respectable, become heroic, in spite of her own hard life.

And Allison is sure to make it clear that their love for one another is
true, their instability as human beings even more so, creating the perfect
atmosphere for a story, one where the reader can simply sit back and
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watch, wait and see who might be silly enough, crazy enough, criminal
enough to disturb this house of cards. Now coming to the plate, Glen
Waddell.
The evolution of Bone as a character through the ever-present tension created by her family name is a skillful move by the writer, primarily because it provides us with a direct view of Bone's maturity. In
the first half of the book, most of Bone's knowledge is derived from
those around her, and therefore alerting us to how she has gathered such
information by giving direct credit to her informer, "Mama says," or
"Granny says," etc. Bone is part of a storytelling family. Uncle Earle,
Granny, Aunt Ruth, and Raylene all tell Bone the things her mother.
wouldn't, the accounts that would be inappropria te from mouth to ear
of mother to daughter:
Aunt Ruth wanted to make sure I understood who our people were and
what they had done. She devoted two whole days to the story of Great-Uncle
Haslam Boatwright, who had driven a truck over at the JC Penny mill until he
shot his wife and her lover on a weekend visit to Atlanta. He'd been locked away
in the Georgia State Penitentiary ever since. She told me more about my real
daddy and Lyle Parsons, and the whole story of how Daddy Glen had courted
Mama through a solid year of lunches at the diner before she would ever date
him. Best of all, she told me how Uncle Beau and Uncle Earle had tried to enlist
in the army during the Korean War and had been thrown out of the recruiting
office into the muddy street after the sergeant got their arrest records. Drunk
and determined, they had made so much noise that the army boys called the
county sheriff to lock them up.

Allison solves the problems of Bone's youth and intellectual capacity
as a young girl, but, more than that, she finds a way to stitch the dark
secrets to Bone's skin, the name Boatwright a tag she'll never be able to
remove. Though the tale is woven with alternating threads of comical
sorrow, the characters are strategically placed to relay such information
to us as an audience. We have time with each of them, Bone living with
her aunts for separate periods of time, relishing in the long, quiet reflections with Earle, who can be much different than the drunken, fighting
man Bone sees when he's around his brothers:
Your granny is tougher than all her sons put together; she sure never
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seemed to expect much out of Daddy. Thing is, I think all of us, we're just like
him. Your uncle Beau is a drunk. You know that, but so is your uncle Nevil, and
so am I, I suppose ... I just don't understa nd sometimes, Bone, how things got
so messed up, Mama and Glen. Hell, even Ruth and Travis.

Using multiple characte rs as major sources of informa tion for the
narrator also helps define those characters. Bone sees only her stepfath er
Glen's restless hands and his creepy eyes, and that's enough to flag conflict for the audience. However, by planting characte rs in the story that
will relate more informa tion to us (Earle commen ting on Glen's nasty
temper; Granny noting that, "That boy's got somethi n' wrong with
him"; Aunt Ruth said, asking Bone if Glen's ever touched her "down
there"), Allison is able to solidify Glen as an unstable character, not only
to Bone, but to everyone.
All of this informa tion, all of the stories that Bone witnesses or overhears, combine forces to hammer away at her character, chiseling her
into the person she will become, the shadow that lingers between the letters of her last name: a dark-hai red, ill-tempered Boatwright.
"Nigger s," my father mumbles at the rap artists on MTV when I'm
seventeen. "Fuckin ' niggers," he whispers again before he changes the
channel .Just the sound of the word seems to pull at either end of a giant
knot in my stomach , the kind made with thick, coarse rope, anchor
rope, barnacle d and cutting. The knot tightens every time I hear him say
it; it creaks, and I choke down the urge to curse at his ignorance because
his fists are still too hard. But I smile inside when I think about the
secret, about the chocolate-skinned boy my sister is dating to spite him.
I know my father learned that word from his own father, who probably learned it from his father, and so on. It's another Lafferty fault that
tends to make me admire my mother's side of the family. The interesting
thing, though, is that my father doesn't believe he's ignoran t, at least he
didn't when I was seventeen. He believes he knows better because he's
the one who lived it. He was the one who was so poor as a child with
no father around. He was the one who had to use his fists as protecti on
every day on the way to school, during recess, and then on the way
home. My father was the only white kid in school, and poorer than most
of the kids he went to school with. They beat his ass every day because
of his clothes, or because of his skin, or because of the way his voice
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cracked. It didn't matter. My father learned with his fists. Before long he
would teach with them.
And then one day my father called one of them a nigger. This came
right after he'd raced the boy around the school track and beaten him,
where for months he'd been winning races and steadily earning minimal
amounts of the other boys' respect.
"Nigger!" he said, when the boy took a swing at him, disappointed in
losing to a white kid. The word just popped from his mouth, unexpectedly, stupidly. The foot race continued then, my father leading a group of
angry schoolchildren that struggled to grab at his shirt and trip him.
"Thank God I was fast," he told me once, "because that was the only
way I got home."
My father moves out two days before Thanksgiving during my first
semester at the University of Wisconsin. My mother and sisters go to the
annual dinner at my grandmother's with puffy eyes and muffled sobs,
and it's the first time I won't be there. I am eating TV dinners at Pop's
crumby new apartment, where he tells me for the first time that he was
never in love with my mother.
There are some things I won't write about: Things like when my
sister started dating an African-American boy and my father told her he
didn't want that nigger coming over; things like my other sister failing
English her freshman year in high school because she was smoking too
much pot, and my father screaming at her while I shivered under a
pillow in my bedroom, where his booming voice scared me enough to
crawl out the window and sleep in the flowerbed; things like the worst
beating he ever gave me, the one for leaving the hose on for a week and
flooding the basement.
Like my father realizing he had married the wrong woman while my
mother was carrying me and cheating on her with a violent mistress who
threatened and belittled my mother and only stopped because she killed
herself, and me finding out from my sister on a cold night when I asked
her why we'd always had an unlisted phone number; like the "faggots"
and "monkeys" he incessantly seemed to be complaining about; like
hugging my father the morning he moved out, one of the few times I can
remember until that point, and him pulling away because he was
starting to cry; like trying so hard to love him because no one else
would, a man who could make me laugh or sob with a single word.
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When he is diagnosed with emphysema , my father will have learned
more in a few years than most people do in a lifetime. He will have quit
his job at the factory and dealt with the pride-busti ng truth of unemployment for the better part of eight months: the longest he had ever
been without a job. He doesn't drink so much and has developed a new,
calmer disposition. He complimen ts me for working with poor schoolchildren as I try to pay for my education, and he doesn't call them monkeys or niggers. He has met my sister's dark-skinne d boyfriend, even
befriended him. I've seen him cry more than I could have ever wanted.
And I leave his hospital room and decide to write about him for the first
time because I can't pretend to believe that it would be fair to lose him,
not now, not when I love the changes he's made, when I love him more
than I ever have.
And I ask myself, what's in a name? More specifically, what's in my
name? Pride? Racism? Poverty? A hard-work ethic? Stubbornes s? The
ability to become set in one's ways? Anything one wants, I suppose.
You've just got to look.
When I tell my father than I am staring to write about him he says,
"Yuck."
"I don't know where the hell you get that shit," he tells me after a
long pause.
"What? " I say.
"That writing crap. Must be something from your mother's side."
And I laugh, but while I laugh I'm thinking, Nope, I'm just a

Lafferty.
Bone finally begins to show signs of her Boatwright heritage while
visiting Daddy Glen's family, a wealthier clan who frown upon Anney
and her two children. The fire, the fresh hate she feels burning inside as
she walks through the Waddell garden, tearing petals from flowers could
be her first real "Boatwrigh t" moment. And her family directly influences her as a person, repeating words that limit her: "Oh, don't you
start that, you mean old thing," says Reese. "Just as well you're smart;
you ain't never gonna be a beauty," and "Bone's gotten almost meanhearted," says Aunt Alma. And the knowledge that Bone absorbs from
her surroundin g relatives begins to make her question bigger truths:
I kept thinking I saw my uncle Earle in the men who stood near the
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highway sharing a bottle in a paper sack, black-headed men with blasted,
rough-hewn faces. Was it hatred or sorrow that made them look like that, their
necks so stiff and their eyes so cold? Did I look like that? Would I look like that
when I grew up?

Someone's always telling Bone who she is, who the Boatwrights are,
not to mention the tragic beatings and pedophilic stepfather, pushing
this already menacing life toward a tragic fall. Bone has become a
Boatwright by the second half of the novel, a mean-tempered, roughtalking Boatwright gal. But she is beginning to grow up by then, still
hearing stories from her relatives but beginning to take action as a character; she briefly stumbles into religion while falling in love with gospel
music. She moves in with her fatally sick aunt and takes care of her.
Whether or not the decisions Bone makes during her journey are right
or wrong, it's only important that she starts to make them, that she
become a Boatwright, a ticking time-bomb, scarred by the fantasy of her
stepfather, provoked by the legend in her name. Bone takes shape. We
see her raw hatred when she screams at her new friend Shannon, who
has just insulted Bone's mother. "You monster, you greasy, cross-eyed,
stinking, sweaty-faced, ugly thing!" Dorothy Allison created Bone
through the power of family culture, through the laughter and the violence and the criminal, turning her loose in the novel just as she teeters
on the verge of womanhood.
So what is in a name? In the Boatwright surname there is black hair
when you get older, meanness, alcohol, silliness, trucks, dark, cold eyes
and criminals, old hunting dogs and storytellers, short tempers, beauty,
caustic pussy, and hard, sharp teeth, stubbornness and pride. And with
these traits we find conflict, conflict that may strike at any possible
moment. For the trouble, the possibility, lies in the name itself. Dorothy
Allison's Bastard Out of Carolina becomes as powerful as the Boatwright
name itself. It becomes just as horrifying, just as raw and dirty and hard.
It becomes just as unpredictably painful as it is sugary sweet.
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A Death
Nina Nguyen

IN THE HOUSEHOLD WAS GREAT SILENCE. EVEN THU KNEW TO KEEP HER

stubbornness in line that night, was meek in her demeanor as she set the
table for her in-laws.
The kitchen was cool. Dark shadows swam along all four sides,
turning the rich blue walls into an aquarium of ominous, swooping
friends. When everyone gathered at the table, there was deep exhaustion
in everyone's eyes. Thu Ha came down last, walked heavy steps through
the house's hallways to the kitchen and collapsed into her seat, the thick
wooden arms of the chair pulling her in. No one would look her directly
in the face as she silently reached out for her bowl of steaming rice and
began to fill her mouth with the fluffy white morsels.
They'd had to pull her off the body. The technician was called to
release the cord of life support. They all sat around the former matriarch
of the family, who lay propped up on the inclined hospital bed. It was
quiet in the room, save only the whistling of trees outside the window.
Thu Ha whispered prayers, hands clenched tight around her recitation
beads. Thang coughed awkwardly once or twice. Tu Anh stood stiff,
closest to the exit of the room, and crossed her arms. No one smiled or
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talked. The room smelled darkly of soiled hospital sheets. On the bed,
Ba Ngoai lay with her head tilted heavily to the right side. Her arms
were flung out to the side like an afterthought, fingers outstretched
grasping for something just out of reach. Her eyes were closed, lips and
nose connected to a series of plastic tubes and piping like an exotic
robot. Only the sounds of labored breaths were heard in the room. Tu
Anh scratched a tickle on her calf muscle with the back of her toe. They
waited for the technician to come.
Thu Ha kept her eyes shut the whole time. There was a murmur of
voices when the technician and doctor came into the room. Somebody
shook hands with them-probably Thang. She heard Tu Anh sigh with
relief, could hear her sister's spine relax again as it shifted against the
plastic walls of the hospital room. Thu Ha squeezed her eyes shut hard,
tried to block the sounds and smells of death that were assaulting her on
all sides. She could smell the cologne of the young technician, could hear
the gentle squeaking his shoes made on the slick surface of the linoleum
floors. She wanted to grab him by the ears, scream till her throat bled,
tell him over and over again to stop, stop, stop.
Instead, Thu Ha's eyes stayed permanently shut until, when no one
was looking, she began to tumble to the floor.
The hospital room turned a dreamy blue color, and they all floated
like heavy fish in the room. Ba Ngoai had opened her eyes again, her
short white hair lengthening till it reached down to her feet. She floated
up above the bed and beckoned for Thu Ha to follow. Her mother swam
away, out the opening door of the hospital room, her thick white hair
trailing behind her like a cloud. Thu Ha watched her siblings, saw them
to be hollow and gray, sitting or standing in the corners of the room like
dark guards. Their eyes were as black as coals. She swam past them and
out the door, which shone bright white with light.
She slipped through the door and found herself back in Vietnam. Ba
Ngoai stood in the backyard, tall and slim again with her ankle-length
black hair tied neatly in a bun at the base of her neck. Thu Ha gaped as
she watched her mother reach down for the feathery neck of a chicken
that lurched by with halting steps. A flash of silver and the chicken's
head rolled onto the dirt floor of the pen. Thu Ha flinched as she
watched her mother release the bird, watched as the headless body continued to lurch its way around the backyard, bright blood spilling everywhere as it spurted from the open neck. Ba Ngoai turned to her
daughter, her eyes bright and laughing.
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"Look at it," she pointed." See how silly it looks in death?" Then she
reached out with crimson hands to hold her belly as she laughed, a deep,
hearty laugh. Red hands like children's handprints were left on the gray
apron wrapped around her waist. Ba Ngoai reached back to adjust the
ties on her apron and flung the cloth across the yard to Thu Ha, who
caught it easily in her hands. "Clean it up," her mother said as she
climbed the rickety stairs back into the house. "That's supper if you
want it." Behind her trailed her hair, which had fallen from its tight bun
into a flowing thread of blue-black hair, flowing straight back.
Like an arrow. Thu Ha watched it unfurl and beckon her to follow.
Inside, the house was dark and intensely hot. Fire licked the narrow
hallways, and she felt the heat brush her shoulders in burning waves.
The trail of hair had disappeared, and Thu Ha found herself trapped on
all sides without escape. Her skin blistered and peeled under the
immense heat. She felt her throat begin to dry and reached up with
gnarled hands as if to find water in the skies.
Moisture came in the form of a blue phoenix, with shimmering
feathers that floated into the hallway. It opened its mouth wide, and from
it spilled a long river of silvery liquid, buoyant and thick as mercury.
When it fell into Thu Ha's mouth and caused the shell of her body to collapse and reform itself into a similarly shaped phoenix, she followed the
path the blue phoenix left her of shimmering gray dust, sucking in hot air
but blowing out white orbs of cool wind. She trailed the path till she
reached a tall, metallic door. She licked it with her pale pink tongue and
the door slid open, groaning heavily from its own weight.
When she came to, the sheets around Ba Ngoai's still form had been
ripped and trampled upon. She could see where a few tubes had been
loosened around the machines, saw the tangle of cords and sheets
clenched in her hands, felt a salty wetness on her cheeks and lips. She
looked back and saw the doctor and the technician, a nurse she'd never
seen before, and Thang, all pulling her backwards, away from the bed
where Ba Ngoai lay. Her ears sharpened and she heard a voice-her own
voice?-sudde nly come barreling down the tubes of her inner ears. It
was loud and bereaved, this voice. It was her own, she recognized. In the
moment, her mind seemed to float upwards and linger above this scene
in the hospital room. She watched as the hospital staff pulled her away
from her mother's body, watched her siblings regard the events with a
chilly distance.
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Run
Bahiyyih Davis

A PRAYER CIRCLE FORMING, GATHERING GRADUALLY I THE GALLERY OF THE

Rundall home. People are moving like they are being pulled, our stomachs
and knees and foreheads magnetic. When we reach a spot next to somebody, firm our toes, plant into the blue carpet, and lock hands. Even
clammy or sticky hands. It doesn't matter now. Everyone must hold.
The gallery is a mess of paintings, stacked in their brown frames or
hanging on walls without order, the smell of the fall-color dyes used to
stain canvases with shadows . Images of lover and lover, children in a
circle like this one, a lot of mothers and their tiny babies, hands to face
or face to neck. Silhouettes bordered by holy quotes in calligraphy that
make me sad.
Nikki and I don't get to hold hands. We've been separate d on purpose and stand between tall strangers at two different points in the
solemn, shallow -breathi ng circle. We like to catch eyes and giggle during
prayers, lectures, and importa nt public speeches. Sometimes I even yank
my mother's focus like a tableclo th from under her. When someone sings
the Lord's praise like a screech owl, or if a speaker has a horrible lisp, I
raise my eyebrows and her chin quivers, spit and sound erupt, and I am
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in trouble . But I don't feel like making anyone laugh now, so I am
thinkin g about this boy and how he's been taken by a strange man. And
his bike wheels spinnin g over the sidewa lk for minute s and minute s after
he was long gone up the two-lan e road. His bike wheels rotatin g like
they weren 't suppos ed to, like a chicken's body runs, head plucked from
gushing neck. And his brother calling his name until he's driven off into
the red horizon , farther than anyone could see with two eyes.
We start. Heads are bowed. Humbl e, apologetic. Sometimes the
adults on either side of me squeeze my fingers and instinctively I pass it
on. There's a ripple.
People have driven here. Woken up and hit the road and skipped
lunch. Journey ed to offer a morsel of help. Even if it's pointless. Even if
it's a sugar-pill. Here. Swallow this. Lie down. His mom and dad,
brother and two sisters are here, not in the center, but dispersed around
our imperfe ct circle like anybodies. The mom says a few words withou t
crying. You can tell she has been, that all her fluids have leaked out like
oil and new ones probab ly aren't getting in because she's standin g there,
pale, a dry husk. Halfwa y into a sentence, the father breaks down, and
she caresses his long back, trailing the spine line down and up, as far as
she can reach. They are glad everyone came. They want to thank us,
especially for giving up this gallery. No one says you're welcome, and
you're not suppos ed to. Just a few nods and someon e sobs.
"And thank you, all of you, for praying for our son."
This stays in the air at mouth level and people start chokin g on it.
People have sons. They are in this room now or close by, playing Sega.
The boy, whose name is Jacob, is eleven and eternally missing. His
summe r clothes still sit in the same piles he was suppos ed to take care
of. But far away or maybe not so far, he's being slowly torture d by a
middle-aged man. Fondle d, sodomized. Photog raphed or sold.
Now it is time to cry, or to try to by pushing water to the surface of
your eyes and not blinking. Our mother s always bawl in rooms like this,
in front of people, holding hands, making horribl e faces, no shame. They
seem to keep an emergency supply of tears at the ready, waiting for the
approp riate time to let them rip. And so now they come, fast and thin,
running and sliding off their sharp noses to the floor. It's amazin g how
many tears a mother can produc e. A kid could disappe ar every day and
their wells would never be dry. You could probab ly borrow a tear from
them if you needed. Maybe their feet are tapped into an underg round
source, like a park fountai n. Soon we'll be wading . By the end of this the
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faces will be pulled apart, chewed up, spit out, almost unrecognizable.
There are no Arabic prayers today, only English ones that almost
anyone can understand, prayers read from the soft leather books we all
keep in our houses on low tables, at bedsides, places where they are
easily picked up. Beautiful prayers for guidance, for healing, and clumsy
made-up ones just begging God to bring him home, even drop him at a
familiar street corner or a doorstep. It's hard to digest all the offerings
of raw emotion, to watch your adults crumble at the knees and having
to be supported on both sides by hands. It's hard to watch, but it's happening. I try to keep focus on the floor or keep my head straight to stare
at his picture, partially blocked by the head of his brother, whose eyes
are green and dry and wide now. People have been rubbing his back for
weeks, repeating, "Nobody blames you." I bet he walks around with his
eyes on this shocked setting. Stuck on images the color of taillights.
In the picture, Jacob is cheesing and has the dent of a shallow
dimple, probably two, but you just can't see from here, trapped on the
other side of his two dimensions. He has an eye-swallowing smile,
brown hair trimmed above the ear. It must be his fifth-grade school picture. It's been blown up and reprinted by the thousands as the main
focus of a flyer that bribes people to hunt for him with a reward of
$100,000. This boy is a stolen wallet with a face, whom people would
selfishly or unselfishly love to find still full and intact. The call is for
mass action. Overturn rocks, look under beds and in closets, check bathroom stalls across the country. He is somewhere. But it's been weeks
now, and no one real has called their hot line.
He is the son of family friends that I've just learned we have. Most
of the year they hide up in St. Joseph, Minnesota, but once a year we all
come together for a weekend in the cold ca bins of Wisconsin. When my
mother told me about him and his kidnapping it was all in one sentence:
"There's a boy you know, Jacob, and he's missing." Then slowly over the
days, the word "missing" merged into "taken." But I don't know him or
any of his details, not even when they showed me the picture to trigger
my memory. I know those cabins and their smells and spiders but can't
remember him in them, and it's driving me crazy. It's very important that
I keep trying. I know I've seen and heard him, and it is the worst feeling.
Somewhere inside I know what his voice tastes like and have swallowed
his smell. Maybe he pushed me once when we were big-bellied toddlers,
or he hugged me good-bye because the moms insisted. Maybe he just
waved or yelled my name or something less.
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After prayers, we follow each other silently into the open kitchen
where sunset pours through the windows in slanted beams. The counter
is piping hot with steaming dishes and a peacock-feathered fork and
napkin arrangement. There is grilled meat and cheesy side dishes, but
none of the adults will touch it.
Jacob and his brother and a friend want candy. They live surrounded
by long, dry roads that fork forever in all directions. They take one of
these roads by bike, and it leads them to a corner store where they can
spend their change on snacks and rental of the original Naked Gun.
They are laughing and gliding through a warm evening on two tires.
Earlier, they were at an indoor hockey practice, and the chill of it is still
in their fingers. There is sweat on the napes of their necks and sugar
deep in their molars. It's summer and the cicadas are whispering.
A man with a gun startles them into stopping, a white car and dark
mask hide his distinguishing features. Rubber burns the road. The
threatening hand is not shaking. He's looking over his shoulders, but the
coast is clear.
"Lie down," he demands, and they dive face first into a ditch, their
faces pressed into the cool dirt under the grass and eyes pressed shut in
panicked prayer, Naked Gun spilled out of its plastic case. The masked
man above their sprawled bodies speaks down at them, only wanting
their ages as fast as they can spit them out.
Far away, a car is turning lazily at a stop sign. Another parks at a
farmhouse just out of view. No one will come straight to see what's happening. The cows are watching but don't jump the fence. Nails and teeth
clutch the ground like it's a hand; the tears and piss of three boys is
enough to make mud.
"Run!" the man tells the brother. "Don't look back or I'll shoot."
One boy springs to his feet, abandons his bike, and works his skinny
legs towards home.
The man flips over the friend. "Run or I'll shoot," he says from
behind the dark, knit mask.
So the boy runs and doesn't breathe or look anywhere, but thinks he
feels other bodies close by. The wind is swiping at their faces, and it feels
like running inside a tornado, being carried by the momentum over
instead of through a wide field towards the woods. They can't even hear
their shoes anymore, punching prints into the hard ground.
But before slipping into the trees, they stop. The world is silent, and
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there is no one following. The field is dark and barely swaying, and the
wind in their ears has stopped. Then they look at each other, count, and
see there's just two of them. They glance back at the road and see the
man holding Jacob by the arms. Maybe he sees them and is crying out,
but the metal of the gun is still shining, driving them away, as they fly
the short distance home for help. Maybe Jacob is grappling to hold onto
their figures as they disappear into the darkness, turning in the car seat,
trying to catch them.
Within minutes the police and hundreds of others have spread out
in a search, on foot and in cars, coursing through the veins of the small
town like a cure but finding nothing. Near the ditch, by the side of that
long, dry road, is only a pile of bikes.
Ever since my mother sat me down to tell me about the kidnapping,
I've tossed at night, wondering where he has been taken and what's happening to him in the dark and especially why he can't just escape like an
action hero. Sneak to a phone or tug on the elbow of an officer, or look
for an opening somewhere, slip his small body through, and book it
home. And what his mother is doing. Maybe sitting by the front window
wringing her hands. The sadness of a kidnapping must feel like heartburn. Or a charley horse around the heart. How can her blood even
pump, knowing he's out there not wearing a jacket, calling in a whisper
for someone to come pick him up, getting only silence or static? And
being pulled farther away by the second. Driving all night, maybe, out
of state, passing shadowy billboards and convenience stores that buzz
against a black night. Is he listening to the radio in a ball in the backseat and crying? Who feeds him, and what does he eat?
I pad downstairs and interrupt my mother who's immersed in Clan
of the Cavebear. I am a pound too big to be able to climb into her lap
and tell her that strangers suddenly scare me, so I demand water, violently rubbing my eyes. It's something I can do myself, but she helps me.
And we sit at the counter while I sip it. There is a clump of dead bugs
caught in the long fluorescent light, and nobody knows how they got
themselves inside there.
"How come weird people kidnap kids?"
She sighs and plays a pattern on her lips while she thinks of how to
sum it up for me, elbowing the countertop, her butt out, long purple
danglies still in her ears, dripping down past her hair. She's making a
clicking sound with her teeth like her own timer. When she tries to sat-
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isfy me with, "Some people are just sick," I roll my eyes and threaten to
get up unless she spills more.
"I guess you should know this," she sighs again, and sits. Maybe her
knees are shaking. "But I don't want to scare you." I'm waiting. "Some
people. Like to ... abuse kids? In a ... a sexual way."
"A what?"
"A sexual way."
My face tightens, and when I drop it, I can't pick it back up. My
mother stands, chewing herself, looking into me with her head tipped to
make sure I'm digesting.
"But ... a man took him," I point out.
Her eyes dim like house lights. "I know." Now, she is squeezing them
closed like she's being pinched slowly. Like this is the part of the ride
where we peek over the hill and drop fast. I have cave bats in my
stomach. I just want someone to find him. My mom has her fingers on
my shoulders, leading me back up and into my warm waterbed that
rocks. The motion makes me hang my head over the side. I know I won't
really throw up, but I'd like to. My mother hangs out between the door
and my big, mirrored dresser for a while, and I think she might tell me
more, but she doesn't. And I want to ask but am too embarrassed.
"Good night," she says and slips out, leaves the hall light on for me.
I sleep half in, half out of bed, head falling, all the blood rushing there.
In school, Officer Friendly comes to address the fifth grade. He
comes in full blue uniform minus the gun, plus a thick mustache and a
hanging potbelly. We circle his feet on the colorful carpet and stare up.
He erases the answers to a math quiz to write Stranger Danger across
our board.
"Never, ever, EVER get into a car with a stranger," he scolds. "Even
if they seem nice. Even if they tell you they know your daddy. Even if
candy is involved."
Someone asks what about when they grab and force you . "Yell
'fire'," he suggests in a lower voice, crouching down and away from our
tall, old teacher. "People will look over if they think there's flames." He
gives us permission to fight dirty. Bite, kick, and scratch. Go to extremes
to avoid their backseats. He repeats this again and again and again.
Once you're in their car, it's all over.
It's the early nineties and cartoons are still so good they have a way
of ringing your internal alarm at five A.M. on a Saturday just to watch
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them. You have no choice. You roll out of bed and pour your Total, douse
the bland, orange flakes in sugar, and sit in the cold living room to eat
them and wait. Loony Tunes comes first on cable. An hour of all those
classic characters beating each other till they see stars in new and inventive ways. Slabs of concrete positioned over the doorway. Sea of mousetraps filling the kitchen. Shotgun with the trigger strung to a light switch.
The Roadrunner is a thrillseeker, or at least would like you to think
so. He takes pride in his position as prey and pleasure in the tormenting
of that hungry, brown coyote that can't get his sneak right. I study him
even though I'm older than the reach of cartoon illusion. How fast his
webbed feet can carry him, how he makes his body into a cyclone to get
away. How his enemy's plans always backfire in mushroom clouds of
black, Acme-named smoke. How effortlessly he escapes the breakfast,
lunch, and dinner plate, show after show after show, signing off with a
beep-beep and quick salute.
Up at Lac du Flambeau reservation, they hold a sweat for Jacob.
And people have feelings that are not so good. They sit smothered in
heat, naked and hallucinating, sticking it out as the fire keeper adds rock
after steaming rock to the pit. Just before the point of fainting, you have
to bend down to breathe in the cedars on the cool forest floor. Cup your
hand around the scent and take it in greedy gulps. This smell can bring
you back.
A medicine woman concentrates hard on Jacob 's wandering spirit.
She can't give a description to sketch artists or directions to where to go
pick him up. All she can offer is that he is still with the man who
snatched him. And that this man has an evil inside that is rotten and
consuming. If you cut this man open, you wouldn't be able to stomach
his stench. And that this man is doing things to Jacob that no one needs
to imagine, night after night, forever. She has medicines for love and
cures for cancer, but nothing for bringing a son back.
I can't walk to Joe's Dairyette anymore a block down, for ice cream
dipped in chocolate that hardens into a shell on the way home, for
chicken sandwiches, or for my candy cigarettes. I can 't because I might be
taken. We all accept this now. It's a rule I am relieved to feel around me.
Sometimes we go as a family, but Joe's corner is too busy for all the other
people plus the three or four of us, and it's sort of ridiculous. So Mom
sends my brother who is bigger by two years and, who, she claims, is less
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abductable. Still she and I stand on our front lawn to keep watch for
strange hands that could snatch from any angle as he runs down to rescue
our Friday night dinner and dashes back to our porch like it's his goal.
There is a lead from a nineteen-year-old who comes forward after a
month of shame. He watched a masked man, he says, shove a boy into
a car at gunpoint. Later this car is spotted in the lower half of Jacob's
home state, running a stop sign before speeding deeper south. They
could hide in the camouflage of a city, or at a truckstop, or keep going
and going, swallowed up by a thirsty, bottomless world.
Someone sights a man and a boy in Amsterdam. The boy looks lost
and dirty and broken, but underneath that, a lot like the original Jacob.
His parents hire a private investigator to check out this random part of
the globe. They cross their fingers, their toes, and their insides as a plane
takes hope across the sea and flies him back frowning, head down, and
empty handed.
The favorite game of the stupid boys in my class is Predator/Prey. We
get outvoted into it at least once a week when it's warm. There is a socalled random passing of colored cards that identify your spot on the
food chain. We stand in a cluster, reaching, and "me-me-ing." Somehow,
I am always handed the bright green of an Herbivore. We move out as
a group, but quickly find ourselves in pairs or alone, contained by trees
and the bounds of a trickling creek. When you are a planteater you can't
do anything but hide and control the volume of your breathing. If you
are spotted, which you always are, you might as well sigh and hand over
your necklace, head back up to the school to read in the classroom, listening to the shouts that echo from down the hill. You shouldn't try to
run because you'll never get away. Only manage to rip a T-shirt or the
skin of a shin before feeling the slap of a palm between the shoulder
blades. "Ha ha, got ya. Hand it over, you're out." The Carnivores are disproportionately faster, meaner, and male.
Still, sometimes you find a good spot between two fallen trees,
rotten or struck by the improbability of lightning, and if you can stand
the dampness of moss and the ache behind your knees it's possible to
stay here, still, undetected for hours, until it's safe to emerge.
Crouching in the woods without the close sense of a teacher, maybe
just her far-off voice to cling to, her whistle, or sometimes another bent
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"deer" in pink shorts and pigtails brushing by you suspiciously, it is
amazing just how alone and endangered you can feel inside a game of tag.
How bad you can have to pee. How unreachable your school can look
from a view obstructed by branches. How endless the catching can be.
It's almost Halloween and Jacob still hasn't been found dead or
heard from. Trick-or-treaters file down the streets in silent lines with
sagging pillowcases of candy. The news warns against razors in caramel
apples. In the school gym, we are put on parade. I am a witch again.
Christmas will come to our classrooms. Red-and-green sprinkled
cupcakes will be passed around the circle, but Jacob's slanted desk will
be shoved aside into the corner or maybe even removed from the room
entirely and donated to another. And he'll be going through puberty
under strange eyes and hands. Then they won't be so strange to him.
Maybe he'll start to forget the house with the garden or the womb he
came from. Faces can begin to lose their wholeness like thousand-piece
puzzles stored in soft boxes. The posters of him will grow yellow and
outdated, wet from the weather. They'll melt into telephone poles and
lawns. New love songs will be released on the radio; spring collections
will invade stores. Pastels will be in, then the reemergence of bellbottoms
and sweater-vests, the brief reign of white eyeliner. We'll macarena,
watching in the mirror the way our hips can circle, cry into our lockers
over the death of a rapper, meet the Touch-Down Burger and love him.
Wars will erupt, then die down, and so will presidents, a full lunar
eclipse that comes and goes in a rush. A local girl will be swooped up
from her Barbie bike and found face down in a field, but Jacob
Wetterling never, ever, ever comes home.
In the sixth grade, we are suddenly forced through the mile run by
the Terminator and his Phys. Ed. initiative. We circle the playground,
past those scraggly woods that hug the back of our red, two-story
building. A minute into it, my throat is bleeding inside and I'm gulping
the burn of the blood. Twelve minutes later, I come in panting and next
to last.
For that year and the rest of my life as a child, I am aware of how
worthless my arms are, how toneless and easy to grab and control. And
the pointlessness of my legs, the capacity my lungs lack to churn air in
a hurry when I might need it. When I'm running these laps, I see shapes
in trees and imagine they want to get me into a white car. I invent hot-
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ness of a man's breath on my neck to push me past the finish line.
When we venture into public, we hold hands or at least maintain eye
contact through the crowd. When I see a van coming, I stop playing to
hug the side of our warm, brick house until it passes. I notice lone adults
who walk slowly by our yard, where we swing and pick up dog poop
with a short-handled shovel. Before they can get me, I jump through the
air, I drop that coffee can of waste, and run. I run and don't look back.
I run like hell until I see the chipped blue of my back door. I keep
pumping until I'm all the way inside.
Jacob is in his twenties and still anywhere, and his parents are still
lying with only one foot in sleep, ears tuned to pick up on the slightest
sound. Still in the same house he knows how to get back to, with the
porch lights always lit and a "Welcome Home" banner stretched across
the front of the garage, the back door unlocked, or the key in the flowerpot, just where he knows to dig and find it.
They have spent more time searching for their son than knowing
him. After that summer his mother never went back to work, but constantly goes wandering instead, looking for him in the faces at bus stops
and grocery stores and Blockbusters and Chinese restaurants and
parades and in crowd scenes on television. At the high school he should
have attended, the football team he should have tried out for and made
dedicates their first season to him and wins at conference with his name
painted across their jerseys. The hockey team lists him in their line-up.
The yearbook gives him a page. When college comes, his brother won't
go to the school he's always wanted to because it is in Colorado, a state
too cold and far away when he still needs to be constantly warm and
close, held under eyes he knows are always watching to make sure he
doesn't disappear. He can't even be in a room alone, a fear he adopted
at ten that can't be overcome or diminished. When his big brother was
here, they shared a bed sometimes, Jacob keeping a tight hold, one arm
securely around his chest.
The years don't stop the calls that come in-sometimes leads from
people who can't grasp the concept of time, how, aside from brief
moments where it stands still or flashes by in primary colors, it moves
along fairly steadily, stretching and widening and wrinkling people. So
the callers report sightings of skinny, eleven-year-olds who might match
the clues given in that smiling grade-school photo. The psychics, too,
think they can help. They read about the case and summon their visions,
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then call up the family at home to share. All the way from New York
comes the diagnosis of a card reader.
"Jacob is cold and dead," he says. He just wanted them to know. He
reports with the assurance of a coroner, and his mother especially can't
stand it. But they can't change their number because it's the one he
knows by heart. So it stays, steady and listed.
One day they come home to a message on the machine from a man
who says he was once a boy named Jacob until he was ripped from the
side of a deserted, country road.
"I just wanted to let you know I'm still alive," he sobs and hangs up.
They stand stuck in the kitchen pushing the button to replay and
replay it, but thinking about how he doesn't sound anything like himself.
Then slowly realizing that he wouldn't, that he hasn't sounded like himself in a while, that they no longer know his sound. They break down
against the countertop, into their hands, holding each other up inches
from the linoleum, wailing. And even though in a few days the FBI will
determine that it was probably just a prank, the tinge of hope that it still
could have been him is there, the possibility forming clouds the shape of
his face over their heads, seeping a heat that charges their air.
For a while, I think about Jacob and remember to pray for him at
night, heed strictly to my better instincts and Officer Friendly's stern
advice. I know that vehicles, especially unmarked vans, but also Escalades
and Cadillacs and Jags, anything driven by the hands of strange men, are
dangerous. Possibly-pro bably-fatal to get into. And this is a truth you
can't get around, like a period, like acne or having small breasts. But
around the time I am afflicted with all three, the hard truth of what's dangerous somehow lowers itself down the colored warning strip from acid
to base. It's now in the first shade of green. Crawls down a few more
notches to just a possibility, then slips all the way into the blue area of
myth, of a worried mother's unbridled paranoia.
I start getting into cars, done-up and smelling strongly of Vanilla
Fields, and unafraid. At first, only in small groups, with girls skinnier
and younger than myself, until I get the hang of it and the confidence to
get in alone. Sometimes the cars are scheduled to come but never roll up
on time. Mostly random ones that look so nice in a dark and glistening
street after rain, the engine growling at being made to stand still for me,
pouring bass out into the night from the trunk speakers. Cars whose
doors aren't opened for me. Sometimes ones with windows I have to rap
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twice to get in. Elevated ones I have to step high into, like a coach.
Sometimes ones with smoke filled, candy-pa inted, long bodies that pop
and lock to music at a red light.
My mother knows I get into cars. I see her pulling back the blinds
from her second-fl oor room, watching me rumble away. Later she tells
me not to with her tired face clenched.
"I don 't," I say. There are stand-offs in the kitchen when I'm afraid
to let her come too close, not wanting her to see how much mascara
weight I'm looking out from under or smell the weed that's tangled in
my hair and clothes. Even though I am innocent and don't smoke or
drink or go down on boys in those cars. I just like to ride around in the
throne of a front seat. Feel the music. Choose a song.
"Get in," a guy says. I am standing between street and sidewalk in
my sad home-city, or in Atlanta, or in Myrtle Beach in a towel, with my
wet hair up, or in downtow n Chicago by the House of Blues, bracing my
back against a gust of wind.
" I don't know you," I smile. "You could be a killer."
He laughs at the guy riding shotgun or down into his own lap. "I
ain't a killer, baby."
I giggle because he doesn't look like one. He has gold teeth. He has
white teeth, the top row lined perfectly all around like balcony seats. He
has cornrows ; he has swirls or his initials cut out; he has waves under a
doo-rag and big sad eyes.
"I'll bring you home," he promises, "wheneve r you get sick of me."
I take a second to stand on my heels and decide. The interior of the
car is always so much warmer than the city where I'm standing; the
rhythm and blues on the radio sounds like the warmth of a coat. The
lights on the dashboar d, the neon of a spaceship. The empty passenger
seat, always leather and so inviting.
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Washing Hands
Jessica M. Young

I WAS SITTING AT THE TABLE. THE KITCHEN WAS THE WAY I REMEMBER IT WAS
in the morning: cold and quiet, the strange sour smell of food hanging
in the air and smudging the surface of things. The walls were cracked in
places and dingy; heavy plaster tired of hanging upright on the walls,
remnants of shadows clung to corners and floorboards. The sun
streamed through the window blinds gently. She was standing at the
sink. She stood with her back to me, and I could see sadness written on
her body. On the counter next to her, dishes were piled high. No one had
eaten that much, but she seemed surrounded by them: plates and silver,
teacups from breakfast. Eggs, bacon, grits, toast. And coffee. We never
ate this well before. I remember mornings when all we had for breakfast
was rice and sugar. A bologna sandwich for lunch. But now there is
plenty. Now we have plenty. The sink was full of tepid dark water.
Bubbles on the surface bobbed and clung to the filmy steel as she
cleaned, creating waves with her hands. The water had been warm when
she ran it, now it was cold and dirty. Her hands, her strong, old, knobbly
hands worked slowly, absently, moving to be busy, only cleaning as an
afterthought. She poked sullenly at a dirty plate. Bacon fat and yolk
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coagulated on the chipped, blue-and-white stoneware.
I could read in her thin shoulder blades that she was tired.
Frustrated. Behind her on the stove, a blue gas flame hissed and
throbbed underneath the dark-stained teakettle. The kettle boiled, but
the lid was up. Instead of a piercing wet whistle, drops of water leaking
frenetically out of the lid; there was only a low, throbbing boil of water.
The steam rose into the air, furiously tumbling upwards, and in the sunlight, shadows of the blinds cut the plumes into pieces. The steam created warmth and movement in the tiny, silent, wooden kitchen, and I
watched it rise and dance in the thin winter sunshine.
She turned around, her heavy, brown hand glistening and dripping
with soapy water, and held out the plate so I could see, poking it with a
butter knife. Her hips were cocked, her whole body communicating
things she wouldn't say. I looked at the plate. The yolk of the egg was
thick, congealed, creamy dark yellow, and it budged when poked and
nudged by the utensil. Her eyes were downcast, considering the mess . It
was my plate; they all looked the same, but she knew it was mine. I eat
my eggs sunny-side up, and I had left a yellow trail behind on the plate.
She said nothing, but turned back to the sink, placing the dish into the
basin. Under the water, her hands moved with a muted, sloshing,
clinking sound, the sound of a cup colliding with a spoon, the sound of
a rag moving swiftly over a dish.
She was angry. I could hear it in the way she washed the dishes and
in her deflated sigh.
I could see it in the tight, stretched knot her apron made at the small
of her back. I could feel it in her crooked, angular posture. I was there
because I wanted to tell her something, but she already knew. And it disgusted her. Like the way her skin felt in that cold, dark, soapy water,
shuddering as her fingers brushed past kernels of hominy, coffee
grounds, soggy bread crusts, uneaten bits of fried egg. I could feel her
frown, see the wrinkle between her eyes as she shook her head.
I sat at the table, chin in my hand, my bare toes curled under my
chair against the cold of the wooden floor, and I watched her wash the
dishes. I wanted to apologize. I wanted her to forgive me. I wanted to be
worth knowing again. Somehow the secret she knew had changed our
relationship, had made it impossible for her to love me, to be proud of
me. But I didn't know where to start. It grieved me to see her like this:
she was so thin, so old and tired, so human. When I was a boy, I
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remember her being large, the way everything is large when you're a boy.
She was beautiful and frightening and strong and tender all at the same
time. When we would get ready for church, she would brush my kinky,
brown hair quickly with that wide, wooden-handled, horsehair brush.
She would part it on the left side, which she thought made me look handsome but got me teased for being a pretty boy. James and Darren would
laugh, but that was just because they combed their own hair. They had
to wear jackets, though. We all wore ties. All the Johnson boys wore ties
to church, and shoes with laces, and dark thin socks. James would tie my
tie for me, pulling and jerking on my neck, winking at me in the murmuring rush of dressing for church, amid the smells of hair grease and
baby powder, amid braided hair and white lace socks and creased pants
and stiff collars. And off we would go, five boys and two girls, lined up
according to our age, led by that massive, strong, uncompromising black
woman. She wore white every Sunday, with her sensible nurse's shoes and
her dark, thick hair pressed straight and combed back into a matronly
bun, dressed for the Nurses' Auxiliary. She drove us in the station wagon,
me and Tommy in the back with Sarah. We all sat on the third pew, heads
forward in rapt attention the entire service.
I missed the ritual of Sunday. That was many Sundays ago. Now the
day of rest in my own house had grown cold and heavy, pregnant with
the silence of unspoken words, questions unasked, unanswered prayers.
Things had changed. But this Sunday morning I sat in my mother's
house and watched as she stood in an almost empty kitchen, washing
dishes for children who had grown and gone. She wore a faded sundress, the same one she wore every Saturday afternoon for cleaning, an
old-fashioned apron, and those sad gray slippers she shuffled around in.
We would bury her in a modest black, two-piece suit, a pillbox hat, and
pearls, but standing before me, she wore what I always remember her in:
that same sundress and apron, and those slippers.
"Paula." A gravelly, feminine voice from the other room called her
name, and she turned her head suddenly. I noticed in her ear a gold ball.
I never saw her wear earrings until after we had all gone, never a gesture of vanity, never the inclination to adorn, until all of hers were on
their way to their own lives. She shook her hands over the sink and casually wiped them on her apron as she left, the thwack, thwack of her slippers sliding down the long hall to the source of the voice I didn't recognize, the room I couldn't see.
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The chair groaned against the floorboards as I pushed back from the
scarred wooden table and stood up, walking over to the counter. At the
sink, the water had become like oil, like mercury, dark and greasy. It
moved on its own, the energy from her washing hands was incorporate d
into the water, and now it churned independently. The lather from the
detergent was gone; all that remained were a few small clusters of greasy
rainbow bubbles. The water stirred and moved and made waves in the
small, steel sink that sprayed droplets of it up, whole, perfect little
spheres of oily mercury that hung in the air a second longer than they
should before splashing back down into the sink. I wanted to plunge my
hands into the tossing, vitriolic water, but I was scared. It was dark and
churning, and something in the water would hurt me, so I shrank back.
"What are you doing?" She stood there, hands in her apron pockets,
watching me with a look, half-bemused, half-disapp ointed .
"I-I was just trying, I wanted to help with the dishes."
She sighed and patted me gently on the cheek. "That's sweet,
George. But it's too late, honey. Go on, sit down now."
Her hand was cool and soft against my cheek, and I held it there, her
thumb cradling my jaw. I thought of her hands, always busy washing
someone's neck or ears, scrubbing someone's dish, immersed in the
bathtub, rinsing nylons . I thought of the shoes she wore out working
twelve-hou r shifts at the V.A. hospital across town, with their thin laces
and thick, white soles, of the thirty-five-minute bus ride to and from
home she never mentioned. I thought of the pain and fear in her eyes the
day Daddy walked out the back door going for cigarettes or a new life,
whichever was further away. The sacrifices she made, the decisions, the
steps she took to protect us all from a pain she prayed I would never
know, a pain that now threatened to drown me. At the touch of her
hand, dry, wrinkled, with those long, nicotine-sta ined nails, my face
crumpled and something inside me cracked and fell away. "Mom, I'm so
sorry. I did a bad thing."
"I know," she said softly.
"Are you mad at me?"
"George, my opinion of you isn't what you should be worried about
right now."
"I'm so ashamed. I know this isn't the man you raised me to be."
Great tears rolled from my eyes, and they stung my skin. She wiped
my face, and I looked into her hollow, bottomless brown eyes. She
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reached down and took my hands, fingering the thin band of gold on
my third finger. "You gotta decide the man you're gonna be. God knows
I did my best by you, and you didn't always have a good example. But
now you have to figure out who you are. You can't undo what you did.
You can only do better what is yet to be done."
"Mom, what if it's too late, what if she-"
"Baby, it's never too late for you to be your best. You have the ability
to be good, kind, and responsible. You just have to decide what you
want. If you listen, I think you already know what that is."
She hugged me, and I wept into her thin shoulder. I could smell
laundry detergent and Ultra Sheen on her skin. She was warm and small,
and she held me until my pain had subsided and my heart could beat
again, freely, in my chest. I let go of her and wiped my eyes. She turned
and pulled the drain up from the sink, and I watched as the dark, thick,
dirty water was sucked down the drain with a satisfying, vacuuming
gulp from the pipes below.
It began to rain outside. Big, heavy drops like plates fell with fervor
from the sky, pelting the ground, roof, the windows. She gave me a
gentle shove. "Now go, get your coat and boots. It's a wet walk home."
I woke with a start in the dark on the still-made hotel bed. My
tongue was dry and furry, my brain heavy in my head, like a dense wad
of cotton soaked in the beer I had drunk last night. The alarm clock next
to me read 6:24 in red, relentless LED light. I looked around at the tiny,
dingy room, trying to remember where I was and noticed, in my left
hand, that I held a damp dishrag. I smiled, praying silently, and climbed
off the bed, looking for my car keys.
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Don 's Lame nt
Ma x Glaes sn er

DEAR MR. A D MRS. DIAZ,
I am writing to you from my adolesce nt treatmen t center as a result
of my twelve-s tep program . As you may or may not have heard by now,
I am an alcoholi c. I know this might come as a shock to you since you've
taken me on as a son and entruste d me with your one and only daughter ,
but I am writing you this letter in order to make my amends to you. I
have spoken with Yolanda , and she has made it very clear that she does
not condone the sending of this docume nt. Neverth eles , I am mailing it
to you in order to come clean with my guilt and better myself as a
person. I would imagine that this letter will astonish and aggrava te you.
I suspect that it may cause you to think negatively of me as a person. I
should note that I'm sorry for any grief you might suffer. I must make
you aware, however, of the harm I've done you, and have you know that
I will make it up to you in any way I possibly can.
I suppose I should begin by bringing the worst to your attention . Your
daughte r Yolanda Mercede s Diaz is no longer a virgin. She did not decide
to wait until marriage as you've always rightfully intended for her. This is
little fault of hers, seeing as I was very persuasive and, in her mind
anyway, quite charmin g. Jose Martin, I want you to know that I valued
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that talk we had at your wedding anniversary, when we spoke of the
importance of traditional values and upholding the honor of family. You
have been a second father to me, and I'll always cherish the wisdom
you've shared. I must admit, though, that during the conversation in question, when you asked if I had ever lain with a woman, I flat-out lied. I had
been involved with several girls prior to meeting your daughter, and had
every intention of forming such a relationship with her. In my therapy I've
learned that my sexual acting out is a result of a lack of affection during
my childhood. This was mostly due to my mother, who watched too much
television and did not instill in me a respect for females. I am sorry for
misleading you. I should also probably add in great dismay that during
the conversation at your anniversary I had my hand slipped under the
table in a successful attempt to introduce base pleasures to your daughter,
who, if you'll recall, was seated right next to me.
To be completely open and honest, I must regretfully state that the
amount of times I've engaged in premarital relations with your daughter
is uncountable. Sweetest Pilar, with what tact can I speak of the sick
atrocities that took place under your own roof? You see, Pilar, often
times when you would invite me over for your famous baked enchiladas
and fresh chili con queso, Yolanda and I would find various points to
skip off to engage in what we crudely referred to as quickies. It happened most frequently in the washroom upstairs or in your basement
below. I am mortified that I could abuse your confidence in this manner
as a guest in your home.
In addition to this, when you were kind enough to bring me along
on your family cruise, we routinely used our spacious room on Deck C
when it was unoccupied. Although I am hesitant to give you a vivid
description of what transpired, I must be plain in my effort to explain
how morally bankrupt I was at the time and inform you that Yolanda
and I engaged in anal sex during the cruise, an act which we became
quite fond of, which worked its way into our intimate encounters with
great consistency afterwards. When I sit alone and contemplate the idea
of my sweet girlfriend's mami and papi, squaring off in a game of tennis
under the sun on deck as we commited such unspeakable lewdness several levels below you, it shames me to tears. Where was my heart? Come
to think of it, where was that head on my shoulders when I chose to
plunder your sweet creation? It was swimming with the contents of your
liquor cabinet, more than once; I can at least tell you that much. This
would explain the bill we received for all those missing condiments
upon our departure, you must understand, though I still don't quite
know how I talked the two of us out of that one.
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I wish I could proclaim that our treachery ended here, good Mr. and
Mrs. Diaz, but unfortunate ly, as that old Carpenters ' song goes, Yolanda
and I had only just begun to live. Your faith in me was misplaced when
you released her from your sports utility vehicle and into my convertible
for the ride home from school. While Yolanda didn't fib in her assurance
that she enjoyed feeling the wind through those long black locks of hers,
I cannot without reservation uphold her promise that this was the only
reason we drove together. Can you recall us arriving back late from our
schooling, at least three days a week, generally about an hour to an hour
and a half after we were due? You were probably too pure at heart to
even think of it, and for this reason I cherish you both, but the ca use for
our delay more often than not was the vacant lot behind the condemned
Sim's Grocers. It was there, with proper blanketing of course, that we
would exchange oral sex in the back seat of my automobile . Commonly
in what is referred to as a "sixty-nine " position, although I need not
familiarize you with such guttural slang, it seems a bit excessive for my
letter. Our oral forays after school were rarely deterred, not even on the
funeral day of grandmoth er Maria Theresa Diaz, God rest her soul. Yes,
above all else, I will admit that this was the reason we arrived forty-five
minutes late in ruffled sweaty black, in order to join the procession. And
to think that I could emerge from my car in my funeral finest to shake
your hand, Jose Martin. To imagine, Pilar, that I could purse my lips only
moments before having sucked the very sap of your daughter, and bring
myself to kiss you mournfully on your cheek? I was and still am not,
worthy of the compassion and decency you 've shown me.
I will close this by stating once again that there is no excusing my
actions. I ask not for forgiveness. Only that you let me compensate you
for the trust that I have soiled, both literally and figuratively, however
you see fit. I still intend to date your daughter when I return home to
Oakland, California. She is nearing adulthood and so am I. This decision is still ours to make, and I pray you can understand that. In my
quest to be the person I know that I'm capable of being, I have no choice
but to bear witness to the lecher I've become, and form a road to greatness through a sleazy terrain strewn with used rubbers and muchos
empty cervesas.Yo landa and I cannot continue down our path to eternal
partnership , if our hearts are sealed, and your eyes are blind. I know she
will understand this in time, but I hope you will too.
Love always,
Don G.
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In a Glimpse
Wancy Young Cho

EVERYTHING HAD BEEN ARRANGED BY HIS COUSIN-TI-IE TAXI FROM TI-IE AIRPORT,

the flight, the apartment, all of it. The space was neat-clean and strict
like a hotel room. His cousin had provided him with a bed, a desk, a
wardrobe, a small table for dining, a fresh stack of towels, a toothbrush,
rugs, sheets, and everything else. Young-Joo had never lived in such
luxury, and he chuckled to himself on the first walk-through of the
apartment. His cousin knew how he fumbled with Korean, how it fell
off his tongue in large, unrecognizable chunks. He also knew, vaguely,
how Young-Joo had been living a quiet life by himself, working as a
shop clerk for the past thirty years in a small city on the West Coast,
somewhere near Portland. Far enough away from Chicago and far away
from anywhere that he could be reminded.
It wasn't until Korea. It wasn't until he was gray, with teeth falling
out and too many hairs scattered in the drain, that he could see exactly
who he'd been looking at in the mirror. It wasn't until the days had emptied out like water from a cracked glass, a drop at a time, slow and
steady. It wasn't until he could sleep in the dark that he realized he had
wasted a lifetime's breath fogging up windows on rainy days with sighs.
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In the silvery winter of his life, at age seventy-nine, Young-Joo had
found his way back to the clatter, clunk, and concrete that was Seoul.
He'd come because there were still two cousins: one in Seoul and one in
Pusan. In America, everything else had been buried.
He stood at a floor-to-ceiling window with his shadow lying on the
floor and his thoughts collected in the ashtray. He was catching glimpses
of the Han River between the buildings from 108 stories up. The city
was in a constant state of growing and dying. The glass and stone rose
up, splitting the clouds and threatening to tear open the sky. With his
hands clasped loosely at the small of his back, he shook his head-eyes
falling to his feet. He looked at the brown shoes reflected in the window.
Young-Joo's eyes moved up the glass from his feet, up neat gray slacks
and a tucked-in, short-sleeve, plaid shirt. And then he came upon a chin
and mouth and nose, all small. A scraggly beard covered the lower half
of his face. And then the eyes, they were as much his father's as they
were his. For a moment there, all he could see was his father-une xpressive and small. As quick as the apparition came, it was gone; the
beard and all his own familiar features returned. His eyes moved
through the window and over the street until all he could see were the
apartment buildings crowding the block in front of him.
He turned easy and slow, then shuffled to the bed and closed his eyes.
An hour later, a fly landed on his pillow inches from his ear. It
buzzed and jiggled, unsticking its barbed legs from the cotton. Its iridescent green body and graph-pape r red eyes shook as its wings shivered. It hopped nearer and nearer to his ear, and it tickled the tiny invisible hairs there. Young-Joo's hand, a hundred times larger than the fly,
came down like a tree, sending the small insect bumbling and bouncing
against the window, buzzing along with the low hum of the city.
The old man didn't wake just then, instead he turned inwards, away
from the window and away from the city. It would take more than flies
to pull him away from the things that filled his head, in the places where
he could still see them. There were some things he could only tell himself with eyes closed.
A small radio, with its volume turned all the way down, sat on a

shelf and lit their faces in the dim room.
On bunk beds set beside each other instead of being stacked, YoungJ oo's brother drifted to sleep as they pointed at the moths chasing the
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light around the room. He was nine and his brother just five. The
shadows of trees caught in the streetlights danced on the walls while he
shook his brother by the shoulder. No use, he thought, as his younger
brother hooed and hummed to dream. His brother always fell asleep
before he did.
His mother held her breath as she slid through the open door and
made careful steps to where they slept. She sat on the bed as smoothly
as she had entered the room, unnoticed, until her hand moved through
Young-Joo's hair and interrupted the dream beginning. His eyes were
level with her stomach where, through the crushed openings of her shirt
between buttons like eyelids themselves, he could see the pink-brown
jagged line that slashed through the soap white of her belly. It was wrinkles and ugliness.
"I'm sorry." His lips stuck at the end, partly from being dry, but
more from wanting the stillness.
She looked in a corner, at some other time in another place, then
looked back at him, her hand sliding out of his hair and smoothing his
small face . She smiled and whispered in his ear that the day he was born
the clouds could not keep themselves together. "Young-Joo-ah. Leesuhn. Duh day you was bohn, duh sky come down. So hahd to go to
hahspital, so mach snow."
He could hear the soft roll of tires on the street and horns angrily
whispering in the distance. There was the creaking of a door above it all.
The bruises on her back cried softly. A cold tickle ran the notches down
his spine, his legs quivered. And then nothing but his brother's breath
and the muted radio. We're safe tonight, he thought.
Her paused hand was warm and hard against his cheek. In up-anddown tones, her voice cracked and quiet, she sang, "Jahl-jah-rah. Jahljah-rah. Jahl-jah-rah ..." Sleep well. Sleep well. Sleep well.
The ashtray full, sheets of unmoving smoke hung in the air around
him.
The windows and walls of the apartment seemed to vibrate with
every violent jolt of Young-Joo's chest. As large as the apartment was, it
seemed to be falling in on him from every side.
His head hurt from too much coughing. Sometimes his nose bled.
The afternoon light made his eyes water.
His shirt clung to his back, damp with the sweat from falling asleep
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in his clothes. A red-spotted handkerchief was left in a still, crumpled
explosion on the nightstand. He sat with his legs slung over the side of
the bed, his back bent and rising, slow and irregular. The quakes in his
chest settled. He smeared his thumb across his lips. Crimson nestled in
the cracks. And even darker things shook themselves loose and swirled
in his memory.
He was twenty when his brother died. Dotting the soft green of the
cemetery, between the marble and granite and bent trees, were dozens of
teenagers-arm-in -arm at their waists and heads hung as if on hooks.
They made a broken circle around the casket, Young-Joo's father stood
at the head of it. At the other end, Young-Joo sat in a fold-out chair that
was brown and metal. It was rusted on the underside where no one
could see.
It happened on a night when the clouds were wisps and curled, like
the moon had been letting off large plumes of smoke. On a highway
blurred in speeding white and red along with the shiny tops of cars, his
brother was hurled fifty-five feet in a spray of glimmering glass and
quickly cooling blood. Like a forgotten marionette, the sixteen-year-old
boy lay with eyes flung wide and forever glossed, staring at the shimmering stretch of roadway behind him. Two heaps of metal were locked
in a miserable and morbid embrace; a single arm of fingerless light
reached up to the heavens, tracing a path.
The service was brief. As the cloaked mourners drifted apart, only
Young-Joo and his father were left around the grave, at opposite corners. The air stalled in their lungs. Nothing but the wind and branches
moved. His father circled the freshly dug earth towards Young-Joo with
a hand slowly rising, then hovering just above his son's shoulder. YoungJoo shot up from his seat, the chair fell back-the rust exposed.
Shoulder met shoulder as he walked away, his father shook with body
slightly turned and eyes chasing Young-Joo's back. As he moved through
the gates of the cemetery, Young-Joo decided there would never be any
good reason to come back to Chicago.
Seoul was as busy dark as it was light, the only difference being that
the buildings and cars shone instead of being shone upon.
The phone that his cousin had provided with the apartment was new
and sat proud and waiting on the nightstand. Young-Joo smirked again
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at his cousin having thought there might be someone for him to call. The
smile trickled away, and he reached for the receiver. His fingers paused
at the top of its spine and he dragged a finger down from top to bottom,
leaving a light streak of oil from his skin. Finally, he picked it up and
held it to his ear. The dial tone was loud and barreled down his ear canal
and scattered in his head.
He sat motionless there on the bed, with the phone tight in his hand
and loose on his ear. The tone was a rod driving, stirring, and shifting.
The tone was keys fingering locks to doors he hadn't opened in years.
Instead of resisting, he let them open.
On his side, curled up like a baby, knees up to his chest-he was
drunk and passed out in the cemetery. It was nine in the morning and
Young-Joo was thirty-two-years-old, his first time back to Chicago in
over twelve years. He lay between their graves and dreamt of side-byside bunk beds and hands rounding his cheeks and combing his hair.
When he woke, he sat cross-legged, red-cheeked, and teary-eyed,
twisting blades of grass between his fingers as the morning dew bled
darker blues into his jeans.
He made apologies out loud and did not hush himself when the
caretakers drove past or fellow grievers strolled by, wide eyed and wondering. He apologized first to his brother for not returning home sooner
or calling enough and for not being able to stop what happened. And
then he turned his head toward her stone, but not looking directly, as if
her eyes were there, as if she might be angry with him, he muttered a
thousand whimpered I'm sorrys. He was sorry for not being a better
son, for not taking better care of her, for not stopping the beatings that
occurred throughout her whole married life. He was sorry for yelling at
her when she was stuck with tubes, baldheaded, and plugged into
machines with cancer in her stomach, when she'd asked him to take care
of his father after she'd gone. He was sorry for not being there when she
let out that last untethered breath from her tired and withered body.
Finally, he hoisted himself up off the ground, kissed their headstones, and stumbled out through the few curious eyes and the knowing
willows that kept secrets under their bent arms and tight against their
trunks.
The receiver lay heavy on the floor; the coiled wire dangled and
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shook all the way up to its cradle. The bed empty.
His feet shuffled, the dried and hardened soles making scraping
noises on the carpeted floor as he made his way to the bathroom . The
tiles that covered the floor and walls were sky blue and square. The sink
and tub were porcelain white and they gleamed in the lights surround ing
the large mirror. A razor sat idle on the sink top, and he began to wheeze
and cough. His heavy and swollen fingers fidgeted and fussed with the
buttons on his shirt before it fell from his body like shedding skin.
Looking in the mirror, he saw sloped and spotted shoulders and a
sinking chest. He turned the handle of the faucet. His hands gripped at
the sides of the sink as the steam rose and clouded the mirror, but he
could still see his eyes.
When he was forty-five, having almost forgotten he had one, his
phone rang persistently as he walked in the door.
His father's neighbor had found Young-Joo's number, as neighbors
tend to do.
"Hi, I'm looking for a ... uh ..." She was unsure of how to get
around the unfamilia r collection of letters, so she didn't try and paused
for him to say something.
"This is Young-Joo Chung," he pushed out quick and clumsily. He
was not used to talking to people. It was evening and he'd just gotten
back from work; his apron hung near the front door. He had just lit a
cigarette before he'd walked in.
She stammere d with the words, having to deliver the news to a
stranger about a stranger. "I'm sorry to have to tell you this, but your
father passed away a couple of days ago in his sleep."
The smoke from his cigarette rolled up in curls, gray-blue in the
fading daylight and stinging his eyes. "I'll be there tomorrow . Thank you
for calling." And then he hung up. His cigarette had become a column
of ash and, no longer able to maintain itself, crumbled and fell and
broke on the tops of his shoes.
Young-Joo's hands again gripped the sides of the sink while steam
rose up into his face and drops of water let themselves loose and
plopped below. His white undershir t had collected dozens of tiny hairs
that had fallen from his face , and water had made many spots almost
transpare nt. He pulled a towel from above the toilet and pressed it to
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his face. A corner of the towel dipped in and around the razor floating
in the sink amongst gray and black bits and muddied foam. He looked
up and met eyes with his father in the mirror.
He trembled there in front of his reflection. His cheeks reddened and
his hair shook, the drops of water like ice on his hot neck and back. The
towel let loose from his fingers, falling down onto the sky blue floor, as
his knuckles whitened and his teeth ground. The muscles and veins and all
the old skin were taut and tense. In his throat, the hot breath swirled,
ready to shout, and a fist flew up towards the mirror, his mouth agape and
his eyes wide and angry. Just as soon as it broke, he drew back. His breath
came rushing in as quick as it had left. His hand flew back and clutched
his chest, digging into his skin, and the air was not enough. He was falling
backwards and backwards and backwards as the shattered bits of mirror
glass danced and glittered all around him. He fell hard on the tops of his
shoulders, and his head thumped heavy on the side of the tub.
His chest heaved slow and large. His body trembled and his feet
twitched. Blood freckled the sink and floor, his arms and chest and
cheeks. Unable to move his head, his eyes roamed the room taking in the
scene and saw that the glass had landed everywhere. A single shard no
bigger than a finger had lodged itself in a towel hanging on the rack. The
towel swung lightly from side to side, and he watched the jagged piece
flicker in the light. As it slowed, his eyes grew heavy and drooped. When
it stopped he was caught in the reflection, just a sliver of his face there.
It was enough to see his eyes. And everything but the air kept moving.
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Roger, the Walking Tour Guide
John Crone

DURING THE TIME I'VE BEEN SOLE PROPRIETOR OF THE MOTOR CITY STREETS

on Feet Walking Tours kiosk at Woodward and Jefferson Avenues, I've
known a lot of different guides. Some of them were straight pansies. Not
cut out for the job, 'cause in Detroit it's not good enough to just be a
propaganda-spittin' tour guide-we also gotta be security guards. This
place can be a friggin' joke sometimes, but I don't wanna hear one bad
word said about it or somebody's gonna feel my bony knuckles. I'm not
playin', I've been poppin' these things since I was a kid. It's like I got
stones for knuckles. It's funny that none of them suit-wearing Metro
Times writers have featured us in their "Under the Blue Collar" column
'cause I've had some crazies work for me. Them papers would be flying
off the racks if they told some of our stories. I had this one guide who
kept taking his groups through this one alley to point out the broke-ass
fire escapes. He said that only in Detroit can high-rises be equipped with
fire escapes that would burn people alive. He was from Bloomfield Hills,
so I didn't really appreciate his downtalkin', but the groups loved this
guy. Thought he was funny as hell. The problem was that there's some
serious rats in those alleys. Rats that'll nibble on a person's shoes when
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they stop moving, and everybody knows how these damn kids dress
these days. Flip-flops ain't just for lounging at the beach anymore. He
kept taking people through the alley, and I gotta keep paying for shots
at the Detroit Medical Center. He had to get let go. But he wasn't even
all that bad, he just didn't have all his faculties.
Now Roger, that's a son of a bitch worth talking about. Whenever
all of us get to talking about that guy, he still sends my head spinnin'. I
ain't able to talk about where he came from or how he got to be the way
he got to be, 'cause I don't even know. But all that would probably add
up to something the size of the Bible, and what I know is enough to
leave a person scratchin' their head.
But I can't talk about Roger like he's just some crazy bum that asked
me for a quarter in the street. It's like when I tell my groups about my
theory that Jimmy Hoffa is buried in the foundation of the Renaissance
Center. They ain't gonna believe me unless I tell them what was going
on with the union, and the mob, and the construction crew. They gotta
know all that background to get it. Ain't no one gonna understand
Roger until they understand the background.
See, whether or not I planned it out this way, I am a pioneer, a regular goddamned Lewis and Clark. There wasn't never any walking tours
before I came around. I mean, my parents weren't nothing but a couple
of hillbillies from Tennessee. I grew up in Delray in Southwest. I don't
gotta tell anyone that that neighborhood ain't nothing special, all I did
was copy what other people were doing in other cities. I saw an opportunity and pulled it down like a skirt on Friday night-I'm not kiddin'
ya, it was that easy. Then the mayor comes around, this is back in the
'70s when Coleman A. Young was mayor, not that fool Kilpatrick they
got now, and he takes one of my tours and labels my hillbilly ass a pioneer. I walked him by the abandoned Book-Cadillac Building and told
him how Detroit is the only city known to have a skyscraper-sized dope
house. This was before crack hit, but that weed and heroin was getting
peddled everywhere. The Book-Cadillac was like the Wal-Mart for
dopers. Then he turned to me and said, "Son, you are a pioneer in this
city. It's people like you that are laying the groundwork for our revitalization." So there it is. I ain't no big-headed guy who lets his dome float
into the clouds. I'm just tellin' it how it was told to me. People can say
what they want about Coleman Young, how they say he embezzled all
that money, and how he was a womanizer, and this and that, but I don't
subscribe to any of that trash. I could go on all day about what he did
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good for this city, and that's 'cause I'm right and 'cause sometimes I get
tendencies to go off on tangents. But I'm gonna keep it on track.
Before Roger came to work for me, we were getting so busy I had to
consider seeing a doctor about these knees of mine. I was taking so
many tours a day, even with my other guides working overtime, that my
goddamn knees felt like a couple of steel plates trying to grind my legs
in half. I ain't got no company insurance, or the right frame of mind to
listen to some doctor tell me the only way to fix 'em is to cut me open
with a knife. A person can walk in there with a sore throat and come
out with a new kidney. I don't trust them sons of bitches any more than
I trust hookers who work on Sundays. Everybody's gotta take a day off
to observe the Lord, everybody decent, that is. So the way I saw it was
I could either hire a new guide, or let some quack hack my legs apart.
Shit, there was only one sane choice.
Now, Roger came in the middle '90s, so Coleman Young was long
gone, and we had that Dennis Archer. I can't really say he did shit except
for give us casinos, but for some reason we were getting busier than a
priest at Sunday school. People were comin' all the way from Toledo,
Ohio, to gawk at these buildings. Some college kids came from Chicago
studying for some class about urban policy, at least that's what they told
me, and them girls had pants on so low I swear to God I could smell
their scent. Good Lord, I thought I'd died and gone to hell. Anyway, I'm
sittin' in my kiosk looking up Woodward Avenue, which is a canyon of
old and new buildings, 'cause revitalization seems to mean tear stuff
down and build somethin' new. It wouldn't look so funny if they just
tore it all down and built it all new, but instead it goes old, old, new, old,
old, new. Just like that; it looks kinda ridiculous. Who's gonna pay for
some brand new place surrounded by rats and winos? But regardless of
that, I was sittin' there staring up Woodward watching the taillights of
cars flood out of the city as the sun was settin', and I realized that I had
a view no one else could say they had. I didn't exactly have no address
and the mailman didn't exactly deliver no mail to my structure, but from
spring till summer that patch of pissed-on sidewalk was mine and no
one else's. Down Jefferson to the east, I had the Renaissance Center
looming over me like a past-due mortgage. Its five towers of shiny dark
tinted glass poking the sky with Jimmy Hoffa's body buried underneath ,
tangled in concrete and rebar. I tell ya, it's something else. See,
Woodward dead-ends into Jefferson in a T intersection, and my little
kiosk was right at the top of the T, which also happens to be the dead
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center of downtown, so I'm right in the middle of everything.
I already had three employees workin' for me before Roger, and they
wasn't no dead weight either. These were hard-workin' Detroit muscletype people, the people who carry this city on their backs. I had two
guides and one busy-bee bookworm girl who kept us up to snuff on the
"factoids." That's what she called 'em, factoids. Now, a person could say
that I should have kept myself up to date on the happenin's in this city,
but damn, a man's got to rest sometime. Walking all over town blabbering factoids for twelve hours a day ain't no fat in the pan. Naw, it
ain't no peas on the baby's bib. The two guides was named Blunt and
Fish, and that busy bee was named Pong. Now as far as nicknames go
in a kiosk, that sort of thing can't be prevented-that's the way it goes.
Blunt was an average man thirty years old. When I say average, that
is exactly what I mean-he couldn't get no averager. Average height,
average weight, picking up average-lookin' girls. But when it came to
that business of blabbering factoids, that's when Blunt really shined. It
was his gift. When he got all focused, eyes glassy and bloodshot like a
hooked fish, it was just like someone switched on the Discovery
Channel. The crowd was all oohs and aahs, and it was everybody, the
five-year-olds and the eighty-year-olds at the same time. But some days
Blunt came to work without them red eyes, them white, clear eyes
looking just about average. And it don't take no Einstein to guess, his
tours would be OK but nothing special. See that just ain't good enough
in this profession-every time has got to be like that first cigarette ever
smoked. We ain't no different than those Rockettes when they come to
the Fox Theater at Christmastime. They don't get lazy about kickin' up
those heels; they do it every night like no one's ever seen that show
before. That's how it's got to be with us. When Blunt got to actin' like
that, I would've rather just sent him home. One day, I was in one of
those moods where everything's got to be just right, and I said to Blunt,
"Why don't you take the day off? Get some rest, Pong needs to get some
street training anyways." I didn't say it mean or nothing, but his clear
eyes welled up a little and he says, "Look, I can pick up on what you're
putting down. I don't have it all together today. Can't a guy be running
late one morning of his whole life? I just didn't have time to get ready,
you know what I mean?"
I knew what he was getting at, but I can't just come out and say it.
I'm an employer, not an employee. There's certain standards that's got
to be upheld. So I say, "That's what I'm sayin'. That's the kind of reason
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a man needs a day off here and there."
"Well, I just don't see why I gots take a whole day off and miss out
on those tips. I gotta have that. These bills don't pay themselves. Why
don't you just give me twenty minutes, no not even, just like ten minutes? I could take a little walk, you know what I'm sayin'?"
I thought about this for a minute. I couldn't really argue, and I got
no beef with a workin' man, so I let him take his little walk. I already
said that when Blunt is on, he's a regular prodigy, so we let these little
walks become regular. But not even prunes can keep a person regular all
the time, so when Blunt said the "streets were dry," I just stuck him with
them small families that ain't really payin' attention, just killin' time. Or
them groups of elderlies that can't hear no way, even with their hearing
aids on blast.
The other guide, Fish, well, he drank like a fish. Shit, actually a fish
would've drowned on water if they drank like Fish. But this ain't somethin' to be misunderstood . This kiosk wasn't full of drunkards and
dopers, 'cause that sorta thing depends on your point of view. Some
people do these kinda things 'cause it makes 'em run smooth like
10W30. It ain't always 'cause their daddy's beat 'em bad when they was
kids. Fish carried a little extra weight here and there, but people called
him stocky, not chubby. I kept waitin', summer after summer, for all that
walkin' to trim down some of that fat, but it never happened. I used to
tell him it was all them extra calories in that beer and he needed to get
one of the Miller Lites like ladies drink. He said he didn't even mess with
beer, really, usually just whiskey and vodka. I told him a drink's a drink,
but he ain't never listened. The thing about Fish was that the drunker he
got, the better he got. The problem was, if I had to guess, Fish was damn
near sixty years old. He'd been hittin' that sauce for so long, it took at
least half the day before his teeth even numbed up. But once that liquor
started to ease them aching joints, he popped open like a champagne
bottle at a skin club. All that sixty years' worth of knowledge came out,
givin' Blunt a run for his money. Yeah, he walked a little slow, but that
made him perfect for groups with lots of kids. Them kids is just like the
legs on a millipede, they gotta move every which way just to go forward.
The whole thing, the thing that could have me moving bowels in the
afternoon, was trying to get them both battin' a thousand at the same
time. Sometimes I felt like I was managin' a couple of minor leaguers.
It's like one of them was always on deck just swingin' that bat through
the air hittin' nothing but the breeze. Blunt was usually red-eyed and
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raring to go in the morning, and Fish could almost always get it together
by the afternoon, but like I said business was pickin' up, and I needed
them both at the same time. So there I was, tryin' to get Fish to drink
double shots for breakfast and tellin' Blunt to take an extra long walk
on his lunch break. All the while I'm tryin' to keep them hands on the
clock on that little sign that says "Next Tour Leaves At ... " from fallin'
behind schedule.
Thank God I had Pong. She didn't just keep us stocked up on factoids, but in a pinch, she would even take a small group out as long as
they weren't "too scary." She was young, probably around nineteen,
when all this happened, but she was reliable. She'd ride them puke
green, piss yellow D-Dot buses up Woodward to the library to get us
information, go ask all them business owners what they was up to, and
type all that up so we would know what we were talking about, and she
still found time to watch the kiosk when no one else was there to do it.
Sometimes she might have taken her time, might've got to shootin' the
shit with some person or another, but I can't complain about that. She
probably had the most brains out of all of us and definitely had us all
beat in the looks department, I can tell you that for sure. Now, her nickname is somethin' that still makes my juices curdle. One time I was
doing a little eavesdropping and heard Blunt and Fish say they played
Ping-Pong with her bouncin' back and forth like a white Ping-Pong ball.
I don't like to think too long on what this might mean, but I get the idea.
It's just that Fish is pretty damned old and, well, Blunt just seemed too
damn average lookin' for a girl like that. And ... I'll just leave it at that.
They started callin' her Pong, and she didn't complain. The name stuck.
So this is how I found myself when business got good and everyone
decided they had to take our tours. I ended up putting an ad in the News
and the Free Press 'cause back in those days them two papers was as different as salt and sugar. I wanted to see who I could get, let everyone
know I was hiring, and try to get someone well rounded. I was sittin' in
that kiosk lookin' up Woodward Avenue just enjoyin' the view when I
first saw Roger. I knew he was gonna ask me about the job 'cause he had
that look in his eye. That look that said, I need a job 'cause there ain't
no food left in the fridge, and I know I shouldn't have up and quit my
last job but they were assholes, and I'll be the best employee you ever
had, and I'm desperately tryin' to cover up my desperateness. He was
tall like a basketball player, but he had a beard too long to be a sports
player. He was dressed real neat, even had pleats ironed into his pants,
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and that look in his eyes, I can't say I haven't had that same look in my
eyes before. I knew I would hire him before he even made it across the
street. Sure, I made him fill out an application and asked a question or
two like, "You ain't no drug addict are you?" and "You ain't just here
to rob me blind, I hope?" But I wasn't gonna make him sweat it out by
tellin' him I would call him next week if it was gonna work out. I told
him on the spot, "Welcome to Motor City Streets on Feet." Told him to
start the next day.
I figured the best way to make a new guy comfortable in the type of
place I was runnin' might be to get him set up with a nickname right off
the bat. Now I ain't never claimed to be the type of guy that was good
at making nicknames, but I thought I had a winner when I called him
the Jolly Green Giant. I couldn't have been more wrong, it was like
throwing salt into a fresh wound. He told me how the kids back in high
school used to call him that, how they even talked in a slow, deep Jolly
Green Giant voice and made him feel like he wasn't nothing more than
a speck of dust on the chalkboard. He got real quiet after that and kept
to himself, but that ain't no strike against him- no one wants to start
their first day like that. I guess nicknames are the kind of thing that just
have to happen, they can't be forced. I got lucky that day though 'cause
right after I made everyone feel all tense and awkward, a family of four
approached the kiosk wantin' to take the one-hour tour. They was the
white-picket-fence type of family, too. Husband, wife, two kids (one
boy, one girl), well dressed. They might ask a question or two, but they
ain't gonna demand nothing that goes beyond what a walking tour is
good for. I couldn't have planned it no better than this to let Roger get
his feet wet. I don't think I mentioned it yet, but we worked for tips. I
paid the minimum wage, but the tips was the bread and butter. So I
could let Roger get some of that easy money first thing to let him know
no hard feelings a bout the nickname thing.
Pong had made him a little cheat sheet so there wouldn't be no pressure about forgettin' what to say or where to go. Plus, I was gonna go
with him to show him the ropes. All he had to do was follow along for
the first half hour, then he could take over and show off some of his
skills. It was nothing, easier than stepping in pigeon shit on a Sunday
morning. I started us off on the standard one-hour loop up Woodward
to Campus Martius Park, east past the Opera House into Greektown,
then south into Bricktown. I rambled on with factoids I won't be able to
forget when I'm dead and buried. Detroit was founded in 1701 by the
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French, seventy-five years before the Declaration of Independence!
Detroit is home to the nation's first expressway! Detroit is the potatochip capital of America, and was recently named the fattest city in
America! Oh yeah, I put on my best speaking voice like I was one of the
suburban slobs with a pool in my backyard. I let Roger take over when
we hit Jefferson, the part about me being a pioneer. Roger started
talking, and he impressed the hell outta me. We was walking by the
tunnel that connects Detroit to Canada, and he started tellin' a story like
he was Stephen King or somethin'.
He said that before the automobile tunnel was built between our
two countries, there was a railroad tunnel that was always there. He
said the bootleggers used it to smuggle some of that Canadian booze
into Detroit's speakeasies and blind pigs. Probably moved a lot of
Crown Royal through that hole in the ground. There was murders and
corruption like New York or Al Capone. But it wasn't really the story
that made it so good. He made these shiny suburban people feel like it
was their grandfathers who were involved in this story. I mean these
people have lived in the suburbs so long that the city is nothing but a
zoo for them. They come downtown once in a while to gawk at the animals, but Roger made them feel like they had a part too, made 'em feel
important. He made a nice tip off those people.
After this, I was pretty much convinced he could handle the job.
Hell, I figured Blunt and Fish would step it up, feel like they gotta compete with the guy. Pong might get Ping-Ponged around some more.
Everything would work out for everybody. Now, it ain't unheard of for
a rookie guide to run into some kind of problems when they first start
out. I told Roger I would stick with him for the first week or so. I had
to make sure not just to dump him to the wolves when he was first
startin' out. As long as I had the time and we wasn't too busy, I would
walk with him on some of the more difficult-looki n' groups. It was
sometime toward the end of that first week when Roger started to show
them characteristics that make this story worth tellin'. So far he ain't
done nothing but shoot fish in a barrel, but all that didn't last very long.
He got stuck with a group of screaming, rowdy school kids. Detroit
public school kids ain't nothing but packs of wild dogs anyways, so I
had to go with him. Them kids'll drive teachers into early retirement,
and there's some museums and such that won't even allow 'em, only
allow the suburban kids. But I ain't the type of guy that's gonna discriminate on any kids, let alone some city kids. Of course I had to go
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with him. I would've been crazy and cruel not to help him out with
them. So Roger started off his version of the one-hour tour that starts
out at Old Shillelagh's Pub, the scene of one of them massacres during
Prohibition . People love to hear about that violent stuff, especially some
rowdy city kids. If they ain't beatin' on each other, then they're playin'
in some video game fantasizing about it. Roger ain't dumb, he knew
how to play to an audience. So he stands tall in front of the Pub waitin'
for two girls to stop pulling at each other's pigtails, and he clears his
throat. I'm all ready to hear this, was getting ready to watch those kids
straighten up and get sucked into one of Roger's stories. Roger had that
gift and, to be honest, I was sure he was about to make me look good.
He stared out at that group of kids and said, "Some shit happened in
there, moving on." Then he turned and started struttin' down the sidewalk like he just gave the State of the Union. These kids from George
Washington Carver Elementary School weren't even sure whether to
point and laugh or just keep waitin' for somethin' to happen. One of the
kids finally pointed at Roger's back side and said, "That dude's a muthafuckin herb." Then they all started laughing and chanting, "Herb!
Herb!" Roger just kept struttin' down the street like the president
pointing left and right sayin', "Some shit happened in there," and "Some
shit happened over there," and then "moving on." Once I realized that
this wasn't some clever way to keep those wild kids in check, I yelled
after him in my bossman tone, "All right, Roger, we're all laughin', let's
get this thing started." But he kept right on goin' like there wasn't no one
else in the street but him. The teacher, the leader of this group of
screamin' hysterical kids, turned to me and demanded their money back.
I told her to wait just a minute while I ran back to the kiosk. I told Blunt
to get over there and finish the tour, and I still gave her a full refund to
keep my good relations with the public schools. Eventually, Roger made
it back to the kiosk and said, "Whew, what a hectic day." Then he just
started starin' off into space not sayin' another word. I decided to let it
go. Sometimes people just gotta snap to blow off some steam. I ain't
have a problem lookin' the other way for some of the things Blunt and
Fish do, so I figured I could cut him the same slack.
But I swear to God if it wasn't the very next day that Roger decided
to add to his craziness. We got an early rush, and I had to send out all
the guides to handle it. Blunt was lookin' real red-eyed so I sent him out
with the largest group. Fish was still stone sober, so I gave him the single
family group, and I took a group of yuppies. I let Roger handle a small
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group of elderlies hoping that he wouldn't feel no pressure with them.
See, when we all go out at once, we all take different routes to keep from
getting mish-mashe d and tangled. But even so, the groups get close here
and there. About halfway through my tour when I was talking about
how the People Mover Monorail constructio n unearthed a pair of perfectly preserved French underpants that can be viewed in person at the
Detroit Visitors' Center, I saw Roger and his group of elderlies right
across the street. I let these old ears wander across the street just to make
sure everything was goin' smooth, and I heard Roger say, "And this is
the very spot where some shit happened."
Then an elderly said, "What was it that happened here?"
Roger said, "What was it that happened here?"
The elderly said, "That's what I'm askin' you." Roger said, "That's
what I'm tryin' to ask you."
He was playin' that game of copycat that the kids play with a group
of elderlies. Now I ain't no student of psychology, but I know that there
ain't no Detroit elderlies that can appreciate these kinds of games. There
I was busy talking about French undies and tryin' to figure out how not
to soil my own undies. I thought I died and gone to tour-guide hell. I
didn't have no choice other than to walk my yuppies across the street and
merge them with the elderlies. That don't mix like oil and water, but I had
to take over his tour. I tried just to keep everything going like it was all
planned, but I know them yuppies was smirkin' at me 'cause they knew
somethin' was up. Roger just walked away playin' that copycat game
with himself. He said, "Roger, what shit happened over there?" Then he
said it again, "Roger, what shit happened over there?" He just kept doin'
that, pointing at buildings, walking away from us. It was all I could do to
get that tour finished without my face lookin' like some stewed beets.
Once all the tours were done, we was all back in the kiosk and I had
to tell Blunt and Fish what was goin' on. Roger just sat there starin' up
Woodward Avenue. Fish was startin' to feel them effects of alcohol and
just said, "Who cares? When I was first startin' off, I said all sorts of
crazy things. Sometimes made stuff up right on the spot to keep people
interested."
"That ain't what I'm talking about here, Fish," I told him. "He ain't
sayin' nothing, just tauntin' those people." Blunt must've been needin'
one of his little walks 'cause he just said real quick, "Fire him. We don't
need his ass." I gotta say that thought was crossin' my mind 'cause my
patience was startin' to get short with Roger's behavior. But I couldn't
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stop thinkin' about how good his first tours were. I wasn't ready to ditch
a guy with that kinda potential. So I turned to Roger and said, "You just
needin' a day off? We can arrange that if you feelin' stressed." He said
nothing. I tried again, "Maybe you just feelin' forgetful? We could get
one of them cheat sheets made up again." Still he said nothing and Blunt
snapped, "Just fire his ass!" Fish was all la-de-da and was sayin' somethin' like, "These people don't appreciat e us anyway. Maybe they need
a slap in the face once in a while." I didn't wanna do nothing right that
minute. If he wasn't gonna talk, he wasn't gonna talk . So I just said to
him, "Roger, you just can't go humiliati n' elderlies like that. They don't
got the nerves left in their bodies for that kinda hoopla."
So it got to be that I just didn't give Roger any tours to take, but I
didn't fire him neither. He just sat around the kiosk pretty much sayin'
nothing but once in a while copyin' someone or pointing straight up in
the sky sayin', "Some shit happened up there." Everyone else kinda got
used to him. We always left him there to close up, and it seemed like he
always had the place opened up before anyone else got there. Besides, I
only paid minimum wage, so it wasn't really costing me nothing, and he
was sorta like havin' a security guard around, a guard dog. Not that I
thought he was capable of threatenin ' or intimidat in' no one, but somethin's better than nothing. I had to rationaliz e this in some sort of way.
At first, Blunt was actin' all high and mighty about why he can't get paid
to do nothing. Fish just kept drinkin' and workin' like Roger wasn't
nothing but a piece of the kiosk, a stool or somethin '. And I could be
wrong about this, but I'm pretty sure Pong wasn't playin' no Ping-Pon g
balJs with Roger. Hell, she spent more time than ever in that library since
it seemed like Roger never left.
Now all this seemed pretty strange, so far, and I even got to questioning myself as to whether or not I was getting walked on. Should I have
just put my foot down and sent Roger packin'? It was somethin ' in me
that told me I was <loin' the right thing. I ain't never seen him with no
friends or family; it was like that kiosk was all he had. Somethin ' had to
change eventually, so I just kept on doing what I do. I might've just let this
go till Detroit crumbled around me or I died, if he hadn't crossed the line.
I was enjoyin' my only day off which was a Sunday, of course, and
I got an itch in me to go clean out the kiosk. Normally , I don't believe
in doing anything but restin' and observin' the Lord on Sunday, but it
was getting to be the end of the season, and the kiosk was startin' to
look like a pig sty. Like I said, I live down there in Southwes t and I
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wasn't all that happy about trekkin' downtown, but at some point or
another that kiosk was gonna have to be cleaned out. Sunday was as
good a day as any. It was one of them real bright, sunny Sundays where
people is happy to just sit on their porches and downtown is deserted
like a ghost town. I parked my car right on Woodward without even
havin' to look for a spot or pay no meters. I started to walk over to the
kiosk and noticed one of the flaps open. All the rest of the window flaps
were closed down sealed with Masterlocks, but one of them was wideopen-lookin' like we was open for business.
As first, I was kinda annoyed that Roger would be so careless lockin'
up. But then I heard somethin' strange comin' out of that open flap. It
sounded like someone was in there slurpin' gravy straight out the turkey
pan. I poked my head through the window and damned if I didn't see
what Roger was spending them little paychecks on. It was a regular
workin' girl on her knees pleasurin' Roger on the Lord's day. His eyes
were closed and he was mumbling, "Some shit is happening down there,
some shit is happening down there." I must've been blockin' her light
standin' in the window 'cause she noticed me lookin' and said, "Peep
shows ain't free, pal, you can drop a twenty in, you wanna keep lookin' ."
I couldn't believe what my eyes and ears were showin' me. I could
let it slide if Roger was just livin' in the kiosk. I half expected to find him
in there anyway 'cause he ain't never seemed like he had a home to go
to. But this, this was somethin' else altogether. In my book, there ain't
nothing worse than sinning on Sunday, especially this kinda sin. I froze
up like a statue. I didn't know whether to yell and scream or drop my
bony knuckles on Roger's head. He acted like he didn't even notice me
and just kept on mumbling his nonsense. I looked at him and said,
"Don't show up tomorrow. You're fired if that's the kinda shit that's
happinin' right here. You ain't workin' here another day." Then I just
went back home, drank a little, nothing sinful, and tried to erase my
memory of them events.
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Birthday
Jona Wh ipple

I TOOK HIM TO THE PARK O

HIS FOURTH BIRTHDAY. IT WAS A BEAUTIFUL

morning, the first morning that had been nice enough to enjoy without
a sweater. I sat on a bench reading a magazine I'd found two months
before. I wasn't really reading it, just skimming paragraphs here and
there, putting the useless information together in my mind. The pages
were wrinkled in places from moisture, and they crinkled when I turned
them absentmind edly.
Joe called for me to look at him every few moments. He demanded
my attention for things like fistfuls of leaves, the color yellow on the
jungle gym, a gust of wind, the shocking speed at which he could run. His
fascination with the simple things made me feel guilty; I hated the fact that
the growth of his own body and the crunch of smooth stones on his feet
were all it took to fascinate him beyond the words "Mommy, look!"
I would wave and smile at whatever he was showing me from a few
feet away. I would glance at the other children, who ran only to see their
sneakers light up, who climbed the bars of the jungle gym only to reach
the top, who touched the dry leaves only to pull them off their clothes,
who could easily ignore the slow and painstaking movement of the
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world. I would look back at Joe, running in his floppy little black shoes,
laughing hysterically at his expectations for it all. The thought of what
was coming to him shattered me. It was my fault.
I sat there and wished that someone would set fire to the bench with
me on it; I swore that I'd stay there in that spot, unmoving, letting the
flames peel me apart, layer by layer. I closed my eyes for what seemed
like a moment but felt like it had been years since I'd seen only the rich
darkness behind my eyes. The heat of the sun felt like a delicious fire
warming my legs, then scorching, consuming me. I let the magazine burn
in my open hands until it was nothing but ash, until it crumbled and
blew out of my hands.
I opened my eyes, surprised to be in one piece. I reached down
slowly, collected the magazine from the ground and closed it. I looked
up and there was Joe, coming toward me on the grass, walking slowly
and clutching one hand with the other. His face looked stunned, disarmed, and for a moment I hoped he'd been stung by a bee. I wanted
him to feel the consequence of handfuls of leaves and days in the park.
"She asked me," he said when he came near me, reaching out with
his arms. I pulled him up onto my lap carefully, a movement my body
made without any calculation or hesitation. My bones and muscles just
moved to accommod ate his.
"Who asked you what?" I said, smiling, forgetting. It must have been
the peaceful daydream I'd been having, but my mind lapsed, and for a
moment, my son and I were not ourselves. I did not know what we knew.
"She asked me if I had a daddy," he said, pointing at a blond woman
in sunglasses, leaning against the fence on the other side of the swings
staring at us. She looked away when Joe pointed, and I looked up. "I
said what you told me ... I said everyone does," he said.
"Good," I said, squeezing his leg. "You're smart."
"Then, she asked if he lived with us," he said, grabbing his hand and
squeezing, pulling his fingers out and nervously clutching them again,
over and over. "And I messed up and said no."
"OK," I said, standing up and letting him slide down my leg, "we're
going." I saw his lip tremble, his chin crinkling as I put him onto the
bench where I could face him.
"It's fine," I said. "It's getting kind of cold anyway. I think it's going
to rain." It was true. The sky darkened every few moments, heavy sheets
of clouds moving across. The air was turning sharp and smelled clean
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and cold. And I was scared out of my wits. I smiled and kissed his cheek.
"She's coming over here," he said, covering his mouth with his
clenched hands.
I turned in time to see her put up her hands. It was as if she'd run
across the park to confron t me. I wanted to turn and let Joe jump onto
my back as quickly as possible. I pulled my bag over one shoulde r and
shook my head at her, to warn her not to try anything . "We're going," I
mumble d, but there she stood, her hands flat in front of her.
"I didn't call anyone, " she said. "Don't worry. I mean, I think you
should go, because I'm not the only one who's noticed, but at least let
me give you this." She reached into her pink canvas bag and pulled out
a blue flyer. The front of it said "The Farm" in large, proud letters, and
there was a black sun with six rays rising over the letters. "Please think
about it," she said. "Think about him." She tilted her head toward Joe.
I lowered myself a little and let him climb onto my back. "He's fine,"
I said. "He's fine with me." I tried not to let my voice shake. I tried to
sound polite and nonconf rontatio nal. She had a gold pin with three blue
stones hanging from her sweater. If I got a citation for disrespecting a
married mother of three sons, I'd have no way to pay it. They would
take Joe away from me. "Today' s his birthday," I said, "so we're just
having a little fun."
"Aww, isn't that nice," she smiled, cocking her head. "Honey, what
did you want for your birthday ? Did you ask Mommy for a new pair of
shoes?" In the rows of white teeth that shone from behind her grin, I
saw how ridiculous my son's feet were, his navy socks sticking out from
the ends of his sneakers when he walked because they didn't lace up all
the way anymore . His socks were darkene d with dew. His hair was long
and shaggy, and there was still crust in his eyes.
It wasn't shame that made me do it. I was ashamed every day of my
life. I felt shame when I locked my child in the broken- down bathroo m in
the basement where we lived each day, a pile of magazines and a ten-inch,
black-and-white TV his only compan y while I went out and waited in
hour-long lines for handout s. I felt shame when I saw myself the way
other people saw me, greasy hair and three layers of smelly, dirty clothes.
I felt shame when women like this woman looked at me from behind
their designer sunglasses, when they handed me flyers from their handbags or their pockets, begging me to get out of their territory. They hid
their status pins behind sweatsh irts, demand ed my attentio n by waving
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manicured nails hidden by the dirt from a son's soccer cleat or a husband's work boot. They dressed to look as shameful as I did, but underneath they were clean, shameless. They did not fit the part. "Have you
heard about the Farm?" they'd say, scrunching their shoulders in excitement as only married women did anymore. "It's supposed to be wonderful! We're going next week!"
So it wasn't the shame of the cut-up shoes, of the way we looked
standing there in her park. That shame I could handle. I took the flyer
from her hand and thanked her, and I meant it because I was tired, so
very tired, and finally someone was making me give up.
There was the hollow carcass of a dead fly in the dry soil of the
shriveled ficus tree in the corner. Its skinny trunk bent almost at a right
angle away from the shadows of the corner beneath the suspended TV,
reaching for the little light allowed by the gray blinds over the windows.
The room hummed with the noise of too many people trying not to
breathe each other's breath, crammed tightly into the uncomfortable
chairs, snapping their magazines and leaning against the walls with
squalling children in their arms. The machines behind the long desk
flashed and moaned, spitting papers out into their trays every few seconds. The red digital boards high above the heads of the workers at their
windows dinged every once in a while and a number changed. This did
not happen often enough. The people in the chairs struggled to keep
themselves from relaxing and allowing their legs to touch each other.
Two lazy ceiling fans spun slowly overhead, pushing the warm air down
and mixing it with the staleness of the waiting crowd's perspiration.
The rain had started quickly when we were only a couple blocks
from the park, and I had to hold the magazine behind me over Joe's little
head all the way there. We stood under a bus stop for half an hour
waiting for it to let up, but when I saw a cop watching us loiter from
across the street, waiting and waiting and never getting on a bus, I
thought it would be best to just press on.
Looking around the room, I could pick the ones who were there to
apply. They were the long faces, faces so badly weathered and tired from
long nights with sick children and no food that the skin around their
eyes looked almost like it was melting. Many of them, four or five, were
there on that rainy Saturday, and I made eye contact with each of them,
one by one, as we tumbled in through the glass doors of the DMV. I
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stood there for a moment, the crowd of people in the lines and in the
waiting area turning to look at us, and I shook the soaked magazine nervously as if I was thinking about keeping it. On second thought, I
dumped it into a trash can. Eventually they looked away, all except the
disheveled mothers with hair as wet as mine, faces as desperate. We all
knew we weren't fooling anybody.
Joe acted as if he didn't mind being soaking wet. His hair was plastered to his skull, his lower lip shook, and tiny droplets dangled from his
ears. In one hand he clutched a tiny man with a mean face, a little toy
he'd found on the sidewalk months ago and kept in the pocket of his
worn-out jeans ever since. The paint on the man's arms and legs had
long ago been worn or scratched away, and now his cover was mostly
white-scratched or flesh-colored armor.
"Come on," I said, grabbing his attention by squeezing the drops off
his earlobes. He flattened himself back against my side and we pushed
on, up to the number machine. I held him up and let him pull our
number out. "Eighty-seven," he announced like we'd won a prize, even
though the digital board behind the row of windows showed us that
they were only on number twenty-four.
After about an hour, we scored a seat. I pulled Joe into my middle
as far as he would go, and held him captive there on my lap, my arms
crossed over his for warmth. During the cold months, I'd covered him
in every piece of clothing he had, but that day I'd dressed him for the
warm morning weather and, by then, the thin fabric was soaked and
wasn't doing any good. He was so busy staring out at the sea of faces
and motion that he didn't mind; he just sat there running a thumb over
his scratched little man. "They got big TVs," he said once and moved his
arm like he wanted to point, but I didn't let him.
The woman sitting in the orange plastic chair closest to the television picked at her fingernails constantly. She held a magazine in one
hand and stared through it, page by page, while her other hand was busy
scraping the skin away from her cuticles. She worked her thumb around
each nail, and a snowstorm of dead skin lay scattered around her feet.
We watched the TV over her head until we had the looped commercials
memorized. They were a never-ending chain of first-time drivers getting
into accidents, tossing up their hands and staring through the windshield as they wished aloud that they'd bought car insurance. They were
a string of happy-faced people thanking each other for kidneys and
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lungs and hearts, smiling into the camera with the fibers of the dead
sewn into their skins. Less frequent were the commercials for the Farm.
When one of those came on, the woman closest to the TV squeezed the
magazine in her hand and her head jerked up, the reaching arm of the
ficus slapping her in the eye.
They went like this: A man stood in the dark, shaking and dressed
in shabby clothing. His face was skeletal, his eyes bulging out from
behind purple lids . From the darkness behind him, another man
emerged, bright and tan and smiling apathetically. The stronger man
clasped the thin man by the shoulders, leaned over him, and said with
the saddest look he could muster, "I can't provide for my partner anymore. How can I get help?"
"The first step is to ask for help," a friendly voice said, blanketing
the dark background. A hand swept across a wooden desk, sweeping
bottles of pills and syringes and tubes away, presumably to the floor.
They were replaced by forms and brochures, the Farm's logo beaming
proudly at the top of each. "Does your partner have HIV or full-blown
AIDS? Are you having trouble with medical expenses and treatments?
We can help. At the Farm, we will provide for your partner in ways that
you cannot. If you or your partner qualifies, we can offer you free medical care, a place to live, and peace of mind, all for free."
"If I could say anything to the wonderful people at the Farm, I'd say
thank you," the strong man said. He stood in a bright white room, hands on
hips, smiling his sparkling smile. He stood alone; the sick man had vanished.
"For information about the Farm, or to begin the application
process, please visit your local grocery store, your local Red Cross, or
your local Department of Motor Vehicles facility."
The other ones were the same, with interchangeable people. There
was one with a curly-haired woman who curled her arms around an old
man. The man stared dreamily off-camera, sucking his hollow gums,
scratching his bald head with a withered hand. The woman wondered
aloud how she could get help for her aging father, who barely even knew
her anymore. As she spoke, the man moved his hands in his pockets
indifferently.
Another showed a young woman holding a white bundle. " I want to
give him the chance of a lifetime," she said, arching her eyebrows in selfpity. "But I can't do it alone."
"Are you a single mother and you need help raising your child? " a
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man's voice crooned. "Come to the Farm. We have eighty-seven Farms
nationwide, thirty-six for mothers and children. We can pay for childcare, housing, medicine, and even education."
"Thanks to the Farm," the girl said, "I'm not living hand-to-mouth
anymore. My child is happy and healthy, and I can get back to being me
again!" She tilted her head, crossed her arms, and grinned as the 800
number for the Farm appeared beneath her chin, and the voice advised
a visit to the DMV in case an applicant didn't have a phone or a mailing
address where she could receive the forms.
My stomach started growling at three o'clock. They were up to
sixty-eight with only a few hours to go. The place got busier every
minute, full of people pushing to take their tests and stare into machines
and call out the numbers and flashing lights that they saw. All kinds of
people stuck it out in line, and most were handled quickly. Those who
needed to fill out any paperwork were handed their stack of sheets and
a pen and sent to work in another section, with another number. Many
times, a tired, wet woman would step through the door dragging her
children, take in the two separate masses of waiting people, and simply
turn back, shoulders sagging, and pull her little ones into the rain with
her. Many times, a woman in business attire with a nice purse, a nice
umbrella, and a nice watch to glance at would step through the door
and look down her nose at us. She would wave at someone behind a
desk, and that someone would glance back and forth as if anyone could
stop them from what they were going to do. The lady with the nice purse
would be ushered to the front of the line, her paperwork would be completed quickly, but not in the paperwork group, at the actual window,
and she would be handed her new license or sticker or title and be sent
on her way, back into her SUV to drive home. "Well, that was quick,"
she'd say out loud on her way out.
There was another one across from me. I hadn't really looked at her
all day; I'd been staring at her children. She'd been able to secure three
hard plastic seats for the three of them and herself, and all day the kids
had been declaring their rightful turns in the seats, shoving each other
down into the crack between them, where there was nothing but a hard
metal bar to sit on. The boy and both of the girls were hardly dressed, and
they spent more time readjusting and pulling their loose-fitting clothes
back over their bodies in exposed places than they spent actually fighting
for the seats. It was like a game of musical chairs but slow and arduous,
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as if someone had stopped the music and stopped time with it. Around
and around they went, never settling into their seats, until their forced
whispers and grunts started to annoy people around them. The sallowfaced woman reached out in a flash and grabbed the smallest girl just as
she climbed to the top of the pile and pulled her down onto her thin lap.
Joe sniffed, and I looked down and noticed two fat threads of thick,
green snot that were dripping onto his upper lip. He stared up at the TV
and licked at it a little, as if he was just tasting it. I cupped my sweatshirt sleeve over my hand and squeezed his nose to get the excess out,
wiping the rest off. He barely flinched. I stared down at my snotty, gray
sleeve, then back up, and that's when I met her gaze. All of them were
staring at me quietly, even the children, as if they knew. The woman
reached down into a tattered old gold purse, the kind old ladies used to
carry that look like they're made out of all different kinds of leather
sewn together. She pulled the tip of a pink flyer up just high enough for
me to see the black rays of the sun. I nodded once. She pursed her lips,
and we both looked away.
It wasn't raining on the way home, but both of us were cold and
tired and ready to get there, so I held Joe on my back and ran as fast as
I could. We stopped at a couple of bus stops just so I could breathe, but
we made it in good time. Joe went straight for the little TV, snapped it
on, and played with the antenna like it would help anything. I checked
the front window right away. The one on the side closest to the door had
been kicked a few days before, and someone had gotten close to getting
the bars off. I didn't know what they thought they would find in here,
just Joe and me sitting on our mattress watching our thirteen-inch,
black-and-white TV. I had half a mind just to leave the window broken
so people could come and go as they pleased until word got out that we
didn't have anything worth stealing. But it was cold, so I got a cardboard box from the stack and nailed it into the frame. Around the
window, I wrapped old barbed wire that I'd found rolled up behind the
building. It protected us where there wasn't already broken glass. When
we got home that night, the old piece of cardboard was bent and ripped
near two of the nails, but the barbed wire and glass had stopped whoever it was from getting in. I sighed and patched the hole by jamming a
few more boxes in between it and the wire until it was secure.
I heated water on the stove and filled the sink. I gave Joe his bath
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there, even though he was much too big and could really only sit on the
counter and put his feet in the sink. Still, it was fun for him, and we called
it a birthday visit to the beach. Later, I cut his hair with the old pair of
clippers I'd kept in the closet. They stopped cutting after each piece and I
had to bang them against the corner of the sink to make them work again.
The sound thinned and buzzed and told me when they were going to die.
They were in desperate need of oil and burned off more hair than they
cut. Still, after I'd nestled him under the blankets on the old mattress in
front of his little TV, I shaved my own head with them. Or, at least, I halfshaved it. I cut the sides and most of the top, but when I saw the piles of
dark hair around me and remembered how all of that hair had felt so
warm on my shoulders, I thought again, and left a long ridge of hair on
the top front, flopping over to one side of my face.
When he went to sleep, I turned off the little TV and pulled the little
scratched man out of his clenched fist. The man had several joints in his
knees and head and middle, but when I pulled on his middle, he came
apart some to reveal a thick, black rubber band holding his two pieces
together. I let go, and he snapped back. I lay him on the pillow between
us and wrapped myself around Joe for the heat, listening to the wind
shake the cardboard window. I pulled the dirty, folded envelope out of
the front of my pants, tucking it under the pillow. It contained the key
to the padlock on the bathroom door, as well as a letter detailing what
could be found behind it if anything should happen to me while I was
away from him. I sighed, pulling him into my middle, the way we'd slept
his whole life, the way we'd slept before he was born, just the two of us
turning over in the dark, listening for each other's hearts beating. I wondered where we would be in a week, what the things I'd written on the
forms earlier that day would bring to us. I took a deep breath and
wished him a happy birthday. I concentrated on sleep, on keeping the
rubber band in my own middle as tight as possible, so I wouldn't wake
him up with the shaking.
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The Glassless Mir ror
J.S . Go rdon

RUBBER AND ASPHALT ONLY CARRIED TRISTAN SO FAR; HE SOO

UPGRADED

to layovers and datelines, skipping over oceans while dozing until skylines and landmarks ran muddy. Travel in high doses is corrosive. Maps
lose their compass and every corner is any corner. Memory morphs
myriad locations into one. The bond between one's image and one's history starts to fade as a foreigner in transit.
When Tristan found himself in Prague he was lost. Not because he
didn't know the street names, but because his voice meant little outside
his head. His pockets knew dollars, pesos, euros, and now crowns;
again, his tangled, sand-colore d hair had grown in from cuts over sinks
he only owned for a night. His footprints zigzagged the globe.
Tristan had his mother's skin, so quick to bronze in the sun. The heat
of a summer in a city of tourists blanched flat on his tongue. Tristan
stood, then sat, throwing himself and his bag onto the warm cobblestones of an enormous, seemingly endless square in Prague. Dozens of
people were spread out around him sunning, or guzzling boxed wine, or
dropping out of walking tours. A black, though fast becoming green,
statue of carved figures rose in front of them. To Tristan's eyes the
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cloaked men were faceless. Three men in sandals and pale blue jeans
rolled up to their knees waved Tristan down.
"No, I'm sorry. I'm not from here," he said, his voice cracking over
the words.
Tristan shrugged his shoulders and pushed their map back towards
them as they hailed another anonymo us tourist. He was left circling the
city center, hopeful that the stucco building with a bed in his name
would materializ e into more than a picture on the sweat-soa ked
brochure in his palm.
Vision was deflowere d by comprehe nsion. New sights could only be
witnessed by used eyes. The sky Tristan looked towards for comfort proof that this was still his planet-st unned him. A bubble sheathed in
a glossy membran e was cruising through the clouds with the paralyzed
silhouette of a man in a gray three-piece suit trapped inside.
Before Jonah's dark hair grew in straight and his freckles faded from
his arms, he often dreamt his bed was a riverboat . His small mattress
could slice calm waters. The smell of mossy rocks, the brown and muck
of it, wafted up his nostrils until he could taste the current. Even in his
slumbere d state, his arm would slowly rise until his fingers dangled over
the smooth lip of the boat, waiting for the fish to bite.
Jonah woke up inside a bubble, a bubble he could not sail nor row
nor moor at dock. It was clear and thick and unable to burst upon the
sharp steeples of Prague. Jonah was rising, levitating off the ground,
untethere d by kite string or deadweig ht. Prague swelled out beneath him
in great lakes of terra-cott a roof tile with dark tangled nets of street
between them, swirling in eddies of gargoyles and marble nudes,
crashing, at last, white-cap ped and furious, into the gables and towers
high above the cresting surface.
An enormous reflection of Jonah's face bellied out over the inside
curve of the sphere like a veil over the city. Jonah gasped at the sight of
his face, only then realizing that he could breathe the gritty substance
encapsula ting him. His eyes swollen, wedged open by the gel he could
oxidize so effortlessly, and his twisted mouth, lips thin as lines, were as
colorless as his blotchy and peeling skin. He shivered at the cold rush in
his lungs as the bubble seeped into his blood. His eyelids pasted to his
brow, Jonah had no choice but to witness every disgusting crevice and
ingrown hair in magnified detail.
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Fear lurks in the black of shut eyes; it is terror that feasts on plain
sight. Terror is what vulcanized Jonah's heart during those first seconds
of ascent. Terror is what propelled Jonah to scream out and discover
that his baritone voice lay mute.
Tristan squinted up at the bubble, forcing himself to exhale slowly,
then in quick bursts, but still the man remained. The bubble started to
drift right towards Tristan as if entranced by the rhythmic pounding of
his heart. He pulled at the arm of a woman passing by, her floral-patterned blouse almost tearing at the seams. "Look! Look!" he shouted to
deaf ears. The woman recoiled, spitting at Tristan's feet as she ran away
from him, never even glancing up at the sky.
The bubble was still floating, heading towards the Astrological
Clock towering over the far corner of Old Town Square. Tristan, yards
from the bubble, started to sprint towards where he hoped it would
land. For the visitors to Prague, the striking of each hour is a celebration. The clock, with its golden face, chimes as figurines depicting skeletons and friars along each side dance like marionettes, pulled not by
string but by a cogwheel, at the top of every hour.
The square was brimming with bodies. Tristan wrestled his way
around strollers and shopping bags, couples holding hands, and men and
women too old for the heat. The oversized neon umbrellas protecting tour
guides from the sun buoyed above the crowds. Tristan dodged feet and
elbows deftly, frenzied to keep the bubble within his sight.
The wide-brimmed hats that covered the necks of ladies wearing
jeweled sunglasses all shifted upwards as one, turning to face the clock
as the first minute of the hour approached. The bubble barreled over all
of their heads before landing on the scrolled tip of the minute hand.
Tristan bit his lip, eyes darting across the hundreds of faces, desperate to
see the shock he felt mirrored by anyone else in the crowd. A thousand
cameras started to pounce, flashes exploding regardless of the daylight.
Tristan was relieved; he thought he wasn't the only one who could see
the bubble.
The minute hand had notched forward. The delicate skeleton that
danced on the right side of the clock face was the last to finish its jig.
With his final step the cameras stopped flashing, though the bubble and
the contorted man still lingered. As the square drained-nex t tide would
roll in fifty-nine minutes-the masses continuing on their aimless march
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forward to the castle or the Charles Bridge. Tristan was slapped with the
realization that no one else had seen the sphere but him. The shuffling
feet and humming voices of the dispersing crowd dislodged the bubble
from its ticking perch, and it soared forward, picking up speed.
Street signs and Metro stops no longer his markers, he sprinted off
after the bubble, now his lone guide in this new city. The bubble contracted as it drifted into an alley choked with shopkeepers hawking
Bohemia glass and garnets. The thick smell of gyros and boiled sausage
intensified, trapped by the heat.
Stalking his bubble ferociously, Tristan moved deeper into the city.
Don't leave me.

Jonah's mind raced back over the night before, trying to remember
one instance to rope him to his bedcovers pulled up tight, alarm set and
reset twice, waiting to buzz from across the room, but nothing materialized.
Jonah needed two things to still his mind long enough to sleep:
absolute silence and absolute darkness. His small, book-laden apartment sealed itself off every night behind drapes and bolted locks. Last
night, however, Jonah couldn't resist the window latch and swung both
hinged panes open wide. The stale heat inside him finally broke. He
drenched himself in the sweet smell of pub era wlers under moonlit archways. Years ago, Jonah balled up with inertia and depression until the
world around him was sequestered behind trenches and ironclad walls.
He receded, inch by inch, hair by hair, so slowly that anyone who did
notice him would have felt he just faded away. Jonah was too soft, too
quiet for the stares of conversation and handshakes.
Fat tears, gummed up by the translucent innards of the bubble, ran
slow marathons from Jonah's bloodshot eyes to the tip of his chin.
Never had he seen so violently what he had become-each mole, pockmark, and wrinkle wailed its siren call from his inescapable reflection.
Jonah remembered the individual laughter and solitary cries behind each
crease. He saw each jaundiced stressor like mold across his face. The
hacked-up beds of his jowls read with sour regret. He had been enfeebled too young.
Hounding the bubble started to feel more like a waltz than a chase.
At times the man was inside a marble, shrunken down and spinning,
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lodged in the rut of a tram track or gutter pipe, rolling over domes and
gables as big as boulders, or bobbing in fountain pools no larger than
the five-crown piece shining beneath it. Tristan found Prague this wayfast, blurry, screaming at crumbled mortar and awnings in disbelief. He
followed the orb into a park, begging it to let up and come within his
grasp. The path they took, down steep hills, past ramshackle villas and
pavilions, led them both to an open expanse of uncut grass.
The glow of the bubble flickered. Its rotation sputtered, and the
sheen of its surface went fuzzy. The man inside jolted, finally breaking
his tortured stance. The bubble tightened up until it was no bigger than
the orange tip of an extinguished wick. It crept closer to Tristan's face,
dropping down wildly on his nose. The bubble felt clammy on his skin,
pulsing with warmth that indicated respiration. This man has lungs. He
is still breathing. Tristan froze, thinking of the human nucleus inside the
grain of light on his face. He couldn't imagine how the man might possibly still be alive inside that miniscule planet.
Tristan didn't realize it immediately, but the rush of cool air funneling down his sinuses into his lungs held the last, smoldering, fleck of
dust from the man he had been pursuing for hours.
Millions of gilded fingerprints were now visible, smeared across
store windows and restaurants, casinos and cafes-everything the
bubble had touched glittered. Catching glimpses of his trodden path
burning in every alleyway, Tristan navigated the streets slowly. He
noticed the blue glow of late-night television in a window of an apartment at street level. Cars parked in the street revealed backseats full of
candy wrappers and street maps.
Tristan smiled at a girl walking an auburn-colored dachshund across
the street, waiting for traffic to pass. He swore she smiled back at him,
which left him reeling, momentarily distracted by thoughts of home.
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Getting Fetched for the Long Wait
David Michael Peak

IN

1993,

MY FAMILY AND I SPENT A FEW WEEKS OF THE SUMMER AT OUR

cottage in Maine. Early one morning, a few days into our vacation, my
cousin James and I decided to take the canoe out for a leisurely expedition around the stony bank opposite our cabin. The sun was silver in the
sky, sunk deeply into the radiant blue brush strokes of the sky. It was the
perfect morning for a canoe trip.
The family's canoes and kayaks had been turned over, their smooth
bellies facing upward all winter, but we found the aluminum canoe set
beneath a tall pine tree right side up and decided it would save our
family some time if we cleaned it out. We dragged it to the end of the
dock and slid it into the water. James climbed in and I stayed on the
dock to lend balance while he arranged the seat cushions, which had
been left on the floor of the canoe.
James was carefully standing in the canoe, placing one foot in front of
the other in tiny increments, playfully toeing an empty tin bait can. The
canoe sloshed in the water precariously as the can made a light grinding
noise. Balancing himself as well as he could, James lightly rocked the
canoe back and forth with his movements. Little ripples radiated through
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the water and dissolved into placid smoothness a few feet away.
James stopped and stood tall in front of the rudder seat, his youthful
back muscles shining under the sun. He looked out across the expanse
of the lake, perhaps tracking a soaring hawk in the distance. I looked
out and saw nothing but the endless rows of pine trees that covered the
surrounding hills in erratic patterns.
"Everything all right?" I asked as James stopped to inspect something inside the canoe.
James didn't respond. An inch away from the tips of his toes, he
noticed that one of the flotation cushions seemed awkwardly stuck to
the canoe, as if someone had glued it there. He bent down, dug his fingers beneath the cushion, and pried it from its fixed position. Instead of
the familiar silver of the canoe, James saw a dense, crawling, pitch black
nest of ants, now exposed to sunlight. The ants were fleeing wildly, some
scurrying with white, bulbous eggs from the nest. They ran frantically in
all directions.
In a sudden panic, James forgot that he was standing in a canoe and
attempted to sprint away from the nest. His legs pushed off the bottom
of the boat, shooting it backwards, out of my grasp, and into deeper
water. I watched helplessly as my skinny cousin was pitched forward,
thrown face down with his arms flailing before him.
He landed with a resounding smack directly on the corner of the
steering seat. Stunned, he began to feel crawling, creeping sensations on
his legs and stomach; he was nearly covered in ants, up his bathing suit,
into his hair, on his face, and in his armpits. He tried to scream but
immediately realized that something was horribly wrong with his
mouth.
Scrambling to his knees, James looked down at the steering seat and
saw a glistening, purple U-shaped outline of blood.
Some of James's teeth had popped right out; others had chipped off
little triangular pieces, and the rest had twisted into his gums or shattered down to their roots.
"James!" I called out. "What's goin' on?"
Saying nothing in response, James pitched himself over the side of
the canoe, falling heavily into the water. Still not quite sure what had
happened, he swam fiercely towards the dock, a rusty, orange trail of
blood following in his wake.
I helped him up the ladder and out of the water before I ran up to
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the cabin and told our parents what had happened. They radioed for
emergency assistance on the CB, and we were assured that the "fetch"
was on its way.
Then we realized there was nothing more we could do. We were on
a private lake in the middle of the woods, with no electricity, at least an
hour's drive from the nearest town. I simply sat and watched as my
cousin tongued his mutilated mouth, his shivering body wrapped in the
bright colors of a beach towel. Thick globs of blood oozed down his
chin and fell to the shiny wood planks of the dock. I thought about all
those games of gunnel we had played, all those times we'd stood up on
the lips of the canoe, shaking it with our feet, trying to knock the other
person off. I'd fallen into that canoe or tumbled into the water many
times, but I'd never gotten hurt and neither had James. And now, just
because of the ants, he'd nearly knocked out all his teeth.
We sat and waited. We waited for the fetch, the only motorboat
allowed on the lake, to come and pick James up. Once he had been
picked up, he would be driven up the winding dirt road that led to the
nearest highway, which would take him to the hospital.
James today still talks about waking up from nightmares about his
teeth, that he is back on that dock, wet and cold, ants crawling all over
him, his tongue endlessly trying to figure out the changes made in his
mouth, waiting for the fetch to come and pick him up for the even
longer wait until everything would be put back in its right place.
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Stick Around
Shana Cooper

I LOST MY VIRGINITY TO A BOY WHO I THOUGHT WOULD STICK AROUND. HIS
name was Aaron. He had yellow hair and more freckles than I could
count. I thought he would stick around because of the way he kissed me.
He'd point to a spot with his little finger, say the bridge of my nose, and
kiss it. Then the crook of my elbow. Then the chicken pockmark just
above my left eyebrow. Anyone, I thought, who would notice my
chicken pockmark would surely be around for a while.
It was over nine days after the event, eight of which were spent not
speaking although we passed in the hallways at school. I would look his
way with hope and raise my chicken pockmark when I saw him
approach. It seemed he always had someone more important to speak to.
The week after it happened, it rained every day. I sat beside the
window in my bedroom watching the drops prick the puddle on our
neighbor's pool cover. I lifted the phone several times, nearly calling him
and then deciding against it. This was, I knew, just another temporary
thing. Another tick mark in the series of abbreviated relationships that
made up my short list of friends. Another ship passing me at night. And
I, still docked, waited patiently by.
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"You're acting funny," said my mother at breakfast on Thursday. I
stared out the window letting my cereal sog in the bowl. She knew how
I hated soggy cereal, how I usually ate it quickly to maintain full crunch.
I shook my head. My mother was rushing to work as usual, her coffee
mug in one hand, gloves in the other. She put both on the counter to
place a beret on her puff of graying hair. I squinted my eyes in disgust.
"What is the point of that thing? It can't possibly keep your head
warm. It doesn't even cover your ears."
"You know, I know something's bothering you, but that doesn't give
you permission to take it out on me."
"I'm a teenager. That's what I do. If you didn't want the job of being
a parent, you shouldn't have signed up."
She picked up her mug again and slid on the gloves one at a time,
pressing between the fingers to fit them tight. "I'll see you when I get
home," she said and turned to walk out the door. Her shoes clopped
angrily over the kitchen tile.
It was funny. Sometimes I hated that clip-clop. I hated how when she
was angry or bothered, it seemed so much heavier. Like a stomp almost.
And then other times, like in grade school, when I lay in the nurse's
office, waiting for my mother to pick me up because I had thrown up on
my shoes or the desk or wherever, the clip-clop of those shoes was all I
longed to hear. The sweet surge of relief when I finally heard them
coming down the hall-I knew it was my mother by her walk.
At school, when Aaron passed in the hall, he took care to look the
other way. I was sure of this. After nine days, he approached me in my
locker row. I was jamming books back into the bottom of the locker, as
they had all fallen out when I pulled out my sweater. The books were so
heavy at the bottom that the locker floor had become like the curve of
a spoon. I was shoving The Norton Anthology of English Poetry back
when Aaron approached. I could smell him before I looked up. He was
a combination of laundry detergent and aftershave, although I was sure
there wasn't an inkling of beard gracing his face. I looked up.
"Hey."

"Hey. S'up?" The typical adolescent boy greeting, accompanied by
an upward nod of the chin. I shrugged.
"So, um, about last week ..."
I knew where this was headed. I tried to look indifferent by straight-
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ening the other books in the locker.
"Um ... ," he continued. "I think maybe we should just keep it to
ourselves, you know?" I knew. He waited for a response. I didn't bite.
"And, you know, like not make it public, or whatever." I closed the
locker and faced him. He was waiting for me to say something. I
watched him squirm instead.
Aaron had been graceful. He had kissed me like he knew what he
was doing. Unbuttoned my shirt with one hand. My jeans with the
other. He had kissed my neck the whole time.
I met him at a party. An acquaintan ce from algebra, at Kendra's
party. We sat next to each other, and during the lecture on quadratic
equations she leaned over and told me she was having a birthday party,
I should come. I did. Alone. I hated going anywhere alone, but arriving
in style with a giggling group of friends was not an option. I had none
that were good for more than a few chuckles in algebra or honors lit
when the teachers' backs were turned toward the board.
"You are so cool to just like, show up here by yourself. I would
never have the guts to do that." Michelle Fanta from my earth science
class was standing in front of me with a beer in her hand.
"Not really," I said. "I just don't have any friends."
She laughed. "Wanna drink?" she asked.
And that was when I spotted Aaron across the room. I hadn't known
he'd be there.
"Yes," I heard myself say. "A beer." I hated beer.
I knew him from gym class sophomore year. We were defense and
goalie in floor hockey and ran together on running days. We talked
about nothing really, at first, but then we exchanged phone numbers and
talked all night. Flirting mostly, and what-if scenarios. Like what if you
had to do someone on the same page in the yearbook as you, and you
had to pick, no getting out of it. Or what if the school got bombed, who
would you try to rescue if you knew it was coming. He answered me to
the second question. "Holly McFadden, I guess," to the first. This went
on for about a month. Gym class became something I actually looked
forward to. I changed in the locker room slowly to walk in late, to make
him wonder a bit.
"Nice socks," he said one time as we sat waiting for the teacher to
call roll. I had forgotten to pack gym socks and was now sitting beside
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him with my blue school gym shorts and purple scrunched socks.
"They're Hypercol or." I said.
"Oh yeah? What color do they change if I touch them?"
"That's private."
"Oh yeah?" He tried to reach for a sock. I pulled my leg away.
"Well, I'll have to make that a mission, I guess."
"Touchin g my socks?"
"Finding out what color they turn in my body heat." I was hot
already. The teacher blew the whistle. It was time for jumping jacks.
We flirted like that on and off all year. Summer came and he signed
my yearbook with "Hope we have the same gym period next year. I still
need to find out about those socks."
Junior year we didn't have the same gym period. But fourth period
we passed in the hallway, him heading to the Math Lab and me to
Compute r Tech. Once, we brushed against each other in the crowded
hallway. It was like touching lightning. That evening he remembe red my
phone number. And the conversat ions started again: Would you rather
come to school in a chicken suit, or come to school in nothing? If you
had to kiss one person in your seventh-p eriod class, who would it be?
Top three people you'd play spin the bottle with in order from most
desired to least. "Naked. Nobody, I have auto shop seventh period. You,
Heather Moran, and Kasey Dell," he replied. I was floored.
Michelle handed me a beer from a cooler in the garage. The house
was tiny, ranch-sty le, and so crowded that people who stood talking
were inevitably touching each other.
Aaron walked up. "S'up?"
"Nada."
"I didn't know you were friends with Kendra." He touched his
freckled nose.
"I'm not, really. We're in algebra."
The chin nod. "I'd have driven you here if I knew you were coming."
"You got your license?"
"Thursda y," he said with a grin that was all teeth. Perfect little white
pebbles. When he nodded, his blond hair fell over his forehead. He was
standing so close, I could smell his skin, laundry detergent and
deodoran t soap. I inhaled heavily. I sipped the beer.
"Congrat ulations."
"Come outside, I'll show you my car."
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"You have a car already?"
"Well, it was my dad's. We never used it, so since I'm taking auto, I
learned how to fix it up a little, and my dad said that if I could make it
safe, or whatever, I could have it." I nodded. "It hasn't passed emissions
yet, but that don't matter, 'cause I know it's fine." I followed him outside to the driveway. It was an old Grand Prix with rust along the
bottom. We got in. He left the car off. I wondered if we were going
somewhere, but turned to see that we were blocked in by about four
other vehicles. He put his arm on my seat back.
"You know I like you?" he said. I looked at my shirt to see if he
could see my heart pounding through it.
"Yeah?"
"You're hot, and you don't even know it." He leaned forward and
kissed behind my ear. I wished I could say the same to him, but he knew
it. I kept my head straight. He kissed a little lower on my neck. Turn and
face him! I took a deep breath. I turned. The lights from the front of the
house made his hair look so soft over his ears and his green eyes dark.
He came at me then, but instead of kissing my mouth, he kissed above
my eyebrow. I guessed my chicken pockmark showed up in the lantern
light. I thought then: This is it. He'll be around for a while.
He motioned with his head to the side of the house. He opened his
door. I did the same and followed him around the garage. He turned to
face me, took both my hands in his, and pulled me close to his body. I
realized then how short I was. I went up on tiptoe. He laughed and gently
pushed my shoulders until I lowered. He kissed the end of my nose.
"I'm nervous ... ," I started to say. He hushed me with a finger.
"You're adorable." I smiled. No one had ever said that before.
"What socks have you got on today?" he asked.
"I haven't washed the Hypercolor s yet."
"Too bad. We could have seen them change."
"Well ... my skin changes color that way too ..."
"Oh yeah? Is that private, too? Or will you let me find that one out?"
"Both." And this time he kissed my mouth. Slow and with lots of lip.
I had hoped he would kiss well, knew it even. There was something to
be said for a high school boy who did not ram his tongue into your
mouth, or leave his jaw open so long that saliva accumulate d and pooled
into yours. Aaron was good. He moved onto my neck, then my ears, as
though he did this for a living. I wanted those skills, but I wanted to
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enjoy them, too. Needles. Tiny needles all up and down my arms and
back. My shirt came off. Button by button with his right hand. My jeans
with his left. We were on the ground now, damp and smelling of suburban sod. He laid his flannel over the ground where my back was, lowered me onto it. We did not talk. I pulled at his T-shirt, a Grateful Dead
tie-dye with a yellow bear on the front. He slipped it off in one swift
movemen t over his head. I heard it land somewhe re beside us.
Then my underwea r. I held onto it at first, held it up. What were we
doing? How far was this going to go? I thought of coming home later. I
could walk from Kendra's. Even if we didn't do it all, even if we stopped
now, I would still not look my mother in the eye.
Hopefully she would be in bed. I'm not going to think about that

now. This feels way too good.
Aaron's hand pushed mine off the top of my undies, once, twice,
finally, I left it off. They landed somewhe re nearby. I took note of how
far they went by the sound they made when they hit the grass. His legs
slipped between mine. I let out a long breath. He stopped. Brushed back
my hair with his hand.
"Don't be scared," he said. "I know what I'm doing."
"Do you even have ..." He pulled from somewhe re, a small plastic
package. It crackled as he bit it open and smelled of powdery rubber.
There was a pause, his body held over mine. I looked down to watch,
but could see nothing in the dark. After a moment, he lowered himself
back onto me. I felt it against my stomach. It seemed huge, although a
cocktail frank would have seemed enormous at that moment. He slid
down a bit and took his hand to guide himself in. It pressed sharply as
he moved forward, and I jumped. I threw a hand on his belly.
"Slow!" I said. "Please. I'm new."
"I know." It seared as it went in, and I squeezed my eyes shut, then
let out a long breath again. "Shh. I'll be careful."
But he wasn't. His movemen ts were slow and short at first, and I
thought, OK, I can take this. But his breathing got heavier and heavier.
I tried to mimic him, thinking maybe I could turn myself on more, or
that he would think I was enjoying it, and it'd be over sooner. His movement sped up. The motions larger. He was breathing only out of his
nose, huffing so that I imagined his cheeks puffing out a bit, although
all I could see was the white of the siding on the house, which glowed
pristine in the dark.
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When his hip bones began to hit my pelvis, I knew he was close.
"Mmmphh! Mmmphh!" He pounded on. My tailbone lifted and
bumped back down onto the dirt and grass. I grabbed his neck and held
on so I could move with him. "Mmmmphhhmm mmmmppphhhhh hh!"
he grunted. And it was over, just like that. Something was hot inside of
me and I realized it was the filled condom, and pushed him out.
He rolled onto his back and pulled up his boxers with one hand. He
reached for his jeans. When had those come off? While I patted around
in the dirt for my underpants, he lit a cigarette. The dim flame of his
lighter showed his hair ruffled, his cheeks pink. I wrapped my shirt
around my body while I stepped into my undies. Aaron waited there,
shirt off, knees bent up, sitting on the ground with his smoke. Once I
had my jeans back on, he stood, whipped his T-shirt back over his head,
picked up his flannel, and smiled at me. He let out a breath of smoke,
then leaned over and kissed above my eyebrow again. And as I was buttoning my jeans, we heard the screen door open and people come out.
"Who is that?" someone called. We were silent.
"It's Michaels! Shit, boy! Who you got back there?" someone else called.
Aaron flipped them a righteous bird. The car doors opened, the boys
laughing. They slammed shut. The car started and then peeled off into
the night. Aaron turned back to me, kissed my cheek, threw down the
second cigarette butt, and went back in the house. I sat there a moment,
my shirt half-tucked in. I stretched out in the grass and lay back against
the sharp points. Then he disappeared around the front of the house.
I closed my eyes and more than anything, right then, I longed to hear
the clip-clop of my mother's heels on the driveway. I'd pretend to be
asleep, force my eyes shut.
"Aimee," she'd say softly, believing I was really out. "Time to go, I'm
here." And we'd walk to the car, silently, together. She'd walk in front of
me, the back of her coat swaying as though it were trying to leave a trail
of her behind. And I'd close my eyes and follow, holding my arms close to
my chest. The air would be dry and just bordering on cold, and the only
sound in the world would be my mother's high heels across the blacktop.
Sitting there in the grass, on the side of Kendra's house, I pulled my
knees to my chest. I realized I could wait here all night for Aaron to
come back around that corner and talk to me. So I buttoned up my shirt,
stuffed my bra in my back pocket, and began the slow walk home.
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Bed
Luke Herman

IT WAS THE SMELL THAT HIT ME FIRST, SOLID BUT CO TAINED. OUTSIDE THE

door on the little concrete stoop was nothing, just the odor of the city
air, but when that kid, whoever he was, unlocked the handle and stood
there, staring up at us, the smell was pushed out and into my eyes. It
stung a little; involuntary tears were welling in my eyes. It was more
than just the smell of urine; it was the smell of cleaning supplies, food
gone sour, air that never circulates, the bitter smell of the body saying it
will not be ignored.
Light came dimly, distorted and redirected by the thick cubes of socalled privacy block glass. This was the basement of a six-flat. I had been
told earlier that the rest of the family lived upstairs, and I could see that
the apartment, small as it was, was further compromised in size by the
furniture stacked haphazardly in corners, hills of plastic bags perpetually threatening avalanche, and all the neglect.
The kid at the door said, "What you want?" and I told him we were
there to bring a hospital bed. He thought about this a moment, his brow
furrowed, before his eyes tilted back up, stuck on mine, and he said,
"Give me all your money." He couldn't have been more than ten. I said,
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with as much bemusem ent as I could muster, "I don't think so," and
lifted him up and moved him out of the way with one smooth gesture.
The man I was deliverin g the bed with was Polish, in his sixties, and
not fluent in English. He said, through a heavy accent, "This house no
good." Though I never would have admitted it, I had to agree.
Usually my coworke r's judgmen ts were divided into what was
"very good" versus what was "no good." One time, when he and I were
driving by a school on the way to a delivery, he looked out the window ,
pointed at one of the students , and proclaim ed with heavy solemnit y,
"This girl ... nice dupa," dupa being the Polish word for ass. He nodded
to himself after he said that, and then added, in case I didn't get it, "Nice
dupa is very good." Most things aside from war and pigeons he considered to be "very good," so the fact that this house was "no good" was
significa nt.
As we entered, carrying a piece of the hospital bed frame, we saw the
woman for whom it was intended . She lay on her back, her belly and
breasts large, breathin g heavily. Each hand held a bunched -up piece of
dirty sheet. She wore a T-shirt and a pair of massive underwe ar, both as
heavily stained as the sheets. The light was so dim that it took a second to
notice, but both of her legs had been amputat ed, and the skin and fat of
her legs hung down and over the edge of the stump like a pair of shorts.
She wheezed as we approac hed, "Bring it here," and my coworke r
and I stepped carefully through the debris. The bed section was heavy
because of its motor, so carrying it required concent ration. I felt my
sneaker step in somethi ng solid but slippery, but by the time I felt it, I
had already shifted and started to slide. My foot slipped out from under
me, and my shoulde r hit the wall. I didn't fall, but I had a nasty bruise
for weeks after. The woman in the bed was bellowin g now, "Watch your
step! Watch your step!" over and over like an automat ed announc ement.
She rocked her body back and forth, her stumps going like the legs of
an upside-d own roach, her fists poundin g the bed like she was having a
tantrum . I looked down to see if what I had stepped in was what I
thought it was, and, unfortun ately, it was. The woman in the bed suddenly stopped moving, and for a moment I thought somethi ng had happened to her until I heard the exhauste d wheezin g and saw her staring
over at me.
My coworke r looked at me and shook his head. He said loudly
enough for the woman in the bed to hear, "Shit on floor ... no good." I
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glared at him, angry that he would say that in front of the woman , and
even angrier that I agreed with him.
I grabbe d one of the empty plastic bags and wiped my shoe as best
I could. I had already decided I was going to throw the shoes away. We
set up the bed in the one small, free corner, the woman in the old bed
staring at us but not saying anythin g else. There are usually papers that
must be signed when we finish, but I didn't bother. I didn't want even
that small contact . I only wanted to get out of there.
Workin g in the medical supply business, you meet a lot of people,
often at the worst momen ts of their lives. Some of them are in shock,
some are worn smooth by tragedy and become kind, some have a dark
sense of humor, some cry, some are cold. There are people who accuse
you of being a master con artist whose sole purpos e in life is to cheat
them out of an extra dollar. There are people who want to give you hard
candy from their purses. There are people who need help no one can
give them. There are people who can use your help.
Since all of my grandp arents are dead and have been for many years,
I get this strange emotio nal frisson when someon e much older than my
parents says to me, "Child, " or "Baby," or "Mijo," pats my hand, and
offers me advice. Some of it has been very wise.
An old woman told me once, "Baby, your hands is ashy! You need
to get you some cocoa butter. Fix it right up." And may I say the cocoa
butter did a remark able job.
An old man told me once, when I had my Bob Dylan CD in the store
radio, "You don't want to be listening to that Bob Dylan bunk. He's a
rabble- rouser, and if you listen to him, people' ll think you're a rabblerouser, too."
A lot of the older people will tell you the same thing: "Don't get old."
There's all sorts of variatio ns on this, "Trust me. You don't ever want to
get to be my age." Or, "Stay as young as you are now." I used to have a
flip little respons e to that. I would say, "Well, getting old sure beats the
alternative," and then chuckle reassuringly as if to say, "It's not so bad."
Now I just nod when they say that. There is no correct response.
The woman in the bed watche d me as I was getting ready to walk
out the door. When I was nearly back into fresh air, she said, "Child,
don't ever get old," and then sucked some air through her teeth with a
clicking sound. Her tone wasn't warm; there was no familia r kindnes s
in the word "child." It was a stateme nt of fact, nothing more. In that
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house, I was a child. It was a warning, clean and crisp.
I stood outside a moment, clearing my head of the horrible smell and
all her warnings of my inevitable death.
On the ride back, my coworker looked to be deep in thought. After
a few minutes, he said, with his heavy accent and halting English,
"Lukas ... maybe have woman ... no legs ... maybe very good. No
run away. No go out bed. No close legs. No have legs. No speak no.
Every time speak yes. Maybe very good woman." He looked at me, eyebrows raised, with an expression that suggested a major revelation.
Moving rapidly from existential despair to trying to stifle a half-horrified laugh, I just nodded slightly, and looked back at the road. Another
delivery done.
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Glass Eyes
C.S. E. Co on ey

Approach thou like the rugged Russian bear,
The arm'd rhinocero s, or the Hyrcan tiger;
Take any shape but that, and my firm nerves
Shall never tremble: or be alive again,
And dare me to the desert with my sword . . .
Macbeth, Act III, Scene IV

I

MET THE TIGER IN THE HOUSE WITH THE A IMAL HEADS. THE HOUSE

belongs to some cousins of my nana, who isn't really related to me at all,
as she is my late paternal grandfath er's second wife. They were strange
people, my nana's cousins, living all the way out on Tatum Boulevard
where it is more desert than city. It's obscure. You wouldn't consider it
Phoenix proper anymore. Take the 117 North to the 101 East; exit on
Tatum, head left past Desert Ridge Mall, and all of a sudden, everythin g
goes elite. Town-ho mes and time-shar es and condos stagger up the
mountain side in tiers and layers, wedding cakes shaped like ancient
palaces. Tiled roofs curve smoothly, graceful as pottery. A cynical city
eye, expecting green lawns and palm trees and sidewalks of cement,
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blinks, burning, to see jumping cacti and tall, wild saguaro instead.
Nana's cousins' house was bigger than the others we'd seen on the
drive up. When we first spotted it at the dead end of the cul-de-sac, my
mother and father both tried to guess how much it cost.
"Half a million," said my father.
"Half?" And my mother laughed. "One million at least."
It was almost four in the afternoon and the lines of light were long.
Wh~re the sun fell on the white stucco walls, the house turned to streaky
gold°. The painted wooden shutters and brick walkway and wide double
doors were of a blunt and earthy red. On one door there was a bronze
knocker like a grinning coyote, and on the other, the hunchbac k Kokopelli.
Both shapes did something to my stomach, turned it around or
twisted it, but I didn't tell my parents, because they would say that's what
I get for reading in the car. I followed them up the sandstone steps to the
porch, dragging my feet and scowling at the brass ornament s. Then the
heavy door swung out, and Nana was behind the screen, shoulderi ng it
open, beaming and chattering and ready to embrace us all.
I should have smiled at her. That would have been polite. No, I
should have thrown back my head and howled, and beat my chest with
my fists and danced an eagle dance. But I didn't know about the tiger
then, or what I would have to do. I submitted to being smothere d in
Nana's bosom and bussed and chucked and clucked over, and I'm afraid
my expressio n was not quite as gracious as a grimace.
"Querida !" she said to me. "You've grown so much!"
I couldn't tell if she approved of this or not. Most days, I sure didn't.
My thirteenth birthday had been ominous. There were pimples involved.
And a serious, mother-to -daughter chat, never once during which my
mother and I looked each other in the face.
It was a tacos and tamales Thanksgi ving. That part was tradition.
Like spending Thanksgi vings with Nana was tradition, while we spend
Christma ses with my grandma Dorothy and Easters with Marma, my
mother's mother. What wasn't traditiona l was the venue. Before that
night, we'd never met Nana's cousins, or been to their big house.
I guess Nana had invited us out there because her cousins had
invited her. She'd been lonely since Tata died. I don't know why. He died
back in February, and Nana always had friends around, and she talked
to a lot of priests and played bingo on Tuesday nights. But she told my
father that having Thanksgi ving at her house would make her sad.
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We moved from the front hallway, where we met everyone, to the
dining room, where we met more of everyone. Nana must have had several dozen cousins, and they were all twice her age at least, which put
them in their hundred -thirties . Old people- even rich old people- have
a certain smell. Althoug h I'm sure rich old people smell differen t from
the poor ones, the way a spider web spun in a molderin g basemen t
might smell differen t from a spider web spun outdoor s, among roses.
There is nothing abnorm al about my behavior. Except for when
Gene is home, I am always quiet. Gene hasn't been home for a year. I
don't want to talk about that. I'll talk some more about the people who
owned the house.
Apparen tly, Nana's cousins are very rich, and very well traveled , and
they're all as old as Anasazi ruins. They pretend they can't talk America n
and try to make me sing Spanish love songs with them, even though I
can't speak the language , and am taking French this year to spite both
of my parents, who can. And it's not because they were born that wayI told you Nana isn't related. My mother's people were Italian. My
father's, your basic British Isles type. Only my parents had studied
Spanish in school for years. College, too.
I have since learned the lyrics to one of the songs they tried to force
down my throat.
De co/ores, de co/ores se visten las campos en la primavera.
De co/ores, de co/ores son las pajaritos que vienen de afuera.
De colores, de co/ores es el area iris que vemos lucir ...
Nana's cousins laugh too much, and they sing all the time with their
guitars. I think Gene would like them, because they're loud. Gene is
loud, too. Much louder now that he has become a United States Marine,
and much less clever. Before he was a Marine, he knew enough Spanish
to curse but always refused to teach me, because even then he was a
stupid idiot and I hated him. He's not with us this Thanksg iving. He's
overseas. Being a Marine, he doesn't have much cargo space left in his
skull, so he's probabl y forgotte n his Spanish and has now learned to
curse in Korean, which would be just like him.
I wonder if I will see Nana's cousins next year. I wonder if they will
tease me and try to make me sing again or if they will be afraid, for now
I have met the tiger and am changed . Nana, being Nana, didn't participate in the mob effort to force me to sing. She knows I don't like to be
looked at, especially by stranger s. Since I couldn't curse at them in their
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own language, making them leave me alone in such terms even rich, old,
crazy, cackling people can understand, I tried to seek out a quiet place
to read instead. Reading is a private and antisocial activity. The kind of
activity I prefer.
I was just about to get on with it, squashed into a corner behind a
couch, when my mother interrupted. She has an uncanny sense about
these things.
"Phyllis, have you washed your hands?"
I sighed. Standing up again, I slid Zombie Lover under my waistband and headed for the kitchen. It was hotter there than in the den or
the dining room, because of all the cooking food. It was also the most
crowded. I squeezed through the throngs of Nana's cousins to get to the
kitchen sink. I think one of them patted my butt. I didn't like that. And
I didn't like the closeness and the noise-but I was very forbearing,
because more than anything, I don't like asking directions to the bathroom. Especially from pseudo-relatio ns who look sly when I attempt to
communicate with them.
I dried my hands, keeping my head down. As I was hanging up the
dishtowel, Nana waylaid me.
"Querida, will you take the tortillas?"
I received the covered basket. It was warm in my hands. Nana
regarded me with her warm brown eyes-I always suspected Tata left
Grandma Dorothy because of Nana's eyes-and pecked me on the
cheek. She smelled of creosote and wet corn flour. This is how the whole
city smells before a rainstorm.
I smiled at her, or what passed for a smile on my face, which didn't
seem to want to stretch that way these days. She gave me another, sadder
smooch and sent me and the tortillas on our way.
Dinner was difficult. I was teased. I escaped as soon as possible,
telling Nana I was tired and asking if there was a room where I could
nap until it was time to leave. Nodding, Nana turned from me. A rapid
conversation in Spanish ensued. I supposed that she was asking the
woman at the head of the table about an available room. The woman
was Nana's oldest cousin and the smallest of all of them. I was taller
than she was and I'm not tall.
The oldest cousin glanced from Nana to me and leered. Her eyes
were made out of skin folds. She asked something.
I told her stubbornly, "I just want to lie down somewhere."
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The whole table snickered. Finally, one of the younger cousins rose
and beckoned to me. The only way I knew he was younger was that he
didn't require a cane to walk and his hair was more gray than white. He
led me again through the hot kitchen, and then into a large laundry room
with industrial-sized washers and driers. It smelled of fabric softener here,
and sweet lint. There was a large walk-in cupboard, which we entered,
and at the back of the cupboard, there was a small door. At a touch, it
swung open onto a narrow staircase. I couldn't help myself. I gasped.
"Is it a secret?" I asked the old man.
"Es solamente una escalera," he told me, but he was smiling.
I stepped through the doorway. For a brief second, I felt his hand on
the small of my back, urging me up the first step. I don't know if I liked
that. I could still feel the cool, fragile fingers long after he shut the door
behind me.
The stairway led up three flights. I could have turned off onto the
second or third floor, but I kept climbing. I wasn't really tired; I just
wanted to get as far away from the dining room as possible. Nana's
cousins were old; they wouldn't climb up after me. Gene would, if he were
here. I was glad he wasn't here. The door at the top of the stairs opened
into a hallway. There were no light bulbs I could see. It was very dim. On
my right, the wall was flat, without any doors. On my left, there were two
doors, and one of them was locked. I turned the second handle.
Gold spilled into my eyes.
At the end of a long, rectangular room was a tiny, round window
like a porthole, high above the floor. It was the only immediate source
of light. On the other side of the glass, the sky had been beaten into
gold. This was the light that dazzled my eyes. Sheets of gold covered the
ceiling, the walls were gold-plated, the floor was gilded. The air was full
of golden wings, and from the golden walls, strangest of all, stared a
thousand terrible eyes.
I was not afraid. Walls with eyes. I had heard of walls with ears, but
never with eyes. Rooms that listened, but never rooms that looked. I'd
never had a room look at me before.
I stepped inside the door. The last of the rich old light was fast
sinking, retreating, receding back through the rounded window, leaving
bare wooden floorboards and whitewashe d walls. Covering this peeling
surface were dozens and dozens of animal heads. Hunting trophies.
Triumphs of taxidermy. From these stuffed and mounted heads, the glass
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eyes stared. They did not seem terrible now, now in the new twilight,
now that the gold was gone, now that I knew what they were. They were
no longer terrible or even tragic. Just watching , in a dusty sort of way.
There were boar heads, bear heads, heads of gazelle and stag and
antelope and moose. There were hawks and owls and falcons and eagles
suspended from the ceiling by wires. These were the wings I had seen.
There was an ornament al brick fireplace. Inside this, a great tangle of
tusks had been piled, as though for kindling. A lopsided rhino's head was
propped against the fireplace mantel, and over this hung a saber and its
scabbard. They crossed each other, like the symbol on the Jolly Roger.
On the floor, there were two stools made of elephant legs, a rocking
horse made of a real pony, two monkeys, a bird the color of emeralds,
with a trailing green tail, a ruby breast, and neck feathers of the bluest
blue. Also, there was a low couch flung over with zebra skins.
But best of all-bette r than the bonfire! Better than Zombie Loverthere was, reclining on the couch as if for a post-lunc h nap, an enormous
tiger. Stuffed, of course. But so lifelike! Its black-ban ded, sienna-yellowochre fur emitted its own light, like a dying fire. The tiger lay stiffly, and
seemed to be looking right at me, its icy amber eyes bright in the
turquoise air. I loved it best, so I saved it for last.
On tiptoe, I began a more thorough, hands-on inspection of the room.
At first, I kept my hands clasped behind my back, like I was taught to do
as a young child upon entering museums or shops. I got braver as I went
on. Soon, I was tapping on glass eyes, and stroking the emerald feathers
of the quetzal (that's what the bird was called; the cage display was
labeled), and the elephant toenails, and the tails of the monkeys. One was
a macaque, the other a pygmy mouse lemur, from Madagascar. After this,
I crouched beside the fireplace to smooth my palms against the shafts of
ivory. This gave me a peculiar feeling, as though my thighs were heavy and
my head weightless. Involuntarily, I sighed.
Then, the tiger spoke. "Is it ivory you desire, my dark one?"
I didn't have to turn around to know it was the tiger. There is no
mistaking a tiger's speaking voice. It's violent and rusty and rumbles out
deep from a hollow place, like a djinn that's been dammed, dimmed,
jammed in an old tin can.
I dropped the tusk and leapt to my feet, reaching above the rhino 's
head on the mantle to snatch the saber from the wall. Only when I was
armed did I turn around. The tiger was laughing. The tiger's laughter
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was more fatal to me than his words had been.
"You are odd," it told me. He told me. He was definitely a he. "But
you know that already."
I said, biting out the words, "You. Just. Stay. Right. Where. You. Are."
In response, he slid off his zebra skins bonelessly, and stretched. His
black claws made an awful sound on the bare wood. Then he said,
"Make me," and began moving in on me.
I grasped the saber tighter and took a deep breath. That was a mistake, because I could smell him. After smelling all the old people downstairs, the onions and the Spanish poetry that lingered on their breath,
their musty undera rms and age-saturated clothes, the tiger was intoxicating. He smelled of the veldt, dry grasses, open skies, a quivering heat
on the corners of everything. I had never been where he had come from.
I never wanted anythin g so much as I wanted , right then, to go.
"Go where? " he asked me.
"Anywhere," I said. "Anywhere but here."
And then he pounce d. I wasn't ready. I don't think you can be ready
for a tiger to leap on you. But I had the saber, held out in front of me,
and I was holding on pretty hard. And though the sheer, thunde ring
force of the tiger knocke d the blade from my grip, it did not go flying
away, skittering across the floorbo ards to come to a clanking stop at the
elephan t feet, withou t doing any damage.
The tiger's cry was like a wound itself. He twisted his body from
mine at the last momen t, and fell on his side. The white fur of his underbelly showed , and wet red upon the white.
"That," he told me, "was not necessary."
I was sorry for him, but I said, "Oh, I think it was."
Then he laughed a little, and I squatte d, looking at him.
"Is it deep?" I asked.
"The deepest." His voice had droppe d into a low growl, a tiger
whisper. Until that momen t, I had been cool. Now I began to sweat.
"Can I get you a Band-Aid?" I asked, trying to keep my voice firm.
Tigers like control .
"No," he said. "We lick our wound s clean." He tried to do this, but
to
fell slack again, with a deep sigh. "It hurts too much. I shall have

bleed to death. Again."
His blood did not smell like blood but of spices. Nutme g, cardamom , cloves, turmeric. Garlic, ginger, chili powder. A liquid heat, a
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feast. I hadn't eaten much at dinner. I like tacos, and tamales are OK,
but not when I'm surrounded by strangers who are all laughing at me.
The tiger wasn't laughing now. He wasn't even breathing. He was
simply watching. The whole room was watching.
"OK," I told him. "OK. Just this once."
And I started era wling towards him.
The wooden floor scraped my knees. I felt the splinters going in. It
was completely dark in the room now, except for the tiger, who was like
a thing of embers, and for the bone-fire, which had begun to glow a
pallid blue. For one wild moment, I wondered if the door was locked, if
I should get up and lock it, and lock the door to the stairway, too, and
the door at the bottom of the stairs, to make sure no one would come
up, especially not my mother. Above all, she mustn't see me do what I
was about to do to the tiger.
But my mouth was watering now, and the look in the tiger's eyes, laziness and anguish and triumph, drew me on and on, until I was kneeling
with my forehead pressed against one of his flanks, my mouth an inch
from his open wound. As I began to lap up his blood with my tongue, the
tiger began singing. His singing voice was a frenzied, fearsome combination of his laughter, his speaking voice and, perhaps, an avalanche.
"De colores, de colores se visten los campos en la primavera."
I lapped and licked and sucked and swallowed and wept silently into
his fur. His fur was rough, but a good rough, and the skin beneath
smelled strong and sweet, like aloe and the wild daisies that grow in
Africa. His fur felt hotter than his blood in my mouth, but what I swallowed went through me like a flash flood.
"De colores, de colores son los parajitos que vienen de afuera."
Under the lollings and rollings of my tongue, his wound began to
close. I was tempted to use my teeth to keep it open. I licked and licked
until his fur grew back, until I was licking fur, and had to rear back my
head and spit.
"De colores, de colores es el area iris que vemos lucir ... "
And then, as abruptly as before, he rolled over on top of me. His
forepaws pinned down my shoulders, and his hind legs pressed down on
my thighs. His claws were retracted, but he was very heavy, and I
couldn't breathe. His whiskers tickled my face. His breath smelled of the
desert. Nor faraway deserts, but my desert, of creosote and mesquite
and calliandra. My mouth was still watering. He licked me once, on my
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cheek. His tongue rasped like sharkskin .
"What if ... ," I panted.
But he licked me a second time. On the other side of my face. Where
he licked, I felt my new fur rise. A facemask of orange bands and black.
"What if my mother comes in ... ?"
He laughed and kept licking. He licked his stripes onto my face, and
down my neck, and on my arms, which were bare, because I was
wearing a tank top. Then, as gently as if he were rolling a rag doll or a
dead gazelle, he turned me over, nuzzled up my shirt, and began licking
down my back, my shoulder blades, my ribs, the upper swells of my
hips, tugging down my shorts with the tips of his claws, to lick and lick
and lick at the base of my spine. And that's when my tail began to grow.
It happened very fast. It stopped when it was two and a half feet
long. It had a white tip and a life of its own. It lifted and wound itself
around the tiger's neck, flicking his ear. He nipped it, gently.
"How am I supposed to hide that?" I demande d breathlessly. "How
can I explain??
What the tiger did then, I cannot say. But I stopped talking.
When it was over, we lay sprawled against each other, limbs limp
and heavy. He was purring, a sound that shattered my bones. After a
while, I knew the trick, and I began purring too.
"What time is it?" I asked.
"You ask the oddest questions," the tiger said.
"But I have to go soon," I told him.
"I know."
We regarded each other in the weird, blue, bone light. The walls
regarded us.
In the end, we decided it was best if we each gave up one of our eyes.
He would wear mine, and I would wear his, and if we wanted, we could
close our original eye, and look only through the eye of the other. He
would see the cafeteria of my high school, the boy who played saxophone in the band who didn't know I existed, the frog I was cutting
open in biology, the bathroom mirror, as I was trying to memorize
myself before I changed again. I would see this room as it had always
been, and would be until the last of Nana's cousins died. Bones in the
fireplace, heads on the walls, a couch covered in zebra skins. A room full
of watchful dead creatures, brightly colored. And that's the room I
would remembe r at night, when I was lonely and full of longing, and the
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house was asleep.
I heard my mother start calling me a little after midnight.
I didn't kiss him good-bye. You can't kiss tigers good-bye. But I gave
him a playful nip on the ear, and he swatted me with his paw, his tail
lashing in irritation. He glared at me balefully, mournfully, out of my
own eye, and I ran from the room. The hallway was completely dark,
but I could see in the dark now-out of one eye, at least-and I ran
down it easily, and down the stairs, and back into the laundry room, and
kitchen, and dining room, which was empty. Everyone, all of Nana's
cousins and Nana had gathered in the front hall to say good-bye. My
mother and father were framed inside the open doorway, between
Kokopelli and Coyote.
"What's wrong with your eye?" my father asked.
"Why do you have a tail?" asked my mother.
Before I could answer, Nana crushed me in a hug, exclaiming how
much she loved me, and how she hoped she would see me again soon.
Then, all of her cousins did the same, embracing me one by one. I found
I didn't mind the way they smelled anymore. It made my mouth water
slightly and my body hunger, but I didn't shy away. Besides, once they
were holding me, I could see their faces up close. Nana's cunning
cousins, dozens and dozens. They were all grinning and smiling, old and
sly. And each of them had one glass eye.
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Breaking Ground
Jo n T. Ta rc ak

THE WISH OF ALL WISHES WAS COMING TRUE FOR EVA

ARGYLE, A BOY

envied by his classmates and friends at Burt Ives High more for his
dumb luck than his elan. The great gift of his luck was that he was set
to be the first to bang Kathy Delucci, and perhaps, with a little more
dumb luck, the last.
"Tomorrow ," she assured him in a breathy whisper over the phone,
her giggle spilling over her words with the prepared modesty of a practiced tease. "O ... K?" Since that glowing promise rolled off of her tongue
and sopped up his thoughts, Evan had been battling with himself to get
some rest and dismiss-or delay-the boner-inducing ephemera that had
kept his mind racing ever since; kept his feet dangling off his bed, calves
digging into the mattress; kept his fingers pressed to soothe, to unknot his
swollen temples. Pacing the room, the rhythm of his gestures and movements was steered by the manifold anxieties of inexperience. The palms of
his hands dripped sweat through a tight, pul ing grip. When he finally
turned off the lights and lay again on his bed with the vain hope of falling
asleep, his thoughts grew brighter, blinding.
Sweet Kathy Delucci, he thought, propping up and raking his mattress
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with his leg hairs. How many had longed? How many? Hunched up knee
to knee in the backseat of cars, on the forest trails off the highway, on the
soft and snaking sectional in the Delucci's TV room as they ran their
hands up her smooth, warming thighs while the movie ran its course,
waiting to deflower the young vixen? Sweet Kathy. How many? Huh? A
lot, he thought. Whew! Phew! Fuck! He fluttered his lips and, for a
moment, felt singularly important, elite, a man about to chisel into
ground never before seen by man, any man, but then-alas, a wash of
doubt surged through him, rooting him to his spot at the edge of his bed,
his legs as straight and still and tight as the planks in the sweet cherry
oak floor underfoot, his stomach turning over his dinner. In a moment of
stepping out, he could only hear the soft delay of his breathing and the
bitter screams of his thoughts as he finger-counted all of the boys who at
one time or another had-or said they had-made out with Kathy, fondled her luscious breasts, dined on them. He bounced up and scampered
to flip the lights back on. Oddly enough, the ceiling fan, which bent in
flight with each rotation, reminded him of paper airplanes.
Eleven was the number he came up with, eleven growing boys, but
he settled on thirteen, indulging his pessimistic slant that would not be
assuaged until the first dip. Most of them were friends of his, some even
high on the social pecking order, all enraged by their dwindling chances.
They had spread word of their instances like a coital progress report
through the halls of the school. But none of those fools, whose echoes
now visited him, had ever banged her. Say what.
After pondering over her slutitude-a word he and his friends made
up in this novelty of broader thought they were in fact broaching-he
reasoned, momentarily delighted and loose, that he shouldn't fret over
some-a lot of, more precisely-ma ke-out sessions. Making out doesn't
count in the grand scheme of things, he established. The notion adhered
to his mind like a sticky fact, a dripping paste in the caverns of his skull.
He spoke it several times, like a mantra, hoping to ward off any evil gravitation or looming portent by way of exorcism. He crossed his fingers
and cupped his enjoined hands behind his head, leaning down into the
pillow propped fast against the nodding headboard. He tried to let sleep
wash over him, tried not to masturbate, tried. He had a busy day ahead
of him and had been assured an enchanting evening. But it was all too
much, a lusting suction. Well. Unzipped and tented under the covers by
his propped knees, he closed his eyes, slackened his thighs, centered the
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curvature of his head on the pillow, and brought the sword out of its
sheath, taking a few liberties he knew he could only pull off in theory, in
his untamed imagination, and in the mechanical, onanistic activity for
which the waves of guilt prepared him, he was free to wander, free to
take poetic license. Oh, he had his way with Kathy, a rendering that both
embraced and challenged the diagramed teachings of the Kama Sutra, a
book he'd scanned with a furrowed brow and crumpled lip at Vida's
apartment, amazed at the elasticity of the human body. When he was
through, he flipped the covers away and scooted toward the edge of his
bed, reaching down for the box of Kleenex. The cool air slapped his legs
as he pulled up the box. Empty. His lust turned to crust, and his snake
withdrew under the fold of his belly while he dreamt of sweetness.
In the morning, he showered and dressed quickly, put on the novelty
Elvis sunglasses Vido lent him last Halloween and a pair of his best blue
jeans and walked a mile to his friend Vida's basement apartment in a
three-flat on 54 th and Lancaster Lane. Dry by the time he got there from
the fluttering wind and lancing sun, Evan stood for a while in front of
the building, rubbing his hand over the cool back of his neck. He
removed the cumbersom e, gold-rimmed shades, wondering if Vido was
even up this early on his day off. In the spill of faint sunlight through
the low-hanging tree branches, the building looked as if it was looking
down at its toes; it jutted out, inspecting the foreground. The brick was
a faded brown, uneven and spotty, splattered with white paint near the
window frames. The windows themselves looked painted over with a
sandy gray that blocked out all light.
Downstairs , Vida's was a small place, made more incommodi ous by
being packed with electronics -his career and hobby. Vida's services
were in no way limited to his electrical handiwork , though. In the framework of youthful dissolution that had become a tradition in Evan's
neighborho od, Vido was an integral beam, a Renaissance man, who
could get you beer, nuggs, acid, mushrooms , pornograph y, or a replacement bottle of brandy you snuck from behind your parents' bar on a
moment's notice; he could get someone to take your bet on a Yankees
game, even install your car stereo-for those lucky enough to have a car.
He never really profited much from the young and ignorant, "the wild
and brash seedlings" as he called them, nor did he even profit, as he
often complained , from his job at the video store. Most of his income
came from selling hot electronics his brother-in-law gave him in return
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for fixing vending machines. He was open about his illicit activities. He
even told Evan that his brother-in -law was connected to the Caruso
family of Highland Park where all the heavy hitters lived, and that every
vending machine, jukebox, poker machine, and the like was in some
way property of that outfit. But Vido, despite some of his self-incriminating stories, wasn't into strong-ar ming people. He was grateful to
exist and not to have to work hard. To Evan and his friends, he was a
big brother, a friend, and a guidance counselor all rolled into one dingy
yarn. To people like Evan's parents, he was a loser.
Evan walked through the communa l tenants' laundry room and into
Vido's cramped, narrow apartmen t. He made his way through a row of
tables stacked with broken camcorde rs and boom boxes, snaked by a
pile of mini-refrigerators in the corner, and got to the couch, a puffy
pink number where a scattering of hand-held electronics sat. Vido was
fixing a VCR over a round glass table. Once he finished locking in the
frame, he locked his eyes on Evan and slid a tiny Phillips screwdriver
over the table.
"Hey," he said, "what's up?" There was a lit cigarette propped
behind his ear, spreading smoke up to the ceiling panels. His hair was
brushed up in oily disregard, an accidental pompado ur that looked
highly flammable.
"Nawthin ' ," Evan said, following Vido's gesture to sweep aside
some of the flashlight /hand-hel d radios made by Dockers Pants
Company that were closest to him. "You know you have a lit cigarette
in your ear?"
Evan dropped his shades on the table. Vido nodded in the tentative
affirmative and slowly removed the half-cigarette from his ear. He
placed it in his mouth and brushed the dark curls hiding behind his ears,
saying, "Didn' burn a hair. Not a one." He rechecked and sprang up,
blowing out smoke, cradling the VCR. He headed into the area he called
the half-kitchen, setting the VCR down on top of a wooden step stool.
Every room in his apartmen t, Vido joked, was "pre-'d by the word half."
"Pre what?" Evan once asked. "What the fuck does tha' mean?"
"Like a pre fix," he said in response, "only not. I forget the correct
term for it."
And that was that. If Evan philosophized a bit, he'd come to learn
that Vido meant to say that all of his rooms were small and, therefore,
"half" should precede each room, but it often wasn't completely neces-
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sary to understa nd Vido's coinage, the premise of the day would die like
all things.
Vido returned and sat down, exhaling like a man who'd put in a full
day. "Wanna get your ass kicked in Madden ?" he asked.
"Naw."
"Baseba ll?"
"Naw."
"Wanna get high?"
"Naw. Yeah."
"I thought so."
Crackin g a laugh that sounded forced and phlegmy, Vido got up and
walked the length of the apartme nt to a corner closet. He came out cupping in both hands a jar of his drug of choice. With his interest roused,
Evan stood up and peered in at the bud that filled the kif-sprinkled jar.
Vido had the biggest smile on his face as he twirled open the aluminu m
lid, releasing more of the entrapp ed odor with each twi t. He held the
bud by the stem and dropped it on a tin plate centered over the table,
watchin g it roll a bit. Evan studied the bud with awe as Vido twisted off
the conical top. The color scheme was grand, filled with iridescent
orange hairs and glimmering crystals that stuck to Vida's fingertips.
"The brains of the bud," said Vido, taking a moment to admire his
false wit and the earthly blessing before him. He rose and walked into
some half room again only to return a few seconds later with a giant glass
pipe that he himself blew when he was on tour with some misguided
spawn of the Grateful Dead. He crumble d the pot in and pushed it down
with his thumb. "Spark it up, my man. Get the full taste of the Prinny."
"The Prinny? " Evan said, befuddled, anxious , carefully taking the
pipe into both hands like a loaf of Holy Commu nion.
"The ... Ice ... Princess." Vido smiled again. "Go on." He handed him
the lighter and watched Evan closely.
The smoke went down real smooth; he released the carb four times
as he held the flame on it and pulled it into his lungs. The taste wa , well,
fresh he'd say if asked to describe it. At first. The smoke came out, however, in a fit of coughin g that continuo usly heaved his chest forward and
jerked his head down with its force. He spit all over his hand as he tried
to cover up the spray, tried to stop his inexperience on display.
Eventually, it brought him down to his knees. This continue d for about
a minute, all while Vido hit the pipe several times and laughed and spoke
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intermittently. "It was coming out your ears, man," he said, letting
smoke dance from his laughing mouth. Then he stopped laughing, and
then he laughed again. Then he hit the pipe again.
Evan got up and wiped the moisture that had settled around the rims
of his eyes. He took some deep breaths to make sure the coughing would
not reemerge and fell back into his seat on the couch. Vido offered him
the pipe again, but in a state of mental recovery, Evan waved it off.
When the phone rang, Vido looked all over for it, slapping himself
in the head. On the fourth ring he removed it from the refrigerator.
Later, he would say, "It's good for the ears."
Through the length of Vido's telephone conversation, Evan floated
away. His mind ran through a kaleidoscopic adventure that left everything to ponder, nothing to grip. His body seemed to loosen, give way.
He couldn't stay fast to one thought, couldn't pinpoint one thread of
truth in the world, though he raised them all. If he could only suspend
and retrieve his thoughts, he thought, that'd be cool. Ha, ha, hum. Vido
talked animatedly to his side; maybe someone called on one of his ads
in the classifieds and was negotiating a price. Evan played with one of
the Docker's radios for a while. They were pieces of crap.
Vido was gone and his thoughts drove to Kathy; he remembered the
first time he'd seen her riding down the street on her bike. His baseball
practice had stopped completely as she rode by, every player cupping
away the sun. She was almost unknown at the time. Even his coach, the
only adult on the field, couldn't contain himself while throwing batting
practice to one of the boys. "Oh, to be that bike seat on such a fine day,"
he said, when she made it down to the corner and out of earshot.
"Smelling tha' sweet, sweet muff right now." The rotten teeth of the bastard, Mr. Larmy, looking back for some laughs, the batter stepping out
to catch himself, taking practice cuts at the air, cupping his cup. All the
boys sprayed the diamond with their laughter. The first pitch after this
reprieve, the batter smacked a grounder Evan's way and he muffed it
like a gentleman, dropped the low throw back in from the left fielder,
then kicked it over to second base when he tried to recover it.
What if he freezes up like that? Comes too early? She reaches down
and it's a soft little pud, a turtle head afraid, going back in its shell to
hide? No, he decided, he wasn't going to drop the ball on this one.
Vido brought him back to reality, standing before him with his
thumbs digging into his sides, his back arched forward as he searched
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the table for something he couldn't find. "Wow, man, you're so fuckin'
rook-baked."
Evan's face felt tight as he tried to smile. He wiped the sweat off his
forehead with the bottom of his T-shirt. He shook his head and blinked,
stopping when he could stretch his eyes as far as they would go-or at
least as far as he thought they could go.
"They're bloodshot as hell," Vido assured him, crossing his arms and
bobbing forward while he stared. He kept staring. "Wow, you weren't
ready man."
"Ready for what?"
Vido sat down again and pressed his fist to his stubbly chin. "The
Ice Princess, man."
"How do you know?"
"Look at you, man."
"I can't see myself."
"Exactly."
"How did your mom ever go for it?" Chelsea Walker asked, shaking
out her hair in the backseat. "She just seems ... oh, I dunno, strict."
They were on their way home from the tanning spa, and Chelsea
had been burned up pretty good, her nose was peeling already. Her skin
was not like Kathy's or Tracy's. Theirs took on different gradations of
bronze but had similarly sleek textures and delicate architecture. Despite
her best cosmetic efforts, Chelsea's was a pale, flabby face, and her hair
was fair and bushy. She didn't have much experience with boys, so she
asked a lot of questions to compensate.
Kathy let this question hang around for a while as she flipped
through the radio stations in the front seat and braced herself for Tracy's
equal distribution of brake and gas. "I dunno," she finally responded,
rocking forward with the brake. She turned down a sputtering commercial. "She just said, given my age, 'It's the best alternative."' Kathy began
to chuckle sweetly, looking at her face in the side mirror. The tanning
spa had done her right, she concluded. "Crazy, huh?" And then her voice
grew more serious in the impersonation of her mother, who was so well
known amongst them, stressing the operatic quality that was concomi-

tant with her mother's closing statements on a matter. She said, "'At this
stage, it seems the only viable option."'
They all had a good laugh in Tracy's Saturn. Tracy lit a celebratory
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cigarette; the smoke symbolized some type of liberation to Kathy. "Give
me one," she said.
"You don't smoke," Tracy said, handing her one at the stoplight.
"Sometimes."
"You lie."
"Turn around," Chelsea said.
Both girls up front turned around, but Chelsea honed in on Kathy's
chest, which was the private envy of most of the girls at Burt Ives High.
Firm, round beauties. "Did your boobs get any bigger yet, Kathy?"
Kathy tucked her chin in and looked down at her breasts. "I hope
not," she said with honest modesty laced with a hint of embarrassment.
"I heard that's what happens. Maybe it takes time."
"Are you gonna make him wear a condom, too?"
"Yeah," Kathy said, a quick reaction. "Fuckin' right I am, girl."
"It's gonna hurt. It's gonna hurt bad, Kath."
"Are you the sexpert on it?"
They all laughed.
"Do you guys wanna get something to eat?" Chelsea asked as they
crossed the tracks near the other side of town where Kathy lived. It was
closer to the university where her mother taught sociology.
"I got to go home," Tracy made known.
"Well, Kath, I can pick you up."
"No, um, I got to watch the brother and sister for a while."
"Where is Ms. Paul going?"
"She's got a class," Kathy said, looking in the front window of their
house for movement. The curtains were spread, but she could only see
the dining-room table looking forlorn, the lights over it dimmed. "I got
to get ready anyway."
Kathy waved the girls on as she took the long, cobblestone path up
to their ancient Victorian home. They'd been living in this house for the
past three years. It was her mother's opinion that a big house gave
everyone enough space to grow independently. To bloom. She theorized
that when people felt crammed or suffocated their minds were prone to
lolling, and when this inner paralysis became too much to bear and their
outer quarters were too close to escape such uprisings, they'd snap. Her
words were somewhat lost on Kathy, who felt almost detached from her
family, too old to understand her siblings, too young to understand Ms.
Paul, privatized in the cold empty room of silence.
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Some years ago, the former Mrs. Arnold Delucci went through the
painstaking, taxing, over-paperwo rked process of getting her maiden
name back months before her ex-husband's tragic (depending on your
opinion of the man) death. The timing couldn't have been worse.
She used to impart to damn-near anyone how she wished he'd die,
damn straight, so he could cough up some money for the girl's education. She never hid her feelings on that or any matter. And then the
inevitable occurred when he was killed with one of his girlfriends in a
car crash, and Ms. Paul's previous yammering was the object of deep,
silent regret throughout the home. It lived and breathed in the Victorian
like a poltergeist, a taint which only time could clean but never purify.
The youngins were too young and unreceptive to their father's presence,
which was, while it lasted, a scattered financial presence, but Kathy, her
oldest child and the only one who willingly communicate d with him at
the time, had been relentless in her silence for almost a year after. Her
response were sharp, a whip-like resistance to them. Through it all, Ms.
Eileen Paul, which she now insisted on being called, never calmed her
daughter with apologies or watered her down with sympathy, believing
her mindset was wholly natural given the adultery her husband had
made a religion of. After his death, everything he owned went to the girls
save a gaudy engagement ring which went to his crippled fiancee, and in
a way, Eileen thought privately, that was the only good thing he'd ever
done for the kids, bit it before he married that floozy, before he spread
more of his seed and took away from his investment into their futures.
She was a practical one, calcified from disappointme nt and liars.
After Kathy, there were Susie and Jared, ten and six respectively, but
Jared always made the strange insistence that he was thirty. Jared was a
card. He often found the strangest possible ways of entertaining himself.
"If there was a circus in front of him," Ms. Paul used to say, "he'd more
than likely play with a stone of no brilliance." He was the most work,
needing more attention than the girls, who were raised to be independent, self-assured, explosive forces, freed from the burden of men as of
yet. With her busy teaching schedule, coupled with activist work for
NOW (National Organization for Women), Jared was where most of her
regret lay. She thought that boys were more easily tricked. Just think,
Jared believed his father was Michael Microphone, a boy on his favorite
television show. He wouldn't take no for an answer, either.
When Kathy walked in, Jared was watching Michael Microphone
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sing and dance on the front-room television set. He avoided her, as
usual, bobbing his shoulders the way Michael Microphone did while
following the bouncing ball and spilling dry Lucky Charms from a bowl
beside him. The volume was very loud, the voice offensive and full of
testosterone. The footsteps coming down the winding stairwell were too
heavy to be Susie's, like a jackhammer off pavement. She knew those
footsteps were her mother's.
"Hey, Kath. Where were you?"
"Out."
When her mom got down the stairs she put her fists on her waist.
"Again, Kathy?" She raised her arms above her ears and shook them. "I'm
telling you, you're gonna get malaria one of these days. I warned you."
"How can you always tell?"
Her mother walked into the adjacent dining room, shuffling through a
folder of hand-outs, and asked Jared, "How come I can always tell, Jared?"
Jared snapped his head to them for a second and quickly mumbled,
"'Cause she's Mom."
"Because she's Mom." When Ms. Paul finished putting her things
together, she walked her bag to the living room and strapped it over the
doorknob of the front-hall closet. "Jared, turn that down, you'll be deaf
and won't be able to retain any of your mother's ready wisdom."
"Yes, Mom."
"Where's Susie?"
"In her room. Sleeping. She slept over at Bethany's last night-or
didn't sleep over there, whichever way you look at it."
"What a name, Bethany."
"Did you ever?"
"Should have stuck to Beth or Elizabeth."
Her mom walked into the kitchen and grabbed her keys, jingling
them as she did her usual pre-departure pace, humming out instructions,
turning over the possibility of forgetting something. She grabbed her bag
from the ottoman and spilled toward the front door. Before she
departed, she said, "Oh, that kid called you. Three times."
"Evan?"
Her mom nodded as her vast trunk popped the screen door open,
smiling devilishly. "Is he the lucky one?"
Kathy blushed and then pinched her face into a stoic glare, a digression
into seriousness that halted her mother from further teasing, further interest.
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"I'll be home in four hours, Kath. I'll hurry ... see you later. Bye,
Jared."
Jared followed the bouncing ball, muttering a perfunctory valediction.
After fixing herself a Pepsi in the kitchen, Kathy made her way over
to the phone and she dialed up Evan. His father answered, sounding
shocked that a girl was calling the home. He said that he didn't know
where Evan was and made as though he would check the house, things
rustled and moved. She left him with her name. For reasons unknown
to her, he thanked her.
After consulting Jared, whose eyes never strayed from the TV, Kathy
ran upstairs to grab the hamper in her room. The television could watch
Jared. His dad. During the transport she checked in on Susie-more so
to see if any clothes or makeup of hers were in Susie's room. There was
no evidence to suggest such sisterly thievery, so she lugged the hamper
down the stairs, meeting Jared at the foot.
"Where are you going?"
Jared hunched down and backed his body to graze by the hamper.
She set it down and asked more aggressively.
He stood on his feet and wiped at his forehead. "I gotta go potty."
And then he was gone, looking back only once.
Kathy shook her head and proceeded to the basement. She could hear
that the washing machine was already at work and sighed, searching for
the light's chain. For a moment, she took in the grayness of the basement,
the dirty, cold, concrete foundation that seemed institutional. She stopped
the machine, which was spinning, and saw that the load was a bunch of
Jared's pajama outfits, covered with the usual farrago of rhinos and turtles and balloons. She balled up his damp clothes and tossed them into the
dryer. She drained the machine, she washed jeans, a couple of tops, and
some of her more colorful underwear, then walked back upstairs.
Jared was still gone, so Kathy turned off the Berenstain Bears, a program Ms. Paul would not allow because the dialogue seemed exceptionally incestuous and religious. She had a point, too, Kathy thought.
After flipping through the stations, she settled on Degrassi High, a spinoff of Degrassi Junior High, both of which were aboot Canadian kids
and the problems they faced as they strove to grow into polite Canadian

adults. The high-schoolers, as if they had already gone through their earlier attempts to reform, wore unfashionable clothing and accessories
and were odd in every respect, which made for good comedy, strangely
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enough. But the show could not hold her interest or stand up to her
qualms about Evan, namely having sex with him tonight. It had been
weighing on her mind all day. He was a nice enough guy, but she certainly didn't love him. Then again, the way Tracy talked so casually
about the act itself made her think that it was really no big deal once
you've gotten that first time out of the way. The awkwardness as well as
the pain would fade, and then it would become fun. Maybe Tracy was
just a slut.
As if he could sense her vacillating, Evan rang her up. She turned off
the television and sprung to the phone.
"Hello, is Kathy there?" he asked in a choked voice.
"Hi."
"What's up?"
"Oh, nothin'. Can't you tell my voice?"
"Yeah. So what's goin' on?"
"0 h, nothing."
"So, like ... what're ya <loin'?"
"Oh, just watchin' TV."
"Cool."
For nearly twenty minutes the conversation followed this line of
questioning until Evan asked her what time he could pick her up.
"How 'bout eight?" Kathy said, hoping the conversation would
soon end. Evan wasn't acting like his usual self; he seemed a bit slow,
and his voice sounded harsh and distant. He was smoking cigarettes and
blowing into the phone.
"Eight it is. I gotta do a few things anyway, you know." At this point,
Vido started strumming his guitar in the background. Evan walked
away toward the half-bathroom .
"Where are you?"
"At Vido's."
"Oh. Well, OK. I'll talk to you later then, I guess."
She guesses. What was this? Evan wondered. Why was this happening now? She guesses. He thought they were beyond all irresolution,
beyond choice. The conversation unnerved him, and he froze on the
phone. And if her shyness and uncertainty weren't enough, Vido turned
up the amplifier and strummed one of the pathetic songs he wrote. He
had written two songs that both sounded the same, both of which dealt
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with a long-ago girl who stood him up at a dance. Vido, once the jilted
lover, yearned for revenge, it seemed, though his songs were more laughable than anything else. He began to sing:
She likes it in the morning
She likes it in the eve
Likes it when I pull it out
Out of my fuckin' sleeve
Every now and then, when I travel in her mind
All I can think of is how ...
She likes it from behind
La-likes it from behind
Yeah, likes it from behind
"Talk to you later," Evan said to Kathy.
"Bye bye."
When her day falls down
And all the lights come on
The lyrics ended there, and he strummed himself out of the song
with a coup de grace on the whammy bar, sliding to his knees in a
stonered imitation of Jimi Hendrix. He looked at Evan for some type of
praise, but Evan, closed in his own inhibitions, didn't comment; he
barely even moved in his seat.
"Have you heard my other song?" Vido asked, sitting back down,
pulling the guitar up to his chest.
Evan nodded and dropped a smile. " 'She Takes Her Coffee Black,'
that one? "
"Yeah, that one," Vido said, putting down the guitar and picking up
the pipe, an instrument he was perhaps more adept at playing. He hit
the pipe again, then said. "Well my music, man. I'm starting to detect a
... like ... interchange ableness to it. Like one song hinges on the other,
but not ... not necessarily."
"Yeah, I know what you mean." Evan let the topic drop before he

asked Vido for the favor he had come over there to ask.
They both lit cigarettes. "A hotel room? For what?"
Evan felt somewhat embarrasse d. "You know, this chick I'm
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banging."
"You already banged her? "
"Fuck yeah, I already banged her."
"Well, all right, man . . . that's cool. Yeah, I can do that. No
problem."
Evan eyed Vido. "I'm gonna drop a load in her tonight."
After Kathy put her clothes in the dryer to wash another load, she
thought she'd hop in the shower. She'd left her makeup kit, some of her
face wash, and her pills up in the third-floor bathroom's medicine cabinet. She remembered that she hadn't seen Jared in quite some time and
thought he might have his hands dirty in some mischief or strange
activity. She ran to the scene of the imagined crime, but couldn't have
prepared for what she saw when she followed his unmelodious hum up
to that bathroom, clambering up the stairs.
When she caught her breath and opened the door, Jared was in the
claw-foot tub, his back propped up on the pillows he'd brought in from
his room. His lips puckered as he wheezed like an amphibian. It wasn't
the fact that he was in the tub that raised her ire, or the fact that he had
covered himself with foundation and drawn squiggly lines on his forehead with her mascara pencil, or even the fact that her makeup bag had
been dumped on the floor, wet, some items spilt over and capless. In the
sink, she saw that Jared had plugged the drain, filling the tub with hot,
still-steaming water. Inside the pool, she saw her birth control pills
afloat, dissolving, giving the water a sudsy head. She looked in the
mirror, as if to check her anger. The steam had fogged it.
"What've you done, Jared ... you?"
"I eated some of it, your medicine. It tasted bad so I washed it."
Jared continued to carry out his strange dialogue amongst a few action
figures he'd brought into the tub with him and decided his explanation
was passable.
She lost control.
Grabbing Jared by a tangle of hair, she pulled him out of the tub
water. When he slipped to the floor, she took him by the back of the
neck, the thin cylinder of bone wrapped in pale flesh, and dragged him
along the marble tile, pulling his tiny cramped frame to the foot of the
door. She lifted him up to his knees, and again pulled his hair downward, leaving him in a position as if he were praying to an icon or asking
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for mercy. He screamed, kicking his knees up . His face grew red with the
pain and fear caused by his sister's tone, a tone that he was unaccustomed to in a house of three women; it had a manly timbre to it that
Mike Microphone could not yet pull off in his midpubescent state. She
continued to swear at him and wanted so badly to punch him, but when
she came to do it, her clenched fist raised above his head, she saw for
the first time the fear in her little brother's half-closed eyes, and she let
go of his hair. Jared fell back and covered himself up, pressing his palms
tightly against his ears, teetering a bit. She looked down at him, noting
the smeared streaks that cut through the foundation on his cheeks
through the crook of his arm. The top of his head was bleeding; perhaps,
one of her fingernails had scraped it. She allowed him to rise and crawl
back into the bathroom without speaking. He shut and locked the door
behind him, sending a puff of wind over Kathy's feet. She stood at a loss
for words, damn-near rooted to the spot, as she heard him on the other
side of the door crying, breathing heavily through his nose, short little
breaths, so weak. "Go ... away," Jared demanded, banging the floor
with his fists.
And so she did, worrying about Jared's bleeding head and the fear
that now consumed his delicate psyche. She could almost hear her
mother say, "There are ways to handle things, and there are ways not to
handle things."
Kathy went downstairs to think about what to tell her mother. What
to tell Evan. How to again leave him hanging, as he was given to saying
on past occasions delayed by fear, not by the accidental. If she told Evan
this story, he might think it a lie or insist that a condom would get the
job done. And it probably would, but was it a chance worth taking?
Evan may not even know how to put on a condom. This she was almost
certain of.
There was another favor Evan asked Vido for on the way to the
hotel. He'd been so worked up and stoned that he almost forgot. "I
almost forgot."
"You need to borrow my car?"
"I'll drop it off at twelve or one or so. Her mom's strict as hell. You
don't need it."
"Fine, I acquiesce."
Vido turned left into the liquor store across from the Super Eight. It
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was a veritable hole-in-the-wall, as Vido explained, but vacancy was
assured and fifty bucks just didn't stretch as far as it used to. And sexless beggars can't be choosers. Anyway, Evan reasoned while Vido was
in getting him the room where his whole world would change, pretty
soon things would fall into place. His parents were going away in a
couple of weekends. His brother would soon be getting his own place.
Yeah, soon enough, everything would be cool. This was just where he'd
be breaking ground.
"There are moments m life," Ms. Paul would write in her book
Moving On, a book she herself would later bash, "when all sense is lost
on the subject, when the gravity of the situation cannot be assessed,
when fact means nothing, when the world seems to have a heartbeat of
its own, and when you react without reason or logic. It's called love."
When Ms. Paul pulled up in her gray Saab, Kathy jumped up from
the couch and went to the door. She nervously retraced her steps and
watched through the drawn curtains as her mother walked in her usual
wobble, languishing up the hill and then pulling herself up the steps
using the thick, baby blue rail, her bloated face with the grimace set and
immovable. Kathy heard her stamp her feet on the WELCOME mat, the
screen door whine open.
Ms. Paul could see something in her daughter's brown eyes right
away-whether it was fear or anger, she couldn't tell. "What's wrong,
Kath? What is it?"
Kathy took down a quick gulp of air. "Jared, he made a science
experiment using my pills and the sink water."
"Oh, boy," her mother replied. "Well, why was he up there
unwatched?" She calmly put her bag on the dining-room table, the
folder spilling out, and proceeded to pick up Jared's bowl and the mess
of Lucky Charms surrounding it. "And you shouldn't leave those pills
just sitting around. They're not Flintstone Vitamins."
"He said he had to use the bathroom," Kathy snapped. "All right.
Don't blame this on me now."
"Enough with the drama." Her mother walked into the kitchen, discarded the cereal in the garbage can under the sink. She rinsed the bowl.
"Where's he at now?"
"He locked himself up in the bathroom ... won't come out. I was
just up there again. He said he hates me because I yelled at him." Kathy
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wasn't yet ready to tell her about the skull-dragging. Hopefully, she
thought, it would never come up. Kids have short memories when an
instrument of bribery is at hand. She looked for such an instrument in
the living room, but the notion lost its grip as her restless mother paced
about the room and guilt clung to her locking jaws.
"Come up there with me."
"For what?"
"Come on. You're gonna apologize to your brother."
Kathy felt like the victim here, and once again her mother's sympathy lay with Jared. Ms. Paul led Kathy up the winding stairwell.
Centered on the wall of the middle landing was their family portrait, the
one her mother had her father brushed out of as opposed to shooting a
new one without him because she was young and skinny in the photograph and the kids were so cute and innocent. She laughed about the
portrait while ascending another flight.
"Jared," her mother called, as if she were calling him home from the
end of their block. "Jared."
"What?" Jared growled, a cave boy woken from a nap.
"Open up." She jarred the door.
"Nope."
"Jared, open up, I've got a surprise for you ... a present."
"No. I'm mad at you."
"For what, honey?"
Kathy stepped back, shaking her head and smiling wryly.
"For leaving me alone with her. She gave me blood."
Translated, this meant Jared was bleeding and somehow Kathy was
responsible. Her mother looked at her, raised her upper lip, and said,
never breaking eye contact, "Go in my room, on the dresser, and get the
skeleton key."
Kathy turned away and followed her mother's instructions. She
heard her mother's voice from behind saying, almost loudly, "Jared, I'm
coming in. I got the key."
Kathy paused before the vanity mirror, jingling the keys about in her
hands, and looking at her face. This was not the face that, an hour
before, had screamed at her brother and yanked him from the tub as if
he were some ugly stuffed animal, as if he were her father, and in that
moment, she was expelling the angst he'd riddled her with all those long
and lonely years. A gust of wind rattled the wooden blinds.
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"Kath, the keys," her mother aimed down the stairwell.
And Kathy filled her wounds with immediate duty, handling the
long skeleton key with which any door in the house could be opened, as
if it led to entrance into some remote paradise.
"OK, Jared," her mother said, "I'm coming in." Nerves in check, Ms.
Paul jammed the key in the hole and cracked the door, a foreboding
pitch to the squeal of it, keeping the key in the hole. She paused a
moment, a mere nanosecond, and pushed open the door with both
hands on the handle. Kathy looked in as the door stopped at the wall.
She and her mother both saw Jared between the fold-in windows, which
swung inward. They locked their gazes on the tiny fingers of his left
hand marching over the white-chipped ledge, and he tilted his head just
a little to look in at them. His face was awash in makeup and tear
streaks, and he had a pink towel half tucked at his back, swinging a bit
before it fell off and stuck to the roof.
Her mother's first reaction was to scream his name, bringing her
hands up to her ears as if her own voice disgusted her. Kathy saw his fingers give way as she tipped forward on the threshold. While turning his
small body around, Jared slid away so quickly down the slope of the
roof that all she could really see was the faint hair of his cowlick. He
didn't make a sound; not even the rustle of a tree branch could be heard
over their panicked breath. Ms. Paul ran to the sill while Kathy pedaled
back outside the door frame. She watched her mother's fatty legs kick
up as she arched her head out, cutting herself on the stomach. For a
moment, she made like she herself was going to jump down to save her
son midfall, but he'd already hit the ground. This Kathy could tell by the
way her mother's legs rocked back. Her mother turned around,
shrieked, her eyes both avoiding and honing in on Kathy at the same
time. So harrowing was this next shriek that Kathy could not bear the
pitch of it; she hopped stairs, recklessly winding down, to see Jared.
Outside, Kathy took a left on the front porch, tripping over the
railing she tried to hurdle, her kneecap hammering into a protuberance
of claylike soil. Through the open windows, she heard more dire wails
and tore up a patch of grass to pull her body up. After she got up, she
groped along the side of the wall, looking down at the ground, avoiding
the branches of berry trees and the squat rows of thorn bushes. The sight
of her brother was like nothing she could've ever prepared for. The back
of his head had struck their neighbors', the Utley's, eight-foot fence and
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blood had sprinkled down the fence and the rose bushes alongside their
house. There was too much blood for so small a boy, and she couldn't
tell where it all came from. His neck had definitely broken on impact,
the way his head rested over his shoulder looked unnatural, like one of
the dolls he'd disjoint as a hobby.
Kathy's stomach clenched. When she turned away something shot
up from her mouth and she discharged it into her cradled hand. She
looked back for her mother and then looked one last time at the body,
backtracking, her bare feet walking over a scatter of green and brown
pine needles and small patches of dying grass in the hard soil. His
pajamas were torn at the side, exposing his rib cage, his pale innocent
skin lacerated by the mighty ground. A flash of his torpedoing body
ripped through her as she traced with her eyes his small imprint in the
soil and sparse grass, shaking out her hands, waiting for her mom to
shed some of her ready wisdom, waiting for it to sprout up like the grass
about her feet that wouldn't grow.
Evan called her house from seven to twelve, relentlessly, spastically.
He couldn't help himself and didn't know what he was going to say.
Imprinted on the queen-sized motel bed, he slammed down the phone
every half hour and lit another cigarette, wondering if these phone calls
were going to cost him. The ice in the bucket, encompassing the bottle
of cheap champagne Vido selected, had melted. He wondered, he fretted.
He smoked, burning his butts through the cheap foil ashtrays the motel
had on the nightstand. He even left two messages on the machine, both
with the same sense of urgency, heavy breathing, and desperation. He
regretted leaving them. This didn't make sense at all. How could she do
this again, after all the time he'd invested? The bitch.
At about twelve-thirty, Evan cleared up the small mess he had made,
discarding the ashtrays and his empty pack of cigarettes. He looked over
the room, the sleek purple comforter not even drawn. He picked up the
bottle and watched the water dribble from its base into the dingy pool
of melted ice. He decided to leave the bottle, and then he left.
When he got back into the neighborhood, he parked the Buick Regal
in back of Vido's and walked in without knocking. He thought to perk

up a bit, carry himself like a man who'd done his daddy proud, but it
didn't seem to matter. Vido had a kung-fu action movie on too loud, the
lights off, and a stick of sharp incense burning in front of him. The con-
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trasting colors of the violent fighting sequence made Evan a bit dizzy as
he focused. When Vido saw a shadow cross behind him, he turned
around and saw Evan walking on springy feet, kicking boxes over as he
tiptoed to find his way. Vido turned down the volume with the remote
and touched his seashell touch lamp to the highest brilliance.
"Well," he said, throwing his shoulders forward and then back into
the comforter, "you're back early. How'd the bed springs hold up, my
man?"
Evan went to the same couch as before, this time laying his feet
across the cheap radio/flashlights Vido got from his mafia brother-inla w, kicking some to the floor as he scissored his legs out. He rested his
head back on the armrest, stretched his legs again. "It was," he said once
slackened into comfort, "the best I've ever had in my life." He eyed Vido.
Vido laughed. "Well, the stud is tired, he is." Vido touched the lamp
off and restored the volume of his movie.
Evan closed his eyes, allowing the night's draft and the tide of sleep
to wash over him, still wondering whether his chance to bang sweet,
sweet, sweet Kathy Delucci would come-pun certainly intendedtomorrow.
One can always dream of sweetness.
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Forget Me Not
Aaron Go ldin g

SHE TURNED HER BACK TO HIM, SHIED AWAY FROM HIS KISS, A D ONLY LET

his flushed lips trace her spine. They embraced as lovers do, naked
without the cover of their down comforter, and cradled close to keep
warm while he entered her from behind. The street-lamp outside their
second-story bedroom shone into their room through the thin slits of the
down-turned venetian blinds, reflecting across the room and over their
bodies. She had awakened him with massage and he responded
promptly. Nowadays it was rare that they had sex. He didn't waste any
time . She smelled like used deep-fryer grease.
It was late for a school night, well past midnight. He was an English
professor at Syracuse University and had a lecture tomorrow on the use
of family in Shakespeare. He hadn't prepared. He didn't want to wake
early to review his notes, but if he didn't, he might risk looking incompetent to his students. Lately, he was good at looking stupid in front of
his students. The week before he promised himself he wouldn't do the
same, but over the week his motivation fizzled. "I'll be paid either way,"
he thought. "Who cares?" He had already decided that everyone would
pass his class. The students shouldn't care if the lectures were bogus as
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long as they received As. He wanted his class to become known as "The
Easy A Class"; enrollment would stay high, and that was all the administration cared about. He would appear to be a good teacher and an
asset on paper, which would secure his job. But none of that seemed
right to him now. He should care about his job. He remembered times
not too long ago where he overachieved, when he crafted lesson plans
months in advance. That was who he had been, but not anymore.
Something was dead inside of him, and it decayed and rotted and turned
his gnawed fingernails yellow.
His wife, Fawn, moaned low like a mooing cow, returning him from
thoughts of lesson plans and responsibilities and back to the activity at
hand. She rocked her hips back and forth and he reciprocated, pulling
his hips back when hers went forward. Forward, back. Forward, back.
Moan. Forward, back. Moan. It was all very mechanical, their rocking
back and forth, and her curly, auburn hair, dense with oil, danced over
the back of her neck, pulsating like the metronome keeping the beat to
their stiff forward and back, and he wondered where the passion had
gone. She moaned again like a cow, and he knew they wouldn't stay
married much longer.
He scanned her bare back, aided by the hints of streetlight shining
through the blinds, and searched for Fawn. She was there, lying in front
of him, her back, her brown mole over her shoulder blade, shaped like
a football, and the scar on the back side of her arm. It was her, it was
Fawn on the outside, but he couldn't remember the last time he had seen
the woman he married; it was like she was possessed by a foreign entity
that had taken her over months, maybe even years before, and slowly
changed her into the woman who scarcely resembled anyone he remembered marrying. The woman he had married got out of bed every day.
She showered and performed basic grooming duties like clipping her
toenails, which this woman didn't; his feet, rich with previous scratches,
were always on the lookout for her toes, her alligator claws. The woman
he married had ambitions and a drive to do something with her life. She
refused to be a stay-at-home wife. She wanted to be a singer, wanted to
sing in shows, front a local band. Every time she sang for him, he marveled at her and wondered how something so big and powerful could
come out of something so tiny. He wondered where she kept it hidden
inside of her; it just didn't seem possible. He used to come home and
listen to that voice every night, and it pulled out of him a sensation that
tingled every inch of his body, and he would go to her and they would
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make love in whatever room of the house she was in-the kitchen, living
room, laundry room-he could not resist. And then the voice went
away, tucked in a drawer next to the lacy lingerie, and he missed the
voice, missed the feeling, and when their life got more difficult he
thought maybe he had married her voice. She had stopped gradually; her
belting vibrato decrescendoed to a half-hearted hum and then faded into
silence. Her habits followed her voice's death and became a memory, no
longer a living reality.
She stopped showering regularly and watched TV on the couch in
her house-coat and pajamas, sometimes never leaving the couch and
sleeping there overnight, with the TV turned on. Then she stopped getting out of bed, moved a TV into their room, and lay there all day,
bouncing between home-shopping channels and courtroom dramas.
When she was bored watching TV, she folded origami. She folded pieces
like ants, elephants, butterflies, dinosaurs, horseshoes, cranes, nautilus,
salmon, cicadas, shells, scorpions, jumping frogs, pandas, flowers, strawberries, cups, and sailboats. She spoke to them while she folded and told
them of the wonderful life they were going to have, and when she was
done folding each piece, she tossed it over the edge of the bed and onto
the floor. The figures stacked one on top of another like an origami
pyramid, almost as high as the top of the bed. On her nightstand sat leftover dishes and discarded meals or snacks. The dishes stack slanted this
way and that, and when it finally fell over, she gathered them up and
took them to the kitchen, climbing over the foot of the bed because she
couldn't get out over the pile of origami at her side. She was bedridden,
crippled but without physical illness.
Forward and back their hips rocked. He wondered when he had
noticed his wife's strange behavior for the first time. Her transformation
was so gradual that he wasn't able to put his finger on it, like walking
down a low-grade trail that wound around a mountain instead of dropping off the side of the cliff.
The night of his holiday party was probably the first time that he
had noticed any obvious visual change in her behavior. It had been
about a year earlier, hosted by the chancellor of the university at his
home. It was a constant every year, and even though he didn't want to
attend the party, he knew that he at least had to make an appearancebesides Fawn liked to get dressed up, so he could sacrifice a night for her
benefit. He stopped at home to pick her up and change into whatever
shirt she had picked out for him to wear, which always complemented
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her attire. She took occasions to get dressed up seriously. She wanted
them to be the best-looking couple, like it was a contest. He didn't care
and, like any good husband, he listened to his wife.
"Honey," he said as he walked into his home. He dropped his keys
onto the small, cherry table by the door. Western New York winters
were always bitterly cold, and it took him a few minutes to peel off the
layers of clothing he wore to shield his body from the frigid air.
"Hon," he said as he climbed the stairs and walked into the bedroom. Fawn dashed back and forth from the closet to the dressing table,
zigzagging along the way like a hummingbird , still in the pink robe she
called a dressing gown.
"Hi," she said. Her voice sounded equally as frenetic as her movements.
"You're not ready yet?" he said unbuttoning his shirt when he saw
the freshly starched and pressed, black button-down, hanging from the
closet doorknob.
"Not yet," she said sitting down at her dressing table. He looked at
her reflection. One of her eyes was lined and mascara-ed. He started to
look away but then noticed that all over her face were tiny, raised red
bumps like a rash. They covered her forehead, cheeks, and nose. There
were at least thirty of them. Some were still fresh and, blood was just
starting to dry at the peak.
"What did you do to your face?" he asked while sliding one of his
arms through the shirt sleeve.
She stopped applying her eyeliner and dropped the pencil. She
looked at her reflection in the mirror and leaned a little bit closer to look
at her face as if she had just noticed the red dots covering her skin. She
picked up a powder pad and started to smear flesh-toned makeup over
her skin.
"Nothing," she said.
He stepped closer to her, his shirt opened and dangling at his sides,
and took hold of her wrist so she couldn't continue. "Doesn't look like
nothing."
"I had a pimple." And then she said it again, this time more confident like she had been rehearsing the first time. "I had a few pimples to
pop. That's all. Nothing to worry about." She pulled on his grip and he
let go.
"Pimples? You popped that many pimples?"
"Yes. My pores were clogged and I popped them," she said and continued to smear the makeup over her skin to erase evidence of her com-
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pulsion. "I have to finish getting ready if we are ever going to make it to
this party. So, if you don't mind," she said and turned and smiled and
waved her hand at him like she was shooing a cat. "I need my space," and
then turned back to her reflection in the mirror as if he wasn't even there.
He had to let her mistake go, but at the sight of her covering the
scabbed and raised bumps on her face, he couldn't let go and remembered it in his dreams. She had a compulsion. She had picked her face
raw trying to squeeze every bit of dirt from her pores no matter how
unnoticeable it was. She sat close to the mirror examining every pore
and used two fingers to squish the oil out of her skin. She was methodical about it, starting with her forehead and working her way down. She
wanted to be beautiful for him on that night, she wanted to be flawless,
and so she made her skin bleed and covered her face with flesh-toned
makeup. That was the first time he noticed a change in her.
Her forward and back accelerated, a sign she was close to finishing,
and he concentrated on his own finish. It didn't take long. He stopped
and pulled himself out of her. She rolled off the foot of the bed without
saying a word and got up. She walked nude to the bathroom and shut
the door. He cleaned himself up with a few tissues. He heard the turn of
the squeaky, hot-water knob, which he meant to fix every time he heard
it twist, and it sent a surge of guilt and resentment down his spine. Then
came the sound of water falling into the tub. The noise surprised him.
She wasn't opposed to showering as a rule, but she hadn't in at least two
weeks. "Maybe she's coming around," he thought and stretched out on
his back, arms behind his head, and stared at the ceiling. He was content and almost forgot all about her odd habits, about to relax and go
to sleep when his nose caught a whiff of a half-eaten, rotting apple. He
looked over at the stack of dishes and origami on the table near the pillows on her side of the bed, the apple on top, shriveled and staring back
at him like a toothless smile, and he had to get up.
He jumped up like a reflex and got dressed. He passed by the bathroom door when she twisted the squeaky knob off and the water
stopped pouring. He heard the water as she lowered herself into the tub,
and it reminded him of the sound an oar makes when it propels a canoe
through the water on canoeing trips when he was a kid. He descended
the staircase. At the door, he put on his jacket, lifted his keys off the
table, and happened to glance at a stone resting in the center of the table
with a ring of dust orbiting it.
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He picked up the stone in his hand, rolled it around in his palm,
flipped it side to side, and then brought it close to his face and sniffed
it. The stone had no scent. Instead he smelled his palm and mistook the
salty scent on his hand for the stone's, and he thought of the ocean. He
thought of the stone, washed on the beach, and a younger him, nine
maybe, barefoot, with swimming trunks a size too small, playing Frisbee
with his father, and running down the beach to catch the spiraling disk
and stubbing his toe. He thought of stumbling to his knees, then to all
fours, and picking up the gray, granite stone, smooth like a milk shake,
an oval stone, a skipping stone. He thought of how smooth that stone
had felt in his tiny hand, the cool Carolina breeze pelting grains of sand
against his uncovered body. He thought it might rain that day. His father
called to him. The Frisbee repeatedly washed up on the shore by the
waves breaking on the sand. He put the stone in his pocket and ran over
to get the neon Frisbee.
But that wasn't right. His memory had failed him. He turned the
stone over in his hand and rubbed his thumb over it. One side of the
stone was dimpled, and his thumb rounded the even horizon of the
dimple and then slowly gravitated toward the deepest part of the dimple
like matter being sucked into a black hole, like the stone had its own
gravity. His thumb fit perfectly even after all these years, like the stone
had grown and aged along with him. He curled his finger around the
edge of it, and it felt familiar like an old friend's voice. He held the stone
like he was going to toss it, to skip the stone over the surface of the
water, and then he remembered.
He remembered plunging his hand into the water and feeling around
for the perfect skipping stone. The creek bed was a layer of stones so he
had the luxury of being picky. His two legs stuck out of the water, and
like a flamingo he stood with perfect balance while the water rushed
around his legs. The water came just over his knees and when he bent
over and reached into the water, his bottom just barely touched the
water and got wet. The current wasn't too strong, more of a trickle, and
it sounded like a leaky toilet tank that needed to have the handle jiggled.
He had been fishing for skipping stones all morning. His best skipping
record was ten skips, the same as his age.
It was summer and he was spending a week at his grandmother's
home on the reservation. He came every summer, and on his short trips
never cultivated any friendships, so he spent most of his time on his
own, traipsing through the forest or at the creek. His mom had buzzed
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his hair short recently to keep him cool, and the spiky follicles itched at
the back of his neck, so he dribbled water over his neck to fight the itch.
His hand landed on a stone and, like a claw attached to a crane, he
raised it from the floor of the creek. He looked at the stone, inspected it
like a wise master inspecting his pupil, and in that stone he saw great
potential. He curled his hand around the stone like he was going to skip
it, and his thumb rested comfortably in a dimple on the top of it. He held
the stone, but it felt like the stone was holding him. There was something strange about it, like it was molded to fit his hand. He grew
excited. He figured the stone would skip at least fifteen times, maybe
even twenty. The stone he held was the absolute perfect skipping stone.
If he searched for the rest of the summer, he knew he wouldn't ever find
a stone as great as this one, so he questioned whether to throw it. If he
didn't skip the stone, would he be denying the stone's destiny? After all,
skipping stones were meant to be skipped, hence the name, and if they
were never skipped would they still considered skipping stones? On the
other hand, this stone fit his hand so perfectly that it must have been
sent to him by God, and maybe it wasn't a skipping stone at all, but a
key to his soul, and if that was true he shouldn't just throw it awayfire and brimstone could rain down and destroy his delicate human
body. How dare he cross the wishes of God? Both arguments were
appealing and quite advanced for a ten-year-old boy's cognitive reasoning but the arguments had been introduced by the stone, like an
ancient wisdom released to him when he picked it up. He pondered the
dilemma for a moment while wiggling and burrowing his toes under the
bedrock and put the stone in his pocket, having decided to hold onto it
for a while just to see what happened. He pulled his empty hand out of
his pocket, and over the noise of the trickling water he heard sticks
snapping and knew someone was approaching.
The trees shivered and their green leaves rattled like a rattler's tail,
as if they were announcing the arrival of the two boys and the younger
girl, like drummers and trumpeters announcing the king. They stepped
from the cover of the dense tree line and onto the stones that lined the
shore of the creek. The two boys looked to be about the same age as
each other, but much older than John, the lone boy standing knee deep
in the creek fifteen yards away. The two stood at least a foot taller than

John, and he was immediately frightened and submissively looked away
from their eyes and rested his chin on his chest. He was on their turf.
The girl was probably one of the boys' sisters, and she carried a yo-yo.
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She threw the yo-yo down but hadn't quite got the hang of pulling it
back up, so she had to wind the string around the toy every time she sent
it down.
"What the hell are you doing here?" one of the boys said. He had
the beginning of a juvenile mustache, ten or so black hairs sprouting
from his upper lip . "This is my creek, punk," he said and the two boys
gave John the stink eye, imitating Clint Eastwood's face from the Dirty
Harry movie they had seen the night before. The girl paid the boys no
attention and kept trying to get her yo-yo to work. She had no patience
for the quarrels of young boys.
John still looked down at the water and didn't move. He knew that
technically this wasn't the boy's creek, that the creek wasn't owned by
anyone, but to young boys, the ownership of land is subject to time of
day and maybe even mood, and like a lion's hunting territory, to be
taken very seriously.
John had watched a TV show, National Geographic something or
other, when he was seven, and in it two lions fought . Both lions stood
on their hind legs, their catcher's mitt-sized paws swatted at each other,
claws extended, and they danced around to a song that only Mother
Nature could sing. They danced and swatted, and John watched eagerly
to see some blood. He 1cheered when it looked like one was going for the
throat, and he hit his leg with his hand when the other lion countered
and defended and they continued their dance. John worked up a sweat
cheering. He jumped up on his feet and imitated his dad watching
boxing matches . He yelled at the TV, "Stick 'em," and "In the body," and
it was all very fluid coming out of his mouth. He danced left and then
right, bobbing on his feet, and pushed his tiny seven-year-old fists at the
air. He lost track of which lion was which, but he kept on cheering. The
fight had been edited down to just under four minutes. One of the lions
ultimately won. It wasn't a victory based on blood or death. This one
was decided by the judges, and one lion ran off and disappeared under
the cover of the tall, tan grass of the savannah, while the other strutted
off in the opposite direction. Looking down at his chest, John knew who
the bigger lions were and that he hadn't a chance, but he managed to
chirp out, "My grandma said it would be OK."
"Your grandma," the boy with the half-mustache roared laughter.
"She must be confused 'cause this is my creek, and if you want to go into
it, you have to pay taxes."
The other older boy stood a few inches behind the other, just enough
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to indicate a social structure between the two; the leader always stood
up front and his sidekick just a few inches behind, ready to take a bullet
for his captain. The other boy patted his leader on the back and said,
"Eric, there are no taxes here," and his voice cracked. Sidekicks aren 't
the brightest either.
Eric, the boy with the sprouting lip hair, was quick on his feet, and
although he rolled his eyes at Roger's comment, he was able to spin it
back in his favor. "I didn't mean taxes, I mean trade. If you want to use
my creek, you gotta trade something."
"You got any beaver pelts or beads?" the other boy said, and they
both laughed.
"No."
"No?" Eric said and stroked the hairs on his upper lip and looked
around. Eric looked away from John standing in the water. The clearing
wasn't too large, though this was the widest part of the creek, and he
clearly saw all around him. He scanned the creek, the water trickling
over rocks and washing up along the shoreline, and then his eyes landed
on a pair of new, white shoes, "Well, how 'bout the shoes? " he said
pointing a few feet from the shore at the sneakers, socks stuffed inside.
"Those yours? "
"Yes."
"Not anymore," and Eric ran over to the shoes, his feet grinding into
the stones that covered the earth and sounding like thunder when he
to0k a step. He reached the shoes and lifted them into the air while
dancing a double-step beat, spinning in a circle like a victory dance. His
sister didn't look up. She knew better than to get involved in boy issues
and fiddled with the yo-yo.
John splashed his way out of the water to reclaim his shoes. "Those
are mine," he said and ran up to Eric still dancing.
"Nope, they're mine. Found them right there," he said.
Eric lifted the shoes over his head, and John jumped to try and grab
them, saying things like "They won't fit you," and "Those are mine." He
pulled on Eric's arm to try and lower his shoes, and the much larger Eric
pushed him into Roger who pushed John back and they exchanged him,
pushing him back and forth, like a tennis match, until he tripped on a
rock, fell to the ground, and skinned his knee, breaking the skin, and he
started to cry.
"Watch out for the thorn bushes," Eric said, and the two boys vanished into the thick tree line and green underbrush. John heard the sticks
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cracking and leaves rustling as they ran away. Was he the victor because
he was staying?
When Eric got home, he presented the new tennis shoes like he had
gone out and hunted a meal, smiling and holding the white shoes above
his head, and his family wished that the shoe leather and rubber soles
were edible, wished they could suck the marrow out of the laces.
The young girl followed behind the two boys, but she stopped and
turned around just before she walked into the edge of the forest and
looked at the young boy crying and holding his knee. Blood was starting
to seep in between his fingers and drip down to the ground. She felt
sorry for him. Eric's foot wouldn't ever fit in the shoes and she knew
that as soon as her foot was big enough they would belong to her. She
wanted to give them back to him, but at that moment they weren't hers
to return.
He looked up from his sobs. He hadn't realized that he had an audience. "Get out of here," he yelled at her and, like a spooked deer, she
turned and bolted into the thick cover of the forest, her long black hair
streaming behind her.
He walked back to his grandmother's house barefoot. The rock
inside his pocket tapped like a cadence at his thigh as he marched home.
He thought that maybe the shoes were payment for the stone, maybe he
had to give something up to keep something so cherished, maybe it was
the law, a commandment.
He hadn't thought of that day for a while. That trip was the last
summer he had visited the reservation. The following summers, he
stayed at home and played with the white kids that he lived near and
went to school with.
He put the stone in his pocket and walked out of his house. Fawn
heard the door shut and called his name, but he was gone and didn't
respond. She stayed up part of the night, scanning the home-shopping
channels and wondering where he had gone.
The digital radio read 2:30 in the morning, but it felt much later, and
he thought the sun was going to rise at any moment. He drove by way
of intuition, and before he knew it, he was gliding along on the highway
and then on the toll road that led west to the exit that took him back to
the reservation. He didn 't see the sign that said Seneca Nation,
Cattaragus Reservation, but knew he was on the reservation when he
felt the bump in the pavement where the U.S. road ended and the Seneca
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Nation road began, where he left the U.S. and entered a sovereign
nation. That same bump was on every entrance to every reservation in
every state, and every Indian knew it in their blood.
He continued to drive by intuition and before he knew it pulled off
the road onto a dirt turn-off and drove down a hill. At the bottom he
came to the edge of a creek, stopped, and left his car running for a
moment, the headlamps shining out over the water. He watched yellow
and orange leaves wash downstream on their way to Lake Erie.
Morning had broken over the horizon, and he turned off the lights and
his car. He opened a candy bar and took a few hurried bites trying to
subdue his stomach's hunger. He opened the car door and stepped into
the dewy morning, overcome by a strong sulfur smell that assaulted his
nostrils like an invading army. He rubbed his nose with his free hand to
try and shoo away the oppressive odor that smelled like rotten eggs or
sour milk. His hunger vanished, and he threw the last bit of candy into
the water, thinking an animal might eat it. He heard it plop into the
water, and like the rooster of the creek, a frog croaked a deep gurgle to
wake everybody up. It was a new day.
The sun was rising, the mist was fading, and John took in the
scenery: large, ancient oaks and wild berry bushes lined the creek.
Content with his surroundings, he patted and rubbed his belly and took
a step towards the river, when the churning sound of legs pushing
through the knee-deep water made him pause and peer into the justbrightened creek bed. He looked over the water to the opposite shore,
not more than twenty feet away, waiting to see what was moving. He
didn't want to tangle with a coyote. The movement caught his eye first.
From underneath the bridge, a woman appeared who was previously
hidden by the shade of the archway. He held his breath for a moment,
startled by the way she appeared like an apparition or a spirit. She
worked to push through the water. He could tell by the way her upper
body swayed from side to side with each step that she was using every
bit of her strength. He could see her face, wide and flat, her long, black
braid wagging opposite her steps like a tail. The rest of her body was
slender, despite her wide legs and face. She smiled as she walked out of
the water. Her jeans were cuffed perfectly in long folds that reached just
above her knees. The water beaded on her brown skin and rolled off to
the ground. In her eyes was Heaven.
Still smiling, she said, "You know fish don't eat that," as she brushed
by him, meeting his eyes for only a moment before looking towards her
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blue van hidden behind the long, limp branches of a willow tree. He
hadn't noticed it.
He mumbled something stupid and hurried over to the water's edge
to retrieve the floating bit of chocolate. He picked it up and thought,
"What's the big deal?" He stuffed the damp candy into his mouth and
chewed it.
"It's assholes like you who are screwing up the water," she said,
holding three test tubes in her hand filled with water from the creek. She
shook them like a tornado .
"I didn't," he said, after swallowing the food and wondering what she
was testing for and if he had just made a mistake eating the drowned candy.
"Don't," she said and rolled back the side door on its tracks and
dipped her head inside. She looked at him covertly from behind the windshield and wondered who he was. He looked Indian enough, forehead
like a ski jump, a wide and bulbous nose, but she didn't seem to recall
ever seeing his face. He wasn't from around there, she knew that for sure.
She could tell by his department-store casual clothes. She watched him
slip off his leather loafers and remove his black socks. "Hey-ya, where
you come from?" she yelled, leaning back out of the van.
He turned around and said, "Syracuse."
"Syracuse, huh. What're you doing out here?"
"I don't know."
"Searching out your roots?"
"Maybe."
"Wow. So you come to bathe m the reservation waters, huh?
Baptism-like, right?"
"Something like that."
"Yeah, come to cleanse your aura in the clean rez waters, right?
That's how you urban Indians talk, auras and energy and all that, enit?"
"Not me."
"Sure. Hey, the creek isn't that clean. Might dirty your aura more
than clean it," she said and leaned back into her van, thinking that she
heard something familiar in his voice.
He turned around, faced the water, and tried to forget about the pestering woman. He leaned over and rolled up his pants like she had rolled
up hers, but his didn't turn out as perfect as hers had. He looked down
at his rolled cuffs, slightly slanted, and with his legs together the two
cuffs looked like they were frowning. He tiptoed into the cold water and
flexed his shocked toes. Rocks lined the bottom of the creek, and he
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stumbled over the uneven surface. He took time to give his uncalloused
feet time to absorb the pain before putting all of his weight down. He
waded to the center of the creek, maybe seven feet out. The water was
just above his knees, and his cuffs were soaking up the water. He
grabbed the stone and brought it out of his pocket. He held it in his
hand and scanned the surface of the trickling stream, looking for the
perfect line to throw his skipping stone. Orange, red, and gray fallen
leaves covered the surface of the water, some floating toward Lake Erie,
some bunched and gathered in groups near the shore or behind the
peaks of submerged rocks sticking out of the water like icebergs.
She watched him from her van and admired his stillness. He wasn't
moving, and she couldn't tell if he was listening or watching or if he was
stoned. Either way, she liked something about his stillness, something
about his patience. She dug through scattered bottles of chemicals randomly tossed about her van and when she found what she was looking
for, she opened it up, added a bit to her test tubes, then closed them and
shook up the mixture. The clear water slowly changed color and turned
a pinkish red. She compared the results to a white card with a color scale
across it, frowned at the results, and looked back to him in the water.
He held the stone in his hand, still aware of the way it fit tightly in
his grip, and put his thumb in the dimple, like the stone and man were
shaking hands. He extended his arm out to the side and prepared to skip
the stone, as he stood on two large rocks, slick with algae.
Something seemed very familiar to her about this scene as if she had
watched this happen before, and then she remembered who he was.
When she was just a little girl, she had hidden a fade downstream and
watched a boy skip stones across the water before her brother showed
up and stole his shoes. She leaned out of her van again and said, "Hey,
I know you," just as he was about to skip the stone. Her beckoning disrupted his concentration and his foot slipped on the slippery, sunken
rock and he fell backwards. He lost his grip on the stone, or maybe the
stone released its grip on him, and it flew into the air and landed a few
feet downstream from where he splashed into the water.
She held back her laughter and ran into the water to help him back
to his feet.
"Are you all right?" she asked, and he heard the laughter just behind
her words.
"I'm fine," he said.
"At least you got your baptism in the traditional Indian waters," she
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said and burst out laughing.
"Very funny," he said and wrung out the bottom of his shirt and the
water rained down from his soaked garment. "Where's my stone at?" he
asked and started to look around through the water. He reached in and
felt around for it.
"Is that it?" she said pointing at a stone, "or that one?"
"No, no, it's gray. It's got this dimple ... "
"What about this one?"
"No."
"Is that it?"
"No."
"Or that one?" she said and pointed at the bridge.
"No."
"I don't think you're going to find it," she said and walked out of
the water. "Listen, I feel bad for yelling, like it's my fault you fell, so
'cause of that I gotta warn you that the water isn't the cleanest. You
should clean up. I live just up the hill and you could dry off there before
you go back to the city with clean clothes and clean roots."
"Fuck," he said looking around and realizing that he wasn't going
to find the skipping stone. He turned to her and froze just for a moment
in her gaze, and then said, "Sure."
"Good," she said. She was quick, starting her van and backing up
just as he was getting to his car door. He jumped into his car, stepped on
the accelerator, and spun his tires. He kicked up rocks into the air as he
backed up, and they soared across the creek bed, some making it all the
way to the water and skipping across the surface, three to four times,
some just dropped in the middle of the creek and tiny rings expanded
from the impact, and some even pelted his forgotten leather loafers by
the water's edge. Another payment.
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St range Transit
Emily Gindl esparge r

FUCKING TRAIN . IT'S LIKE DYING SOMETIMES . You SEE YOUR WHOLE LIFE FLASH

in front of your eyes: you're four years old with red Popsicle on your
face, trying to get your sticky fingers in everyone's mouth. Then you're
fifteen, at your best friend's birthday party and you're in his sister's bedroom jizzing in her underwear. Then you're thirty-eight, recently girlfriend-less and sharing a train car with two bums who have fluids
leaking from their seats, and, as far as tonight is concerned, you belong
right here with them. You smell like gin and stale cigarettes, and you'll
be going back to your grimy-walled apartment where you've cleaned
nothing since Lauren walked out, where it smells like mustard even
though you don't have any mustard .
So you went out. You lugged your classical guitar to a bar with an
open mic and signed up and got smashed, and when it was your turn,
you got in front of that microphone and weren't going to give it up to
anybody. You thought you were the shit. You watched your own fingers.
You played until bar time, and then after bar time, and the bartender
was pissed as hell and kicked you out, but at least you didn't have to pay
your bill then.
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And now you're in the subway. Your hair is oily. The light at the end
is going out and flickering, buzzing loud as shit in your ears muffled
with alcohol, and your head is pounding, already halfway to a hangover.
The train comes, the doors open mechanically and birdlike, and inside
the car the fluorescent lights tint everything green. The skin around your
wrists looks like piss. Your buddies, the two bums, are sprawled across
two seats each, and whether those are puddles of piss or spilled beer
forming underneath you can't tell. And some thug kid is strutting down
the aisle looking like a cripple, holding the band of his pants, which runs
under his ass and is held up in front by the scissor action of walking. He
just paces up and down, and you take a seat near the door, and that's
when you start thinking about life. About hard-ons in movie theaters.
About drinking a lot of cough medicine before going to the Dairy Queen
drive-in and catcalling girls.
The girls walk in. And even though you say you don't care about
Lauren anymore, you can't help thinking this girl looks so much like her.
Younger though, sixteen, seventeen. Lauren as a teenager. That same
hair, slinky, like it would slither right through your fingers and back
across her neck. Perkier breasts. Pourier lips. This girl gives this look,
shit, this look that's so innocent and aware, and while you're drunk and
sloppy it makes your crotch burn. You tighten up and have to pull the
edge of your coat over your lap to hide it. She sits across from you,
knees together with that primness that just asks for it. She hugs her book
bag and looks at you. That look should not be on a girl so young. It's
the look that shows you a reflection of who you are, like with bunnies
or something, they give you those black marble eyes and their innocence
is imprinted with your nature. Her look is penetrating you.
In third grade, you peed your pants and the teacher made you stand
in the corner. When you were thirteen, you went on a road trip with
your family and jacked off in the backseat while everyone was talking.
In high school, you were going to make it with Jennifer Lochmann, but
you blew your wad too soon and she kicked you out of her room,
naked. You and Lauren made it in an airplane bathroom once. You
sprained your ankle.
Tonight was bullshit. You were some mopey guy on the verge of
middle age ripping off bad blues riffs on your guitar. Like some tortured
twenty-year-old. You were trying to get some bullshit fifteen minutes of
fame and ended up feeling affinity for the drunks pissing themselves on
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the 3:00 A.M. train.
And then this girl got on. This girl, all young and firm with nothing
falling apart, and she looked at you like that. Your hand wants to grab
that milky neck, but it slides under your coat. She looks like Lauren. She
looks like Lauren so bad you can taste her again, and her perfumed-skin
taste is followed by the taste of licking the floor.
Lauren had a mole on her breast. It was like a tattoo she had put
there on purpose. You used to watch it slide in and out of her shirt while
she talked. She talked a lot. Your hand under your coat starts sliding back
and forth. The girl sitting opposite you looks like these pictures your
friend Jack had in high school, these weird pictures of Asian kids
undressed, and they excited you, but you didn't know if it was because
they were sick or erotic. The girl on the train looks a bit like one of the
kids, hands folded and sitting so still. They always sat so still and soft as
if you could just mold their limbs in your hands, drape them in or around
anything you wanted. It's so warm under your coat, and she's still
looking at you, staring you down, and you're holding her hostage, that's
the thrill it gives you. You're holding her hostage with your dick. It's
cocked there next to your hip, and the tension is thick, and you're just
waiting, just waiting for the chance to fire. Your finger's jumpy on the
trigger, and you want to pull it so bad. Your legs are quivering. The way
you might see a doe standing there wide-eyed and you just want to shoot
it in the face or smash it with a car. Her eyes are wider now, that look of
hers breaks, and suddenly she doesn't know what you're doing. She's
scared and you're so thrilled: you think of pulling her milky white hands
into you, draping them around various body parts, and she takes those
big doe eyes and flicks them down at where you're rubbing your dick
under your coat. It's a showdown, and she's still, and you're going fast,
and when the train stops at Monroe she bolts, and you shoot, and she's
out the door, unhurt, and warm fluid is spilling from under your hand.
The spot on your jeans is sopping wet. You don't bother to fold your
coat over it. The bums are still sleeping, the thug kid struts past and
sniffs, says, "Aw, you nasty, dog." At your stop you pick up your guitar,
close your coat, and go out to another tunnel with another flickering
light. Maybe you'll give Lauren a call.
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Bodies 1n the Snow
Geoffrey W. Hyatt

"THIS CONFIRMS MY BELIEF THAT THIS TOWN EXISTS ONLY TO TORMENT

us,"

I said.
Erik sat beside me, gaping at the city's new Christmas display in
silent horror and nodding his affirmation. A throng of life-sized
Victorian carolers stood before us, sheltered by a red-and-green plywood gazebo. Some unholy mixture of concealed gears and wiring gave
them a crude semblance of life, a program of cybernetic cheeriness.
Their mouths gibbered open and closed. Their arms raised and lowered.
Their eyes blinked and flitted . They did these things at irregular intervals, accompanied by recorded holiday music that blared from a
spookily unseen source. The fabric of their period clothing, juxtaposed
against their plastic skin, exaggerated the eerie fakeness of it all.
"Take heart, Josh. Soon they will rise up and kill their masters," Erik
replied, pulling his knees to his chest. His boot heels scraped across the
concrete planter on which we sat. "Ever see Westworld?" he asked.
"No. I've seen Blade Runner, though. I know what'll happen," I said.
Erik took a final drag off of his cigarette and flicked it at the carolers, who all responded by poorly lip-synching "Joy to the World." We
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burst into laughter.
"This is unbearable," Erik moaned. "We need a new place to loiter."
"You heard what they did to the parking lot of the Gas-go," I said.
"Yeah. Put in speakers that blast classical music. That's sick in a bad
way." He coughed and spat on the ground. "Like it matters. Kids will
still go there, get high, and make out. Now, they'll associate Mozart with
weed and hand-jobs."
"Should create a few converts," I said.
"More than a few. It'll be a cultural renaissance."
Erik ran his fingers through his spiky black hair and sniffled before
adjusting the inverted chaplain's crosses pinned to his motorcycle jacket.
The bruises on his face had faded from purple to gold, lingering for
weeks after a bunch of jocks jumped him at Taco Land.
"What in the hairy shit are those things?" roared a drunken voice
from behind us. Kenzie.
Todd McKenzie, a burnt-out preppie who had flunked out of U of
M's business school, was known for public intoxication, pointless acts
of property crime, and contributing to the delinquency of minors. His
current occupation was waiting for his parents to die, so he could inherit
their chain of jewelry stores. He never seemed to get in trouble for anything, even if everyone around him did.
"Those things are a twisted mockery of Jesus' birth," Erik said,
jerking his head toward the caroler-bots.
"Their only redeeming quality, I think."
Kenzie weaved over to me and punched my right arm. Hard.
"Ow! Dick!" I snapped at him. "Don't you have any kids your own
age to play with?"
"Don't you have any kids your own age to play with?" Kenzie mimicked in a lisping girlish voice. "Why are you such a goddam pansy,
Josh? Your hair's still fucking green, too. Green hair, Buddy Holly
glasses, and a third-hand tweed coat. What the fuck are you supposed
to be?"
"Whatever, dude."
"Hey, Kenzie, did you talk to that guy about that stuff I'm looking
for?" Erik asked.
"Yeah, yeah, there's this dude I know ... "
And blah, blah, blah. I stopped listening to Erik and Kenzie because
I'd spotted Lindsay Kruthers. She emerged from the cafe across the
street and drifted into the park.
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"What's with the little kid with the box?" Lindsay asked as she
walked over to us, pointing a chipped black nail at the urchin-bot. It
raised its box of fake apples, gibbering along to "Frosty the Snowman."
"The guy with the top-hat is his pimp," I said.
Lindsay wrinkled her nose and chewed her lower lip in puzzlement.
"He's selling apples, too," Erik added, "to help fund his deviant
lifestyle."
"Why is he the only one with dirt on his face?" she asked, tilting her
head to one side.
"Well fucking duh, Lindsay," Erik replied. "He's supposed to be poor."
Lindsay nodded and shrugged. She buried her hands in the pockets
of her trench coat, which hung like a cloak over her matchstick body.
Blood red hair framed her soft face, and I'd never seen eyes so green, or
so distant. Lindsay was, by most accounts, the nastiest slut at Birch Hills
High. She continuously had cuts on her arms, had slept with half my
friends, and often wrote bad rhyming poetry about sucking off demons
or killing her mom. I was desperately in love with her but tried not to
show it.
"So, you losers want to go to a party tonight?" Kenzie asked,
wearing his party smile, like an acne-scarred Joker with an artificial tan.
"Where at?" I asked.
"My friend Jason VanPraque's house."
I shuddered.
"Oh, no fucking way," Erik said. "That illiterate football-scholarship thug?"
"Hey, that's one of my former frat brothers you're talking about,"
Kenzie said, "and he's not playing football anymore. Like, ever. Dude
walks with a cane. Just a stoner dropout and lots more chill, you know?
Not like when he was in high school. Jason's all right."
"I don't know, man," Erik said.
When Lindsay said, "I'm going," I instantly responded, "Yeah, I'd
like to go, too."
Kenzie pointed at her while miming a blow-job behind her back. I
glared at him and he winked.
"Cool. Well, bye," she said, then wandered off to the graveyard
across the park, her jackboots squeak-crunch ing in the snow.
"What a freak," Kenzie said. "Well, I guess I'll see you guys later. I'm out."
I got a ride with Erik out to the party later that night, by which time
I was really nervous about going. Social gatherings just weren't my
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thing, really.
I stepped from the passenger side of Erik's black Acura and looked
around. Cars filled the driveway and crowded the roadside in front of a
small white farmhouse. A full silvery moon hung above its gabled roof,
and a hip-hop bass-line throbbed from within. Shadow-pe ople drifted
across the yellow eyes of its windows.
"I don't know about this," I said as we walked onto the stoop.
"What if the beef-patrol that jumped you at Taco Land is here?"
"I don't know. I'll stab them, probably."
"Great. I refuse to hide out in some abandoned church and read Gone
with the Wind to you afterwards, if that's what you were planning."
"I'd hope not," he said.
Erik knocked on the door, and it swung open a few seconds later,
revealing the giant figure of Jason VanPraque. The guy filled the
doorway. He was as barrel-ches ted and towering as I remembere d him,
but that's where the similarity with my memory ended. His blond hair,
once in a buzz-cut that would've done the Marines proud, now hung in
dirty dreadlocks past his shoulders. Even though it was mid-December,
he wore baggy, cut-off cargo shorts and rubber flip-flops. I could see the
brace around his right knee, all plastic, metal, and Velcro. Bloodshot
eyes peered at us though the folds of heavy lids, a pink film over blue.
Jason leaned heavily on a cane capped with a grinning golden skull.
A deep baritone rumbled from the corner of his mouth. "Whattup?
You Kenzie's friends?"
"Yeah," Erik and I said simultaneously.
We said stuff at the same time a lot, which I always found embarrassing for some reason.
"Well, shit!"
Jason stepped to the side and swept his arm with a grand gesture
into the overcrowde d room beyond. With the cane gripped in his other
fist, he looked like an albino Rastafarian ringmaster luring us into his
demonic circus.
"Welcome to the party, muthafucka z!"
Erik strode past him and into the room like a returning war hero. I
shuffled after him. The place was so packed it was hard to move. Jason
hobbled behind us, pointing at various people and telling us their names,
but I couldn't hear most of it over the loud music and jabbering voices.
Most of them gave us a nod or a wave. I saw a few people I sort of knew,
but nobody I felt up to talking with.
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"There's some beers out back," Jason said. "I hear 'em callin'."
We squeezed down a hallway, through the kitchen, and out to the
back porch. Lindsay and her super-annoying friend, Amanda, were there
already, passing around a bong with some skaters from my silkscreening class. One of them, Devon, slouched in a tattered recliner and
blearily said, "Hey." Jason poked him in the belly with his cane.
"Get the fuck out of my chair," he said.
The skater kid made a show of leaping up out of the way. His friends
laughed. Jason eased himself into his now-vacant throne. He gestured
for the bong while flipping open the beer cooler. Lindsay and Amanda
made room in the circle so Erik and I could sit down.
"This is good shit," Jason said as he handed me the bong, which had been
rather expertly fashioned from a Chia Pet. "I got it from my friend Rene."
I didn't usually get high. I wasn't too eager to be the four-hundredth
person to place my lips on the drilled-out ass of a clay sheep, either, but
I was afraid to say no to Jason. I accepted the bong, and Erik tossed me
a lighter, which I somehow managed to catch.
I hit the thing and, when my thumb came off the toke hole, instantly
doubled over in a fit of coughing. Acrid smoke spewed from my mouth,
nostrils, and I think even my ears. I tipped the bong and the Chia Pet
vomited swampy water into my lap.
"That'll open up some lung sacs," Jason said.
He took the bong and lifted it to his lips, using the snout end. I felt
deeply ashamed of having opted for the sheep's ass.
I burped. A wispy gray cloud of pot smoke escaped.
"Aw," Lindsay said. "That was cute. Like Baby Godzilla."
I felt my checks burn and looked at my Vans.
So then everybody talked about the standard shit they do when they
party on a back porch in the country, you know, the same old boring
crap. The cold concrete slab of the back porch numbed my ass, so I
gathered my flimsy tweed coat around me, shifting with discomfort.
Now and then my wandering gaze caught Lindsay's eyes and she'd
smile. The words I wanted to say seemed to gather in my stomach rather
than come out my mouth.
The brown ends of cornstalks jutting from the snow-blanketed field
behind the house made it look like a giant's stubbly cheek. A scrawny
dog wandered across that bleak face, silhouetted in the moonlight. I
studied this scene, trying to divine its significance, wrapped up in what
it all meant to my shivering self at that moment.
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"Fuckin' dog!" Jason yelled as he yanked a beer from the cooler's
ice. "Watch this."
He pulled back his arm, then threw the unopened beer can as a perfect spiral pass. It arched high into the winter sky, like a mortar shell,
and then hurtled down, cracking the shadowy mutt in the head. I heard
a distant metal clank accompanied by a sharp yelp. The dog took two
steps to the left, one to the right, and then fell over, now only a dark
heap on the snow-covered field . I was, like, completely horrified.
The circle laughed uproariously, except for Lindsay and me. I felt
sick, like, literally. My chest got all tight like it does before my asthma
kicks in, and I thought I might puke. I stood up and hurried off the
porch, mumbling something about taking a piss.
I found a spot between two tall bushes beside the house and edged
into it. I leaned against the aluminum siding and took a deep breath. The
moon was so bright and big that night, it was crazy. I had a clear view
of the yard and pole barn in front of me, but my hidey-spot was inky
dark. I imagined I was a ninja or something, and this comforted me.
Erik was probably trying to work Lindsay while I was gone.
Asshole. He got with plenty of girls, and most of them were cute
enough. I didn't understand why a bad-tempered destructive smartass
hooked up all the time . It made no sense at all. Maybe it was the car.
A rampaging Chevy pickup disturbed my solitude. It tore across the
yard with its headlights off, bouncing over the hills, and spewing snow
out of the wheel wells as it skidded to a stop. The giant chrome bumper
halted a little under a half-foot from the pole barn's door. Kenzie,
laughing maniacally, jumped out of the cab. I crouched down in the
bushes, hoping I wouldn't have to talk to him.
I didn't recognize the guy who half-fell out of the passenger side. The
truck was about thirty feet away, but I could tell this dude was really
pissed off. And, from his accent, probably French.
"I'm not getting deported for your stupid bullsheet, Kenzie!" He
slammed the door. "You are understanding me, muhza-fuckai re?"
This guy was at most five feet seven, and his shoulders seemed as
wide as he was tall . His legs, covered in drain-pipe jeans tucked into
engineer boots, looked absurdly skinny when compared to his overdeveloped torso and arms. He was black, his head was shaved, and he had
a tiny mustache. Seriously. As he stalked over to Kenzie, I noticed the
crossed six-shooters embroidered on the back of his cowboy shirt.
He snatched Kenzie by the shoulders and shook him.
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"Kenzie, zee line, it has been crossed! You go far from me now!"
Kenzie's lanky beer-bellied frame thrashed around like a rag doll in
a dryer, but he kept laughing.
"Don't you feel alive, dude?" he asked. "Admit it, Rene, you got to!"
So that was Rene, the man whose product filled Jason's lungcrushing Chia-bong. He twisted one end of his mustache between his
thumb and forefinger, nodding.
"All right, yes. It was fun. But people will notice he is gone, no?
Tomorrow morning. Zey will come looking for him, and zen, zey look
for us."
Nobody from the party came around to see what was going on. The
noisy misuse of Kenzie's life had ceased to be a spectacle for most people
a long time ago, so they just tried to stay out of his way.
"Rene, if the shit goes down, I'll take all the blame. I swear."
"OK, bro, OK. It is cool," Rene said, "but we hurry to get him out
of zee back of your truck, no?"
Kenzie awkwardly climbed into the back of his pickup, tripped over
something lying in the truck bed, and then stumbled over to the tailgate.
He opened it, rapping to himself.
"Fuck tha police, and I say it wit' authority!" He pointed at Rene,
'"Cause out here on tha streets, my people are tha majority!"
"Enough of zat. You get zee head, I'll get zee feet."
Kenzie shoved something over the tailgate. Rene took one end and
Kenzie, the other. Wrapped in a plastic shroud and bound with rope, it
looked like a body.
Oh my God, I thought. This is not happening.
"This little man," Rene said with a laugh, "he is somewhat heavy."
"Dead weight." Kenzie giggled. "I totally feel like I'm in a gangster
movie, dude."
"James Cagney, he is zee sheet."
"Who?" Kenzie grunted as he struggled to keep his end of the load
up. "We need to go to the door around the other side, before the little
high schoolers see this. They'll freak-whoa!" Kenzie burst into jackallike laughter and said, "His arm, dude!"
I could see it, hanging out from under the tarp, its stiff fingers dragging in the snow. I swallowed the scream that quaked in my throat. I had
no idea what these guys would do if they discovered me but was positive I didn't want to find out.
I'd never thought Kenzie was a psychopath. An accident waiting to
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happen, sure, but not a time bomb. It looked like I was wrong.
"This is, how-you-say, morbid," Rene grumbled. "I am not needing this."
Snowflakes flitted in the moonlit air like glitter on glass. Kenzie and
Rene, rendered in a palate of gray and blue, lugged their dark cargo
around the corner of the pole barn. The door creaked open, then
slammed shut as loud as a shotgun in the winter stillness. The December
wind sliced through me.
So, I'd fled a dead dog only to encounter a dead man. I only came
to this awful party because of Lindsay, who Erik was probably fingering
in a coat closet by now. A sour taste washed into my mouth.
Hyperventi lating and dizzy, I staggered out of the bushes.
"Josh, don't worry. He's not dead," said a girl-voice behind me.
"What! What?" I shouted as I spun around.
Lindsay stood there in her cloak, smoking a black cigarette from a
long brass holder. She looked like a thrift-store version of a thirties crime
dame afflicted with vampirism. A big army-surpl us ammunitio n bag
hung on her hip, on which she'd stenciled the words "KILL YOURSELF,
NOW." I appreciated her use of a comma. She wore one of those leather
aviator hats, the ones that usually make people look like puppy dogs,
but she looked like a Russian spy standing there in the snow. The smoke
she exhaled smelled like my mom's Easter ham.
"The dog that Jason hit with the beer can," she said. "He got up and
ran off. I think Jason knocked him out for a bit. No big deal."
"It's still mean," I said, shuffling in place.
I made a tiny white wall between my feet. Lindsay laughed, lovely
and quiet.
"Everybody 's mean," she said. "C'mon. I got to get inside, or
Amanda's going to get drunk and take off her shirt or something. "
"Yeah." I took another deep breath. "Yeah, OK."
As we began to walk, I considered telling her about the crime I'd just
witnessed, but thought it might be a bad idea. After all, maybe it was
just a passed-out friend they were playing a prank on. Maybe.
"Your cigarette smells like ham," I said, and then considered
punching myself in the face for being such a dumbass.
"They're cloves," she said. "You must be freezing."
She said the last part like a movie line and looped her arm around
mine. Instant hard-on. I stuck my free hand in my pocket and managed to
push it into the twelve o'clock position, the best method of concealment.
Even though Lindsay was finally paying attention to me, I couldn't
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stop thinking about that stiff arm dragging through the snow, and
Kenzie laughing about it. I had to tell somebody, but it could wait. I
didn't want to ruin my chances with Lindsay. I realized this probably
made me a bad person, but I couldn't help it.
We went back inside. The rest of the party passed as they usually do,
except I had a girl hanging on me, and I kept trying to forget the possibility of a dead guy lying in the barn. Two skater kids in the basement,
Devon and Chad, drunk on malt liquor, did an hilarious imitation of a
couple of professional wrestlers. It included a lot of yelling and hitting
one another with folding chairs. Devon's head got cut open, but not too
bad. Upstairs, some girl started crying for some reason, and a flock of
other girls gathered around her to find out what was wrong. In an unrelated incident, Rick Santoro and Valerie Mingus broke up for the hundredth time, and once again, nobody cared. Tommy Li freestyle rapped
while a fat kid named Fred kept a beat-box rhythm with his mouth and
cupped hands. Erik got into a fight, but it got broken up. Annoying
Amanda made out with Erik and, like, two other guys, then passed out
on the floor. Occasionally, she'd wake up and moan about how she
wasn't supposed to drink on her medication. Lindsay periodically
checked on her. Jason patrolled the party, smoking a blunt, and jabbing
the more unruly guests with his cane. Eventually, Kenzie came into the
kitchen, walked over to Jason, and put his arm around him.
"Where the hell you been, bud?" Jason asked, smacking him on the back.
"Jay-boy," Kenzie said. "You got to padlock that barn door."
Jason looked down to check his fly.
"No, dude, not your pants," Kenzie said. "The barn, bro, the barn."
"Why?"
"C'mon, I'll show you."
They walked out the back door. The fingers of the body under the
tarp, dragging through the snow, flashed in my mind. I started shaking.
"Are you OK?" Lindsay asked me.
"I don't feel good," I said. "I really want to hang out with you, but
I don't feel good right now."
"Well, go home, then," she replied. "The party's breaking up, and I
probably should get Amanda out of here, anyway. We can hang out
sometime this week, I mean, if you want to."
"Really?"
"Really."
Erik stood with his back turned to us, in front of the kitchen sink. I
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called over to him.
"Erik, do you want to, um, roll out pretty soon?"
He turned around, a goofy sneer frozen on his face, and glassily
stared at Lindsay and me. He was pale as a ghost, save the myriad
bruises on his face.
"Do you want to go?" I asked again.
"I'm still pretty wasted, but OK." Then he walked over and whispered
in my ear, "I'll meet you in the car. Let you have a second alone, eh?"
He nodded at me and ambled off.
I turned to Lindsay, who looked up at me with those gorgeous
emerald eyes, a tiny little smile on her crimson lips. My mouth was all
dry and my tongue felt three sizes too big.
"So," I said. "I, uh, I had fun hanging out with you tonight."
"Me, too."
"And you still, you know, want to do something later this week?"
"Yeah. Yeah, I'd like that."
"Well, I, um, I still have your number from that time I asked you for it."
"You mean last summer? Really? You never called."
"Yeah, uh," I said. "I was pretty busy. My family went camping, and
I, well, you still want to do something this week? Like a movie or something, maybe Tuesday? Because cross-country season is over, so in the
afternoons or the evenings, you know we could-"
Lindsay grabbed me by the back of the head, pressed her face
against mine, and shoved her mouth open over my lips. Her tongue
tasted like liquor and cigarettes as it made frantic circles in my mouth,
like a wet ashy pinwheel. It was the most unbelievably hot thing that I
could've possibly imagined. My hands grasped her bony shoulder blades
and pressed her against me. I didn't want it to ever end, but it had to. I
was getting low on air. Every time I tried to breathe through my nose, it
made this funny whistling sound, so I gently stepped away.
Red lipstick had smeared all around her mouth and jaw. She looked
like a white wolf cub glancing up from her kill.
"Call me," she said.
"OK," I replied.
We hugged once more before I walked out to the car.
On the drive home, Erik had the stereo turned down to a comfortable level so he could concentrate on the road. Neither of us said anything for a while. I tapped my fingers nervously on the center console.
"Will you stop tapping?" Erik growled. "It's really annoying."
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"I'm sorry."
"I'm not mad at you, you know," he said.
"For tapping? It's not like I was doing it on purpose."
"No, not for tapping, you retard," Erik said as he attentively navigated
the curves on Edgemoor Drive. "For getting with Lindsay. I'm not mad."
"Why the hell would you be mad? You know I've liked her, like, forever. Plus, you're already seeing Elenore."
"I'm not mad. That's the point," Erik said tersely. "Look, I only
asked because you're all quiet and seem all upset about something."
"It's not that. I, well, I saw something I wasn't supposed to. Like a,
um, a murder, sort of."
"Bullshit."
"No! For real! I'm all freaking out and stuff, really bad. I swear to God!"
Erik's eyes lit up as he glanced over at me.
"No shit?" he beamed with joy. "Tell me about it."
So I did. It all just poured out of me. The pick-up, Kenzie, Rene, and
the arm tumbling out from under the tarp. Everything. After it was
done, I hunched over, pressed my face into my hands, and rocked back
and forth in the seat.
"What am I going to do?" I moaned. "What the hell am I supposed
to do a bout this shit?"
"The way I see it, Josh," Erik said, coolly, "we have to go back and
find out what's going on."
"No way! Listen: No. Way. Are you crazy?"
"Yes, I'm totally fucking crazy, but that's not the point," he said,
pulling the car over to the side of the road. "The Law of Omerta doesn't
condone the killing of innocents."
"Huh? What? This Mafia stuff is bullshit, Erik, come on. We should
just call the cops."
"OK, but what if you misunderstood what you saw? We can't go
snitching unless we're sure we have a damn good reason." Blue smoke
curled from his lips and nostrils as he stubbed out his cigarette in the
ashtray. He looked me dead in the eyes before turning to the windshield
and saying, "We have to find out."
I didn't see it that way, but I didn't want him to do it alone. It didn't
take long to drive back there.
He shut off the lights and engine before letting the car roll up on the
shoulder in front of the house. All the other cars were gone except
Jason's VW and Kenzie's truck, both parked in the driveway. We got out
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and eased our doors shut.
"Follow me," Erik whispered, "and stay close. If you see me run,
run. Back to the car."
I nodded. We hunched over and scurried across the yard. Powdery
snow muffled our footsteps. The country sky teemed with stars, like billions of tiny glistening white eyes. I tailed Erik around the side of the
house. Soon, we stood before the pole barn.
A light inside framed the double doors with radiance. My guts
twisted. What if they were chopping that guy up in there? What if the
whole shed was filled with bodies, like some crazy Texas Chainsaw shit?
I knew I couldn't handle that. No chance.
"Let's get out of here," I whispered.
Erik ignored me. He started to move in a wide semicircle, creeping
like a commando around the barn. I followed. Each step brought us
closer to the side door. Its tall narrow planks, held together by two
fitted, crossed boards, made it look like a coffin lid. We stood there
trembling, before the splintering planks and rusty hinges. I made this
tiny squeaking sound, but Erik raised his finger to silence me. He closed
his eyes, pressed his ear against the door, and listened.
And then, without warning, his damp lungs exploded into an uncontrollable fit of coughing.
Everything happened in a blur. Harsh light spilled across us as the
door flew open. Rene barreled out like a train. Erik leapt out of the way,
putting me directly in the rampaging Frenchman 's path. His arm pinned
me against his chest like a boa constrictor. I started screaming,
"NO!NO!N O!" over and over. Erik snatched Rene's arm and tried to
yank it off me, but he just laughed. He seized Erik with his other arm
and hefted him over his shoulder. Erik cursed and beat his fists against
the man's broad muscular back, to no avail. Rene pulled us into the
barn, and the door slammed shut like a slaughterho use gate. The harsh
naked light bulbs inside washed out my vision.
I blinked rapidly, my panicked eyes darting around the place until at
last they adjusted to the light. Kenzie slumped in the seat of a riding
mower in the barn's corner, a beer in his hand, laughing at us. Jason
stood beside him, leaning on his cane, rubbing his eyes with one hand,
and shaking his shaggy dreadlock head. Everything smelled like pot and
sawdust.
I don't think I was crying, but I kept repeating, "Let me go." Erik,
however, continued to struggle and swear.
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"Let' em go, Rene," Jason grumbled. "They're OK."
Rene let go of me and plopped Erik onto his feet. I pushed up my glasses
and shivered. Erik arranged his leather jacket and cleared his throat.
"You guys nearly gave me a heart attack," Kenzie said. "I thought
you were the cops."
"Well, guys, I hope you realize what you've gotten yourself into,
poking around in our business," Jason grumbled. "Now you're involved.
You want to see him or what?"
Before I could shout my refusal, Erik said, "Hell yeah, we do."
"Well, come on then."
Rene gave me a little push forward from behind, so I followed as
Jason ushered everyone to the far end of the barn. We approached a
workbench covered with a black plastic tarp. A brown-shoed foot stuck
out from one end. I shambled forward, zombified by my fear.
Jason stood before the workbench's shroud like it was a sideshow
attraction. He pointed his cane's golden skull at us.
"What you are about to see may shock you. I know it surprised the
shit out of me," Jason said.
Kenzie giggled.
"You can look, but you must swear never to tell anyone about this,"
he continued. "If you do, I'll have Rene chop you up and throw you in
the swamp. Right, Rene?"
"I am a very sick man, yes," he replied, folding his arms.
"You have our word as outlaws," Erik said.
"All right," Jason said. "Let's do this."
He gathered the end of the tarp above the body's head in his fist. It
crinkled and shifted. He whipped the plastic shroud off the workbench
with a single motion, like a strange magician, and shouted, "TaDaaaaa!"
I only caught a glimpse before I clamped my hands over my eyes,
shouting, "I don't want to look! I don't want to look!"
Everybody laughed, an avalanche of overlapping hysterics. Earlier,
my fantasy girl was actually in my arms. Now, a pack of cackling murderers surrounded me. It was insane how fast things could go from good
to bad, and I just couldn't deal with it. I felt Erik's hand on my shoulder.
"Josh," he said. "It's OK."
I just kept saying, "I don't want to look," like a broken record.
"Listen," he said. "You can look. It's not what you think."
I heard Kenzie's stupid chuckling as I slowly lowered my hands from
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my face. Erik patted me on the back. I opened my eyes and looked to
the workbench.
He lay there, with his blue eyes unblinking, his mouth hanging wide
open, in his patched-up gray knickers and little brown shoes. His little
English hat sat crookedly on his head, and his box of fake apples rested
on his chest. Cables and wires trailed from his back and hung over the
side of the workbench. It was the little urchin from the Christmas display in the park.
"I nearly shit my pants!" I yelled at Kenzie.
"I know, dude, I know," he shouted back.
"This," Erik said, "is demented in a good way."
"He was very heavy," Rene said. "Kenzie, he try to take zee one with
zee big hat, but could not carry him. So, he roll him into zee pond."
"You killed his pimp," I said. "Cool."
"I just thought Apple Boy, you know," Kenzie said, "I thought he
deserved a better life. I thought he'd want to come party with us."
Jason grinned, quite pleased with the scene.
"Listen," he said, thrusting the cane at us, "don't tell anyone. People
are going to go ape-shit over this."
"We won't," I said. "It'll be hard, but we won't."
"All right," Jason said. "Now, get the hell out of here, before your
moms come looking for you."
As we headed out to the car, Jason bellowed after us, "Merry fuckin'
Christmas!"
Soothed by the car's roaring heater and leather seats, I floated in
half-sleep. I watched Erik by the stereo display's blue light, the dark hollows of his eyes fixed on the road. He wore a wistful smile as he sang
along with the music of anger. Nobody had died, everybody had a home,
and I had a kiss to remember. I sat up straight. I couldn't let myself get
too comfortable. We didn't have far to go.
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Nat Leahy
Mike Drew

WHEN ALL BUT THE MOST OBSTINATE LEAVES HAD FALLEN, AND THE EVENINGS

were as clear and cold as the river below, Nat Leahy lost his wife and
only child. He buried them together as the full orange moon looked on,
and that night the ground froze, sealing them in the earth forever. Nat
closed the door to his two-room house and spent the winter alone.
In the cellar he had dug himself, there were shelves from the dirt
floor to the ceiling. On those shelves were jars full of the pickled vegetables from that year's harvest: Cucumbers with dill and black peppercorns, onions with bay and garlic, carrots with tarragon and cinnamon.
It was dark in the cellar, and though it was easy enough to navigate the
stairs down, the roots coming up from the floor through the walls
seemed to move every night. Perhaps in the cold, damp blackness, the
roots were simply trying to find each other, to hold hands and tell one
another that they were not alone. They grabbed at Nat when he went
down there, tripping him, pulling him, scratching at his body. He
believed it was his punishment for the crime of living after the death of
his wife and child: descending every day into an unknown tangle of
roots, black dirt, and falling on his face. Sitting on the ground with lips
puckered and eyes watering from the salt and sour as his eyes adjusted
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to the dark, he never saw a root wearing that necklace of smooth river
rocks he buried his wife in. It was in the cellar that the intense and foreign feeling of melancholy converted into a more familiar rage. The
snow fell outside and the firewood supply dwindled. When it all began
to melt and the ground thawed, Nat went to plant his crops.
This spring would be different, though; there would be no corn, no
cucumbers, no potatoes, no onions, and no carrots. Instead, Nat planted
only green chile peppers. Where he got the seeds for the cone-shaped
fruits, Nat would never say. Perhaps he had forgotten, or, more likely, he
never knew. The plants took well to the sandy soil and southern exposure of Nat's plot of land. Indeed, the peppers awoke each morning to
the sun sparkling off the river some three hundred yards away and settled in with the self-assured nature of immigrants among their countrymen in a city thousands of miles from home.
As leaves appeared on the trees and birds flew north, Nat tended to
his peppers. He could no longer keep winter and his anger inside, and
he poured his feelings into his plants. They grew neither faster nor
slower, bigger nor smaller, but on the inside, they grew hotter.
Meanwhile, the cellar had become so tangled with the roots that one
could no longer walk down the stairs, the uneaten vegetables had been
swallowed up and pulled back into the earth, the jars were crushed, and
the shards smoothed and ground fine.
Outside, on occasion, the sun would hit a tree trunk just right and it
would sparkle like stars in an autumn sky. On certain days, when the
wind came from the north and blew across the pepper patch, those
fishing near the now-pregnant river would cough a little, take out their
handkerchiefs, blow their running noses, and dab at their moist eyes.
Nat Leahy arrived before any of the other farmers, placed his ten
burlap sacks full of hate in a line, and promptly fell asleep behind them.
No one noticed Nat for a while, until the market became too crowded
and busy for him to go undetected any longer. The peppers looked
strange to the other farmers and market-goers alike, and no one could
figure out what to make of the strange, green vegetables that made their
hands tingle when they held them. After admiring the bright green skin,
firm and unblemished, and weighing the dense mass in their hands, their
eyes would turn to Nat.
Nat had built his home from the oaks he felled while clearing the
land for his farm. He had plowed with an ox and a massive iron plowshare; he had laid stone and brick. This once-powerful man had become
an unlikely corpse, a pale hide draped over a thin, brittle frame. The
burlap sacks were sold by sundown, and Nat walked back home, went
into his cellar, and never came out.
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The Butcher
Joseph Keefe

IT WAS EARLY MORNING, JUST PAST DAWN, WHEN A SQUAD OF BLUECOATS

arrived driving a cloud of dust outside McMeel's Tannery. An aged
wood building blackened through years of scalding heat, scarred with
resin and tar, the tannery occupied the last lane of the farthest outskirt
of the village of Meridien, Ohio. The troopers, about a dozen in all,
forced their horses to a halt as a large, open-topped wagon skid-stopped
in the middle of the lane. The men dismounted, forming their horses into
a long circle around the wagon, drawing short rifles, and fanning out in
a defensive radius. They were twitchy and tense, apparently searching
for someone to shoot.
An officer and another soldier jumped from the wagon, examining
the street and surrounding areas. The officer shouted orders for the men
to hold their positions and stay sharp. They didn't need much
prompting. The officer and soldier looked around once again, their
search orderly and brusque. They located the door and entered it, intent
on the mission. As the younger man made his presence known, loudly
crossing into the largest of the vat chambers, the proprietor, Andrews J.
McMeel, looked up from the carcass he'd been skinning. As he saw that
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the boy was a soldier-an officer at that-and that another bluecoat
with pistol drawn had entered the chamber, he put down his skinning
tools-a cutting blade and peeling awl-and turned to face the officer.
McMeel, a thick trunk of a man wearing the heavy leather armor of
his trade, glanced out the one window of the chamber, observing two
more troopers outside, guns drawn and facing the street, anticipating
trouble. The two soldiers inside-a green captain with thin, new
whiskers, and a weathered giant of an Irish sergeant-g ave every indication that they were on an important undertaking . Whatever the purpose, the presence of the rifle squad and the glacial sergeant provided
clear indication that they meant business.
"Are you McMeel?" demanded the young officer.
"I am."
"You are a tanner and butcher? You prepare stock-slau ghtering
and quartering? "
"Eleven years in my own shop; seven years before that with the late
Mr. Williams," McMeel explained.
"You will come with me immediately," directed the officer. "You will
be gone for several days. Bring a change of clothing. Pack as many
instruments as possible-k nives, saws, and the like-you will be using
them all. Carry what you can. Sergeant Madden will carry the rest." As
far as McMeel could tell, Sergeant Madden could carry the whole damn
building if he chose to.
As the captain spoke, the sergeant opened a sack and began loading
McMeel's various saws, strippers, knives, and blades. McMeel was by
no means a contentious person, but he was also no easy mark. These
boys entered his store as if they owned it and him; he didn't have to like
it and hadn't decided if he would like it. Checking a flickering moment
of defiance, he turned to the captain.
The captain went on, very official, "You will come with us now. If
you resist, Sergeant Madden will bodily convey you."
Stout and of Irish temper himself, McMeel studied the giant
Sergeant Madden, a grayed, creviced, brick wall of an Irishman, and
knew he could likely "convey" any human. The sergeant had so much
confidence that he didn't feel the need to stare down McMeel and

instead allowed him the dignity to make his own choice. "I will come
and do what you need," McMeel answered. The captain nodded his
agreement, letting out a long breath.
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McMeel was not completely taken by surprise; he'd been impressed
once before to slaughter cattle for the feeding of a Western regiment
traveling through to Missouri. Those boys were a little more polite that
first time, but he understood the activity.
"You will be paid two dollars per day for your services," the captain
continued. "Present a bill for any stock loss that you suffer during your
absence, it will be recompensed. Your family-"
McMeel interrupted , "I have no wife or children."
"Then lock your doors and come now."
McMeel hurried to close the outbuilding ; it was plain that these
boys were in an inordinate rush. He reviewed his works in progress: two
rows of animal skins hanging from hooks across the drying room. The
bulk of his skins were in the normal stages of drying and aging anyway.
He'd had one new stock just brought in, an old mule in mid-stage skinning; that one would rot. The giant copper vats would set as is; no need
to worry there. He had no butcher beef or fowl present at the time-in
summer, food orders went out the same day they came in.
All in all, the shop would be fine for three days or so. After that, the
acids needed stirring or they would burn through the vats and ... well,
that would be that. No sense in explaining or arguing; whatever the
bluecoats needed, they needed it now. He threw pants, a shirt, and spare
boots into a battered leather satchel-th e skin remnant of old Moss, a
giant bull that had been his very first skinning job-and yanked it over
his shoulder. The sergeant had rounded up all of McMeel's leather
aprons and work gloves. From the look of things, it was going to be a
lot of work.
The captain was already outside, climbing onto a large buckboard
wagon. The silent sergeant had carefully loaded the instruments directly
behind the bench, wrapping and placing them on a large tarpaulin. The
two boys at the back of the wagon, their legs dangling off the backboard, made room for McMeel, and then they were off about as fast as
the two horses could run.
The road whirled by at a gallop. While holding on for dear life,
McMeel tried to strike up a casual conversation. For each of his
inquiries, McMeel got a series of grunts and nods from the boys on
either side of him. They perched expertly in the swaying, bucking
wagon, near exhaustion , with long guns laid across their laps. As weary
as they were, both soldiers scanned the woods and fields on either side
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for signs of moveme nt. The Irishman on the front board, his shotgun
looking comically small crooked in his right arm, also held a huge,
single-shot pistol in his left hand.
The boy on the left finally offered, "Johnny Reb has raided us twice.
They kilt our great Major Cartwri ght, shot 'im through the head while
he was only sittin' in his saddle. If we can find 'em, we're gonna string
up every gray-coa ted one of 'em." The other boy grunted in stolid agreement. The two soldiers took comfort in the hope that they might be able
to shoot at somebo dy on the way back to the camp.
At the end of their excursio n was a long line of wagons on the road
leading up to an encamp ment on an estate where they intended to take
McMeel . They passed dozens, perhaps more than a hundred wagons of
every sort: surreys, flatboar ds, covered and uncover ed stock wagons,
even horse and pony carts, each filled to bursting with men in blue.
McMeel consider ed how much food it would take to feed the lot of
men surroun ding the house. His guess was a half dozen livestock just for
those men in his sight. He wiped his forehead with the back of his hand,
grimly assessing the tasks that lay in his immedia te future.
"Are all these men to be fed at once?" McMeel turned to ask the
young captain.
"Fed? No. They are not to be fed at once," the captain conclud ed.
The way the captain respond ed gave McMeel an odd start. What
was the captain' s meaning , if not to feed these wounde d boys? McMeel
grasped that he'd have the answer much sooner than later.
As the wagon entered the grounds of the estate, the outridin g guards
peeled off to return to their camp area. McMeel watched dozens of men
arrangin g hundred s of litters of wounde d men in rows alongside the
huge house. A doctor and nurse were directing the flow and organiza tion of patients based on their medical priority. Two young colored girls
walked among the rows, passing ladles of water down to the writhing
men. A low drone of men groaning in pain served as backgro und to the
sight.
Almost before they skittered to a stop, McMeel and the two oldiers
were ushered directly into the great hall of the estate house, the room
jammed with personn el of all types, buzzing with activity. A young
doctor came over to ask the captain, "Is this the man?"
The captain, pale from the sights surroun ding him, nodded assent.
The doctor turned to the Irishman , "Bring him in now." The sergeant
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guided McMeel to the large dining room on the left of the foyer. In the
center of the room were three large, thick, blanched-oak tables-the
kind of block tables used on plantations or estates for preparing great
quantities of meats and poultry. The Irishman trailed McMeel, toting his
aprons and implements, which were laid out on a sideboard. An attendant draped the thick leather apron on McMeel, and then slid the large
gantlets over his hands.
"I cannot slaughter meat in here," McMeel said to the room. "Raw
meat will contaminate this place. You do not slaughter food where you
consume it."
As he spoke, he tu med to see four orderlies entering the room
bearing a litter with a shattered young boy upon it. The orderlies laid
him out on the table near the windows, the boy moaning and in a
stupor. A tall, thin man, another doctor, led McMeel to the table. He cut
a shallow line into the flesh just above the boy's shattered knee, then
looked at McMeel and said, "Sever here. Cut through as quickly as you
can. We have no soporifics so you must be sharp and quick."
As the doctor moved to the middle table, another patient already on
it, the four orderlies leaned on McMeel's young patient, completely pinning him to the table. The boy stirred as McMeel looked down at him.
"Go quick about it, doc. And please take only what you need," the boy
slurred at him. An orderly placed a wooden spoon in the boy's mouth
and they all looked at McMeel.
As he placed a bonesaw to the boy's leg, McMeel couldn't shake the
gruesome notion that this was the first subject who ever spoke to him,
and the first subject who was alive while being butchered.
McMeel had been at work for more than four solid hours, cutting
and sawing through dozens of legs and arms, with stops only for water
and related needs.
As it turned out, McMeel was something of an amputating marvelall three doctors came over to view his superior skills. He was carving
through more than fifteen patients an hour, almost twice the doctors'
turnout, and his technique was not only considerably faster and cleaner,
but due to his speed, patients seemed to avoid the wracking, body-contorting shock that typically accompanied this type of extreme amputation. In fact, the stunning shock from pain was every bit as dangerous
to the patients as the loss of blood or gangrene. A few boys had literally
died from the shock of the operation, their bodies convulsing and rat-
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ding from the trauma. They were lying there, racked in pain, and then
they were gone, as still as the corpses they had just become.
The tall, thin doctor named Miller or Millen-Mc Meel wasn't certain-appro ached McMeel's operating table. As McMeel ripped
through the femur of an unconscious young man, the doctor became
keenly absorbed by the butcher's sawing technique. "Your angle on the
downstroke is pronounced . Why so?"
"This saw blade cuts more on the push than the pull. You can build
blades in either, or both, directions. But cutting through bone is easier
with more power on the push," McMeel said.
"Why is that?" the doctor asked.
"Don't know. Just is." McMeel demonstrat ed the lesson as he
worked, standing up on a wooden crate above over the boy's leg. "Get
height above the bone and extreme angle down on it. Saw down at the
floor, as if yer tryin' to go through the bone in one push. Put yer whole
body weight behind the saw-don't use jest yer arms. Push down and
through, and then saw straight back across, parallel to the floor."
With sweat pouring down from his face, McMeel continued the
sawing, hewing through the meat and bone in five long, solid strokes.
His helper, a barber similarly dragooned, that is, "volunteere d" from a
village down the road, slapped a red-hot iron to the base of the amputation, searing a seal over the open wound. While the smell was nauseating to an untrained nose, McMeel's sense of smell had long since
retreated from the years of exposure to acids, meats, and skins. The
barber, an older man who had the air of a teacher, had the unnerving
habit of uncontrolla bly gagging after each iron's application , yet the
vomiting reflex did not slow the man in any way, and the barber was
determined, come hell or high water, to live up to McMeel's impressive
standard. They were thrashing through dozens of patients, getting those
boys out the door. And they were doing the good work, saving so many
lives it was hard to count. The barber thought to himself, I will never
forget this day. I will never be able to describe it to anyone, but I will
never for get it.
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A Fiddler's Heartac he
Danell Bonaparte

JOHN EARL WAS AWAKENED WITH A START BY THE SOUND OF A LONG,

anguished howl. At first, he thought that it might have come from one
of the field hands; for, on the Rutherford plantation, it wasn't unusual
to hear the cries for mercy from a slave whose bare back was lacerated
by the overseer's whip. When another groan quickly followed, he realized that the pitiful sound was coming from inside the house. The su{l
hadn't finished rising yet and daylight was just beginning to peek
through the bedroom's drawn curtains, but he banished the last vestige
of sleep from his mind and sat bolt upright on his pallet, which was at
the foot of Benjamin's bed. His throat was dry and his heart beat like a
hammer against an anvil.
Benjamin mumbled from under his quilt: "Shut up all that noise, boy."
"That wasn't me, sir."
Another wail came, this one so long and so guttural that John Earl
thought death itself was coming to take him away. By this time, Benjamin
was sitting up in his bed as well. John Earl, wide-eyed with horror, sprung
from his sleeping place and scampered to Benjamin's bedside.
"Oh, God," Benjamin lamented. "Mama! Mama!"
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He snatched the covers off, launche d himself from his bed, and
dashed across the room and out the door with John Earl right behind
him. In the hallway, they encount ered Isabel, who was sleepily but frantically putting on her houseco at. Benjamin jumped up and down as he
shouted to her, "Mama, that's Fiddle! He's having another of his fits!"
"Lord, that's the second time this month! Ben, go get your pa from
the bedroom ! Tell him to come downsta irs to the niggers' room! Hurry!
John Earl, come with me!"
Isabel and John Earl rushed down the stairs, and, after reaching the
bottom floor, they sprinted down the hallway to the back of the house
toward the cries that still rose and permeat ed the morning stillness.
Isabel reached the door and yanked it open with so much force that
John Earl, who was behind her, had to jump back to keep it from
swinging into him. He heard Isabel gasp at what she saw, so he scuttled
around the mistress to peer inside the room.
The servants ' sleeping quarters was about a fourth of the size of any
of the other rooms in the Reeds' house, yet it still had four narrow beds
placed side by side. On the bare floor in front of the beds, Fiddle was
lying on his back, bucking and thrashin g about like a fish on land.
Walter was at the old man's kicking feet struggling to hold them in
place. Vera had both of her hands closed around Fiddle's head. She
pressed his face into the crook of her sweaty neck just as he unleashe d
another gut-wre nching sob.
"Blood! Oh, Lordy! So much blood," Fiddle cried.
"It's all right," Eliza consoled . "It's all right. It's all right."
"No, she bleedin', she bleedin'! Run 'way! She bleedin'!" Fiddle
attempte d to scratch for his eyes with his right hand, but Eliza held it back.
"No, she ain't, she ain't bleedin', honey chile, she ain't bleedin' no
mo'. She in a bettah place now. She in heaven. She in heaven, now, honey
chile, an' you ain't gotta hurt yo'self no mo'."
"Oh, Lordy! Oh, Lordy, help me, help me, help me-hee-heeheeeee ... "
Fiddle's violent strugglin g abated, but his chest heaved in exhaust ion
and despair as he wept uncontro llably.
"Turn 'im loose," Eliza told Vera. "He gon' be all right."

"You sure?"
"I say he gon' be all right! Turn 'im loose! G'on an' git breakfas t
started. G'on now! I be in deh kitchen witchoo inna minute. You too,
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Walter. G'on!"
Walter and Vera had been so busy with Fiddle that they didn't even
realize that John Earl and Mrs. Reed were standing in the doorway. John
Earl's face was streamed with tears, and Mrs. Reed had a stern look on
her face.
"We sorry, ma'am, we so sorry," Vera offered. "Eliza gon' have him
shut up in just a minute."
The mistress scoffed. "He's just lucky I'm not going to have the bullwhip taken to him for making all that noise! Get breakfast started!"
"Yes, ma'am," they chorused, almost tripping over one another as
they scurried out the back door. Mrs. Reed turned and almost bumped
into her husband who was just getting to the servant's quarters.
Benjamin, Annabelle, and the Woodwards, the Reeds' guests from
Alabama, were following closely behind him. Mrs. Reed halted everyone
with her outstretched hand.
"Go back to bed," she said. "Fiddle's all right now."
"You sure?" Mr. Reed asked. "It ain't as bad as his last fit, is it?"
"No," she said. She ushered everyone back toward the staircase.
"But, I swear, one day, I'm going to have him put out of his misery!"
As the family filed back upstairs for just a little more sleep, John Earl
remained at the doorway of the servants' quarters. He spotted Fiddle's
torn and tangled blindfold on the floor a few feet from Eliza's knees. She
still knelt over the man, whispering to him that he would soon be all
right, but like Fiddle, whose sobs had diminished to pathetic whimpers,
John Earl couldn't believe her either.
A few more minutes passed before Eliza finally acknowledged John
Earl's presence. She looked up to him and said, "Come on ova here,
chile, an' help me git Fiddle down ta deh kitchen." John Earl reluctantly
entered the room. He retrieved the blindfold from the floor and
smoothed it out. Eliza aided the old man to sit up. She coached him by
saying, "Hol' still, now. We gon' git yo' sash back on."
John Earl knelt down next to Eliza and was preparing to make the
first pass around Fiddle's head with the sash when he got a good look
at the man's eyes. The pink, freshly healed scratch lines were still etched
across his face, but now, there were several new red ones accompanying
them. The scars were drawn evenly across his eyebrows, nose, and forehead. The eyelids sank back down into his eye sockets and formed two
tiny spoons. The boy drew back his hands and gasped when the realiza-
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tion kicked him in the gut like a mule: Fiddle had no eyeballs.
"Git <lat sash 'round his eyes, boy," Eliza ordered.
John Earl composed himself and wrapped the crimson strip around
Fiddle's head and knotted it in place. Then, the pair helped Fiddle to his
feet, one on either side of him. They went out the back door, and as they
slowly walked down the long path that led to the kitchen, John Earl
silently thanked the Lord not only for the rising sun, but also for his
ability to behold it. Upon reaching the kitchen, John Earl flung the door
open and moved out of the way so that Eliza could escort Fiddle inside.
The kitchen had a huge wood-burning stove that Walter had already
lit. Across the room was a worktable at which Vera was busy chopping
a potato. Walter pulled out a seat from the table, and Eliza helped Fiddle
to it. Vera flashed Eliza a look of concern to which the older woman
answered, "He fine." Then, "Did y'all get deh bacon from deh smokehouse yet?"
"I wuz jest goin' ," Walter offered.
"Nevah mind, I'll go. Come on here, boy." John Earl followed Eliza
out the kitchen door.
The kitchen was only the first in a series of houses along the path
that wound behind the Reed mansion. About twenty feet past the
kitchen, there was the milk house where buttermilk was made and
butter was churned. After that, there was the smokehouse where meats
were hung and cured. In the distance beyond the smokehouse were the
overseer's house, the field slaves' quarters, and, finally, the recently harvested cotton field.
As soon as John Earl closed the kitchen door, he asked the question
that had been burning in his throat all morning. "Miss Eliza, what happened to Mr. Fiddle?"
"Chile, nuttin'. He jest have deze fits in his sleep sometimes. He gon'
be all right."
Their feet clomped upon the wooden path leading to the smokehouse.
"Why do he have fits?"
"I dunno, chile. I reckon it's cuzza his bad dreams! Glory be! You
sho' ask a heap of questions!"
When John Earl dropped his head, Eliza sighed. She reached out and
touched his chin. "I'm sorry, chile. Here. Sit wit me fo' a spell on dis here
step. I got a story fo' you." She and John Earl sat on the steps that led
to the door of the smokehouse. She sighed again.
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"Now, I reckon you thinkin' dat Fiddle is his name 'cause he play it
so good, but dat ain't it a-tall. Our first massa, Massa Tyler, was Miss
Isabel's pappy. He nevah treated us niggas too good. We spent years
toilin' on Massa Tyler's rice farm down in South Carolina. You know
'bout growin' rice?"
"No ma'am," said John Earl.
Eliza shook her head. "Well, growin' rice is a heap mo' harder dan
growin' cotton. Yessuh! When you grow rice, you gotta have a whole
lotta water, mo' water dan it take ta grow cotton. Yes, even mo' water
dan deh Lawd will rain down from Heaven. So, in order ta have deh
amount of water we needed, us niggas, all thirty of us, spent 'bout a
month, e'reday from sunup ta sundown an' inta deh evenin', diggin'
canals 'long deh riverside. An' den we built a messa dams an' dikes an'
ditches an' drains startin' from deh river an' comin' all deh way back ta
deh rice field. Dat way, deh water could come an' water deh field fo'
you. Fiddle, whose name wuz Austin, wuz a lot younga back den. One
day, while we wuz still buildin' deh canal, Massa Tyler pointed at deh
big, strong, tall nigga who wuz up ta his chest in mud workin' away. He
said ta deh ova-see-uh, 'Dat nigga right dare is as fit as a fiddle!' I could
see Fiddle bailin' mud an' cuttin' away roots, an' I reckon Mr. Tyler wuz
right. Now, I know I already said Fiddle wuz big, strong an' tall. But you
know what else?"
"What?" asked John Earl.
Eliza lowered her voice and muttered, "He wuz good-lookin', too."
A wheeze and a cackle erupted from her chest and cut through the air.
"Ha-HAH, yes Lawd, at deh end of deh evenin' he come back ta deh
camp, an' he would sit by deh big fire we made ta dry ourselves an' keep
off deh cold. An would be dirty. All caked up in dat mud. I would think
ta myself, 'Dat dare is a good-lookin' man.' Anyway, after deh rice wuz
reaped, our Massa let us have a festival, an' at dis festival, I first learned
dat Fiddle could play deh fiddle. I dunno where he learnt it from, but he
played it like deh devil wuz after 'im, an' everybody-massa , massa's
family an' all deh niggas-liked it, an' we danced around him when he
played. But dat wuzn't deh only thing."
She lowered her voice to barely a whisper. John Earl had to lean
toward her to hear. "Sometimes he play it so soft, you think he wuz from
heaven. One night, little Miss Isabel wuz sick wit' a fever, an' she cried
day in an' day out. By dis time, I became a house nigga, but even I
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couldn't get <lat chile ta stop cryin' . Massa sent fo' Fiddle and had him
play fo' her, an' he fiddled her right ta sleep. Miss Isabel took ta him, an'
from <lat day on, Fiddle stayed in deh Massa's house. Dat's where Fiddle
met dis house nigga name Lizabeth, an' she took ta Fiddle, too. She wuz
tall an' slim like a stalk o' corn, an' her hair wuz long an' good like
black corn silk. Her skin wuz yella like deh corn kernel, an' she had eyes
as green as yours. An' her faith in deh Lawd wuz deep . Oh, she wuz a
fine sight! Fiddle fought it at first, but fell in love wit' her, an' soon after
<lat, dey jumped deh broom. He tole his wife dat from den on, e're time
he play deh fiddle, even if it wuz fo' somebody else, his heart an' his
songs would always belong ta her.
Everybody wuz happy fo' a short time, <lat is 'til one day 'bout a
month later, deh ova-see-uh took sick and died. Well, Massa needed
somebody ta drive deh field niggas, an' he didn't wanna pay deh wages
fo' another ova-see-uh, so he made Fiddle the ova-see-uh. Fiddle wuz in
charge of gettin' deh same work outta deh field niggas. If he didn't work
deh niggas an' whup 'em too, den Fiddle would be whupped. Oh, Glory
be! Dis wuz deh darkest time on deh farm! Fiddle had ta lay cowhide ta
his brothers' an' sisters' backs ta save his own!"
John Earl's mouth dropped open in disbelief and he turned to Eliza,
who brushed a tear from her cheek.
"Lizbeth wuz caught one night by Isabel, who wuz 'bout fourteen
by den. Lizbeth wuz caught goin' to a secret prayer meetin', an she tole
Massa Tyler deh next mornin', an' Massa Tyler said <lat Lizbeth had ta
be whupped, an' dat Fiddle had to do it. So, her hands wuz tied wit'
rope, an' deh rope fastened ta deh peach tree out in deh yard, an' her
pretty yella back wuz bared ta deh sun! Den Massa Tyler stood ova
Fiddle wit' his shotgun aimed at Fiddle's head an' said dat if he didn't
whup her, den he'd blow his head off, den he'd blow hers off after. So,
Fiddle whupped her. John Earl, when dat first lash fell, dey both
screamed. But, Massa poked Fiddle in deh head wit deh barrel of dat
shotgun tellin' him ta lay it on. Fiddle gave his own wife fifty-nine
lashes, John Earl. Fifty-nine! I had counted 'em. Poor Lizbeth, each a her
screams made Fiddle die a little mo' inside, an', her back, Lawd hav'
mercy, it wuz red all ova from blood. Her blood. Dare wuz so much
blood <lat it ran down deh backa her legs, all deh way down ova her
heels, an' onta deh ground befo' Massa wuz finally satisfied. An' Miss
Isabel stood at dat tree while Lizbeth wuz being whupped, an' cussed
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her, saying, 'Fiddle an' his music belong ta me, not ta you."'
John Earl mentioned, "Miss Isabel musta hear what Fiddle said to
Lizbeth, and she didn't like it."
"Don't matta no way," Eliza countered. "Poor Lizbeth died deh next
day. Fiddle wuz so sick wit grief ova deh fact dat it wuz his hand killed
his own wife, dat he used doze same hands ta scratch up his own face ta
make hisself suffer some a deh pain he put on her. He swo' dat he would
nevah play da fiddle again, but, when Miss Isabel married Mr. Reed, dey
made him play for deh wedding. Later dat day, he thrusted his own
thumbs inta his eyes an' dug out his own eyeballs ta punish hisself even
mo' for playin'. Me, Walter, an' Vera wuz given to Isabel by her pappy
as weddin' gifts befo' we moved here. But Isabel wanted Fiddle too, an'
she got him. We been here ten long years now, an' e'retime she ask him
ta play, Lizbeth visit his dreams, 'cause doze songs really hers, no matta
what Miss Isabel say."
Eliza rose from the step and opened the door to the smokehouse to
retrieve some meat for breakfast. John Earl decided that as soon as he
was a little stronger and a little older, he would escape from this farm
with the whitewashed house and its eight enormous rooms because it
had just become too small for him to live in.

Dane l l Bonaparte
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Angel Theft
Frank Crist

THE DANGER IN CO FRO TING A MINOTAUR, THOUGHT BITTER PILL, AS SHE

crouched low, was navigating its labyrinth. And with a prick like
Matthias, who knew what surprises he would leave in her path?
Certainly he would afford her no mercy if she were to be captured
during her thievery. She expected no less, but the horrors of the possibilities made her sweat beneath her black balaclava mask. Once
Matthias gave one of his disloyal minions a double mastectomy and fed
her the remains. But Bitter Pill was not innocent: she'd captured the traitorous bitch and turned her over to him to be butchered.
The first turn in the path of the minotaur's maze was the garage level
of Matthias's warehouse fortress . Bitter Pill was all darkness and stealth
as she slithered between the dusty collection of antique cars arranged in
neat rows. Every inch of her lean six feet found the shadows and silence,
and all that was visible beyond her non-reflective stealth suit was a
patch of black skin around the whites of her eyes . Every other feature
was smashed into the tight suit to be as streamlined as possible, from her
ass to her breasts to the fiery red Afro atop her head. Strapped to each
calf were her trusty companions: a pair of foot-long daggers weighted
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for throwing or thrusting. She called them her Arkansas Toothpicks.
Although she was strapped for battle, she hadn't come here to kill
Matthias. No, her mission was much more dangerous. She'd come to
serve him with notice of their divorce. And she planned to do that by
stealing his prized girls, a pair of eight-year-old twins Matthias had
taken a week ago. Markov-t hat crippled bastard-h ad already contacted the girls' father, Senator L_ _ , and arranged the ransom. He
was splitting it with Bitter in exchange for stealing the girls.
Matthias; however, had no plans to ransom the girls.
Bitter found a dead, quiet pocket between a mismatched pair of
cars-a 1935 Phantom III Cabriolet and a yellow 1969 Dodge
Charger-a nd tapped the earbud that connected her to the rest of her
team: a pair of second-story men who were invading Matthias's living
quarters on the second floor. Charles and someone. Marcel? Something
like that.
"Y'all niggas best be in position," Bitter said with a low voice. "Y'all
know we got to execute this motherfuck er like ninjas."
"You sure he not at home?" came the faint, electronic reply. "Lights
on up here."
"Oh, I'm positive, baby," Bitter said, peering over the hood of the
Charger to sight the faintly flickering doorway that led to the basement
and Matthias's private torture chamber. "We go in sixty. And, Marcel,
you best not fuck this up."
"It's 'Martel!' Damn, woman."
Bitter shook her head. Black men. Useless for anything besides a
little expendable muscle and some occasional entertainme nt.
The warehouse' s massive air conditioner clicked on somewhere high
above in the building, sending a structure-ra ttling boom through the
concrete walls and pillars of the garage. It was a familiar sound to Bitter
since this fortress had recently been her home, and she neither flinched
at the sound nor allowed herself to fall into nostalgia or regret or a
dozen other emotions that could ruin the job. She kept staring across the
hood of the Charger toward the basement door, thankful for the dull
lighting in the garage, a handful of half-dead fluorescent tubes flickering
in the dusty darkness.
She was close to him-could feel him, could almost smell him. He
was down there, in the basement, playing with his toys and little girls.
Bitter's knives ached on her calves, but fear restrained her. He was so
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close. Too close. The Charger, a Peugeot Fox, an empty parking space,
and the basemen t stairwell were all that separate d the world's most
ruthless woman from the world's most murdero us man. The stone inside
Bitter's heart that kept her still in times of danger threaten ed to quiver.
Instead, as always, she focused on the job. She let her sight travel
beyond the threshol d of the half-open basement door and down the
stairwell. She calmed her breath, ignoring the gasoline-rubber smell of
the garage, and focused on the job. She saw the flickering of light in the
stairwe ll-a candle. Matthia s always was one for aesthetics, Bitter
mused. But a sound drifted up from the open door, dancing alongside
the candlelight. It was not the hard screaming she'd expected, nor the
sniveling of either of the girls. No, this was melodic and beautiful, and
so unlike anything Bitter could've expected from this moment that her
heart-sto ne did indeed quiver for a beat.
She'd been married to Matthia s for going on three years, and not
once in all that time had she ever heard him sing.
It shocked her. It fascinated her. It amazed her. How could she only
be learning of his voice now? So many times she'd sung to him, but he'd
only consum ed her music, never returned it. And now.
Unable to resist such a siren's call, Bitter stood up from her crouch
and placed her head on her arms atop the Charger 's hood. She strained
her hearing into the door, down the stairs, into the basement. She
stopped breathing. She filtered out the rattle of the air conditioner. She
focused, and even through the thickness of her balaclava, the words
came to her. It was a rhyme, sung over and over, gentle and coaxing , and
deadly calm: the words, because she knew him; the song, because she
did not know him; her plan, because it had to be this way.
If you have a stateme nt
That needs to be said
Shoot a senator in the head
Beat his daughters until they're dead
Now she was sorry for what she was about to do. Her eyes watered
for what she had to do. And when that moment came where nothing
mattered except running away and hoping they could start again, her
heart-sto ne solidifie d and firmed and told her the truth of the situation .

It had to be this way. She had to show this motherf ucker what she
was capable of if Matthia s ever came looking for her. She had to make
this break clean and final. She'd never be able to live a day in her life if
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she thought Matthias might be pursuing her, and the sweet, unknown
voice dancing up from the depths of hell beyond the doorway in front
of her proved again that, for all his evil, she could not bear to kill him.
She would always love him, her heart-stone said to her, as his voice
dwindled away to the still air.
Bitter closed her eyes. Memories.
Cold air surrounded her. Every hair beneath her stealth suit stood on
end, piercing her skin like little needles. Her heart sank into her gut, and
as she opened her eyes, she knew already what she would see. She hadn't
the time to curse her inattentive recklessness. It didn't matter. The game
was over.
Matthias burst out from the basement door, silent, but making the
air around him rumble with his very presence. He had fallen directly
into her trap-was running directly for the bait she'd lured him withand here was Bitter Pill, master thief and assassin, fool enough to be
lying halfway across the yellow hood of the Charger in her black stealth
suit with her head on her hands like a schoolgirl listening to the radio.
And Matthias was running right at her.
Her team upstairs had tripped the silent alarm, a definite part of her
plan, but she had been lost in reverie and was about to be lost forever.
She was certain that she was about to be as dead as the two thugs she'd
arranged as bait upstairs for Matthias. Their deaths were part of the
plan. Hers was not.
Unmoving, unblinking, she steeled herself for the fight. She sized up
the man she hadn't seen in half a year, and now, as always, the monster
that lurked behind his form fascinated her to the point of admiration.
He was taller than she-her favorite trait among men-easily
passing six-four. His long, red hair trailed out behind him as he ran, as
did the shoulder-length Viking braid in front of each ear. His red beard
was long, beginning with a full mustache beneath his ugly hawk's nose,
and reached down to his naked chest, mingling the sweat of his face and
neck with the sweat of the rest of him. His narrow shoulders were tight
with muscle, as were his chest and arms, and the heat of the basement
dungeon had only accented the frame that had been wiry in youth, as
he'd confessed to her once, but had become dangerously strong upon the
eve of his fortieth birthday. He wore only dark pants with boots laced
up above the cuffs and a look in his deadly green eyes that spelled pure
murder for Bitter Pill and crew.
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As he came upon her, her black ninja head dumbly presented upon
her forearms on the hood of the yellow Charger like a hog's head on a
plate ready to be eaten, and as she prepared to snatch her Arkansas
Toothpicks with as much speed as possible to attempt some manner of
melee, and as her blood boiled and her heart raced and adrenaline shot
into every tight muscle in her body, a very strange thing occurred.
Matthias, her minotaur, ran straight past her.
Bitter Pill, no dummy in the eyes of fortune, continued to hold her
breath, counting out long seconds, until she dared a glance across the
garage to see Matthias leaping through the stairwell doorway that
would take him to his quarters above. Sweat dumped out of every pore
on her body, and she allowed herself a small noise, lest she fall apart
then and there.
"Fuck, fuck, fuck," was the noise. And then: "To the job."
Motion captured Bitter Pill like a demon . She launched herself over
the hood of the Charger, over the hood of the Peugeot Fox beyond, and
straight through the basement door, where she took the steps down four
at a time. She landed on the floor in a crouch, her arms wide for balance, when her headset crackled to life.
"I thought you said there was an alarm system we had to get
through," her thug, what's-his-name, said. "I don't see no ... what the
fuck?"
Bitter reached into the wide opening in the front of her balaclava to
rip out her earbud and throw it to the ground.
Those two niggas up there are meeting their fate, she thought, just
as these two bitches down here are.
Bitter beheld her prizes, huddled, shivering, and blubbering on the
floor before her. Two perfect angels, the twin eight-year-old daughters of
Senator L_ _ . Each had long, blond hair with short bangs, ideal for
privileged eight-year-olds. They were as white as snow, with brilliant
blue eyes that caught much more of the flickering dungeon candlelight
than they should've, wide with shock and worry. They wore matching
white silk slips, once elegant, now stained with dirt and grime and the
stress of imprisonment. They were shackled to each other by their

ankles.
They were identical twins, but the comparison ended at their faces.
One had the face of a frightened cherub, worried and in shock, snotty
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nose and red, puffy eyes, but still rich with the child's natural beauty.
The other had the face of a demon. Bitter winced as she saw the bentsteel gag and harness that clutched the girl's head, wrapping completely
around, below, and above, like a net of rusty steel, squeezing it tight, distorting the nose, the ears, tangled in her hair, occluding sight in one eye.
Worse, a block of wood the size of a jar of maraschino cherries had been
fastened to the inside of the cruel mask and forced into the girl's mouth.
Bloody spit dribbled down the front of the mask, trailing down her chin
to her slip. Her one visible eye was dazed and stupefied.
Bitter guessed that she was the one who wouldn't shut up upon
Matthias's command.
Or, maybe he just wanted to have a little fun.
"All right, bitches, time to get up and out," Bitter barked, reaching
for the cherub child.
"Oh, thank God you've come!" the girl said, innocent to the depths
of evil in the world. "I told Bethie that Daddy would send the Navy
SEALS to save us. Will you take us to Daddy? Bethie is hurt, and I'm really
scared. Are you in the army? Oh thank God, thank God, thank God ..."
Bitter Pill, as stunned as she was by the naivete of the child, was
never a woman known for her patience or tolerance while on the job.
She clutched the girl by the hair with one hand, picked her up a few feet
off the ground, and punched her full in the nose with the other hand. A
petite snap, and blood gushed. The girl's eyes blackened immediately
beneath her downy skin.
"Shut the fuck up," Bitter demanded, "lest you want me to leave you
here. You want that, bitches? Be left here to get your tiny, white asses
violated, and your carcasses left to the dogs?"
And, rhetorical though the question was, Bitter received her answer in
the form of a berserker cry of terror. The bloodied cherub tore at Bitter's
hand tangled in her hair. The masked demon sat numbly and watched.
"Well, then I guess we do this the hard way," Bitter said. She took a
firmer hold of the girl's hair and dragged her, kicking and screaming, to
the stairs. Her gagged sister, attached to the manacle at her ankle, slid
feet first behind, numb and placid, until they got to the stairs. The sister
Bitter held clawed at Bitter's hand wrapped in her hair. Bitter took a
breath and practically ran up the stairs, banging the wailing girl against
every stair she could. The other sister-still going feet first behind
them-made several sharp, snapping sounds.
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The girls were silent as Bitter hot-footed it through the garage and
out to her black BMW 350i waiting for her. She thumbed the keyless
entry in her pocket and the trunk popped open, its soft click cutting
through the noise of the industrial park where Matthias lived. She pulled
the girls around to the back and shoved the once-lively one in. Her leg
stuck out, still attached to her sister, who was on the ground. Bitter
picked her up and pitched her in as well. She landed atop the other sister,
and Bitter noted that she'd gone beyond shock and into concussion. She
considered trying to pry the wicked gag from the girl's mouth.
"Fuck it," Bitter said, and slammed the trunk closed. She'd probably just
scream and carry on anyway. Best to let these bitches know who's in charge.
You couldn't start training bitches to know their queen early enough.
Bitter stared back at the warehouse that had so recently been her
home and stripped off her mask. Great, tight curls of vibrant red
exploded in every direction from her head. As she shook the sweat out
of her hair, she realized it was a hell of a way to end a marriage, but it
was the only way. No tears came to her eyes as she bid her minotaur
adieu and drove off with her prizes into the darkness.
Bitter fled. Alarms sounded throughout the industrial corridor, but
Bitter knew a back way out. It was Matthias's rabbit hole. He'd never
shared this route with her, but she'd learned it anyway. You don't keep
many secrets from a girl like Bitter Pill. The two angels in the trunk
attested to that.
Bitter burst from an oversized drainage service tunnel that led to a
gravel railroad embankment. A mile up, she'd connect to the main road.
Bitter hit the gas.
Everyone has second thoughts, she kept saying to herself. It was
obvious. It was accepted. Crossing a threshold is dangerous business.
God, those words could've come directly from Markov. I did the right
thing, in the right way.
She drove at top speed on the interstate highway, her headlights cutting through the light fog of the warm night. It would take ten hours to
reach Markov, who was nearly paralyzed with fear of Matthias and who
would venture no closer to his territory. "Out of respect," the old,
decrepit goat always told her, but Bitter Pill had seen fear on many a
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brow and knew its shape when she saw it. Her phone lay on the passenger seat of the car, along with as much of the suit as she had been
able to strip off while still driving: the gloves, the boots, anything that
connected to her face and head. She still had streaks of black face paint
running down her dark face, and they stung her eyes a bit when mixed
in with her sweat. But she had no time to strip off the rest of the suit,
the front of which had been opened as far down as it could, letting the
damp, sweaty skin of her chest breathe. She needed to get hard miles
between her and Matthias. And the farther she was from him physically,
well, she hoped that would take the strain from her emotions as well.
An hour into the drive, the cell phone on the passenger seat rang.
The tone was "Cruisin"' by Smokey Robinson-the default tone for
unknown numbers. She cursed and flipped the phone open, her tormentor's name falling like a curse from her lips.
"Goddammit, Markov, I told you I'd be there when I got there. Quit
being such an old hen and let me do my job. Will you ever trust me?"
Silence from the other end, and just as Bitter thought she'd finally
gotten the best of the fiend for once, an odd, electric feeling filled the air.
No sound, then a rattle and labored breathing.
"Hello?" the voice on the other end came weakly.
It was an unfamiliar voice, yet something about the cadence made
her frown. It was a man's voice. A black man's voice.
"Yes?" Bitter asked tersely.
"I have ... a message t'give you." The voice was slow and pained,
and the breathing was ragged, and the man sounded fatigued, as though
he'd just been nearly drowned.
A crashing noise came from the other end, and the voice turned into
a horrifying scream, begging God for mercy. It was Charles, and from
the sound of it, he watched something horrific in front of him. Bitter
frowned to think of what it might be.
The message was perfectly clear.
"Put him on," Bitter said into Charles's screams, then louder, and
with authority, "Put him on, motherfucker! I said do it, now do it!"
But the screaming just continued, increased into a mixture of
screaming and crying and praying, the pure terror that comes from torture victim number two waiting for the torturer to finish up with torture victim number one. Bitter held the handset away from her ear, perturbed and anxious, and let Charles bellow out his fear and doom.
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A sudden and surprised gurgling noise and a clattering, and
Charles's mutterings ended.
"I hope you enjoyed that," Bitter said, speeding past an eighteenwheeler, which was also speeding in the dark night. Yellowish-orange
lights on the side of the trailer shot past her like laser beams, and the
roar outside of her allegedly soundproof luxury vehicle deafened her for
a moment. On the phone, Matthias did not respond to her taunt, but
that stillness told her he was there.
Keep it together, girl, Bitter told herself. She was bone tired, but she
couldn't slip now. You're far away and getting farther. Keep it together.
But Matthias kept still. She could hear only the faint yet powerful
sound of his breath.
Bitter stayed silent as well. She couldn't match his breathing, nor
would she fall victim to its hypnotic allure. She had to think hard about
what to say, and as she began to speak, she realized that she was
answering his unasked question.
"Here's why I did it," she told him. "I won't be your slave. I won't
be subject to your leash. I won't be your toy or your apprentice. I
should've known when_I started this, God knows, but I didn't pay attention to my gut. Now it's all I have-that and all of your secrets. I'm
walking away from you, and if you try to follow me, it'll be your neck,
or at least one corner of your little empire. You've always had it all, but
maybe you're too comfortable to give up your little labyrinth and all of
your toys. I know you could destroy an entire army of thugs like I sent
to you tonight. I don't think you're stupid or weak. But you'd better take
note of how easily I sacrificed my pawns to get you in check, motherfucker, and I know more of your game than you think. You don't want
to dance with me-you want to let me go and move on with your life,
just like I'm moving on with mine. Forget me or not, but don't follow
me or you'll be angry in ways that you've never imagined."
She was sweaty again and could have never imagined that she could
continue to be so adrenaline-charged after what she'd been through. The
black face paint she'd missed ran down her face and stung her eyes. She
hadn't wanted to beg for her life, but she knew that was exactly what
she was doing. Of the two people she feared in the entire world,
Matthias was number one. She considered herself to be number two.
But the silence. It was so complete that when Matthias finally spoke,
Bitter jumped straight up in her seat and accidentally pushed the accel-
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erator, bringing the car up to one-ten, even though Matthias's voice was
anything but harsh: a syrupy baritone that could capture flies and
entomb them within fossilized amber for eternity.
"Do not bandy threats with me, my love, my treasure, for your
daring has spoken volumes to me already of the depths to which you are
capable of sinking for the opportunity to join the sweating, pestilent
hoards that comprise the death of the body and soul. You have sold your
soul already, and to one who has also betrayed me in confidence, and
upon this very day turns you from queen to pawn-to steal your
metaphor-in order to strike at me, the king: always in your collective,
common eyes. You beg me for your life and claim retirement from the
board even as you lengthen the game, and you expect what from me?
That I shall surrender, forfeit my side so that you and that crippled Jew
can prance about the Third World selling human meat to the highest
bidder like filthy beggars?"
Matthias paused and Bitter remained silent. How could I be so
stupid, she thought, blurting out Markov's name when I picked up the
phone? Or did he know of our arrangement before? With Matthias it
was hard to tell. Too many people owed him their souls. And something
was off about what he said, but Bitter couldn't identify exactly what.
Matthias continued: "Oh yes, perhaps I know more about your
plans than even you know, my love, my light, or perhaps I should say
Markov's plans, for he has become your king now, has he not? Providing
you with everything you could ask for as long as you perform his dirty
work, always the squeam, that one, when it comes to dirty work, cripple
or not, unable to finish a job once begun, something I know all too well,
a living example of his weakness."
Bitter prickled, and a remote part of her mind saw the electronic
speedometer read one-thirty, tachometer at eleven-thousand.
Subconsciously she slowed to an even one-hundred.
Breathe, she told herself. You got him. Don't let him shake you. She
had to close this conversation as quickly as possible. He was fond of
hearing himself orate when he got on a roll and could keep it up all
night if left unchecked. Even on a good day with a subject she was interested in, Bitter had never been able to take much of his allocution. Bitter
Pill was not a woman known for her patience.
"I'm hanging up now," she said. " You know what you're going to
get if you ... "
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"No, I dictate the terms in this arrangement, the more powerful of
the two by far, and you will realize how completely you have broken my
heart with the blood that freely flows from the knife in my back. Ah,
Bitter Pill, a woman forever banished from my domain upon penalty of
eternal suffering, and thief of the secrets of my fragile peace with the
world, was it all so bad that it had to come to this?"
"Yes," Bitter said, and snapped the phone shut.
Bitter Pill shook. Every inch of her. From her naked, bootless toes
that tried to hold the accelerator steady, to the fine hairs on the tops of
her ears, to her unnaturally whitened knuckles and her death's grip upon
the steering wheel, she shook. Her speed became erratic and her steering
wobbly; she knew that if she didn't pull over right that moment that
she'd lose control of either the vehicle or herself, and either one was
unacceptable. She eased off the accelerator and slowed the car down
evenly, a conscious exercise in control that she found a grounding
strength in. The gravel of the shoulder crunched under her tires, and she
brought her car to a smooth stop.
She sat with both hands on the wheel and stared straight ahead,
invoking an exercise that she'd used to calm her nerves since she was a
girl. She visualized the swamps of Louisiana, and the mangrove trees
growing there, great, stretching fingers of roots and knobs reaching out
from the base. She closed her eyes and saw the moss floating on the still
water, as it breathed in the humid, carbon air, and exhaled pure oxygen.
She saw ripples in the water, creatures swimming just beneath the surface, alligators and snakes and turtles and swamp-rats. And she saw the
sun, hanging low and burning white hot through the haze and humidity
of a steamy bayou evening.
And just when she'd been ready to step across the threshold, to
break through into peace from calamity, disaster struck at her in the
form of Smokey Robinson singing on the seat next to her.
"Motherfucker," she muttered, then with real volume,
"Motherfucker!" She snatched the phone from the passenger seat and
shot it open.
"I told you it was over, motherfucker, and I won't take your rambling trifling any longer!"

"Problems at home, my dear?" came the high, nasal, and definitively
Russian accent of Markov.
"Jesus Christ," Bitter said, rubbing her forehead with her free hand.
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"Jesus Cock-Fucking Christ."
Markov laughed at her, a wheezing, nasty laugh, long accustomed to
being entertained by the suffering of others. Bitter cursed herself again.
She had a ring tone for Markov's last five phones, but he was constantly
changing them. So stupid.
"So," Markov said, "everything is working, yes? We have our little toys?"
"I have them," Bitter said, "and you'd have them sooner if you
weren't wasting my time with trifles."
"I am a man who likes his ducks in a row," Markov said, the last
idiom rolling awkwardly off his thick Russian tongue. Probably spent
all day practicing it, Bitter thought. "And I wanted to tell you there will
be more money than you thought waiting for you when you arrive. So
arrive soon, if you please."
"Shucky ducky, everything is fine," Bitter said, "and I'll see you
when I said I would."
Bitter snapped the cell shut in anger for the second time in as many
minutes. She was just getting ready to take off again when a loud, persistent banging erupted from the trunk.
"What now?" Bitter asked. She tried to ignore the banging, but it
wouldn't stop, wouldn't give her peace.
"Goddamnit!" Bitter screamed, _and got out of the car.
She walked around to the trunk just as the eighteen-wheeler she'd
passed minutes before roared past, the amber lights illuminating her
form like a burst of strobe light. But the frantic pounding had ceased.
"Oh, hell yes, you shut up, bitches!" Bitter said, as she squared off
with the trunk. It remained silent. "What, you don't want out now,
bitches? Then why you hollering and screaming for? Why you carrying
on if you don't want out of there, bitches?"
She stood with her hands on her hips, watching the trunk, waiting
for an answer. A muffled voice came from inside, indecipherable.
"What you say to me?" Bitter yelled. "What the ... are you talking
in there? 'Cause I'll get the tire iron and shut you bitches up!"
"I have to pee!" screamed an angel's voice from inside the trunk.
"Piss in the goddamned trunk! I don't give a fuck! Piss in the goddamned trunk, and shut your fucking mouths! Else the next time I stop
this fucking car, it's gonna be back in Matthias's garage, and he'll be
standin' over you with a fucking power saw, you hear me, bitches?"
Bitter thumped on the trunk a few times for emphasis. "You better be
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thankful I pulled you outta there when I did, and you'd better be goddamned appreciative of where you're going next, 'cause it's sure as hell
gonna be better than getting chopped up slowly, won't it?"
Her only answer was a genuine and terrorized sobbing coming from
the trunk, muffled through the lid. If she hadn't been in such distress,
Bitter would've smiled to herself. As it was, she just took it that the girls
would be no further trouble, and got back into the car. She peeled out
on the shoulder of the road, sending gravel everywhere, and jammed on
the gas.
"It better be a lot more money, Markov," Bitter said to herself, as she
watched the speedometer climb back into the triple digits, '"cause I'm
getting real tired of this shit already."
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The Pig, the Dev il, and the Witch
I ngr id Rojas

WITCHES TURN INTO CROWS . THEY DO NOT USE BROOMS. MARIA, FOR

example, tonight she is crouching behind a bush of berries to do exactly
this . She is looking out through a jungle of black hair that on her back
falls in knots and over her bare buttocks in knots as well. There is a
lantern on her right, a machete to her left. The blade glints weakly. It is
evening. The sky has darkened but in the corner of the earth there
remain the last pink clouds of sunset. It is here where it begins.
Maria digs her toes into the earth. The skin between her bent legs
grows like yeast and joins her thighs to her calves. Her legs resemble the
legs of an amputee. The knees are round and soft, and the ankles and
feet have melted into the chunks of leg.
Near the curve of her left shoulder a dark freckle appears. Out of it
sprouts a tip with dark oily hairs, poking through the skin like an earthworm does with its head through the dirt. A spine with longer, thicker
hairs follows the tip, then a cream-colored base and here, alas, it is a
feather; the single feather rests upon the shoulder. To an onlooker it would
have seemed it was the night air forcing the little feather out with its pressure, as if the air had fingertips and popped the freckle like a pimple.
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Then other freckles appear over Maria's bare shoulders, waist, and
breasts. The tips sprout, the thicker hairs, the base, all in unison, so that
it seems that the air has a million fingertips and was popping out of each
freckle a feather. It is this or it is Maria's body vomiting out all the
feathers, like an earth evicting its worms. The feathers follow the curves
of her body, cover her nipples and bellybutton.
Then her stubbed legs shrink beneath her, thin from the sides, and
grow claws and bark-like fingers, and black curly nails come forth
through the skin. Maria gives her arms a quick flap and her arms elongate at the elbows, the skin stretches out and sags to the earth and
becomes wings. Immediately this new skin is covered with the freckles,
the tips, the feathers. She flaps her wings full with feathers, dust rising
under her claws. Her nose grows into her mouth and acquires a yellow
color as it hardens. Out of her scalp the feathers sprout, pushing her
long human hair out. The hair falls off and rests on the earth like a wig.
As she caws out of her black beak, her torso shrinks to fit under her
wings. Only the eyes remain familiar, with their cow-like shape and their
pools of black. Maria picks up the machete in her claws, gripping the
handle and holding the blade lightly. Her wings wind up little spasms
within them and the feathers spread. She lifts off, and bits of earth come
dusting up in the air, Maria's white breath like a cloud with it.
She looks down and finds her shadow passing over the ground
beneath her. The land spreads with the black cows eating at it. There are
stables that smell of horses and houses with rotting wood and warm
light in the windows. There is neighing and the trampling of hoofs, not
one pigsty anywhere.
Maria sides with the darker clouds. She flies over the yellow winding
road and caws to scare the villagers. She is looking for a pig because the
moon is just right, aligned almost perfectly above her village, and if she
eats a pig's heart before the sun sets in the position it does at 10 A.M. she
will have the power of granting wishes for others. The pig must be
female, of course, and innocent, as far as pigs go.
Maria's eyes dart to the left as a single child's cry rises on the
horizon, then no more. The trees wave, the farms continue, with not one
pigsty to raid.

Suddenly there is a soft whistle that blooms up the winding road.
Maria doesn't hear it. It is a farmer, Don Rafael, who stares at the top
of the road on the mountain. He tilts his straw hat; the parcel of clothes
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swings on his back like the pendulum on a grandfather clock. He sees in
the distance, high above the trees, a crow flying by the winding road
behind him. The crow has feathers that look moist, that glisten in the
night like a dark lagoon. The bird turns its head left and right as if it
were looking for something. Don Rafael la ughs and sets his parcel on
the ground by his naked feet. Without taking his eyes off the bird-big
as a four-month-old baby, he is sure, worth at least five thousand
pesos-Don Rafael feels with his fingertips for rocks. He finds something sturdy at once, and after testing it with a few tosses in the air, Don
Rafael throws the rock at the crow that has kept coming in his direction
and is now passing the sky just above his head.
The rock hits Maria on her right shoulder and immediately splinters
off, and bits of rock float up into her eyes. She spins and watches the
clouds twist and turn, the tops of trees, and the winding road spinning
loosely. The machete slips off her claws and flies over to the left side. The
blade spins in the wind and zooms by Don Rafael. It sticks to the bark
of a tree six steps away from him. It sticks with a twang and for seconds
the blade vibrates.
This is the strangest thing Don Rafael will ever see in his life. As the
crow spins and falls, out of the blur of wings, a woman's legs grow, with
thighs and calves as brown as the earth. The legs and wings spin in the
air, and out of the wings a woman's mane of curls appears and a
woman's face, thin like an eagle's, peers out through the hair. The
woman drops finally five steps from Don Rafael, headfirst onto the dirt.
The dirt dusts up in clouds around her body.
The woman has hair like a tree has leaves. "Ay," she says. She puts her
hands under her shoulders and sits up. Her legs are together to one side,
knees and ankles fused as if glued, but the toes are falling in opposite
directions. To Don Rafael she looks like a mermaid, her hair bushy and
long. Don Rafael hasn't heard many good things about mermaids.
Don Rafael stares off in amazement, his knees trembling. He has just
hit a crow with a rock, but it turns out to be a woman he has hit. His
mother always said he would never amount to much. Don Rafael nods
quietly with downcast eyes, thinking that perhaps his mother was right.
Maria looks at Don Rafael, through her hair. She flips her hair back and
brushes dirt off her breasts. She is bleeding from one shoulder where she
was hit, bleeding also from her knees, her left eyebrow, and up near her
hairline. She examines her bellybutton.
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Don Rafael coughs and slowly tiptoes his way to her. He glances
sideways at the farms with their open fields to make sure he has a place
to run to.
He tilts his hat to the woman and says, "Good evening." Maria looks
at him coldly, covering her breasts with her hair.
"I was hit by a rock," she says. "Did you happen to see who threw it?"
Don Rafael scratches his chin, remembers that women who fall from
the sky cannot be trusted. He narrows his eyes and looks at the woman
with wild black hair curving over her breasts and swinging with the
wind in line with her belly button.
Maria tucks her legs in and stands up. She is walking towards him .
Her fingers twitch like she's about to do something, her big brown eyes
staring until Don Rafael takes a step back. He shakes his head, realizing
he's just taken a step back, and takes a step forward.
He bows his head, holds on tightly to his hat, and says, "Dear
Senora," and bows again for good measure . "I was walking up the
mountain, watching the beautiful trees swing and hearing the crickets'
song. I began whistling to myself up to the mountaintop." He sets his
parcel of clothes down by his feet, pats it once or twice. He continues,
"A crow with feathers the color of lagoons was cutting through the air."
Maria lifts an eyebrow and takes a step closer to him. Don Rafael
adds, "Flying in excellent form, like the wind itself." Maria continues
stepping toward him until she is one nose away from Don Rafael's nose.
She is exactly his height. They stand there eye to eye. Her breath smells
like coffee. Her hair is frizzy.
Don Rafael stares at her mouth and says, "I hit the crow with one
of these here rocks." He points down at the road without taking his eyes
off her mouth.
Maria wets her upper lip, her tongue coming out like an ardent little
gopher and coating the upper lip. Don Rafael sighs and, gathering all his
courage, says "Senora, how did you end up flying as a crow?" He looks
her in the eye; she smirks and Don Rafael breathes her coffee-scented air
deeply.
Maria points an incriminating finger with a long, yellowing nail at
Don Rafael. "A pig in return," she says, "if you must absolutely know."

Don Rafael smiles. "A pig, sure," he says.
Maria nods. She might get her pig by morning after all.
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Like Nothing Was Up
Darwyn E. Jones

I WAS ABOUT TO NAME SOME MORE WORMS-MY ARMS PLUNGED INTO THE
coolness of the soil, my fingers reaching for the wet strings of muscle
living inside-when I heard the crinkly turn of Bible pages. I sucked my
arms from the splotched metal worm bed and chocolate-cake dirt fell off
in clumps. Brown-pink bodies-Howard, Brenda and Dyno, I thinkstretched and pulled themselves back into their secret hiding places
while I set my ears to listening. Worms were scared of the sun, scared of
becoming really long raisins. And right now, the sun was a tilted rug at
the wide open door of the barn, warming my back while trying to peek
beneath the dirt blankets.
I heard the Bible pages turn again, and my ears pointed into the
barn, ruling out some leftover brown leaf pushed by the wind or some
Blow-Pop wrapper crawling through the grass. I looked into the shaded
insides. I moved slowly on the packed dirt floor, tiptoeing the way spies
and burglars do. Then I heard another page turn. It was a sound that
belonged in Mom's rocking chair on Sunday nights, not in the barn on
Wednesday afternoon. I was Batman about to stop an evil villain with
plans to take over the world. No, I was Marshal Dillon about to find
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some mysterious stranger, just blown into town, trying to catch some
shut-eye 'fore he moved on.
"What are you doing?"
My brother's voice shot me and I was 007 in a clown suit. My shoulders relaxed and I squinched my eyes, trying to find him.
"Where are you?" I looked toward the stack of tire hubs in the
corner. No Jerry. My eyes covered the long plywood counter hovering
over oily milk crates and dusty boxes of nails. Nothing.
"I'm right here."
I turned toward the back. My eyes had waded far enough and I
could see the nine rabbit huts. They took up the whole back wall, three
tall, three wide, chicken wire stretched across each door. Jerry was
sprawled in the top middle one, neck and knees bent, head and toes
against the wooden dividers. He turned another page-causing another
crinkly whisper-of the thick, floppy book in his lap.
Coming up on Jerry was like getting ready to jump in to skip ropeit could be fun or you could get whacked on top of the head by some
rope knot. My sister Helen said that the day he became a teenager, Jerry
became lazy and hateful. She could handle the lazy-she knew how to
bark orders and annoy us enough to get us to mow the grass or do the
dishes or clean our room. But, the hateful, it was new to her, was new
to all of us. She kinda gave up barking at Jerry since the day he slapped
her. It was an accident, she moved into his way. When Mom came home,
he apologized with tears in his eye. It took three weeks for the welt on
her cheekbone to go down.
"What're you doing? Did school let out early?"
"The others aren't home, are they?"
"No."
"Then, I guess school didn't let out early."
As I moved over to the cages, my fingers twisted the white threads that
dangled from my cut-offs. I didn't want to say anything else, afraid that I
might cross some line, and he'd tell me to get out of here. It was strange
but good to have somebody here during the day while Mom was sleeping.
She worked evenings at Mimosa Restaurant and the eleven-to-seven shift
at Brown Shoe Company. Those were both in the Valley, where we moved.
She tried to stay awake in the afternoons when I was home from kindergarten; she'd fix herself coffee and let me have a cup with milk and lots
of sugar. We'd sit in the living room, and I'd color and she'd brag about
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how well I stayed in the lines. Sometimes I'd make up stories that went
with the pictures, and she'd stretch out on the couch with me under her
legs. She'd close her eyes so that she could 'magine my story better. Then
she'd be asleep. Bedtime stories worked even in the day.
"You want to see something?" Jerry asked. His dark brown hair, cut
straight across his forehead, swung out as he leaned his face from the
open pen and looked down on me.
"Sure." I braided my fingers into the chicken wire and hefted myself
up. My fingers screamed as the wires strangled and threatened to cut
them. I wasn't going to be a baby, though, even if I wanted to drop back
to the dirt. I kept climbing. Jerry held his hand out and I grabbed it. It
was a hand that could shoot a .22, a hand that would drive a car next
year, a hand strong enough to leave a welt if he accidentally slapped you.
He lifted me into the pen and I jumbled next to him. We sat Indian style;
Jerry kept his neck bent to avoid hitting his head. He pulled the book,
split it open, and shared it with my lap. It wasn't the Bible. It was a catalogue Mom got in the mail. I only looked at it before Christmas when
I imagined asking for a green Inchworm or a blinking Simon or a racetrack or any of the toys that made the kids on the pages so happy.
"Look at this," he said.
In random boxes across the page, women were smiling, in their
underwear. They seemed to be very pleased to be in their underwear.
One, with dark curled hair, held a jacket over her shoulder with one
finger and smiled like she was a secretary going to work without her
clothes. Another, with long straight blonde hair, held her hands on her
hips, like Superman standing on top of the world. A third one held a
stuffed bear and had ribbons in her hair. Her smile was almost a laugh.
They all had white cotton haystacks across their chest.
"What do you think?" Jerry asked.
"They look pretty stupid, don't they?"
"Stupid?" Jerry pulled the book. "You're the one who's stupid, Clay.
Too little to even know what boobs are, probably."
"No, I'm not."
"Oh, so you like them, huh?"
"Yeah, I do."
"So, show me what you'd do with them, if you like them so much."
Jerry pushed the catalogue toward me, daring me with the smiling
women. I lugged it into my lap. I held my hand over the page, not knowing
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what I was supposed to do. Should I pet it like it was our cat Smirnoff?
"See, you don't know," Jerry said and pushed my shoulder.
He looked smart behind his bangs and with his screwed-up mouth.
I looked at the black ink of the women against the yellowy-white paper.
I wondered if I had to be fifteen before I learned what to do with magazine boobs.
"Tits are made for licking, idiot." Jerry pushed the book toward me.
"You lick them."
"I know that," I said. I stuck my tongue out and dragged it across
the page. It was dry and wanted to hold onto my tongue. I pretended it
was a chocolate-dipped ice-cream cone from the Dairy Queen. I saw a
smile wipe across Jerry's mouth, and I licked and moved my head left
and then right with every stripe up the page.
"You're good at that, huh?" Jerry said, and I shook my head, proud.
I looked at the ladies. They sat beneath the dark tongue trails. Their smiles
didn't change. You could rip out the pages, wad them up, and throw them
away, and they'd still smile. You could borrow somebody's lighter and
burn them and their smiles would be in the smoke going to heaven.
Jerry laughed. "You do like them, don't you, Clay? Licking them
right up." He put his arm around my shoulders, and I thought it was a
good day to come upon Jerry. Then his fingers let loose on my ribcage.
He tickled me with both hands and my body crumbled with laughter. I
was whooping and hollering and cackling, and he kept yelling, " Licker,
licker, licker," and I kept gasping, "Stop, stop, stop," and we both kept
laughing. Under my arms, in the crook of my neck, on my leg under my
shorts-he was attacking me everywhere, and I felt a thousand giggles
lining up, waiting to explode. I twisted and struggled on the dusty floor
of the pen.
Finally, I lay on my back and was able to bring my knees to my
chest. My hands were splayed out as Jerry hovered over me. He could
easily push me into an Indian chest beat or puppet me into why-are-youhitting-yourself. He waved one hand through the air, as if he was about
to make a quarter disappear, and when it got too close to my rib cage, I
rushed my bare foot against his forearm. And then he got me. I left
myself open; his free hand grabbed my leg, under my shorts. The laughs

came out in screams and his fingers dug. I hated to scream and laugh
and go crazy because then he'd know he had found a new "gotcha "
spot, but I couldn't help it. His fingers tickled deep like they were trying
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to reach the bone underneath. I took a deep breath and pushed out,
"Stahhhhhhhp."
"Truce?" he asked-as if I could take control somehow-and I agreed.
He fell beside me. I panted, and my chest filled and released. His hand was
still on the last war front, and I felt his fingers tighten on my thigh.
"We called a truce," I said with funny fear in my eyes.
"It is. It's a truce." His palm relaxed flat and warm against me.
My breaths were deep and I imagined the giggles in line turning
around and going back home, disappointed that they weren't tall
enough to ride that ride.
"What's that?" Jerry lifted up and looked out into the barn. I tried
to listen, but my head was full of heat. Then I heard the lazy calling of
our neighbor Mr. Warren. "Claaaayton. We got huuuungry pigs."
"Mr. Warren's feeding the pigs." I scrambled up and scooted out the
pen door. I lowered myself down the chicken-wired wall, dropping most
of the way to save the finger pain. "C'mon, he'll let us feed the mama
some corn."
"You go ahead." Jerry pulled the wire door shut. "I'm not home
from school yet."
I stood on the dusty ground and looked up at Jerry with his blueand-yellow striped shirt tucked into his jeans-if he wasn't too rough in
them, they'd be Eddie's someday, and then mine. I hesitated, thinking I
should stay in the hut.
"Go on. Mr. Warren will wonder what's up," Jerry said.
We had a secret going. Jerry was home from school, holed up in the
rabbit pen, and I was gonna act like I didn't know. Like nothing was up.
I ran out and the sun fell across my skin, reminding me that summer
wasn't too far away. I stopped at the mounded edge of the blacktopped
highway. "You don't run across the highway without looking," my mom
would say. "That's a good way of getting killed." Then I darted into the
big barn.
Mr. Warren had been letting me feed the pigs for a few months now.
Really, he'd pour the big white buckets of feed into troughs, and I'd just
wave ears of corn, husks and all, and try to get the big pigs to take it from
my hand. His barn was much larger and brighter than ours. It had two
wide doors, open all day. The boarded pigpens lined two walls like an L.
One mama pig never got up; she just stayed on her side in the mud. She
was huge, and she'd look at you with a normal-sized face with fat swelled
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up all around it. She'd had most of the babies of any of them, I think.
The piglets, all kinda hairy and pink like puppies without fur, would
"eee, eee, eee" and tumble over each other trying to get a shot at feeding
from her. They had baby-doll eyes and eyelashes that curled. Their
round, pink noses were happy faces sniffling and snuffling around the
ground. They'd trip on each other or step on each other, and I'd have to
hold my hands on my ears the way their screams shouted at each other.
Sometimes, Mr. Warren would let me step in with the piglets, and
they'd climb me and push me, trying to find out what I had for them, or
what they could take. Mr. Warren would sit on an old stool and spit
tobacco out the door and chuckle. Mrs. Warren brought sweet iced tea
out for us. She'd point to a piglet and tell me it was going to be on the
next rocket to the moon, and that one was bought for a king who
needed a piggy to be an animal goodwill ambassador, and the little one
was going to star in a Hollywood movie and save the day at the end.
I liked feeding the pigs because I wanted them to do everything Mrs.
Warren dreamed.
Helen sat on the floor in front of the open closet and lined up pairs
of shoes. Eddie and I were on opposite ends of the couch, legs splayed
toward the middle, faces pointed toward Fantasy Island. My cheek
pressed down on the arm, against the itchy, beige, looped fabric that was
stained with the grape juice spill that Eddie and I had blamed on each
other months ago.
"After this goes off, you two need to brush your teeth and go to bed,"
Helen said as she aligned the last of the shoes and closed the closet door.
"I already brushed mine," Eddie said, keeping his eyes glued to the
television.
Helen stuck her pinky in my empty soda bottle and gathered it with
Eddie's finished ice-cream bowl and an empty bag of potato chips that
Loraine had left after school.
"That was this morning, Eddie. You've got to brush them again," she
called out as she moved into the kitchen.
"Good try," I said as I sat up and stretched my socked toes to the
edge of the coffee table.
Eddie turned to me and grinned. He had the same grin every time he
got caught trying to get out of something or got caught doing something
or planning something. Helen called it a shit-eating grin. I thought it was
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funny. I remember after he shot me with his BB gun, Mom pulled a
switch from the mimosa tree that grew in the backyard. I sat on the concrete steps that led off the back porch, and I had tears dried to my
cheeks. Mom was standing up, but bent one knee out and shoved Eddie
over it. The whole time she was bringing the switch down on his butt,
he was crying out, "I'm sorry, Mom, I'm sorry." But, he was looking at
me, and that grin was pushed across his face the whole time.
As every guest star was leaving the island, fantasies fulfilled, Helen
came back into the living room. Her T-shirt was light blue, and an
ironed-on rainbow was losing the fight to stay on. She slung a dry dishtowel over one shoulder and carried a tall can of furniture polish.
"That's it, get ready for bed," she said as she dropped to her knees
and started moving knick-knacks off the coffee table.
Eddie and I slept in the bedroom just off the living room, between
Mom's room and the one Helen and Loraine shared. Jerry's room was
that last one down the hall where only he went. Eddie and I had bunk
beds, painted navy blue with U.S. Army carved into the headboard of
each. Eddie put stickers of Charlie's Angels on each post, doubling up
on Jaclyn Smith. He had the bottom bunk and used to push his feet
against the steel wires that held my mattress in place-the same vinyl
mattress that I slid downstairs on back in the Valley. He quit pushing on
my bunk after the night the entire bed toppled off with me on it and him
under it. Mom was home that night and asked him over and over, "Why
would you do that? Why would you do that, Eddie?"
I let my face rest in my pillow. I could see the hallway light shining
and pushing the last bit of awake time into the rooms. The light hurdled
the door frames and reached toward the opposite walls. I heard Helen
calling to Eddie, "Just get it done and get to bed."
My eyes were closed, but I was still awake when I felt Eddie thump into
the bottom bunk and punch his pillow. I was just about out when I felt
Eddie toss to one side and then the other and then I let myself fade away.
"Ew can half et."
I was dreaming of swimming and a big fish with an ugly nose kept
bumping into my shoulder. I woke up to Jerry, eyes reaching over my
bunk, hand shaking me, and telling me I could have something.
"What?" My eyes and ears were both trying to wake up.
"You can have it. C'mon."
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I watched as the darkness of Jerry's shape left the room. I pulled
myself from the covers and rubbed my eyes. Did I do something? Is
Eddie awake?
I climbed down the stacked slats of headboards and pushed my eyes
open all the way. The white walls of the hallway were gray-blue in the
night, and quiet settled on the whole house. I wasn't used to the house
in the middle of the night. If I was up this late, then the television was
creating noise or I was heading off to the bathroom, but that was automatic pilot: I didn't even open my eyes for that.
I saw the tall line of soft light coming from Jerry's door down the
hall. I walked toward it. I could have been dreaming, but I don't know.
The plastic mushroom lamp with the black base and the lime green
shade barely lit the room. Jerry sat on the edge of his bed and held something white.
"You can have it," Jerry said and held up his hand. The white plastic
smile of the Kool-Aid man stared at me. Small arms spread away from
the big smile; one hand was held up in a wave. It was a canteen that
Jerry had gotten for sending in empty packets of Kool-Aid.
"Here, take it."
"Thanks," I said. I took the canteen; I had wanted it for a while. I
didn't think about it being in the middle of the night, or why Jerry had
decided to give it to me . My mouth opened wide with a yawn.
"You can sleep here if you want."
Jerry pulled the cover down and slid over to the other side. I crawled
into the bed and held the cold plastic against my chest. Kool-Aid man
was mine and I closed my eyes.
"Shut off the light."
I pushed my lids up again and reached out toward the lime green
light, found the post and pushed it through. The light went out and the
room turned raspberry. A blacklight hung from the center of Jerry's
room. I looked around the room and saw splotches of shiny scattered
about. The T-shirt thrown into the corner was a pile of radioactive glow.
My eyes trailed up the walls and were filled with greens and pinks and
blues, all shining and creepy against the velvet posters.
"Pretty cool, huh?" I heard Jerry's voice behind my shoulder.
I closed my eyes. I felt Jerry slide next to me and push his knees
against the back of mine. My pajamas were bundled between us, and I
thought of the wintertime, when Helen would tuck me in with blankets
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just pulled from the dryer.
"Good night, Jerry," I said as I let myself fade away and felt Jerry's
hand trail along my leg.
It's warm down there. I don't want to pee. I don't have to, but it's
warm down there, feels weird. My eyes slipped open to find my room
colored wrong. I could see in the dark, the room had a purple-black
glow, but the room was off. The ceiling was too far away and someone
moved the door. I looked through my tired eyes to see where my dream
put everything. Jerry was beside me with his hand down there, in my
underwear. Was he trying to tickle me in my dream? I saw a flicker on
my new door, orange and yellow, moving, trying to mix with the raspberry room.
Stomping and screaming from the hall shoved the last sleep out of
me. Reflex twirled me in bed and pushed my legs off the edge. My waistband snapped and I jumped off my bunk bed. The bony knobs of my
ankles and knees hit the wooden floor that met me too soon. A loud
knock crashed onto the door, and Helen's yelling carried itself down the
hall, trailing stomps and thumps with it. Jerry jumped over me, out of
bed, and rushed toward the door, sending the plastic smiling canteen
clunking to the floor, and then I knew where I was.
"What's going on, Jerry?"
He stood with his head leaned out into the hall.
"Be quiet." He pushed his head further out.
The gray-blue hallway now held an orange-red swirling mix against
it, and I thought that a new black light had been made and that Jerry
had put it in the living room.
"OK, come on. Hurry up and run down the hall."
I leapt up and went from the muffled bedroom into a high-pitched
bucketful of screams. My hands went to my ears as I stepped along the
hallway behind Jerry, toward the living room. Eddie and Loraine dashed
from the dark holes of rooms toward the moving light. At the end of the
hall, I watched the silhouettes of my brothers and sisters becoming black
paper against the wide expanse of yellow, orange, and red flames that
filled our living room window.
"Did someone call the fire department?" Jerry screamed, and then
ran toward the kitchen.
I stepped onto the looped fabric couch and climbed to the back of it,
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pushed my hands against the cold, flat glass and watched the flames
tongue their way up the dark wood of the barn. The walls of squeals
pushed against my head. Mr. Warren was next to his house-the white of
the siding was tinted with the blaze-filling buckets from the pump. He
stopped when Mrs. Warren ran out of the house, dropped to her knees in
the middle of their dusty drive, and pushed her hands to her face.
The coolness of the glass held my forehead, and I watched as Mrs.
Warren lifted her hand and reached toward the barn. Her mouth opened
and she screamed, and I could hear it mix with the screams of the piglets.
Mr. Warren tried to hold her, tried to wrap his arms around her, but she
kept reaching and her mouth stayed open and her eyes kept pushing. I
had never watched an adult bawl before, but she bawled just like I did
when I dropped out of the large oak in the backyard or the way Eddie
did when he jumped from the station wagon to see how it'd feel.
I could feel my eyes begin to glaze over with tears, and I turned them
down and looked at the road that separated us from the Warrens. It had
the shine of the fire over it, but sat still, waiting for cars to ride over it.
I saw the white road gravel that hugged its side and, a few of the rocks
that had been thrown onto the road. It all sat there as if nothing were
going on, as if the piglets weren't dying and Mrs. Warren wasn't losing
it. Still, quiet, waiting.
The coolness of the night air wound its way around me as Eddie
opened the front door and rushed out into the yard. One by one we all
filed toward the door. As I stepped my bare feet into the tickly-prickly
grass, I could hear Jerry explaining to the fire department how to come
out on Highway U toward Robinson Creek.
In the yard, the squeal-screams of the piglets fell from the night sky
and dripped from every tree branch. The barn, with the fire climbing
and crawling over it, looked larger than it ever had, and Mrs. Warren's
screaming had turned to loud, bellowing sobs. I pushed my eyes into the
door of the barn and only saw fire dancing inside.
"You kids go back inside," Mr. Warren tried to yell across the road,
over the flames and the squeals and the sobs.
We sat in our yard and Loraine held me as I cried and cried and
cried. The fire truck came and sprayed some water, but the roof fell in
just after that. The piglets stopped screaming and Mrs. Warren continued to sob, but she was tired now and they were quiet sobs. Mr.
Warren had walked over to us and asked us if we were all right, told
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Eddie to stay away from the barn, it was no place to play.
My eyelids kept drooping as I leaned against Loraine, and Helen
held both of us in her arms. Firemen walked all around the blackened
remains of the barn, and Mrs. Warren sat on her back stoop with a
shawl around her shoulders. She looked down onto her drive. The dirt
of it, just like the rocks in the road, was still there; she didn't even notice.
We sat on the lawn, shivering and cold, listening to the crackles of
the wood burning, and trying to ignore the smells that pushed into our
faces. Jerry sat closest to the highway, away from us; his arms rose up
over and scraped across his face.
I pulled myself from Loraine and Helen and put my numb feet over
the cold dirt and grass toward Jerry. His tears had made roads from his
eyes before they fell into his sleeve across his cheeks. Tears on faces
cause me to join them, and I felt my lip buckle, about to cry again.
Mom's tears sometimes stop with hugs, so I leaned down and put my
arms around Jerry's neck and my head on his shoulder.
"You OK, Clay?" Jerry's voice wrapped around me.
"I'm sad." I felt his arms wrap around me and pull me in.
"I'm sorry, Clay," Jerry said, and then fresh tears poured out of him
with small sobs, quieter than I had heard before.
I remembered when my mom would have to get the car fixed or our
lights would be turned off. She'd cry and I'd tell her that I was sorry.
"You don't have anything to be sorry about, Jerry. It isn't your
fault."
The sky had lightened and lightened until the sun started peeking
though the trees along the ridge, and Mom pulled up in our dark purple
Chevy. She asked, "Why didn't someone call me?" and gathered us all
up in her arms, took us inside, made coffee, hugged us, made oatmeal
for all of us, and suggested that we take the day off school and get back
into bed.
When the sun was shining bright and the barn was gone, I woke up
and went to my mother's room and crawled in beside her and told her
how bad I felt for the piglets and Mrs. Warren. I don't know if she heard
me or not. She put her arm over me and I fell asleep again under the
weight of it.
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The Treatment
Deborah L. Siegel

THE WOMAN FOLDED THE BOY. SHE STOOD BESIDE THE TABLE A D CREASED

his slender body in half. Her right hand slid up his back from the base
to the nape of his neck. Her left hand sliced into the valley of his hip.
She folded him over.
"Hunh," blew through his lips. And he unfolded back to a sitting
position. The boy was skinny and pale. Like something that would grow
under a rock. Flimsy. Unmuscled. His skin was so white it practically
glowed, as if it had never seen the sun.
Again, the woman, robust and strong, drove her hand up the boy's
back and once again he folded over, his head following his spine limply,
like an afterthought. His legs were stretched straight in front of him on
the table, feet pointing helplessly toward the ceiling. He wore no clothes,
just that pallid, transparent skin.
The boy's eyes opened when he sat up. Then he watched the room
blur as the woman pushed him over once more. "Hunh" squeezed from
his throat as his torso reached his thighs.
"We must work the demons out. We must pump them from your
system," the woman said, folding the boy again. "We must activate your
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internal defenses. You must be cleansed."
The woman's voice was a blur to the boy. All he could hear was the
ocean rush of his own breath as he sat up, and the grunt forced from his
lungs every time she pressed him down. Her hands on his tender skin felt
rough. They felt lumpy and thick and coarse, like they were really alligator hide, or maybe rhinoceros. He began to picture her behind him,
not as that short muscular woman with the close-cropped dark hair and
slight mustache, but as one of those giant creatures he used to see at the
zoo, back when he was allowed to go out.
Now the woman folded his arms, karate chopping the insides of his
elbows, then crushing her blocky chest against his back till he dove over.
"Give into it. Give into it. Pump it out. Pump it out. Let your breath go.
Let me hear your breath."
"Hunh. Hunh. Hunh." Every time. "Hunh. Hunh. Hunh."
Suddenly she stepped to his side and slapped both hands against
him, one to his bare chest, one to his bare back, stopping him in an
upright position. The room whirled around him, only gradually settling
to a stop.
"Now it is time for the next step. You must stand." Her voice was
harsh and clipped. She closed her hand around his puny arm and
clenched it tight while he scooted toward the edge of the table and cautiously draped his legs over. It did not look possible for those pale tendrils to support him, but as soon as his feet neared the floor the woman
yanked his arm so that he was vertical. It had been weeks since the boy
had stood on his own. He teetered precariously; only the woman's strangling grip kept him from falling over.
She looked down at his legs. They were giving way. As if the boy
were trying to support himself on cooked spaghetti. He wilted slowly,
his face expressionless. She jerked him back to standing.
The boy swallowed hard. It felt like he was trying to swallow a lump
of mud. It felt like he was trying to swallow something dead: a limp,
gray mouse. It felt like he was trying to swallow a knot, a jumble, a clot
of possibilities, tangled into a snarl that could never be unwound. He
wanted to tell her. He wanted to tell her he could not do this. He wanted
to tell her there was no going back. He wanted to tell her to take her rhinoceros hands and go. But he knew he would not be able to speak. He
had not been able to speak since it happened. He had not been able to
walk since it happened. He had not been out of his bed since it hap-
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pened. He could feel his words, his hopes, trapped deep in his throat. He
swallowed again.
The woman held the boy by his upper arm. Her grasp made a bluish
line on his white flesh. He was giving up. He sank crookedly, his head
falling to the side like the bloom of a tulip too grand for its stem. His
torso curled over like the curve of a question mark. His legs folded until
he was dangling by his sticklike upper arm, choked in the woman's muscled hand. The woman's face twitched with disgust. Her mouth compressed, corrugations appearing all around it. Her nose wrinkled as if
she smelled shit.
"You are not trying!" she shrilled. "You are making no effort!" She
shook him. "You will never heal! You will never return." She hauled the
boy to the edge of the small room. His legs dragged across the cold
cement floor. She released his arm abruptly, so that he crumpled in a
heap in the shadowed angle between the wall and the floor. The woman
turned away from him and marched to the table. She reached beneath
it, flipped the releases with two loud clicks. Still muttering, she folded
her table, then picked it up and strode out the door.
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The Fort
Molly Each

I MET CULLEN, A TALL, LANKY ARTIST WITH GREEN EYES, A BUZZ CUT, AND
lightly freckled checks, at my friend Liza's gallery opening. I noticed him
as he checked his coat, and I ran to the bathroom to reapply my lipstick
and shake out my flat brown hair, hoping that my all-black outfit successfully hid my excess flesh and made me look skinnier that I felt. He
approached me as I circled one of Liza's sculptures, and immediately my
nerves danced, just being in his presence. I was drawn to the way he
seemed to know everyone in the room, yet when I talked, he looked only
at me, directly at my brown eyes, like I was telling him the secret of the
Bermuda Triangle. I liked his intellect-the way he squinted at a piece,
arms folded across his chest before dissecting it with words like "texture," and "composition," and "use of space," yet still compared a gray
painting to an episode of Law & Order.
"It's the gray show," he said. "Haven't you ever noticed that? The
people, the places, everything is gray."
I laughed.
After bonding over the fact that we were missing Law & Order:
SVU that evening, which we both agreed was superior to the original, I
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did something I hadn't done since college: I initiated. Stomach in knots,
muscles numb, I invited him over the next night, a Wednesday, to watch
it with me since I had it saved on my brand new TiVo. He said yes.
As he sat on my couch a mere twenty-four hours later, commenting
on the nice size of my one-bedroom apartment, he started fiddling with
my TiVo remote and discovered that I had about eight episodes of SVU
saved, thanks to TBS reruns. Cullen wanted to watch them all, and as I
lingered near the kitchen, waiting for the popcorn to finish popping, he
leaped up from the couch and began pulling off the cushions.
"Um, what are you doing?"
"Making ... a ... fort." I might have made a fort once, maybe with
Jimmy Sullivan, my old next-door neighbor, but I really didn't come
from a fort-making family, especially one that still made forts after
fourth grade.
"Forts foster connection," he declared, hand on hip and finger
pointing in the air like a determined general. I tried to smile, tried to
think Isn't he quirky? rather than What a freak. I was starting to think
this was a bad idea, but I let him tear my couch apart anyway as I stood
behind it with my arms crossed and watched, hoping it wasn't too disgusting under the cushions. He worked like an expert, standing cushions, draping blankets, ignoring the small popcorn kernels, three pennies, and little black-and-white mystery crumbs that litter the base of my
couch.
Finally, he stopped and spread out his hands.
"There!" he said, breathless. The fort was huge, running the length
of my three-cushioned sofa and double its width. Stacked cushions,
draped blankets-it looked like a huge, ugly, abstract princess canopy
bed, a disappointing version of the pink one on display every Christmas
at Marshall Field's, which was never under the tree when I woke up,
despite my pleas to Santa. Cullen climbed in and held out his hands. The
focus was gone from his face, and the corners of his eyes wrinkled as his
thin lips formed a smile.
"Forts foster connection," he said again, smiling.
Who talks like that? I thought. I climbed in timidly, arranging my legs
pretzel-style among the blankets that formed a nest inside the fort. "Right.
Of course they do. Yeah. Forts." I heard the trace of sarcasm in my voice,
but he continued to smile at me as though he'd just found out he was voted
"coolest guy ever" by the world. I grabbed the TiVo remote and started our
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marathon, beginning to wish I was watching it alone on my couch, put
together as perfectly as the day it was delivered, minus the plastic.
But Cullen was completely right. What should have been two people
sitting awkwardly on opposite ends of the couch for maybe two hours,
interjecting small talk during commercial breaks, became the two of us,
sitting between upturned couch cushions with a blanket roof, eating
popcorn in our own little, first-date cave for eight straight hours. After
the first episode I moved closer to him and started to enjoy his playfulness, that he was clearly not holding anything back. I didn't know if it
was the fort or just him, but I felt completely at ease, not worrying once
about the roll folding over the top of my jeans, or if my hair was too
flat, or if I wasn't saying the right things. I felt instantly liked. At the end
of the night as we put my living-room back together, Cullen paused as
he folded a blanket, touched the side of my face, and said, "Next week,
we should get some CSI on there." It gave me goose bumps. So it became
a weekly event.
After a month, our TiVo nights still continued, but Cullen and I had
a relationship growing outside of the fort, too. We went to movies,
although we never set foot in a Loews or General Cinema, as Cullen
only went to see small low-budget films at independent theaters like
Siske! Center or Century Theater. I tried to tell him that just because a
film had a budget of over $100,000 didn't mean it automatically sucked.
But he never listened, only reminded me that he had boycotted bigbudget films after Jurassic Park II. We went for walks around his
Ravenswood neighborhood, to museums and galleries, and out to eat at
hole-in-the-wall restaurants with paint peeling off their inconspicuous
signs because Cullen insisted these were the best kind of restaurants in
the city. Their empty dining rooms and stained floors caused my head to
swivel continually, positive I had just seen a cockroach or a mouse.
Cullen would tell me to "open my mind" as I studied each small bite on
my fork before lifting my shaking hand to my mouth. It was only after
I actually saw a mouse darting from the wall back into the open kitchen
door that Cullen let me pick the restaurants.
We double-dated with my friend Liza and her boyfriend Joe, whose
relationship I had decided long ago was the model for mine, yet somehow
my past relationships had never come close. It was these double dates,
usually over dinner at Liza's house, that made me feel like we were truly
a couple. The way we held hands when we walked in, his hand on my leg
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under the table, kissing during conversation breaks, answering for each
other-all the things I'd enviously watched Joe and Liza do, and now I
was doing them and with someone I really cared about.
The caring-that came at the one-month mark. I knew I liked him,
but I started to feel more-not love, but not just like-one night when
we were making out in the fort. Before I met Cullen, as I lay in bed
staring at the ceiling, trying to trace the patterns of failed relationships
in my mind, I decided that the one mistake I had always made was to
have sex right away. Every. Single. Time. I made a promise to myself that
with the next guy, I would try something new. I wouldn't put out for
three whole months. And even after Cullen came along, as much as I
wanted to, I couldn't break my promise just because of his long, muscular arms, his disarming smile, the deep smile lines by his eyes, his
smooth voice, his big hands. I had forced myself to stay strong, talking
to myself as I applied mascara before a date: "Alice, don't do it. Alice,
don't mess this up. Alice, stay strong. Alice, don't be stupid." In the
course of a month, I had managed to limit our physical contact to
kissing and cuddling. I methodically fended off his advances by grabbing
the top of his hand and firmly placing it on his own leg or stomach or
chest, all while continuing to kiss him, my eyes closed tightly, acting like
nothing had happened. It was very Victorian.
But one Wednesday in the fort, after placing Cullen's hand on his
own crotch and quickly pulling mine away, Cullen scrunched his face
into a ball and buried his head in the fort blankets. I felt my throat seize
up, realizing I was seconds from never being in the fort with him again.
As nervous as I was, I had to confront the issue.
"Cullen, I like you. I really do. So I don't want this to be like anything I've had before because obviously those didn't work," I said to the
back of his head, his face buried in lumps of brown-and-orange blanket.
I put my hand on his back to make sure he was listening and bent closer
to his face. "I always seem to move too fast, and I, you know, it's likeum, just doing something you know is better for you. Like if you drink
coffee forever and then suddenly you switch to tea because you hear on
the news that it's better for your body. It kind of sucks, especially if you
love coffee, but long-term you are healthier in so many ways, and then

you look back and think, Remember when I drank coffee? What was I
doing to myself? And you know how much better your life is since you
switched to tea, and you think you should have done it earlier, but you
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know you did it at the exact right time ..." I stopped, hearing my
analogy lose the crispness it had in my mind.
I stared at the short stubs of Cullen's reddish buzz, certain he was
wondering how much "coffee" I had indulged in, thinking I was an
enormous slut. He lifted his head and faced me, reddish rings around his
eyes, like he'd been pressing them with his fists.
"But, Al, you shouldn't have to think this hard about it. Making love
is beautiful and, well, magical. It's not something to be analyzed. Do
what you want, make yourself happy. Whatever happens, happens." We
were facing each other but not touching, a blanket bunched up between
us, and suddenly I saw a thick, black line drawn through the fort. I realized that on one side was a guy who followed his feelings, didn't wear a
watch, considered consequences insignificant, believed in fate, went with
the flow, never thought about anything. And on the other side was a girl
who made pro/con lists, kept a day planner, balanced her checkbook,
ran every decision by her friends before actually making it.
We sat in silence for a moment, Cullen looking at my face. I stared
at the invisible line between us, hoping he couldn't see the pools forming
in my lower lids.
"Alice, I understand. And it's fine. Don't worry. I promise. We can wait."
"We can?"
"Yeah. Let's wait. Hey, maybe it will be good for me, too." I knew
he didn't mean it, but we fell asleep spooning that night, and I felt warm
and cozy, like I was sleeping in front of a fire. I didn't know why he
agreed, but it made me feel special and think he was special, definitely
different than anyone I had met before, and then suddenly "like" was
the wrong word because I definitely felt something more.
"Well, it seems like you really like him," my mom said a few nights
later as I gushed over the phone about how incredible he was and how
I'd never met anyone like him and how he was so creative and how I
wanted to bring him home and how I loved to be with him and cared so
much about him. I knew that what she was really saying was," I hope
you haven't slept with him already."
"It's not like that, Mom." Translation: I haven't yet.
Because of her strict Catholic upbringing and my slightly less strict
yet still palpable Catholic upbringing, my mom and I could only speak
about sex in this code that only the two of us understood. Since she lived
in Boston and thus experienced my relationships over the telephone, we
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relied on tone of voice, inflection, pitch, volume, very vague words, and
other vocal intricacies that our ears were finely tuned into after twentyseven years of training.
"Don't you think you two are moving a bit fast? It's been, what, a
month or so?"
Translation: Sleep with him too soon and you'll ruin everything.
"It may seem like it, I guess. But you don't get it-it feels so perfect."
Translation: Trust me, I'm old enough to make my own decisions.
"Well, Alice, just be careful with your heart." Translation: Don't
sleep with him until you are truly serious.
Followed quickly by, "Don't worry, Mom. I'll be fine." Translation:
Mind your own business. I love you and good-bye.
Our conversations involving sex always ended quickly, both of us
embarrassed for having both talked and not talked about it. But I got
off the phone thinking. In my past relationships, the sexual part had
sped ahead of the emotional part, and thus failed. Could the same
happen if the emotional part sped ahead of the sexual part? I began to
worry that I had misjudged everything and was too far down the completely wrong path. Maybe it was time to balance it all out.
It was a few nights later, the night of the blackout, that Cullen and
I finally had sex. I was still about six weeks short of my three-month
goal, but the night of the blackout too many circumstances made it the
perfect night for our first time, and I decided that making it halfway to
my goal was an accomplishment. So I rewarded myself.
We were sitting in the fort, Cullen on the left and me on the right,
my shoulder tucked underneath his armpit and my head on his shoulder.
We were in the middle of an incredibly riveting episode of CSI when
suddenly all the lights and the TV died, the picture fading away with a
slow, sad, static sound. I gripped Cullen with both arms, thinking of the
murdered girl and the uncaptured suspect on CSI.
"Oh, my god, what happened?" I squeezed my arms around his rib
cage, which was half the size of mine. He pulled the blanket back over
the fort, and we saw that the lights were on across the street.
"Nothing, babe. Probably just a fuse. I'll go down to the basement
and take a look." He started to push himself up, but I wouldn't let go.
"No, don't go. I'm all freaked out now. Let's just stay here until it
comes back on."
"But it's not going to, Alice, that's the thing. Someone has to go fix it."
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"Yeah, but what if there's a guy in the basement and he turned off
the fuse on purpose, right? And then when you go down, he's going to
slash your throat and throw you in a garbage bag, and then come up
and do the same to me!"
Cullen laughed his scratchy, nicotine-filled laugh and wrapped his
arms around me. "That's not going to happen. But we can leave it if you
want. I don't mind." He brushed my bangs off my forehead . "But what
about a flashlight? Can I get one of those?" A small beam from a streetlight poked in slightly through the living-room window, but underneath
the fort we could barely see anything.
"Sure. There's one in the drawer next to the refrigerator." I released
my grip on his rib cage. I heard him shuffle carefully through the living
room and into the kitchen, and I thought it was a good sign that he
knew his way around my house in almost total darkness. When he came
back, his shuffling surer this time, he sat cross-legged, facing me, and
pulled down the blanket that was folded up onto the cushions for TV
viewing, so we were completely enveloped in our fort. I turned and mimicked his pose so that our knees were touching. I could feel the hexagonal pattern of my brown-and-orange afghan press into my knees with
the pressure of Cullen's. He stood the flashlight upright between us and
turned it on . The light ricocheted off the top and sides of our fort, and
as it illuminated Cullen's face from below, it darkened his two front
teeth, making it look as though he had none. But right then, I knew that
even without two front teeth, I would still think Cullen was amazing.
This was definitely the most intimate we had ever been.
"Hey," he said, holding one of my hands between his two, "I made
you something." He let go of my hand and reached behind him to his
backpack, which he always brought into the fort. I couldn't hold back.
I grabbed his cheeks with both hands and gave him a huge kiss.
"Hold on, wait until you actually see it!" He laughed, continuing to
dig in his backpack. Ever since I met Cullen, I had been asking to see
some of his art. He always said, "Soon, Al, soon." I could hardly wait. I
just knew that he was talented, knew that whatever I saw would be
incredibly moving, but I never thought he would make something especially for me! Suddenly, my mind sprinted, and I saw the two of us in a
house on the Spanish coast, Cullen painting on the porch while I read a
book in a white rocking chair, sipping a glass of wine, exchanging the
occasional loving glance, both of us retired after his collected works had
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sold to MOMA. I breathed deeply, although the air in the fort was warm
and stuffy and smelled like slightly burned popcorn.
"Close your eyes," he said, and I did, extending my hands out side
by side, palms upturned. I felt something soft, with slightly clumped fur.
"OK, now open."
In my hands I held the body of a small headless Santa Bear, with a
Barbie doll head replacing the Santa Bear head. Her blond hair cascaded
down the shoulder of the white fur, and her plastic eyes looked up at me
mockingly. The fur of the Santa Bear was clumped in places, so it didn't
have its normal pure, lovely, fresh-fallen-snow softness. I turned it
around in my hands, unable to stop frowning.
"Do you like it?" Cullen leaned in closely, staring intently at me. "See,
it speaks to the hypocrisy of beauty in our world. The contrast of the
body and the face-can there be a contrast? Do we have the ability-or
the right-to separate a person into parts of themselves? Or is a person
absolutely one whole being? And can one be ugly and beautiful at the
same time? Or does one element of beauty make an entire being beautiful?" He pet the stomach of the Santa Bear the whole time he spoke,
and then shrugged his shoulders shyly. "I just thought you would understand it, Alice. You really get me, you know?" He ran his palm back and
forth over his buzz cut and looked at the walls of the fort.
I set the Barbie Bear down next to me and put my hands on his
knees, my face now relaxed into a smile. "I think it's amazing. I love it.
I really do."
"Yeah?"
Of course I didn't, but I loved that he was an artist and that he was
so deep, although at this moment it was starting to freak me out a little
bit. I didn't think I was deep enough to keep up. "Thank you," I said.
We started to kiss, and he started to lower me, kind of, down onto
the floor, the flashlight making a clank as it fell to the side. Cullen knew
I wanted to take things slow, but when I started to unbuckle his belt, we
both knew it was going to happen. We pulled our clothes off slowly, in
between lots of kissing, and we didn't wait long-quickly, he was inside
me, and it was as wonderful and magical and beautiful as I had thought
it would be. He was kissing my neck, and his hand was moving down
my side, tracing the path from my armpit to my hip, when I turned my
head and noticed that the flashlight beam illuminated a strip of my
hardwood floor, which led right to the Barbie Santa Bear. The light
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glowed through the fur, making it look radioactive, and Barbie's hair,
splashed out perfectly behind her head, radiated a beautiful blond.
I stared at it as Cullen thrust in and out. I stared at the blond hair,
thinking of his ex-girlfriends I'd met at various gallery events and seen
at the independent film theaters-all like a row of paper-doll cutoutstall, runway-model thin, perfect, petite bone structure, long, silky, blond
hair, each one with a name that ended in an "i" or "ie," each one more
gorgeous than the last, and each one making too much physical contact
with my boyfriend right in front of me. I stared at the Santa Bear's
plump, round belly, thinking of the seven pounds I'd put on over the last
year and how they accumulated around my own midsection. Wait a
minute-was I the Santa Bear and his exes were the Barbie? I kept
staring at the radioactive bear as Cullen kept going, his face buried in
my neck. I knew it. He was trying to tell me I'm fat. He was trying to
tell me to lose weight. I tried to pull my stomach in, to stretch my arms
up and elongate my torso.
At least Cullen was slightly subtle about it. My last boyfriend, Sam,
well, we basically ended because he thought I was fat, and he told me.
We were driving home from his niece's birthday party when he looked
over from behind the wheel and stared at my stomach.
"Well, you've been letting yourself go, haven't you?" My head jerked
back in shock. I hadn't been, but it's just unfortunate that, as you get
older, a weekend of junk-food bingeing becomes harder to work off.
"What?" I asked, too confused to cry.
"Look at you. You're what, five, ten pounds heavier than when we
started dating? I mean, what the fuck?" He stared coldly back at the
road, his eyes remaining there the entire silent ride home as I covered my
stomach with both arms, tears trickling down my cheeks. We broke up
later that day, but those seven pounds still haunted me, even after a year.
With Cullen, I'd stopped thinking about them, thinking he accepted me
the way I was. Until now.
"Alice. Are you OK?" Cullen stopped, his nose on top of mine, and
looked directly into my eyes.
"Yeah, yes, I'm fine." I wrapped my arms and legs around him,
trying to get back into it. But I could barely concentrate on anything
Cullen was doing because the Barbie Bear was lying right next to my
head, the face actually turned towards me so that it was looking into my
eyes. Those big, unnaturally colored, blue eyes just stared into me, chal-
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lenging me, mocking me. I looked down at the bear's stomach, and I was
absolutely positive I saw it breathing. I had to get it out of my way or I
was going to freak out. My breathing was already feeling tight. I tried
to slide it over a little bit, but my arms were underneath Cullen's, so I
could only move my hands around like broken flippers. I faked a giant,
grand gesture, yanking my arms out and dramatically enveloping
Cullen's back, and in midgesture I managed to push the Barbie Bear
across the wood floor. I watched it spin slightly before hitting the
blanket of the fort, feet first. But as it hit the wall, it made a small noise,
a small "poof," which I thought only I could hear, but I was wrong.
Cullen's head jerked up from my neck. "What was that?" His whole
body froze, midmotion, and suddenly a wave of cool air brushed over
my body, and I shivered.
"It was nothing. Come here," I said, anxious to actually enjoy the
moment now that the fucking monster wasn't ruining my night.
"My art," he said, eyes fixed on the bear, genuine concern in his
voice, like a kid who just realized bad things happen in the world. "My
art." He got off of me quickly and my body was instantly covered in
goose bumps. I tried to cover myself by forming, like, this Y-shape over
my body with my arms, but it did nothing. He crouched in the corner
and picked up the doll, only when it came off the ground, it was in two
pieces-the bear torso in his right hand and the doll head in his left. I
yanked the blanket up over my body, got up, and crouched down next
to him, the way he somberly looked at the bear making me feel awful.
"A-lice." He said my name in two distinct syllables, and his voice
was so sad I wished I had just left my arms under his.
"Cullen, I am so sorry. I was trying to get it out of the way. I didn't
want to hit it or roll on top of it or something horrible like that. I didn't
think I pushed it that hard. Can you fix it?" My eyes were pleading, and
I bit my lip with worry, but I couldn't help thinking that I really hadn't
pushed it that hard, and how well could it have been made if a small
crash against a blanket wall would make it fall apart? Not only was it
atrocious, it wasn't even made right!
Cullen held the two parts out, exposing the wound where they split.
Tiny, hard chunks of what might have been hot glue hung off the Santa

Bear's fur, while a large, solid ring of it surrounded Barbie's plastic neck
like a bandana. The whole thing looked a hundred times more repulsive,
which I didn't think was possible, but it was. I started to wonder if it
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was made with a hot glue gun or just Elmer's, and whether or not the
time Cullen put into it was a reflection of his feelings for me. Then
again, if it was just a device to point out my weight problem, he probably didn't need to spend more than ten minutes on it.
"Yeah, I can fix it, I think. But are you sure you even liked it, Al? Tell
me if you didn't and I'll give you a painting next time. I was just trying
to work 'outside the box,' you know?"
"No, I love it. I do." The lie just slipped out of my mouth like a slick
piece of candy. "Please fix it, so I can show it off to all my friends." More
candy, piling up rapidly in the fort. This was the time to tell Cullen how
I felt, to share my insecurities about myself, about his exes, about his
feelings for me. This was the pivotal moment in our relationship thus
far-we could either talk about it, get over it and move on, or I could
stay stuck in this bad-art limbo of faking it. I should have been honest,
but I couldn't; I didn't want to look stupid or shallow or insecure-insecure girls are the biggest turn-off, especially to a confident guy like
Cullen. I knew he didn't see me like that, and though at that moment I
felt as insecure as an overweight thirteen-year-old with braces who
hasn't gotten her period yet, I didn't want to shatter the illusion of confidence. I was afraid of losing him too soon, but I wasn't thinking about
the short- and long-term consequences of the moment because it's
impossible to figure it all out while someone is looking at you expectantly, your response determining the course of the relationship.
"I promise." Fuck! And then, "Will you please fix it? I want to put
it on the bookshelf." Fuck! Now I was stuck displaying the monster!
But it made Cullen happy. I took the two parts out of his hands, and,
while struggling to hold the blanket up around me, I walked outside of
the fort into the cold air of my living room, a frosty reminder that it was
time to turn the heat on. I placed both pieces, the head and the body,
onto the couch with the utmost gentleness, to show how much I cared.
Then I went back into the fort and lay down, but the mood was definitely ruined. He spooned me as we fell asleep, and I could feel his smile
on my neck. I slipped my arm underneath his and moved it away from
my stomach and up to my chest, so I could stop sucking in and take a
real, full breath. As I lay there, staring at the floor, I sensed that the fort
somehow felt different-colder, and not just because I hadn't turned the
heat on yet.
Four Wednesdays later, I came home after work exhausted. Knowing
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Cullen would be over in a few hours, I sat on my couch with a glass of
tomato juice, wanting just to be silent and mentally prepare for the
night. Cullen wanted to have sex in a well-lit room.
Since I received the gift, both in and out of the fort, I would only
have sex in the dark. Even then it was hardly enjoyable, and I'd become
more and more paranoid about Cullen's hands running over my flab, my
spare tire, my saddlebags, my thunder thighs. I spent most of my energy
on elongating my torso, sucking in, strategically covering myself with
sheets and blankets, and pulling his hands up to my breasts, the only
part of my body that I felt comfortable with him touching, although two
months of centralized squeezing had left them desensitized. What began
as awesome sex had turned into my own personal airbrushing session.
Two weeks after the gift, as we lay in the dark of the fort, Cullen
exhausted and happy, me pulling the blanket up under my chin, Cullen
reached over and tried to grab the blanket and pull it down.
"Don't," I said.
"Come on," he said, his voice like raspy velvet. "Let me touch you ."
I pulled the blanket down below my breasts and grabbed one of his
hands, placing it on my left one with a loud smack.
"No, not that. All of yo u. Head to toe." He was smiling sweetly, and
all I could think about was the millions of women out there who would
do anything to hear those words. And here I was, hearing them, and it
made me want to bundle up in a snowsuit for the rest of my life.
"You can. I'm just cold." Cullen pulled his hand away, and I could
feel him staring at my face. I pretended to study the plaid in the afghan
that made up the roof of the fort, which I squinted to see in the dim light.
"I want to see you better. I want more light the next time we-"
"Why?" I cut him off, not wanting him to finish with "make love" or
"become intimate" or "express ourselves" or any of his other phrases for
sex. Suddenly, I sort of wanted a guy who spoke in the cryptic sex talk
my mom and I shared and would simply say, "Do it," or "You know."
"Because you're beautiful and because-because I love you, Alice."
I felt his hand on my face. He was leaning on his elbow, waiting for my
response.
"I love you, too, Cullen," I said. And I did-I mean, I thought so. But

immediately, I felt this internal discomfort, like I'd just eaten raw
Pillsbury biscuits.
"Next time, Alice-in the light," he said as we kissed good-bye the
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following morning. I had managed to avoid him for the next few days,
but there was no getting out of our TiVo night, and now, leaning on the
couch cushions, my stomach in knots, I realized that our airbrushed sex
sessions weren't the only way I'd changed since the gift. I no longer felt
comfortable in my own skin. I bought a scale and weighed myself constantly. I only wore skirts that flared out around my stomach, so you
couldn't see where my stomach began and ended, like draping myself in
a camping tent. And almost all of my conversations with my friends
involved at least one whine of "Do I look fat in this?" or "Do you think
I've gained weight?" Once a week I told Liza, "You know, you really can
tell me if I've gotten fat." Then I convinced myself that they were just
being nice when they responded, "Not at all" or "Of course not, honey"
or "Shut the fuck up." I had become someone I never wanted to be-a
weight-obsessed, self-conscious, insecure woman.
I sipped my tomato juice, looked up, and saw that I was sitting
directly across from the Barbie Bear. Cullen had taken it home to repair,
and ever since he brought it back, it had sat on a wall-mounted shelf
next to a picture of my parents and a Precious Moments figurine from
my grandmother. Its arms were outstretched, the blond hair curled perfectly at the ends, and its perfectly painted lips smirked. They challenged
me, mocked me, they called me "fatso," and they sang, "Fatty fatty two
by four, can't get through the bathroom door." I glared back, feeling my
pulse start to race, my skin prickle, facing off with my enemy like a bull
before a calm and cool matador.
Slowly, I stood up. I walked across the room, sidestepping the coffee
table, up to the shelf, where I stood eye to eye with Barbie Bear. Its
unblinking blue eyes and perky lashes stared back, and I noticed for the
first time that her head was tilted forward, as if trying to avoid a double
chin in a picture. That stupid chin. I grabbed Barbie Bear around the
middle and pulled it off the shelf. Then, I turned the bear horizontally,
held it in the air for a moment, and drop kicked it across my living
room. It flew, bouncing off the ceiling before hitting a chair and landing
on the ground. Damn, it felt so good! I did it again and again, each kick
more graceful than the last. On the fifth kick, the Barbie head flew off,
sailing down the hallway alone. On the seventh, I broke a lamp, which
crashed on the middle of the living-room floor. On the tenth kick, the
bear went straight up to the ceiling and back down again, landing
directly in front of my feet. Still in my heels from my workday, I dug one
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into the bear's arm, grinding it into the floor and the other into the
bear's fat stomach, and I pushed and pulled my heels like I was walking
through bubble gum until I cracked the skin, shredding strips of white
fur, and yanking out clouds of white stuffing. I picked it up and, with a
strength I never knew I had, began to tear what was left of the bear,
throwing my elbows around, grunting and groaning and laughing,
pulling the material in different directions, letting the massacred remnants drop to the ground. Finally, I dropped to my knees, panting. I felt
as though I'd just run five miles, or done the Tae Bo tape sixteen times
in a row, or just stood at the top of a mountain and yelled at the top of
my lungs. I felt free. I smiled through my heavy breaths, small but more
real than I could remember smiling in weeks.
"Alice." Cullen stood there, backpack in hand, staring at me as I sat
on my knees surrounded by slaughtered fur, tufts of stuffing, and pieces
of a broken lamp.
"Cullen." I forgot I hadn't locked the door. He surveyed the floor, a
confused and pained look on his face.
"I knew you didn't like it." His voice was soft. I just kept panting,
watching my stomach heave in and out, looking at the floor. "If you love
someone you don't do ... do ... this." He picked up a piece of stuffing
and held it out to emphasize exactly what you don't do. His voice was
shaky, and his face was colorless.
"I'm sorry," I said. I thought I loved him. I wasn't lying. I just didn't
love myself when I was with him. "I'm sorry, Cullen."
"That's the last piece of art I'll ever make you," he said before he
closed the door behind him. I considered getting that in writing, but the
last I heard Cullen had moved to LA, presumably to wreak havoc on
their burgeoning art scene. After he left, I swept up the mess and tossed
it in the garbage, my body weak from the exertion, my body-image
stress, and the sudden wave of sadness that nearly knocked me down.
But I kept the Barbie head. I keep it tucked deep in my underwear
drawer. I don't know why yet, but I'm convinced that one day some sort
of metaphor will jump out at me. Then, I watched SVU alone, sitting
between a box of Kleenex and a single-serving bag of microwave popcorn on a perfectly constructed couch.
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Tells
Justin Withem

IN SPITE OF THE RAIN, RYAN WALKED AT A NORMAL PACE TO THE EMPLOYEE

entrance, and Louie did the same. Ryan did it for lack of caring, though,
and Louie did it out of a sort of spiteful politeness, wondering the whole
way why they weren't moving faster and trying to stay dry but never
saying anything.
Strolling through the parking lot, the two of them might as well have
been strangers if seen from a distance: Louie, a scant 120 pounds, tall
and narrow like he'd been stretched that way; Ryan, a born athlete,
short and built, flexing muscles with each slow and controlled step
through the rain.
They worked together in the produce department at a Super Target,
a job neither of them liked but both of them took very seriously. They
spent too much time together-enough that, if they were more irritable
or less good-natured, they'd have long grown tired of one anotherworking together, going to school together, and spending every night
since graduation (three weeks before) in Louie's basement bedroom, the
sleepover being a celebration that had never lost its novelty for the two
of them like it had with most of their peers years earlier.
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It was in their closeness that this slight new distance had been
allowed to develop. Typically, Louie was the sort of person who didn't
allow melancholy in his presence unless it was his own. Wide-eyed, energetic, and compassionate, he would need to talk anyone through any
problem just to make himself feel better. But Ryan was different, and
only by knowing him so well did Louie know that it was best to leave
him alone.
He thought about the ride to work: it was probably just a weird
coincidence, but the sky had started to cloud over just as Ryan answered
his phone. A five-minute series of yeahs and OKs later, he'd hung up,
and by then the sun had been lost to an unsettling, stormy green.
"What's up?" Louie had asked.
"Nothin', just my dad," Ryan had said in the same quiet, flat tone
as he'd used on the phone, a tone that said, very plainly, I don't care if
you believe my lie. Then, he'd lit a cigarette and gone silent.
Silence was only one of Ryan's many tells when something was
wrong. He knocked his knuckles on his knee; he nodded his head back
and forth; he inhaled his cigarette too fast, then pushed the smoke out
slowly, so it drifted up over his eyes. Ryan did all of these things on the
ride to work.
"You OK?" Louie asked as it started to rain just a little, spitting and
spraying the windshield. Louie, as he sometimes did for no apparent
reason, got goose bumps.
"Yeah," Ryan said again, unconvincingly. He'd been weirdly
depressed since the Saturday a few days before, when Amber Hausman,
a classmate of theirs, had died. It seemed to Louie to be that general sort
of reality-check depression that the proximity to a death can inspire.
Ryan hadn't really known Amber since before junior high, though, when
she was still down to earth enough to talk to kids like him, and he'd said
that even then she wasn't too interesting. Junior high and high school
were all about dresses and dances and cheerleading-no time for any
but the most sought-after boys.
The silence dragged on, and the storm had gotten worse. Louie kept
glancing over at Ryan, who'd kept up his nervous tics for the several
blocks that had passed. His eyes were a drunken, watery kind of pink.

Louie wondered if he was getting sick.
He felt like Ryan should be happier, just in general. He was horribly
jealous that Ryan had recently gotten engaged, and Ryan's indifference
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was starting to turn the jealousy into a sort of envious frustration, or
maybe even anger.
"You sure you're OK?" he asked, but got only thunder in response.
The rain picked up, so he had to lean forward a little to see clearly
through the windshield. The wipers struggled to keep up.
Louie, in a final attempt to cheer Ryan up, said, "Hope you don't
mind if I take this corner up here at about sixty. I hear heavy rains really
improve tire traction."
Ryan had smirked but stayed silent, still tapping his knuckles, nodding
his head, and sucking down his cigarette. He was in no mood to be consoled.
Inside, at work, Louie forced himself to give up, adopting the same
silence as Ryan during their first half hour of unloading pallets from the
delivery truck. Wet and cold, without a word, the whole time he
repeated to himself in his head, "Stay quiet and he'll be better, stay quiet
and he'll be better," because that was all that really mattered.
Ryan's silence, though, unlike Louie's, was not a product of effort.
His thoughts lay so far from Louie, from that room, from that job, that
his silence only occasionally even occurred to him.
He used to see Amber there, from a distance usually, across the
department; he would watch her shopping for apples, or she would
watch him stocking lettuce, and maybe their eyes would meet for a
second, but never for much longer than that. Once she smiled. Later,
though, she had apologized, had told him they needed to be more
careful. He found her paranoia, her absolute need for covertness,
adorable. He asked her once if she needed that, the sense of secrecy, to
keep herself interested in him. In response, she had kissed him, an
answer that he interpreted as "Yeah, so what," but had probably, in retrospect, meant "Of course not." At the time, he didn't care too much
either way.
His girlfriend of a year and a half, Melanie, worked at Target also,
and hated Amber for the simple reason that most girls hated Amber:
Amber was smarter, nicer, prettier, and more popular than she was.
Knowing this, sometimes Amber would go through Melanie's checkout
line and say hello to her on the way out. Whether this was repentant
self-punishment or a cruel mind game Ryan never knew. He just knew
that Melanie would come home and inevitably mention " that bitch
Amber" coming through. " Probably thinks I'm so jealous," she would
say. "Probably just comes to show off her fucking stuck-up doll face."
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It wasn't out of spite for Melanie that Ryan cheated. It was just very
clear that she wasn't right for him, and he never had the heart to tell her
so. She was short, out of shape, frantic-eyed, and intimidating, and she
liked Ryan so much more than he liked her that it was embarrassing for
him to be around sometimes. One night, Melanie made what seemed to
be an awkward joke about how she would kill herself if he ever left her.
He'd laughed, and she'd laughed, and ever since, she'd said dozens of
things along the same lines, had abandoned all pretense of joking, had
become uncomfortably and ominously clingy, too often proclaiming her
deep love for him, and throwing tantrums when his placating responses
of "Yeah, me too," didn't seem honest enough. In short, she seemed to
be going insane, so when she-with no trace of irony-got down on one
knee and asked Ryan to marry her a few days after graduation, he was
sort of afraid to say no, more entertained by the whole thing than worried about it.
He'd called Amber in this mood, with this tone, excited to share the
latest in the serial comedy that had become his creepy relationship with
Melanie. Something was up, though. She was spaced out on the phone,
tired-sounding. She said she'd been to a party, and when he asked with
whom-worried she'd been out with her brothers' friends, worried
she'd done something stupid-she ignored him and asked what he'd
been up to.
"You're high, aren't you?" he asked, angry. She'd quit doing drugs a
year before when her brother went into rehab, just after Ryan had asked
if she wanted to hang out some time.
"No," she said, thinly, nonchalantly, and then repeated, "So what
have you been up to?"
He could practically hear her brain cells dying. He hated hearing her
like that, and because he was the sort of a guy who, in spite of himself,
frequently acted without thinking of consequences, he said, "I got
engaged to Melanie. Have a good night," and then hung up.
Amber never called Ryan after that. She died three days later, alone
in her bedroom, with an empty syringe on the floor next to her.
Ryan was very close to God. Ironically, that had been how he had

gotten so close to Amber behind his girlfriend's back. It was in the
helpful community spirit of the church that Ryan offered her his friendship when her brother went to the hospital, when her life seemed so
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troubled. It was in spite of his faith that he allowed himself to become
so smitten with her, and it was ultimately worth it in the long run, he
thought, choosing her over a sin-free life.
His main guilt with God lay in his dishonesty, not with the infidelity
itself but with the constant effort to conceal every detail, to never mention it even to his best friend, who he knew could keep it secret. As far
as Louie was concerned, Melanie was the ideal girlfriend, and Amber
was just some girl from school. Even after Amber's death, when the
secrets turned to lead and started to weigh him down and poison him,
Ryan had become so adjusted to keeping it quiet that he couldn't tell
Louie. At first, the secrecy had been a challenge, but eventually it became
a way of life. He became a natural liar, used dishonesty like it was a
blade, perfecting the arts of silence and misinformatio n, and only occasionally daring to use certain tells to ration the truth out in tiny,
ambiguous scraps to anyone close to him who cared to pick up on it.
He liked to think there was a good reason he was protecting his
secret so well, but as he worked silently and thought furiously over the
last three weeks of his life, he was pretty sure that he just wanted to keep
his mourning a secret out of selfishness: it was his loss, his excuse, his
weapon, and he didn't want to share it.
Once, Ryan had walked to his truck in the parking lot after work to
find Amber waiting, crying. Her brother had left the night before and
hadn't been home since. She knew it was risky to be there but needed to
see him, didn't know who else to talk to.
Before she'd mentioned any of this, though, she'd asked, through
sobs, how his day had been, and if he was feeling OK, and she asked it
in the same way she always did, as if he were the most important thing
in the world.
That was the girl that he had let die.
Gary was not nearly as tall as his ego would have him believe, so it
was with a bit of hesitation that he fetched a stepladder to help reach
the top shelf in the produce cooler. Ryan was in no mood for Gary-the
sort of guy who started making jokes about September 11 on September
12-so he had been as abrupt as possible since Gary had shown up an
hour after he and Louie got there. Louie, on the other hand, seemed
relieved to have the small talk filling the cold and heavy cooler air, and
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took to it immediately, chatting it up and fake-laughing at Gary's mean
jokes about fellow employees as the three of them unloaded the pallets.
In spite of his mood, Louie would occasionally shoot looks of exasperation at Ryan when Gary was turned away.
It was forty-one degrees in the cooler, and Gary was wearing the
only coat. He was also wearing the only pair of work gloves, even
though he was moving grape boxes, which only weighed about a third
of anything else in the cooler. The cold cut into Ryan and Louie's hands
every time they had to lift a box by the plastic strap that held it closed.
Gary whistled to himself to fill a moment of silence, then asked the question Ryan knew he would ask eventually.
"You guys hear about Amber Hausman? " he said, smirking, and
suddenly the only sounds in the room were the pounding of rain on the
ceiling and the loud buzz from the fluorescent light that accentuated
how red Ryan had just turned. In the two seconds of silence that followed, Gary's oddly round face turned between Louie and Ryan, who
had both stopped working.
Louie, not fully understanding but knowing that something about
Amber's death had upset Ryan, diplomatically said, "Yeah, it's really sad."
Ryan looked up at him, and Louie looked away, pretended to have
been looking down at the pallet the whole time, but Ryan caught his eye
for a split second and decided that Louie deserved to know what was
bothering him.
"Sad?" Gary laughed. "She died with a needle in her arm."
"So because she was on drugs means it's not sad she died? " Louie
was trying to defend her, and he didn't know why. He'd not felt at all
sad about Amber's death.
"Amber Hausman was a bitch, dude," Gary said, still smirking. "I'd
say the world's better off."
"And what made her a bitch?" Louie asked. Ryan knew he was
trying to do him a favor, but wished he would just shut up so maybe
Gary would do the same.
" Oh, 'cause she was so nice to you in school, right? " Gary went on.
"She was an elitist, bitter, pathetic bitch. I bet she killed herself on purpose."

"That's the dumbest fucking thing I've ever heard," Ryan said, his
head still down, eyes on the apple boxes he was moving. "You should
shut up." He reached for another box and, with his bare hand raw in the
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cold, hardly even noticed when he sliced it open on the rough edge of
the box's plastic strap.
"I bet she killed herself because some drunk jock asshole got her
pregnant, and she realized no one loved her enough to help her take care
of the baby."
"Don't be so mean," Louie said, turning back to his next box, not seeing
Ryan's broad shoulders draw back as he said, "Shut the fuck up, Gary."
Suddenly, both Louie and Gary were staring at Ryan, who had already
gone back to lifting boxes, dripping blood onto the top of each box,
wincing at the pain every time he lifted a new one, but not saying anything. Louie watched the drops of blood fall from the edge of Ryan's palm
and hardly understood what was happening in the next few seconds.
Being the sort of guy who loved to have the last word, Gary muttered, under his breath but loud enough to be heard, to be shocking,
"Dude, all I'm saying is she was a whore, and she's better off dead."
He turned, smirking again, to see how his joke had gone over, just in
time to spot a forty-pound box of apples flying up at him on his eightfoot stepladder, crushing his hand against the metal leg of the ladder and
toppling the whole thing sideways. Louie watched Gary fall, catching his
head on the corner of a shelf on the way down, saw the way his eyes
went numb and empty in the split second that the sound of cracking
bone reverberated through the cooler more loudly than that of the
falling ladder. He landed on the concrete floor on his back with no hint
of an effort to right himself or break his fall. He didn't move when the
clamor was over. Louie looked up at Ryan, who had gone back to
moving apple boxes from the pallet to the shelf.
"Ryan." That was the only word he could think of, so he said it
again. "Ryan."
Ryan shelved another box, then stopped, examined the cut on his
hand, and said, "There was a suicide note."
"What?" Louie asked, staring at Gary, who still hadn't moved.
"Amber left a suicide note. That's what my dad called to tell me.
They just found it this morning. It was a suicide note addressed to me."
Louie looked up at Ryan, who was turning his hand in the air to see
it from different angles. "Why would Amber Hausman write a suicide
note to you?"
"Because I've been dating her behind my fiancee's back for the last
thirteen months," Ryan calmly explained, "and because I'm pretty sure
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we were in love, and because I'm the one who made her want to die."
He kept opening and tightening his hand, observing the wound on his
palm as it gaped and closed. His whole hand was red.
Louie had goose bumps. He didn't know if he felt sad or concerned
or scared or angry or betrayed. He stared at Ryan's hand harder than
Ryan stared. He wondered if the cold made it hurt less or more. "We
should call a manager. Gary's hurt bad, I think."
"I wonder if it's still storming," Ryan said in a soft, dreamy voice,
and wandered out of the cooler onto the sales floor, dripping single,
large dots of blood on the white tile floor every foot or two he walked.
Louie dialed the manager as he watched Ryan make his slow escape.
Even from the back, Louie could see that Ryan was pale and that he
walked like he didn't know where he was going. He slowly wandered
toward the front door and walked into the heavy rain, maybe to find
Louie's car, maybe to walk home, maybe to wander into traffic. Louie
finished telling the manager about the injury and ran to the front door
just in time to see Ryan faint into a puddle in the middle of the parking
lot pavement.
When the ambulance for Gary arrived, they called for a second one
for Ryan. Joining the crowd under the store's awning to watch his friend
put onto a stretcher out in the pouring rain, Louie overheard a man say
that Ryan had been repeating, "I didn't mean to kill them," as he walked
to the front door. He thought Ryan would love that, a guy wandering
through the store, dripping blood, muttering, "I didn't mean to kill
them." Louie couldn't wait to make fun of him for it, if he was ever in
the mood to be made fun of again.
They shut the ambulance doors and the crowd scattered to their
respective cars and shopping carts. And it was probably just a weird
coincidence, but the sky started to clear as the ambulance drove off. By
the time it was out of sight, its siren out of earshot, the rain had stopped.
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Distraction
Drew Bazi ni

I REALLY HAVE TO
understand is that, well, it's pretty much the worst thing a person can go
through.
Where I am now is some upper level of a downtown hospital, my
father lying on a bed, unconscious, somewhere down the hall from where
this doctor, clean-cut and handsome, is telling me all the things I really
don't want to hear. Ugly, fluorescent lights shine down on us from above.
And he tells me to imagine the worst pain possible. He says to think
of the most extreme pain a person could experience. He says that no
matter what I choose, it will be nowhere near as bad as what cancer
does to you.
"Imagine that somewhere in your body, a cell decides to rise up
against you. Imagine that this cell, this rebel, starts attacking the cells
around it. When this rebel cell gets enough territory, when these cells
accumulate, that's where tumors come from."
The fact that he's using metaphors is supposed to make this easier to
swallow.
"This tumor," he says, "it can grow bigger, depending on how many
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other cells, how many other rogues or rebels it can recruit. Eventually,
this tumor can get so big that it presses against bones and organs. You
don't know what pain is until something begins to beat you up from the
inside out."
The fact that he's explaining this two different ways, well, that's not
doing much for anyone.
"Eventually, this tumor, it sends off armies, groups of cells, more
rebels to other areas of the body. This," he explains, "is called metastasis.
This can go on and on until the cancer is everywhere, until there's too
much of it to even bother with treatment, with lessening the pain. This,"
he says, "this is where your father is at right now."
The fact that he just took ten minutes to tell me that my father is
dying is supposed to be the mark of a professional.
He says the most interesting part of explaining things this way-this
way that he says he only uses to explain to friends and people he meets
at parties-is the answers that he gets about what people think is the
worst pain in the world. He says the answers vary, mostly depending on
gender. Women, he says, they usually say childbirth; for men, it's a gunshot wound.
These two most common answers, he says, the embodiments of
everyone's fears-well, they're not even close.
"Both of those, they're what we call acute, or temporary pain, things
we can treat. And if they were to lead to death, it would come far too
soon." He says, "Try giving birth for two straight years, or being shot on
every square inch of your body, over and over again. That's what cancer
does to you. Pain so severe, it would make you sick."
What he's telling me now is what he calls the truth, the things that
doctors know but don't tell people very much, the things that aren't in
pamphlets.
Does he tell me the truth? Well, I don't know what to make of that.
And as he begins to talk again, to tell me that they think it will happen
tonight-"it" being death-I realize that I haven't said one thing since
greeting the doctor almost half an hour ago.
All I can muster is, "I understand."
"Yes," the doctor tells me, "we feel it will be very soon now."
"So, does he know?"
"Know what? "
"That he's dying."
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"Of course, he's known for a while that he was reaching the end."
"I meant tonight ... Does he know it's happening tonight?"
"Oh my, no," the doctor says with all seriousness. "He's so deep
under sedation at this point that he doesn't even know his name."
Once again, all I can say is that I understand.
And as he's turning around to go back to his office, to leave me with
my thoughts-the things that must be rushing through my head right
now-I call out to him.
"Doctor!" I say.
"Yes?" he says, turning back around, his dirty, white sneakers
squeaking on the floor.
"Being burned alive," I say.
"What's that?" he says, giving me a confused look.
"The worst pain I can think of. Being burned alive."
"Well, that is quite horrible, but it would be over too soon. The body
burns at an astounding rate."
"Is that so?" I ask, not caring much.
"Oh, yes," he says. "It's interesting, though."
"Why is that?"
"Your father," he says, looking down at his chart. "It looks like he's
chosen to be cremated."
The thing about a hospital at night, the thing that you would have
no idea about unless you found out firsthand is that, well, it's just about
the emptiest place imaginable.
"The way you see hospitals, like in movies or on TV," the doctor tells
me, "that's about as far from the truth as it can get."
His fascination with truth is supposed to be admirable.
"It's drama," he continues. "It's a heightened reality. The people who
make these things, these movies and TV shows, they know they're
stretching the truth. They have all of these consultants, people paid to
tell them if something is realistic or not. And the TV and movie producers, they ignore these people. They're wasting money on them, hundreds of thousands of dollars, really, but this other world, this different
realm of real is just too important, too interesting to let go of."
The fact that I let the doctor go on like this shows just how lonely
this place can be.
"Every time you see someone dying on TV, someone wasting away
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in a hospital room, tying up loose ends, revealing some deep, heartfelt
truth, well, when you've seen enough people die, as I have, you'll know
just how silly that really is."
All of this, of course, is later. After the doctor tells me about the
armies and rebel cells. About tumors and metastasis, and how exactly
my father is dying. After he's already made me feel uncomfortable and
flattered me at the same time. By now, he's given me pamphlets and
brochures, what he calls the watered-down version of the truth, the
public face of illness. There are so many of these pamphlets that my
pockets bulge.
I feel empty and weighed down all at once.
The doctor leaves again, maybe to let me think, maybe because he's
out of material, maybe to find someone who will talk back, and I start
to rummage through the mess in my pockets.
I flip through page after page, reading about all aspects of cancer. I
read brochures about vomiting and nausea, about chemotherapy, about
dealing with pain. There are booklets about coping, about what to do
when the end is in sight, on cancer-related fatigue, on what the side
effects of certain drugs might be. There are brochures telling me how to
talk to the person with cancer, what to do after diagnosis. Some of these
brochures are printed in different languages, some have charts for the
patient to measure his pain. Some have pictures of families and patients
talking to doctors. The doctors look concerned and caring, the families
never look afraid.
A hospital is technically an institution and because of this, what they
use to clean the place, even the nonmedical areas, like the hallways and
atriums, lobbies and waiting rooms, well, it's industrial strength, strong
enough to kill anything. HIV, the plague, Ebola, this stuff wipes it all
out. The only problem is that it only works on surfaces. It doesn't work
internally.
So when I walk around this place, all I smell is bleach and disinfectant, the smell of germs being killed. The stink of clean. Where I am now,
in the cavernous lobby, germs don't stand a chance, but elsewhere,
they're killing people. The people being eaten alive from the inside out.
The eternally laboring. The perpetually gunshot. The people in rooms
that aren't their own, the people in beds they've never slept in.
A hundred years ago, people died at home. Now they die in sterile
rooms.
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Where I am now, the ugly, industrial lights are dimmed, making
shadows of the big trees growing in artificial soil, the kind that can't
make a mess. The glow of the moon shines through big, glass skylights
above me.
And it's in this darkness, this haze of chemicals so thick that my eyes
water and I have trouble breathing, the haze that smells like swimming
pools and mop water, the haze that I hope to God has been diluted, that
I can see my sister. How she looks is beautiful-beautiful if she weren't
my sister. Her first words to me aren't even hello.
"So he's finally dying, huh?" The thing about my sister is that she's
the kind of person who can live without sympathy.
"What he's going through right now, he only has himself to blame
for it," she says. Buddhists might call this karma. My sister calls it
cosmIC vengeance.
"What about what I'm going through?" I ask. She doesn't answer.
Now we're back upstairs, back to the harsh light, back on the floor
where our father is waiting for his entire body to be taken over, to be
annexed by cancer, to acquiesce to the rebel force that his cells have
become. When it comes down to it, even death is a struggle for territory,
a fight for something material.
The fact that we all lose the war at some point should depress me.
Right now, my sister is talking with the doctor-the doctor with the
perfect, jet black hair, the doctor who's the embodiment of every personals ad ever written, the kind of guy women tend to chase.
What I notice about their conversation is that the doctor seems more
reserved than usual, explaining things to her the way he should be, the
way the brochures do it, the easy, watered-down way of telling the story.
"He really does need as much support as possible right now," the
doctor tells her, "even if he doesn't know anyone is with him. People can
be quite sensitive to these things; the mind is truly amazing. It can sense
that someone is caring."
The fact that he's trying to get into my sister's pants with this act
should make me mad. All my sister can say is that she understands.
What he said before about heightened reality, he says that's what
dying is like. "At the moment of death, right before the brain shuts
down, there's a surge in activity, as if the brain is going for one last
moment of clarity, to give the event some sort of meaning."
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Whether he's telling the truth anymore doesn't really matter. And
after he tells my sister about things the way he should, he tells us that
we really should do something else, if only for some short time, to get
our minds off things, to help us focus on something else, not our pain or
our father's. According to brochures, this is what doctors call "distraction," the practice of keeping your mind off a problem as if it didn't exist
at all. Psychologists might call this denial. In medicine, it's a viable form
of treatment. The brochures show pictures of families, happy ones,
looking at giant fish in big glass tanks, bowling, or watching a movie.
The sick person, the person this is supposed to be helping, well, they
never look thrilled.
Thinking of something else can only work for so long. The doctor
suggests going for another walk, getting something to eat, visiting the
chapel. The gift shop, he says, won't be open until morning.
The two of us, we decide against the chapel. Both my sister and I,
we're at the age where we should be married, and it's considered a
tragedy that we're not. At this point in our lives, all a chapel means to
us is a friend's wedding, having to buy a toaster, and taking bets on how
long things will last. We decide on the cafeteria. The fact that I haven't
said the word "cafeteria" since college makes me feel old. And as we're
walking towards the elevator, the doctor, he says he'll come get us when
it's close.
The thing about the cafeteria is that, well, it's a cafeteria. There are
tables and chairs, plates and flatware. There's food-ham and fried
chicken, roast beef sandwiches-and it all looks orange under the heat
lamps. There's a salad bar. There's an entire table of Jell-O, green and red
and orange, colors as far from natural as possible. These aren't the reds
and greens you'd find in the salad bar, they're the kind you'd find in the
gaudiest casino in Las Vegas, the one that's miles away from the Strip.
My sister goes for the neon green. I ask her, inspired by the doctor,
what she's thinking about, what she's using to get her mind off things,
what she's using to forget.
"I don't know," she says, picking at green cubes. "Anything you're
thinking about?"
"Yeah," I say, "I'm thinking about how upset I am that the gift shop
is closed."
She laughs at this and throws a hunk of green into her mouth.
An hour later, the table is covered with coffee cups, orange chicken,
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cubes in every color of the neon rainbow, and two copies of every
brochure from upstairs.
The doctor comes in and we look at each other. By now, we're
experts in grieving. By now, we're coping juggernauts.
The doctor says, looking almost discouraged, that it's taking longer
than they thought. That he's holding on. He says we can leave if we want
to, but someone really should be around when it happens.
There are documents to be signed. Information to go over. Even
death is paperwork.
His job done for now, he disappears back upstairs.
My sister says she'll stay, that I've been there too long. She says it's
her turn.
"Tell me when it happens, OK?"
"Of course."
And now I walk through the bleach- and lemon-scented haze, past
the sterile rooms and the chapel, through the empty, dimly lit atrium,
past the abandoned gift shop, balloons and teddy bears and sympathy
cards arranged neatly in the window.
Even disease is an industry; even death can sell something.
Marketing to the bereaved is just good business sense.
I walk outside to the concrete and steel that glows orange in the
night, the overly complex parking garage, letters and numbers arranged
to help people find their way.
I get to my car and drive out onto the highway, deserted this late at
night. I look up at the sky, at dawn peeking out.
I drive the rest of the way home because there's nothing else to do.
Thinking about something else, well, that only works for so long.
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New Kicks
Scott Mil es

l WAS THE ONE SPONSORING BILL BERGDOLL FOR AA WHEN HE CROAKED IN
the back alley behind McGuckin's Irish Pub . I know that sounds dramatic to some of you and, in a way, I suppose it is. You can cue the terrible horns and sad whisper of piano jazz if you like, but I don't think
it's necessary. We're not fooling anyone.
Bill's death was only dramatic because, in real life, he was an accomplished magician and, to me at least, magicians don't really die, regardless of what it might say on Harry Houdini's fucking gravestone.
But Bill did die. He died of a drug overdose, and soon afterward, his
father-a slumpy, hobbling man- came by and started threatening me
at one of our AA meetings, which turned out to be very awkward and
very embarrassing.
I was making coffee at the time and hovered near the grumbling
machine. I began to sweat as his tirade began, the stink of burnt grounds
embedded into my hands. We were at a place of worship, an old church
with hard wooden pews on the southeast side of Detroit. Naturally.
"Why couldn't you help my son?" he yelled, trembling, pointing a
crooked, burnt-looking finger at me. The old man was unshaven, the hair
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on his face spotty and gray. He had a pair of expensive, brown leather
shoes on his feet and was completely decked out in spectacular, tailormade threads. But there was a wave of sick, gagging fumes emitting from
his mouth. Gin, I suspected. The cheap stuff. He needed our program.
I stepped back away as Mr. Bergdoll impinged upon my personal
space, taking on the demeanor of a man who had swallowed too much
chewing gum over his lifetime. His son had been dead for three days. He
was on edge. Naturally.
"You failed him!" he continued, a crowd gathering. "You fucking
killed my son!"
I felt bad. Terrible, really. I liked Bill, his twisted, dirty jokes, his
cocktail-at-noon attitude, sober or not. I even admired him. He was a
good-looking chap, too, a crooner, a man who swept women off their
feet. I never swept, not even the shabby grotto I called my apartment.
Looking back at the incident now, I suppose I should've tried to
explain the situation to the rest of my addicts, who were standing there
with mouths agape, in the midst of fighting their own battles, looking to
me for support when moments of weakness crept in like an ambush in
the middle of a damp, Viet Cong night. But I didn't.
Instead, I stood there being accused of failing this man's son, and as I
looked around, I felt the expectant and tender eyes of one of my fellow
addicts, Betty Reyes, showing her born-again need to lean on Jesus for
every answer. I also felt the lost gaze of Slava Fetenko, a Russian man
who, coming from the depths of St. Petersburg, was quite unfamiliar with
this group-therapy lifestyle, the smell of strong vodka seeping out of his
pores even though he claimed to have been sober for a year now. And then
there was Charlie Bush, one of my best nondrinking friends, not to mention my mentor, stepping up through the crowd in case anything should
happen, his face the color of garden soil, his eyes fixed but plaintive.
Simply put, Bill couldn't be helped. He didn't want help, told me to
stuff that help up my ass.
I didn't bother explaining Bill's weakness to the old man or to
anyone else, for that matter. They didn't deserve an explanation, and it
wasn't a very good one in the first place. Besides, if I had a dime for
every one of my failed prodigies over the last ten years I've been a
sponsor, I'd be a rich man on the beach in the Bahamas with a large bag
of cocaine sitting next to my frozen margarita.
Sure, some linger and try, try again, try for the rest of their lives, but
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most just check in and check out like common, forgettable hotel transients, disappearing forever down a dark road in the middle of Iowa. On
to the next hotel.
"No," I firmly replied to Bill's father, "I didn't kill your son."
I had tried to remain calm, and casually took a sip from my cup of
fresh coffee, the Styrofoam edge squeaking against my bottom teeth. I
had successfully stood up to my demons during the latter half of my life.
I'd been sober for eight years, and normally, had I been under the influence, I might have cowered and apologized to the man, apologizing profusely until it became uncomfortable for all watching. But I'd worked
too hard for everything I had. I wasn't going to back down now, not to
this man.
I stood tall instead, straightened my shirt, and Bill's father's eyes
dropped quizzically. Slowly, very slowly, his familiar face began to peek
through, triggering the back of my memory bank. I finally began to recognize him from all those years of black-and-white TV during my youth:
the black cape, the pasty, white face paint, the sharp, plastic incisors
inserted into his mouth. He was Count Scary, and perhaps this meant
something at one time. But now, it did not. I stayed firm.
"You killed him, Mr. Bergdoll," I told him flatly, which was only partially true.
The first time I stopped doing drugs was in 1989. I was twentyseven. I did it all, mostly uppers and alcohol, but whatever came along,
I swallowed like a garbage disposal. That year was also a banner year
for heroin overdoses.
I think most of the rotten scag was being funneled in from Flint,
somehow. Hot shots made the rounds in our neighborhood every other
day, it seemed, and by pure miracle I avoided the tainted foils, the
bleached baby laxative. More than a few of my friends ended up with
the ashy skin and hardened veins, the face down in the toilet, the thundering eyeballs, the slow float to death.
My girlfriend Reza wasn't so lucky, either. After waking up one
January morning in our railroad apartment, the heat turned off, the electricity failing, I found her at the kitchen table. Her ship had sailed. The
poor girl had a bowl of cereal dumped into her lap, the milk turning
sour, the green and blue marshmallows sticking to the dirty shag carpet.
That's when I knew I had to change. I needed new friends, and as I
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watched the sun beaming in through the curtains and shining on her
neck, I dialed the appropriate numbers.
Talking to my dealer for one last fix before I turned myself in, I
could see where her once-caramel skin had turned white and ghostly. In
the end, I patted her wild, curly, black hair and walked out of the apartment forever. I never did go to her funeral. I never did go to my dealer's
house to get that last fix. I went to the Downriver Detox Center in Flat
Rock instead.
After seven false starts and a beautiful mentor named Charlie Bush,
it took me three years to quit for good.
Bill Bergdoll was not your average junky, true enough. He was more
of a dabbler, a thrill seeker, a binge artist with a rather large bank account,
the monetary remnants of growing up with a semicelebrity father.
In the private conversations I had with Bill during his stay in the
Downriver Detox Center right before he died, I found out that his old
man, oddly enough, played the role of Count Scary, the spazzed-out
creep who, back in the early '70s, hosted the afternoon horror shows on
WKBD, our local television station in Detroit.
The residuals of having such a father had a tremendous effect on Bill,
who was never able to come to terms with his old man's local popularity.
This, of course, is all Psych 101. Bill was rather tight-lipped about his
father, and I don't think he ever told me directly that he couldn't cope.
That wasn't his style. His style of dealing with his frustration was more
like performing wild, eye-catching parlor tricks with good bourbon, and
perhaps a rip off a pipe filled with homemade crystal meth.
Apparently an aging addict himself, his father, Thomas Bergdoll, would
get all coked up every Saturday afternoon near Halloween, dress up as a
prematurely balding Dracula, and present the youth of our city with really
bad horror films like Frankenstein Meets the Wolfman or I Walked with a
Zombie. Although Bill and I only talked about this a few times, briefly, I
told him my favorite was Creature from the Black Lagoon.
"The old man was always crocked for that one," he said rather
amusingly. You could see that Bill kind of admired his father for duping
the public, for being able to hide the secret, drug-addled life of a two-bit
horror jockey.
"What do you mean?" I asked.
"Every year they whisked him away to all the local supermarkets in
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this big limo, so that he could give away those stupid 3-D glasses. The
whole time he was inside doing drugs and drinking with hookers. He
could barely stand up straight most of the time. The kids didn't know
what to make of him."
"I still have my glasses," I told him assuredly. They were about the
only thing I'd saved from my childhood. Everything else I had pawned
for drugs-sports equipment, bikes, you name it. But those babies were
safely tucked away in the crawl space of my parents' house, which my
sister has lived in ever since they passed away. I respected certain treasures.
Despite his father's local fame and recognition-and the fact that the
old fucker was still alive and kicking as a functional, thirty-year alcoholic-I knew that Mr. Billy Bergdoll wouldn't make the cut the day he
checked in. His lineage wasn't going to help.
Bill was roughly the same age as me, a little older perhaps, not to
mention a complete and utter mess. He was in mid-convulsion when he
busted through the doors that first night. His hands were so shaky that
he couldn't even finish signing the paperwork.
Later on that night, after he calmed down (I suspect he had a little
taste with him for just such an emergency), I could tell by his spacey
voice that he wasn't serious enough about the program. It was a ruse.
Perhaps his family or his wife had forced him here, I told myself at the
time. It certainly wasn't parole or the law. He was there of his own free
will.
"I need h-h-h-help," Bill admitted when I asked him why he came to
the Flat Rock Detox Center.
Although convincing to some, I still didn't believe him. Sure, he was
stuttering, sure he needed a fix bad, but, deep down, I knew he was
feigning his seriousness. With addiction, the lying-to yourself and to
others-can go to extremes. And Bill was as extreme as they come.
"What you need," I said to him after he got settled in later that
night, dabbing his arm with a cotton ball soaked in alcohol, preparing
him a shot of methadone, "is a hobby."
"A hobby?" he asked.
"Yeah, you know. Painting, reading, plastic model cars, robotics,
Elvis paraphernalia, something to take your mind from your addiction."
Bill shrugged.
"I like magic tricks," he said, unsure of himself.
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"Yeah?"
"Yeah, I'm a magician, though not a very good one."
"Get the fuck out of here," I said and looked into his horse brown
eyes. He rolled them back and began to look drowsy as the methadone
took hold of his soul.
"It's true," he muttered with dry lips, nodding at his billfold on the
bedside table. "Look in my wallet there."
I put down the syringe, opened up the wallet, and saw, behind the plastic
cover, a card for the Detroit Metropolitan Society of Magicians, #25 5.
"A fucking magician, eh?" I said to him as he dozed into a very
sweaty and uncomfortabl e first night.
Bill, unlike most of our miserable patients, hadn't been pushed down
to the point of no return. That's why I didn't think he'd make it. He
hadn't spent the night in the gutter, penniless, never signed away his
mortgage, never sucked dick in the alley for a wee bit of crack. Bill had
money. He had connections. He had the knack for self-indulgence. And
that's all you really need to die. Most of the other poor bastards had to
quit because of resource problems.
Later that night, when the twitches had begun to settle in, he broke
out of his room and started yelling at Vivian, our secretary, who happens
to look like a rodeo bull dressed in a miniskirt. That must have been the
reason why Bill jumped on her back and started whaling on her
haunches with the back of his heels as if he had spurs.
Bill was piping with rage, drooling, screaming, hemming and
hawing. I've never seen anything like it. He so desperately wanted out,
and Vivian just wouldn't let him. She must've stepped right into his path.
After I coaxed him off my secretary, I finally convinced Bill to get
back into his room and sweat it out. I promised him it would be OK.
What else could I do?
I locked the door behind him, but I saw that very same scared and
trapped look on his face when he checked out two weeks later, and I just
knew he definitely wasn't going to turn out sober.
The first night in detox kills. I don't have to bore you with the gory
details of substance withdrawal. But just for the record, take the sickest
night you've ever had and throw it out the fucking window. Fighting
malaria doesn't even compare.
Bill's first night was very much like my own and very much like
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anyone else's first night who checks into this clinic. Fits of rage, the
dark, quiet deals with God, the screams, the hot flashes, the cold sweats,
the promises to stay clean. It's hard to stomach.
At midnight that night, as per my normal routine, I made my rounds
of the facility and could hear the poor bastard begging for his father's help.
"Please, Dad .... Please get me out of here."
"Bill," I whispered through the door, "forget about your father, man.
You can do this yourself."
There was no response. Bill's body just slumped up against the door.
I could hear him shift against it and imagined him turning onto his left
side, his weak, shaking legs trying to push his body into an upright position. He began to sob and whimper before he fell asleep from pure
exhaustion .
The key to getting through detox is to let the patient get everything
out of his system for the first forty-eight hours. Piss, shit, snot. Let it all
dribble out. You need to let that person fall just short of physically
dying. That's the only way. The rest is mental.
After I ushered Bill's father out into the street, the scattered, bright,
December snow started to fall majestically down upon us. I suggested
that we go to a coffee shop and talk a little more about Bill, knock back
a few slugs of decaf. Obviously, there were some misconcept ions that
still needed to be cleared up between him and his son.
"Sure, sure," he said softly, perhaps realizing what a terrible and
grave mistake he'd just made by barging into our meeting and blaming
me for Bill's overdose.
"Great-"
"Call me Tom," he said gruffly and extended his hand. We shook, his
skin feeling like he had just pulled it out of the toaster.
"I'm-"
"I know who you are, Randall," he said matter-of-factly.
Friends, I have to admit that Thomas Bergdoll's head looked much
different without the black widow's peak painted on, without the red
lipstick smeared across his lips, and his cheeks sagged a little more than
I remembere d from when I was a youngster. But he still looked like
Count Scary to me and, somehow, that must've meant something.
Mr. Bergdoll had motioned to a car standing near the front curb of
the church, the parking lights on, the exhaust puffing out carcinogens .
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Suddenly, the headlights sprang to life and the car lurched forward. It
wasn't a limo exactly, but a large, black Cadillac with tinted windows
and a chauffeur wearing a gray cap on his head, which he doffed as he
opened the door for Tom and me.
"I'm too old and too drunk to drive myself anymore, son," he
explained apologetically.
The coffee shop was a familiar place to me. It was called Granny's
Old Time Diner. I had taken many of those I sponsored there when they
were at their lowest, and I, too, came here when I felt abandoned and
alone. I knew the waitresses, the owner, the design on the sugar packets,
the thickness of the cream. I knew that on Tuesdays you should stay
away from the tuna fish.
As we walked in from the cold, I nodded to Arlene, one of the waitresses who'd been at Granny's as long as I could remember. Flirtatiously,
she winked back, her coarse, blond hair pulled back into a knot. She was
scribbling in her pink and blue notepad for an old couple ordering
greasy diner bacon and eggs, over easy. After the order, she smacked her
gum and trundled off to start a fresh pot of decaf, a complimentary
custom we'd had going on for years. Arlene and I had other things going
on, too, but they've yet to be worked out. Waitresses are good about
putting things on the back burner. Recovering addicts, too.
"Please, Mr. Bergdoll, sit," I said and waved him into a booth, by an
old jukebox which would never play that Hendrix song, no matter how
many quarters you plugged into it.
"Call me, Tom, dammit. I don't want all this 'Mr. Bergdoll' stuff."
I took off my coat.
"Sure, Tom, sure."
Arlene came over with both pots and filled mine from the one that
had the orange top.
"Not the pussy stuff here, sweets," the old man said to her and
pushed his coffee cup forward. "Fuckin' leaded."
I'm sure Arlene's heard just about every curse word in existence, but
that made even her eyebrows raise up for a second.
"Menus?"
"Leave a couple," I said.
She slid two menus between us and bounced away. She knew that we
needed our privacy. Arlene always knew; that was the trouble with her.
"You know," I started, not sure where to begin, " Bill loved you. He
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admired you. He just never got a chance to say it."
Tom stirred the granules of saccharine hard, the scarred index finger
and thumb tossing the spoon down onto the Formica table.
"I know that," he said and blew on his coffee, squinting. "He was
just weak, that's all."
"True," I admitted.
"And he never learned how to clean up his messes."
"Also true," I paused for a moment, scanning his face, "so why are
you blaming me for his death?"
"Bah," he growled and shook his head. "I might ask you the same
question!"
I changed my focus to the front of the menus, studied the translucent gravy stains, the ones that were only visible when the lights glared
off the plastic covering in a certain way.
"Truth be told," he said reluctantly, "I don't blame you."
For a moment, I thought I should confess that I still blamed him. But
that wouldn't be right, for obvious reasons.
"I just needed to vent," he continued. "I just needed-"
"Our program?"
Tom's head sagged and hid his gaze in his lap.
"Maybe. Fuck, I don't know. You couldn't help my son. What makes
you think you can help me?"
I dredged up some of Charlie Bush's words, words that somehow
didn't mean as much to me these days, words that perhaps I didn't
believe anymore. This must've been the path that Jim Bakker started
down when he stopped believing his own lines and bedded down with
Jessica Hahn.
"Only you can help you," I said, the hollow words losing impact.
Tom winced and put up his hand, waved me off.
"Save me the horseshit, son."
"It was worth a try."
"Maybe at one time it was."
We sat in silence a little bit as we sipped our coffee, two guys sitting
comfortably in a diner. Eventually I began telling Tom about Bill's last
days at Rancho Detoxo. How quiet and glassy he had become, reticent.
How he had stopped talking to me about anything. No more conversations about his family, nothing.
"I couldn't figure out why he was even staying with us," I admitted.
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"He had his resolve. Perhaps he was just buying time?"
Tom's face was awash in reflection.
"Yeah," he said and smiled. "Once Bill made up his mind, you
couldn't change it, the rotten bastard."
We talked more and Arlene brought more coffee. Soon, the old man
really started to open up.
"My wife, God bless her, she's been the only one to stick by me this
whole time."
After his fifth cup, without shame, Tom popped out a flask from his
vest pocket and took a chug. He was greedy about it, and I watched
some of the sweet liquid trickle slightly from his mouth, clear and sanguine. He smiled, made a reach for the ice water, and shrugged like he
couldn't help it. He made drinking look like fun again.
After we left the diner, Tom's driver dropped me off at my Subaru
back at the church. Everybody had gone home. Before I took leave of
him, we discussed his joining the group, a different one I attended occasionally on the West Side. With a sour face, full of drunken promises, he
said, "I'll think about it, son."
After the Cadillac disappeared down the street, the red taillights
fading into the dark street, I started up my car and went straight to my
sister's house, knowing she would be at Heritage Hospital working the
night shift.
You could easily say that Bill's father and I hadn't really hit it off that
well. Sure, we talked and he hit some personal notes about his family, but
deep down, I could tell he disliked me for idolizing him when I was a kid.
When I brought up anything about his being Count Scary, he just
shrugged it off with a wave of his hand, the one with the scarred finger.
Wouldn't even say his catch phrase, "Ohhhhh, that's scary!"
I got gypped, as they used to say before the PC craze.
When I asked Tom about his finger, which looked mangled and not
quite right, he shrugged that off as well.
"It was a long time ago," he said. "I've forgiven him for that, and he
fucking knows it.
"Who? Bill?"
"No, you idiot," he chimed back sarcastically. "Batso."
Batso was his sidekick, sorta. After Count Scary's ratings plummeted, and after the horror genre took a backseat to the kung fu films,
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the network tried roping in another horror generation with this stupid
puppet that looked like a retarded mouse with wings. Those of us who
grew up with Count Scary were beginning to get older at that time, too.
We stopped sitting in front of the tube. Personally, I stopped watching
TV on those autumn afternoons and moved on to fingering girls and
smoking hash.
At my sister's house, I let myself in with the key inside the old milk
door. They still delivered glass bottles of milk in this neighborhood if
you wanted it, but my sister drank soy. Years ago, she traded in vitamin
D for a mouth-coating of the substitute crap.
Down in the basement, I frantically began shoving aside boxes and
kicking up dust. I found the glasses buried at the bottom of a box filled
with other useless garbage: Star Wars creatures, high school diploma, Tball pictures.
The cardboard was a bit warped and moldy, and it smelled like King
Tut's dick. But the blue-and-red plastic was still intact, and they'd come
through in a pinch if one of the networks suddenly showed The
Creature from the Black Lagoon and you didn't have the new promos.
I sat at the kitchen table afterwards, eyeing a bottle of wine and pretending that my mother was still around waving a spatula at me and my
sister. My sister and I got along fairly well. I never missed her birthday,
not anymore, and I visited every holiday, cookouts, and whatnot. She
was a spinster herself. Came close once, but he left her slightly before
the wedding. He was a schmuck anyway. She was better off.
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